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Steve Harris
Editor

In 1996
HFN/RR
celebrates
its 40th year
of publication.
And an
interesting
year it looks
to be, too

ar and away the longestestablished UK title in the field,
HFN/RR celebrates its 40th
anniversary in 1996. Starting next
month, we'll be including an item of
historic interest in each issue, but we
are planning something really special
for the middle of the year to mark
the passing of 40 years since the
publication of HiFi News, Volume
1, No 1, in June 1956. But we are
not going to spend the whole of
1996 looking backwards. We shall
be making every effort to make HiFi News & Record Review even
better. We believe that HFNIRR's
equipment reviewers are the best,
and we are striving to cover more
products in forthcoming issues.
Two features we've already
introduced help readers benefit more
fully from the knowledge of the
experts. ' The Good HiFi Guide'
summarises review findings on a
large number of products, while for
'Reviewers Recommend...' each
writer shortlists products in each
price bracket and details his own
listening system. But in reality we
never have quite enough space to
include both, and so ' Reviewers
Recommend...' has only appeared
sporadically. So, with effect from this
issue, we shall be publishing ' The
Good HiFi Guide' and ' Reviewers
Recommend...' in alternate months.
This issue contains a fully updated
'Reviewers Recommend...' while next
month's issue will include The Good
Hi -Fi Guide, also painstakingly
updated (thanks, Andrew!).
HIGH- QUALITY AUDIO AND

DVD

How could anyone, back in 1956
when domestic analogue tape at 3
3/4 ips seemed like a miracle, have
imagined where we'd be now? In
1996 we will see the unveiling of
DVD, with up to 18 gigabytes on a
single 120mm disc! Prototypes are
expected at the Las Vegas CES in
January, but it will probably be late
in the year before machines go on
sale even in Japan. It will be much
longer, several years, before anyone
can benefit from the potential of the
Digital Video Disc for an advanced
pure-audio medium, but there is
every hope this will happen. The
Acoustic Renaissance For Audio [see
'Comment' and 'Technology', Nov
issue] has now presented its High
Quality Audio Disc proposal to the
Japan Audio Society. Returning from
Japan, the ARA's chairman, Bob
Stuart of Meridian Audio, said that
there had been ' an extraordinarily
good response' notably from Pioneer.

The ARA team played afive-channel
system with Meridian DSP5000
speakers fed first from aCD source
(two- channel stereo); next from a
two- channel source decoded for
surround-sound by the Meridian 565
processor; and finally from five
discrete channels off multi-track tape.
According to Stuart, American
reaction to the ARA's proposal has
also been positive, with support from
manufacturers and from Dolby and
Lucasfilm. It remains to be seen how
the record companies respond, but
there are two positive aspects here.
The first is that record companies
are already being forced to create
surround-sound versions of new
recordings, and in many cases are
already laying down material which
could be issued in adiscrete multichannel format. Secondly, HQAD
could be genuinely backwardscompatible with conventional CD,
as it is possible to make a disc
carrying both conventional Red Book
audio data and HQAD. So the
record industry would not face the
problem of a dual inventory, and
consumers' CD collections would
not be obsoleted.
It does look as if the ARA's efforts
will bear fruit, even if we have to
wait a while to enjoy the results.
And, while the marketing men lay
their plans for the launch of DVD,
we can also start to consider the next
future shock. The end of the century
is not far away, and by then we
should have recordable DVD.

NEXT MONTH

B

est of British? February's le
cover features the brand new
ATC pre- amplifier, a first for this
respected speaker company, and
other exclusive reviews include
the long-awaited Cyrus pre/power combination, the very
promising Marantz CD17 CD
player, systems from Linn and
Rega, the amazing Wilson WITT
speaker. Apogee's affordable
ribbon monitor plus British
floorstanders from B&W,
Celestion. Musical Technology
and Ruark. And for equipment
buying reference. The Good Hi Fi
Guide will be back, fully updated.
An interview with violinist Lydia
Mordkovitch launches a packed
record review section. Finally,
don't miss a chance to win a
£2000 prize in another great freeentry competition. All will be
revealed when the February issue
goes on sale. Friday 12 January.
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24 an affordable
amp from Myryad
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22 SHOWING THEM FIBRE
British turntable manufacturer Wilson
Benesch has created a startling new
speaker using carbon fibre technology,
the ACT One
Ken Kessler

21 up for grabs: win this
‘3000 Meridian hi-fi

24 MYRYAD IMAGE
the Myryad MI- 120 is an
affordable new British integrated
amplifier from Myryad Systems
Peter J Comeau
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26 ALTOGETHER ALTO

21 WIN A £ 000 MERIDIAN SYSTEM

the Alto is a sleek new CD player
from valve amp specialist Audio
Innovations
David Berriman

on offer this month is a Meridian 500
system consisting of a 506 CD player,
504 tuner, 551 amplifier (with m-m
and m-c phono stages) and the brand
new A500 speakers

28 THE MOMO BITES
Impulse loudspeakers joins the great
turntable revival with the £700
Moskito
Peter J Comeau

30 BOOGIE FACTOR
famed for its valve guitar amps, US
company Mesa is now making inroads
on hi-fi amplification with its Baron
power amplifier
Ken Kessler

33 BACK TO BASICS

38 LAMM CHOPS
the N11.1 hybrid monoblocks are
heavyweight American high end from
LAMM Audio Laboratory Inc
Ken Kessler

40 EAD ARRANGEMDIT
Esoteric Audio Design's EAD 7000
DAC in its new series III configuration
Martin Colloms

42 ARION DOMINATION
Northern Ireland's valve amp
specialist Arion has completely
overhauled its Elektra integrated
Chris Beeching

45 HI-HO SILYERADO

64 CLASS MARK
this month we explore system building
with a £ 1500 budget, using the
Pioneer PD-S904 CD player, Sony
TA-FA3ES amplifier and B&W's
CDM Iloudspeakers
Alvin Gold

69 TRY TRICHORD
areader's experience with Trichord's
re-clocking of his CD player and
other digital delights
Clive Meakins

American high end manufacturer
Theta offers its new DS Data Basic II
transport and DS Pro Basic III DAC
Alvin Gold and Paul Miller

a small new British speaker maker
makes its debut with the Silverado 1
Peter J Comeau

36 WELSH RARE BIT

49 QUAD ECSTATIC

TOP Audio in Milan is Italy's leading
hi-fi show and this year it offered
some real surprises
Ken Kessler

full technical review of DPA's new
Little Bit 3 DAC
David Berrirnan

a radically rebuilt Quad electrostatic
speaker plus bass unit, the
Quadristatic from Concert Corner
Martin Collorns

what do our reviewers recommend and what do they actually listen to?

75 REVIEWERS RECOMMEND

53 STRIKING GOLD

110 BOOKS

full technical review of Monitor
Audio's new R700 PMC (Profile
Metal Cone) bookshelf speaker
Peter J Comeau

the Gramophone Classical Good
CD Guide, Berlioz's letters
and Marianne Faithfull's
autobiography
assessed

58 SUPER SIM
can B&VI''s 800MW subwoofer carry
deep bass into the high end?
Martin Collorns

61 THE EFFICIENCY EXPERTS
30 Mesa amps
-are they
makling inroads
in the UK?

72 LIFE AT 11£ TOP

a survey of horns and other high
efficiency speakers: the Audio Note
AN-E, Morrison Pipedream and
Klipsch Heresy and La Scala
Mike LaFevre and Peter Stillwell

61 blow your own
trumpet - sorry, horn!
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26 shape of things to
come? Audio Innovations
Alto CD player

45 Saverado: new
British speakers
make their debut

3 COMMENT

108 ACCESSORIES CLUB

the editor goes on the record
Steve Harris

aChristmas round-up of audiophile
goodies for your stockings

6 INDEX FOR 1995

III SIDELINES

CONTRIBUTORS

ever thought of finding speaker stands
at your local garden centre?
John Crabbe

11VIEWS
readers' letters

15 NEWS
products, innovations, events

19 TECHNOLOGY

113 SUBSCRIPTIONS
get HFN1RR every month by post —
plus special free gifts

the battle over high density digital
formats continues
Barry Fox

114 VIEWS TOO
more reader' letter

57 HEADROOM

looking for the best hi-fi specialists in
your area? They're in this county-bycounty guide

Ruark's new Icon speakers
Ken Kessler

67 BLACK BOX
delving ever deeper into the mysteries
of AC mains supply pollution
Ben Duncan

116 DEALER GUIDE

WI: David Berriman,
Martin Colloms, Peter J
Comeau, John Crabbe, Ben
Duncan,
Barry Fox, Alvin Gold, Ken
Kessler, Mike LaFevre, Clive
Meakins, Paul Miller, Peter
Stillwell
CLASSICAL MUSIC: Andrew
Achenbach, Nalen Anthoni, Peter
Branscombe,
Christopher Breunig, Robert
Dearling, George Hall, Julian
Haylock, Antony Hodgson, James
M Hughes, Calum MacDonald,
Bill Newman, David Nice
ROCK/POP/JA: Johnny Black,
Andrew Carmel, Fred Dellar, Ken
Kessler, Ben Watson,
Valerie Potter

119 CLASSIFIED
find the best hi-fi bargains here!

cord
eview

79 RADIO
predictions for the coming year
John Nelson

80 REVIEW INDEX
81 INTERVIEW

Steuart Bedford talks to Andrew
Achenbach

85 RECORD OF THE MONTH
Britten's Folk Song settings

85 CLASSICAL REVIEWS
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86 CLASSICAL REISSUES

42 the best of

101 ROCK/POP/JAZZ

Irish: Anan's
upgraded Elektra

Philip Langndge:

page 85

107 ROCK/POP REISSUES
130 FINALE
the truth about the Monkees

11028 high flying
turntable? The
Impulse Moskito
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Elvis Costello has came
along way since
Oliver's Army:
see page 107
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AUDIO FEATURES
Beam Echo Avantic ( SH) 54/3
CE Mark (MC) 62/11
DAB (1N) 58/8
Digital Frontiers (MH) 58/2
Decca (Tony Hawkins) Profile (AC) 58/6
Harman Kardon digital amp ( PK) 49/12
HDCD (MCI 54/6
Rega profile ( SH) 64/10
Trichord (Tom Evans) profile (AC) 56/8
Valve Amplification Co. ( KK) 21/9
Wilson speaker set up routine ( KK) 58/5

SHOW REPORTS
Buxton (Chesterfield) (CBing) 14/7
CES - Chicago ( KK) 64/9
CES - Los Angeles ( KK) 52/8
China ( KK) 60/2
China ( KK) 72/9
Hi Fi Show preview 25/9
Las Vegas ( KK) 56/3
Las Vegas Part II ( KK) 56/4
Melbourne ( KK) 72/11
Milan and Lisbon (KK) 60/1
Paris Salon ( KK) 61/7
San Francisco 97th AES (MH) 60/3
The Hi Fi Show Ramada Hotel ( KK) 56/12

EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
AMPUFIERS
Adyton Opera ( KK) 46/8
Alchemist Nemesis (EB) 61/9
Arcam Alpha 6Plus (AGI S10/11
Arcam Delta 290P ( PK) 47/7
Audio Alchemy OW 50 ( KK) 42/9
Audio Note P2SE (AC) 38/11
Audio Research LS5 II pre-amp (MC) 58/11
Audio Research VT60 ( KK) 49/3
Audio Research VT150SE power (MCI 59/11
Aura VA100 Mk II ( PJC) 37/5
AVIS2000M1 ( PJC) 38/9
Beam Echo DL7-35 ( KK) 18/12
Bryston BP5 pre/3B NRB power (
DB) 38/10
Cambridge Audio Al (AG) S12/11
Cary 80.58 ( KK) 38/1
Chimera X80 (MCI 44/6
Chimera X150C/X150P ( EB & PJC) 24/4
Conrad Johnson Premier Eight A(MCI 44/3
Copland CTA301/504 (AG) 46/3
Copland CTA501 (AC) 38/11
Creek A42 / P42 ( EB & PJC) 42/6
Cyrus III Integrated Amp (AG) S16/11
Delta 290P ( PK) 47/7
Denon PMA-250111 (AG) 54/8
Denon PMA-450 (AGI 66/11
Densen Beat ( KK) 30/7
DPA Renaissance ( PK) 37/5
Earmax Headphone ( KK) 44/2
Electrocompaniet EC3/AW250 (MC) 37/4
Exposure XV ( PK) 37/5
Gamma Era Standard & Space ( AGI 46/3
Gamma Gemini (AC) 51/2
Harman Kardon HK620 ( PK) 27/12
K)yne 7LX ( KK) 47/6
Krell KAS2(MC) 34/9
Krell KS-A5OS (SH) 47/2
LFD LSO & PAO ( DB) 24/12
Luxman A-312 (AG) 32/6
Linn Majik-1 ( PK) 28/6
Marantz PM- 555E ( PK) 27/12
Marantz MA23/SC23 ( KK) S4/11
McIntosh C22 ( KK) 39/7
Meridian 551 ( PK) S14/11
Micromega Tempo I( PK) 29/8
Mission Cyrus III (AG) 46/3
Music Fidelity Elektra EIO (MC) 33/7
Musical Fidelity E200/E300 (AG) 46/3
Musical Fidelity El 0 ( KK) S18/11
Musical Fidelity F15 power (AG) S8/11
Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amp (AGI S8/11

NAD 310 (DB) 30/10
NAD 302 (AG) 70/9
NVA AP30 ( PK) 40/1
Onix 0A31 ( PK) 29/8
OreIle SA100 ( PK) 40/1
Pro-ject Model 7(AGI 61/10
Quad 77 (PK) 24/2
Quantum Minstrel Partridge ( KK) 48/9
Roksan L2.5 /51.5 (AG) S20/11
Rotel RA970BX ( P1C) 29/8
Shearne Phase 11 ( PK) 37/5
Sony TA-F446E ( PJC) 27/12
Thorens Consequence (AG) 46/3
Toca Seca 20 (MCI 34/2
Trilogy 900 ( KK) 42/10
Trilogy 902 /958 ( EB) 37/7
Tube Technology Synergy ( KK) 26/6
Unison Research Smart 845 ( KK) 36/10
LOUDSPEAKERS
Akustik-Lab Bolero Kompakt ( KK) 53/12
Analysis Omega (AG) 51/7
Analysis Omikkron ( PK) 51/6
Apogee Mini Grand (AGI 50/7
ATC SCM200A ( PK) 38/8
Audio Physic Tempo (MCI 44/10
Audiovector 5(MCI 47/11
B&W P4 (AGI S10/11
B&W P4 ( PK) 34/3
B&W P6 (MCI 44/8
Boston Acoustics CR7 (AGI 61/10
Bravura Accelerando ( SH) 50/11
Castle Severn (MC) 44/9
Celestion Impact 10 ( PK) 43/12
Celestion Impact 20 ( PK) 43/12
Celestion Kingston ( KK) 26/11
Chimera X80 (MC) 44/6
Chimera X150C/X150P ( EB & PJC) 24/4
Epos E522 ( PK) 22/12
Gale Model 2(AG) 512/11
Gale Reference Monitor ( AGI 54/8
GLL Imagio IC100 (AG) 55/10
Impulse Lali (CB) 48/10
Jamo 477 ( PK) 34/3
JBL 190 ( KK) 45/4
Jordan Watts J1-1100 ( PK) 45/1
KEF Coda 7 (AG) 50/10
KEF Coda 8 ( PK) 41/11
KEF Coda 9 ( PK) 41/11
Linn Keilidh ( PK) 28/6
Magneplanar MG-0.6 SE (AGI 50/7
Martin Logan Stylos (AG) 54/2
Martin Logan CLSIlz Mk11 (AG) 50/7
Martin Logan SL3 ( KK) 42/8
Master Audio Monitor is ( KK) 23/6
Meridian A500 ( PK) S14/11
Mirage M7si (MCI 42/5
Mission Cyrus 752 ( PK) 34/3
Misson 731 (AG) 49/2
Mission 731LE (AGI 50/10
Mission 753 (AG) S16/11
Monitor Audio Studio 2 ( PK) 45/1
Monitor Audio Studio 2SE (MCI 58/9
Monitor Audio Studio 12 (
MCI 48/6
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 (MCI 26/7
Polk RT8 (AG) 66/11
Rega ELA ( PK) 34/3
REL Stadium MK II subwoofer ( PIC) 52/10
Revolver Colt (AG) 32/6
Revolver Purdey ( PK) 34/3
Rogers ABI subwoofer ( KK) 47/4
Roksan Ojan 3X (AG) 520/11
Ruark Equinox (AG) 55/2
SD Acoustics SD3R ( PK) 45/1
Sequence 400 ( PK) 38/12
Shohinian Arc (AG) 55/2
Sonographe SC26 pre-amp (MCI 32/12
Sonographe SA400 power (MCI 32/12
Sony SS-86 ( PK) 45/1
Spendor SP9/1 (MCI 28/2
Tandy Genexxa LX5 ( KK) 21/2
Tannoy 631 (AGI 70/9

Tannoy 636 ( PK) 34/3
TDL Studio Montior 'M' (AGI 58/11
Wilson Audio X-1 Grand SLAMM ( SH) 53/2
Wilson System V ( KK) 28/1
CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha One (AGI 61/10
Arcam Alpha 5Plus ( PK) 27/4
Arcam Alpha 6 (AG) 510/11
Arcam D250/BB50 ( PM) 32/1
AVI S2000MCII ( PK) 38/9
Cambridge Audio CD4 (AGI S12/11
Cyrus DAD7 (AG) S16/11
Denon DCD-1015 ( PK) 27/4
Denon DCD-315 (AG) 70/9
DPA Renaissance (AGI 56/5
Goodmans Delta 800CD (AG) 54/8
Harman Kardon HD7325 ( PK) 51/9
Harman Kardon TL8600 (AC) 44/7
JVC XL-Z574 ( PK) 51/9
JVC XL-Z674 ( PJC) 27/4
Krell KPS-20i (MC) 24/5
Linn Mimik ( PK) 28/6
Luxman D-322 (AG) 32/6
Marantz CD15 (MC) 24/8
Marantz CD23 ( KK) 54/11
Marantz CD63 SE (AGI 66/11
Marantz CD63 SE ( PK) 27/4
McCorrnok SST1Digital Drive, DAC-I (EB) 32/2
Meridian 506 (AGI 58/1
Meridian 508 (AGI 56/5
Meridian 506 ( PK) S14/11
Micromega Microdrive (AGI 58/1
Musical Fidelity Elektra E600 ( PK) 37/6
Musical Fidelity E60 ( KK) S18/11
Musical Fidelity FCD (AGI S8/11
NAD 514 ( DB) 30/10
Nakamichi MB3s (AC) 44/7
NVA Emotive Statement (AG) 56/5
OreIle CD- 100 ( DB) 31/11
Philips CD750 ( PK) 51/9
Pioneer PD-5 (AG) 58/1
Pioneer PDS-904 ( DB) 31/11
Quad 77 (PK) 28/11
Roban Attesa (AG) 56/5
Ratel RCD-9708X ( DB) 31/11
Sony CDP-561E ( PK) 51/9
Sony CDP-915E ( PK) 27/4
TEAC T
1 / DTI ( PK) 37/6
Technics SL-PS770A ( PK) 37/6
Thorens TCD2000 (MC) 24/10
Yamaha CDX580 ( PK) 51/9
Yamaha CDX880 ( PK) 27/4
DA CONVERTERS
Arcam Delta BB500 ( PM) 32/1
Audio Alchemy Dacman ( KK) 51/4
Audiolab DAC (AGI 58/1
Cambridge Audio DACMAGIC 1(AG)
S12/11
OreIle DA188 (MC) 42/4
LFD DAC3 (MC) 42/7
McCormack DAC-1 ( EB) 32/2
Roksan Attessa DA2 DAC (AG) 520/11
Woodside DVAC 18 ( PK) 40/12

PHONO STAGES
Audiolab 8000 PPA 26/3 (MC) 26/3
Kinshaw Perception SA (MC) 26/3
Marantz PH22 ( KK) S4/11
Michell 'so HR (MCI 26/3
Naim Prefix NAC-52 (MCI 26/3
TURNTABLES
Dual CS- 505.4 (AG) 40/4
Garrard 301 (AC) 57/11
Manticore Mantra (AG) 40/4
Marantz TT1000 Mk II ( KK( S4/11
Michelle Orbe ( PK) 28/5
Nairn Armageddon (MCI 52/3
Pro-ject 6.1 (AG) 40/4
Real Sound Company RSC2 ( KK) 28/10
Roksan Radius (AG) 40/4
Thorens TDI 66 Mk VI (CB) 42/1
Thorens TDI80 (CB) 42/1
CARTRIDGES
Lyra Clavis DC (MC) 51/5
van del He) Grasshopper IV GLA (MC) 58/11
MISCELLANEOUS
Acoustic Artists stand (MC) 54/7
ARA - HQAD ( BF) 15/10
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro (MC) 32/5
Audio Note AND70 cables ( PK) 52/11
Audio One cables ( KK) 25/1
AudioCarpets ( KK) 25/1
Audioquest Fl 4cables ( PK) 52/11
Audioquest Argent cables ( PK) 52/11
Chord Flatline Gold cables ( PK) 52/11
Earmax Tube Headphone Amp ( KK) 44/2
FAP IC15S cables ( KK) 25/1
Grado SRI 25 ( KK) 21/8
HDCD (MC) 54/6
Kimber 8TC cables ( PK) 52/11
Kronos Konnect Interconnect cables (KK) 25/1
Mana Acoustics Phase Four equipment
supports (MC) 53/1
Marantz SX-72 click suppressor (SH) 51/2
Meridian 618 digital master processor (MC) 34/1
Nottingham Analogue Paragon 1tonearm
(CB) 46/9
Pioneer CLD-2950 LaserDisc (PK) 49/8
QED Qudos cables ( PK) 52/11
Sennheiser HD- 580 Jubilee 23/11
Sennheiser HD- 414 Jubilee 23/11
Small Signal Tube Checker ( KK) 21/3
Theta TLC ( KK) 21/4
van del Hul CS122 cable ( RIC) 52/H
Vivanco SR606, SR909 & SR1000
Headphones ( PK) 55/1
WireWorld Interconnect Comparator (IN 21/10
HOME THEATRE
Arcam Xeta One AV ( PK) 47/7
Audio Research SDPI ( KK) 46/12
Harman Kardon AVR30 ( PK) 47/5
Onkyo TX-SV919THX ( PK) 47/5

CD TRANSPORTS
Arcam Delta D250 ( PM) 32/1
Audiolab CDM (AG) 58/1
McCormack SSTIDigital Drive, ( EB) 32/2
Roksan Attessa ATT-DP2 Mk11 (AG) S20/11
CASSETTE DECKS/DAT/DCC
Kenwood 10(-7060 ( PK) 38/2
Luxman K-322 (AG) 32/6
Meridian 618 ( MC) 34/1
Nakamichi DR- 3 ( PK) 38/2
Philips 730 DCC (MC) 20/12
Pioneer D-05 (MCI 34/8
Sony OTC-60E5 DAT (MCI 34/8
Sony TC-K515 ( PK) 38/2
Teac V20205 ( PK) 38/2

Technics RS-DC8 38/2

MUSIC FEATURES
Evgeny Svetlanov ION) 75/11
Gennady Rozhdestvensky ( DN) 61/4
Grigory Sokolov ( B&GN) 65/3
Herbert Blomstedt (G&BN) 71/10
Kathryn Stott ( B&GN) 75/9
Libor Pesek (AA) 75/9
Maxim Vengerov ( B&GN) 65/2
Mstislav Rostropovich (JT) 61/8
Peter Sargent ( B&GN) 63/7
Pierre Monteux (Jack Pfeiffer) ( B&GN) 65/1
Richard Hickox (M) 61/8
Roger Norrington )iH) 75/11
Sir Malcolm Arnold ( BN) 65/5
Sylvia McNair ( DN) 63/7
Vernon Handley (M) 73/12

CONTRIBUTORS: AA-Andrew Achenbach: AC-Andrew Cartmel: AG-Alvin Gold: BF-Barry Fox: BN-Bill Newman: CBg-Christopher Breunig: CBing-Chris Beeching: DB-David Berriman:
EB-Eric Braithwaite: GN-Gill Newman: JH-Julian Hoylock: KK-Ken Kessler: MC-Martin Collorns: PK-Peter Comeau: PM-Paul Miller: RC-Robert Cowan: SH-Steve Harris
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To faithfully reproduce rec orded sound, we
have created something of lasting quality.
With materials and compo lents of our own
design, nothing has been compromised.
From a range of accessor 1es, to individual
products and complete sy ;terns every part
in the chain has been fully thought out.
The result: a step closer to actual music.

For further information ,and details of
international distributors and dealers call,
Yannamura Churchi II Limited,
Telephone: + 44 ( 0)1, '47 871188,
Fax: + 44 ( 0)1747 871199,
Email:Ymchurch@Ma cline.Co.Uk

LIST EN
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Puts

others
in the
shade
WOO. VT60
HUH DEFINMON
STEREO AMPLIFER

audio research

YOU ALWAYS WANTED the 'natural,
musical sound of an al -valve system ut we
afraid of component matching problems and the c
Audio Research — leader for 25 years in allvals

ems — has

solved your problem. The IlS7 stereo line preamplier feafires anewLd
singleended Class A Circuit based on high-reliability, 1
triodes. The compact VT60 stereo poweramplifier brings a's
io
dynamic 50 watts to the partnership. Individually they offer

ng

resolution; together the LS7/VT60 partnership — affordably under £4500 —
competitors in the shade with lifelike tonality, aclear portrayal of harmonic stniet
and true dynamic ease.
The VTM12D, a120-watt monobloc version of the VT60, is also n
The full dual moneformat will appeal to those looking for increased d
robustness or added power for abi- or tri-amped system. Both the VT60 and
VTM120 can be purchased in the cosmetically enhanced SE format while existing'
models can be upgraded by Absolute Sounds with retrofit front panels.
Shed alittle light on your music — contact Absolute Sounds for full information
on the large family of Audio Research products and alist of dealers.

.98 Clotho,
,

Ab.olute Sounds
Fo I

o 1V1/20 ODE Telephone 0181-947 5047 F. 0181-819 7962
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'The
Celestion
7000s are
really quite
goodlooking.
Well, OK
they look
like 21st
ce ntury
filing
cabinets
from hell,
but Ilove
them'

PROPHET AND LOSS
Dear Sir, Reading ' DAB at the
BBC' [
HFN&RR, Aug ' 95]
reminded me of an article by PJ
Comeau, ' Does Data Compression
Work?' [
HFN&RR, Nov ' 92]
which concluded with the
prediction that by 1994, technology
would be available to put a74
minute CD on acredit card, along
with solid state memory which
could be plugged into aCD-I
player/computer, with no moving
parts!
Well, we're at the end of 1995 —
how's it going? Also, I'm abit
surprised that MiniDisc doesn't
seem to have been adopted for incar use (at least as far as Iknow). I
wonder why? Ishould have thought
the car environment would have
been ideal for data compressed
software. Maybe the manufacturers
are waiting for universal DAB.
Ian Jordan, Surrey
OTHER THAN THAT, MRS LINCOLN
Dear Sir, Ihave been aregular
reader for many years — last year I
even had asubscription — but Iam
now becoming disillusioned and I
am finding other sources of
information.
Istill believe that, in essence,
yours is the best hi-fi magazine, but
it is not dealing with today's real
world. For the most part you seem
to go from the entry level to the
ultra high band. Iwould think that
most of your readers are in the
same position as me, in that Ihave
areasonably good system but
would like to improve, without the
jump to £ 10,000 plus for each
component
Up until recently Iwas blinkered
as to what is happening regards
'home entertainment'. Although
you did provide supplements
several years ago, there has been
nothing recently, which is a
mistake.
Iam trying to decide my actions
for the future, to add surround
sound to my existing hi-fi, without
compromising the sound Ialready
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have: modified Philips 630 CD
player, Meridian 203 DAC, passive
switched (Vishay, Holco) pre-amp,
Meridian 605 monoblock amps,
Celestion SL600 (bi-wire), REL
Stentor sub-woofer, and van den
Hul the First, Second and
Revelation cables.
Home entertainment is where
you should be aiming. There is a
need for an authoritative voice,
concerning the audio quality of the
components. The choice of
decoders, centre and surround
speakers, is massive. Ido not trust
the home entertainment magazines,
which means that Imust guess a
short list to audition, although this
will be abig problem in trying to
match the centre speaker to my
SL600s. Advice relating to the
position of existing components, for
use in THX systems would also be
welcome.
As it stands, 90% of your
magazine is of no interest to me,
and Iwill only buy it if there is an
interesting article (which really
means aMartin Colloms review). I
believe it is time to drop the record
review section. For the rock and
pop music fan it is always too late.
Discs are in the ' reduced price'
shelves by the time you review
them.
Robin Buckley, Essex
BATTLE RIBBONS
Dear Sir, Ienjoyed KK's article
[HFNIRR, Nov ' 95] reviewing the
Celestion Kingstons and I'm sure
they're great speakers and all that,
but what's the problem with their
ribbon hybrid floor-standers ( the
7000s)? These are no more difficult
to install than the Kingstons (two
peeps required, because of the
admittedly pesky central dowel
thingy in the base, but otherwise
easy-peasy) and they're really quite
good-looking. Well, OK they look
like 21st century filing cabinets
from hell, but Ilove them. ( Robbie
Coltrane is BIG: people think he's
sexy don't they?)
I'm sure that hybrid designs from
companies such as Apogee and
Martin Logan can beat their high
specifications, but at three or four
times the price. Ilove the airy, open
ribbons and the way they position
instruments in an impressive
soundstage. I'm also inordinately
fond of the controlled, fast and very
deep bass produced by the paired
cone-woofers with modest valve
amplification — hybrids are
efficient! Ifind that component
changes Imake from way, way up
at the front end to right down at the
speaker terminals are subtly
revealed — afeat that few other
loudspeakers manage. I'm quite

prepared to do battle to defend
them, so just who are these people
who ' universally loathe' my
speakers? For me, they're afriendly
and revealing reference I'm always
glad to get back to.
Surely there's more than two of
us in the fan club?
M Thorne, Wirral
BEARDED IN YOUR DEN
Dear Sir, Iam writing to inform you
of a recent experience I had
following a purchase of a Beard
P100mk2 valve power amplifier
from afriend of afriend.
It was to me adream come true.
After getting home and plugging it
in Ibecame aware that my hi-fi
system was on the road to
becoming not only more esoteric
but infinitely more musical.
The enjoyment Iwas getting
from my system was marred by my
new pride and joy blowing up. This
was quite an event. Thick black
smoke, lots of heat, and the smell of
burning components. My world
had come to an end. My wife did
mention the word divorce acouple
of times whilst we both pondered
the cost of repairs. Itelephoned
Beard Audio in London and spoke
to Bill Beard himself. He suggested
that Ireturn the amplifier to him, I
did this at some considerable
expense, as the amp weighs 36kg,
so postage fees came to £ 24.50
(overnight delivery). To cut along
story short, Bill phoned me aweek
or so later to register with me his
disgust and horror that someone
had fitted anew mains transformer
and whilst doing so had made a
completely substandard job of
soldering and assembly. At this
point Bill did not know if the
amplifier was repairable, and said
that he would contact me when he
had more news. The outcome of
this tragedy is that Bill, with the
assistance of afellow engineer,
travelled from London to
Cambridge to obtain anew mains
transformer, fitted it, re-assembled
and tested the amplifier, and then
contacted me to tell me all was
well. Being concerned about
shipping costs, Bill even offered to
travel up the Al from London and
meet me halfway, apretty generous
thing to do considering Ilive in
Cleveland.
Iam now back to doing what I
enjoy the most in life, listening to
music, even more so now than
before.
Such is my faith in Beard Audio I
bought aCA506 pre-amp which
has taken my system yet another
leap forward in sound quality.
Iwould like to take this
opportunity to thank Bill Beard for
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Don't believe all that
you read in the press...

just this bit:
B&W has pulled the stops well and
truly out for these speakers, and boy
does the result sound good... the
001's sound like the voice coils of
God. Up-to-the-minute design, goldpoted biwirable sockets: they're a
bargain - magnificent for £ 200.

*****
What Hi Fi, November 1995

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

For details and stockists of the 600 range of loudspeakers, 'phone B&W UK on 01903-750750

views
the kind consideration and
understanding he has given me
during the past couple of months
and for charging me afraction of
what the actual cost of the repairs
in man-hours and parts, phone
calls, transport and other
inconveniences must have been.
S Petch, Cleveland

VIEWS
TOO
More
readers'
letters on
page 114

A RIBBING AT THE HIGH END
Dear Sir, First of all, I've been
reading the mag for seven or eight
years, and consider it to be the best
hi-fi journal on the market.
Especially Ken Kessler whose
writing is always interesting and
unpretentious. However, I'm sure
you won't mind me ribbing you
about one or two things.
Iwas invited by afriend to the
demonstrations of Wilson Audio V
and Krell electronics in
Manchester. It was very impressive,
but the dem equipment cost
£70,000 for asingle source system.
All the demonstration did was
reinforce my belief that Ilive in a
different world from you guys in
the South. Or somebody's taking
the mickey.
A few weeks later Iread your
review of the Wilson Audio V and
have to ask some serious
questions. If the Wilsons at
£16,000 are so good, why did
Martin have to solder in resistors
to change the sound? Did Ken's
dem pair have the same
modifications? How much did it
cost to replace and repair the
damage done to the drivers by
Martin's electronics? Any
purchaser would be responsible for
that damage, as written in their
guarantee. How much does it cost
to upgrade the previously rated
world class Watt 3/Puppy 2which
now appears to be seriously
flawed?
Iwas offered afree home
loan/dem of the Wilson V over
Christmas and declined because I
had at the time apair of Proac
Response Fours which Ibelieve do
give value (sound quality and
finish) for money. They deserve a
review and comparison, but please
take care to run them in first for a
few weeks and give careful attention
to position in the room, cables and
equipment. I'm using Accuphase
DP-70, XLO Signature cable into
Conrad Johnson Premier 7b,
Transparent Ultra cable into Jadis
Defy 7with GE 6550A valves.
The sound is natural in the room
performances, with awesome bass
and dynamics. They use ATC
drivers which are virtually bomb
proof, and can be replaced without
amortgage. And I've been told by
two people in the know that they
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are in aclass in between the Wilson
Audio V and the Grand SLAMM,
and last but not least, are made in
UK. (Note that Ihave no
connection whatsoever with Proac.)
Finally aword of thanks to David
Amey for arranging the dem and
helping haul the 3661b (each) boxes
up to my listening room, and Dave
Spiers of Serious Kit for his,
patience and advice.
So fellas, when you finally come
down to earth off the Wilson cloud
maybe you can give your readers a
treat and review the Response
Fours. True high end in the real
world.
In the mean time, keep up the
good work.
Philip Lord, Lancs
Both MC and KK had the modeed
System V; the speakers had originally
been balanced for big American rooms
— Ed
FROM ATO B AND BACK AGAIN
Dear Sir, In reply to Peter Turner's
letter [' Views', Oct ' 95], Ibelieve
the dilemma he describes is easily
solved.
If listener A does hear a
difference when using atweak and
listener B does not, there are several
possible reasons for this. To argue
that there is no ' simple method
called science' by which these can be
determined is wrong, as is the
assumption that only one of the
listeners must be correct. Blind
testing by listener A, using both his
and B's set up, could show that the
tweak works but is system and/or
room dependent. If A confirms his
own positive observations, this
implies that either B has asystem
not affected by the tweak or that B
is simply unable to perceive areal
difference. (B could also just be a
stubborn objectivist who refuses to
admit the truth.)
The only listener who needs to
do any blind testing is the one
making positive claims. Reviewers
need only do ablind test if they
think atweak works, although the
cable comparator described by Ken
Kessler [' Headroom', Oct ' 95]
looks like providing greater
flexibility — and hours of evil fun.
Of course, any curious reader can
buy tweaks — hopefully on
approval — and decide for
themselves.
However, they must be careful
not to fool themselves. I've done
exactly that, and many of my hi-fi
friends have too.
If Mr Turner thinks Ihave apoor
opinion of hi-fi hobbyists, it is only
because Icount myself as one of
them, warts and all.
Richard Ward, London
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tile over MD years ago
ftianni Bettini becam:i the
worlà first Audiophile. A$ an lidian
coley offior visiting New York In the
late 18803, he was Intrigued by the
neMy introduced Edison wax yheder
'phonagrauf vet unsatisfied with it,3cor
audio malty. Using his flair for things
meenunical Lieutinant Bettini Feet ta
turn this business dictation machine into
a &wire which would satisfy music
lover., and to ensure the ultimate' efity
he °mull his own recording studio on
Fifth Avenue. There he made the. first
reatic recordings of fawous
conlempouty opera singers and built
up afabulous collection of ' celebrity
cyliiders' Jacluding his holyneis ?ore
Lec XIIL His ' micro-repneucer .
phcrograpli was Bit in aline of
successful omilels and today A-Tnettles
him as aInn,pioneer of high fiblity.
At AndIo-Technica we strne
towed the same goal, using uirivalled
minm-trareducer know how' to reduce
the weight 11f lettini's original device li
1
he mere few grams of our tales:. noire
coil series.
Available only at
quality Hi-Fl shops

audio-technic&
INNOVATION

PRECISION

TMInIn. 4g/use. Royal London
okl Lune. Leeds LSII
011: 277

INTEGRITY
tale.

Fax: III I:I 471. »CIA
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EW HIP4080A
Low DISTORTION, F
AST S
WITCHING MOSEETDRIVER.
Get sizzling sound out of your digital
audio amp designs with our HIP4080A

Two Tone Intermodulation
Distortion

1
MHz MOSFET driver. It delivers

-10.0 —

output with razor-sharp audio

-20.0 —

amplifier performance. It gives you a

-30.0 —
-40.0 —

•Internal PWM comparator

-50.0 —

•Charge pump for startup/DC
operation

m

designs. And best of all, its fast switching

! -60.0 —

massive heat sinks. All for a
low, low
systems cost Try it on your
next cool audio project.
See if it doesn't pump
up the volume. Way out
of sight

î;l ?it%
YEA

‘
..1 HARRIS
lAJ
'8 96.19e

Alicromark
NbacLowaLic

•2.5A gate drive
•High frequency operation
(up to 1MHz)

broader operating range than linear
completely eliminates the need for

•Full bridge N-channel driver
•High voltage (8-80 VDC)

0.0 —

mind-blowing, ground-thumping

HIP4080A Features

-70.0 —

•T
r,
Tf= lOns @ 1000 pF

-80.0 —

•Dead time programmability

-90.0 —
-100.0 —

•

•Low 3Ons propagation delays

—4

Courtesy of Esper Signals, ire.

5
10
15
Frequency ( kHz)

•Disable feature
20

Class D Amplifier Evaluation Board
94% efficiency @ 200W,4Q
IMD @ 1KHz = 0.03%
THD + N = <0.8% @ 4W, 4Q
(20Hz-20KHz)

I
11P4080AEVAL2

•Undervoltage protection
•Alternate solutions offer independent
MOSFET control: HIP4081A (2.5A),
H1P4082 ( 1.25A)

1011>frp,
41e'

Micromark, the No 1Harris UK distributor and the No Ifor technical support across the entire Harris range, invite you to see how the HIP 4080A can
improve your design. To test the system and hear the amazing sound quality, call our Harris Technical desk on 01628 72631 Now!!

M HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

news

ROKSAN'S CLASSIC
DECK UPRATED

A

decade after the launch of
the
original
Xerxes
turntable,
Roksan
has
launched its successor, the Xerxes
X. The original deck was aradical
design, launched at a time when it
seemed that further progress in
turntables was unlikely; it addressed
the inherent problems of both sprung
subchassis and mass-loaded designs.
The new turntable's compact clean
lines and robust construction disguise
athree-plinth suspension and triple-

layer isolation system which, like the
decoupled
low-torque
AC
synchronous motor, are borrowed
from Roksan's reference TMS
turntable. Roksan's familiar arm
board cut-out is retained, but is now
isolated and removable, improving
performance and assisting set-up and
accessibility for maintenance.
The Xerxes-X will accept most
current tonearms, and these can be
factory-fitted,
though
Roksan
recommends its own Tabriz, Tabriz-

Zi
and
Artemiz.
The
Xerxes X is finished
in either black ash or
rosewood.
Retail
price
excluding power supply is £ 1295;
the XPS 3.5 power supply unit costs
£169,
while
for
reference
performance the new XPS5 supply
(£325) is recommended. Both offer
33.3 and 45rpm. Contact Roksan
on 01895 436 384.

MORE AV FROM
HARMAN-KARDON

T

wo new amps and two
receivers have been
added
to
HarmanKardon's
AV
product
range. The inexpensive
AVR10 receiver ( 379.99)
provides normal, wide
and phantom- centre modes as
well as Dolby 3 stereo mode
(which folds the rear channel
information
into
the
main
speakers when no rear speakers
are present) and has a choice of
four rear-delay settings, while the
AVR21 «499.99) offers 50W/ch for
the front speakers in surround
mode
against
the AVR10's
30W/ch.
Offering equivalent
performance but without atuner
section
are
two
new
AV
amplifiers, the AVI 100 ( 299.99)
and AVI 150 ( 449.99). Harman
Audio, 0181 207 4572.

AUDIO ALCHEMY'S HDCD-READY ENGINE
atest version of Audio Alchemy's ' Digital Decoding Engine', the
DDE v3.0 incorporates Pacific Microsonics' HDCD filter. A fringe
benefit is optional remote control using the HDCD chip's provision
for digital attenuation. Electrical (coaxial) and optical (Toslink) digital
inputs are accepted as well as the I2S format provided by Audio
Alchemy's DTI, DTI v2 and DTI Pro designs. Signals are routed via
a Crystal CS8412 receiver and the HDCD digital filter (responding
automatically when decoding is required) to dual Analog Devices
AD1862 20-bit DACs. There is a choice of power supplies; the DDE
v3.0 with Power Station Four retails at £699.95, with higher-spec Power
Station Three £899.95. UK distributor Path Premier, 01494 441 736.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
13.16 DECEMBER Switch II audio video show

d

Semiramis Intercontinental Hotel, Cairo (public le"
December only). Contact AAPIC (202) 5730855.
6.11 JANUARY 1996 International Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, Las Vegas, NV, USA.
Contact (703) 907-7674.
21.25 JANUARY, Midem, Cannes. Contact
0171 538 1322.
6 FEBRUARY Cyrus musical evening, Hi-Fi
Experience, Darlington. For details and free tickets
call 01235 481 418.
10.11 FEBRUARY, Switched On ' 96 hi-fi,
video and electronics show, sponsored by Superfi,
G-Mex Exhibition Centre, Manchester. Contact
Top Events, 01829 770884.
23.25 FEBRUARY, Sound & Vision Bristol,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Jerry Lewin
of Audio T and Tony Revelle of Audio Excellence.
Contact 01865 60844 or 01222 228565.

4 MARCH Meridian musical evening, Hi-Fi
Experience, Darlington. For details and free tickets
call 01235 481 418.
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SURROUND
-SOUND
PHONES
FROM AKG
With two pairs
of loudspeakers
in each
earphone, AKG's
K2901 Surround
offers listeners
the effects of
surround sound
even where the
floor plan
prevents the
use of five
speakers in the
room. A 6m
cable provides
more freedom of
movement than
conventional
headphones.
Contact UK
distributor
Harman Audio.
0181 207 5050.

SLIM STUDIO 150
FROM PROAC

J

ust 190mm (
7.5in) wide and
standing 978mm (just over 36in)
high including plinths and spikes, the
new ProAc Studio 150 speaker is
claimed to give monitor- quality
sound on abelievable scale despite
its modest size. Mirror-image drive
unit placement helps give asmooth,
dynamic and detailed sound, set in
a deep, expansive soundstage with
rock-solid imagery. The 19mm
tweeter has an ultra-light soft-dome
diaphragm and honeycomb voicecoil, being an uprated version of the
tweeter used in the ProAc Studio 3.
It is positioned between two 130mm
bass/mid drivers, which have
polycarbon-loaded cones and are
built on adiecast chassis. These are
loaded by twin flared reflex ports.
Cabinet walls are heavily damped

with bitumen and lined with
anechoic-grade foam to eliminate
resonances.
Each
cabinet
is
assembled entirely by hand and
tested in ProAc's workshops. Retail
price of the ProAc Studio 150 is
£1399/pair; standard finishes are
walnut, black ash, cherrywood, teak
and mahogany, with others available
to arder. ProAc, 01280 700 147.
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SCOTS SURPRISES
_Seetud

Icon speaker [reviewed in this issue's
`Headroom' by KK] as well as its
larger

models,

with

Aream

electronics including the new Alpha

Hl e n

6 Plus amp.
Arcam, promoting its new Xeta 2
processor unit, was one of several

Ezhileete4195

British manufacturers which offered
home cinema demonstrations as well

H

as pure- audio ones. Another was

Ladd as usual at the comfortable
Royal
Scot
Hotel
near
Edinburgh Airport, the 19th Scottish

Mission, with Cyrus and Mission

Hi -Fi

some

while a second room featured the

surprises this year with the launch of

new M-Time unit, which neatly

a

products.

tucks the centre speaker under the

Organised by Scottish dealer group

TV set, while Celestion showed its

HiFi Corner, along with Ray Smith

Little 1 satellites in dark and light

Car HiFi and James Kerr HiFi, the
show seemed to be dominated by

finish. There were queues to hear
Bose's new and decor-friendly Studio

Exhibition

number

of

brought
new

audio products shown in one suite

home cinema demonstrations (they

12 set-up, which uses Bose's own

are so much louder!), but there was

equaliser and surround processing

still plenty to interest the audiophile,

(not Dolby Pro Logic but said to be
compatible), while Denon showed

not
least
HFNIRR's
own
demonstration of old versus new'
systems. Visitors could hear Chris
Beeching's Garrard 401 (Loricraft)
with

SME V arm

and

Ortofon

its first micro system, the £380 DC1,
as well as AV products.
Demonstrated effectively with aset
of JBL Control One satellite speakers

NAD ADDS AV AMP AND RECEIVER

D

oing away with ' costly and superfluous features', NAD

says it has concentrated on the important parts in
the design of its new AV amp and receiver. The £479.99
AV316 amplifier uses all-discrete output stages for both
main ( 60W) and surround ( 30W) channels and will drive
4 ohm loudspeakers with ease. Inputs include two video,
two tape, CD, tuner and phono. A pink-noise generator
provides level calibration for system set-up, while the
AV316's remote handset will also control other NAD
products via '
NAD Link'. Similar to the AV316 but with
a built-in FM/AM tuner is the AV713 receiver, retailing
at £479.99. Audio Club, 0181 343 3240.

DENON'S ' ENTRY-LEVEL' PRO LOGIC
&tripped of

includes a phono input

unnecessary features
to achieve the £ 349.99
price point, the AVR-

a hi-fi system as well as
an AV one.

was REL's latest and least expensive

entry-point Pro- Logic

subwoofer, the £ 350 Q-Bass, with a

receiver. Denon's

Quad 22/II valve amps and Quad

12in

Dynamic Discrete

unit,

40W

amplifier

features REL's Safe- Set limiter to

St.cn in Scotland: the Alba quartet and
,slow) Audiolab's 8000S amplifier
ESL speakers. The ' new' system
included a Trichord transport and
DAC via the new PM Components
tube pre-amp and 211 triode power
amps, driving Impulse Lali speakers.
Seen for the first time anywhere,

prevent bottoming. TDL had its own

Surround Circuit uses
discrete components

answer to bass extension with the

rather than LSIs with

£199 Nucleus SBR, apassive 'reflex

the 60W front and

transmission line supplementary bass

centre channels

radiator' containing twin 172nun

handled as separate

drive units and connected in parallel

analogue signals, with

with the main speakers.

TDL also

claimed benefits for

had a £ 150 centre channel speaker
Rather than add to the number of

sound quality. Rear

screens showing Arnie, Meridian

The pre-amp section

LaserDisc ( The Gate), demonstrating
its TrifleId three-speaker system.
NAD, Onkyo and Dali products
were

gathered

together

in

an

ANOTHER
IMPACT
Celestion has added a
floorstander to its Impact

.ind Isis speakers. At £ 799, the

now available from Audio Club

speaker range.The Impact

value-for-money

Hartech is a scaled-down version of

dealers, put together using products

the Howard, a twin-pipe quarter-

23 costs just £ 299 and is

from the three brands. Elsewhere.

wave design, the two completely

a two-way unit featuring a

Technics showed all this season's

separate pipes tuned to different

155mm bass/mid driver

products and TEAC had anew low

frequencies and using two 130mm

cost cassette deck. Thanks to Ray

polypropylene coned units. The £229

combined with a 25mm
Ferrofluid-cooled tweeter.

Smith, the marquee outside displayed
in-car audio and security products

Celestion, 01473 322 222.

Severn

model,

effectively

replaces the long-running Castle

Ltd, 01753 888 447.

chose to play its own choice of music
to accompany acomputer animation

though, were Castle's new Harlech

larger

Further information
from UK distributor
Hayden Laboratories

channels are 15W each.

impressive and well-laid-out display.
including the new system packages

Isis, using the same tweeter as the

function as the heart of

900 is Denon's

0M40 cartridge through internally
near-original but beautifully chromed

drive

and multiple line
inputs, so the unit can

LIELE , "

Finish is black ash.

from Alpine, Clarion, Panasonic.
JVC, Sony, Sikura and Clifford.

Trent. Castle's demonstration used

Visitors to the Show this year were

new Meridian 557 200W power
amp. Getting its first public showing

greeted by the civilised sounds of the

in the UK was Audiolab's new

and Mozart in the foyer. And even

remote-control amplifier, the £ 650

by Sunday afternoon it still sounded

8000S, while Ruark showed the new

like real music!

Alba string quartet, playing Vivaldi

Steve Harris

ORIGIN LIVE FLOORSTANDER

W

ith sensitivity improved from 87dB to 90dB/W,
a re-engineered crossover and a new wider

cabinet, the update OL2 speaker from Origin Live is
described as an ' exceptional all-rounder', performing
well on all types of music. The new cabinet is said to
enhance the freedom of the bass unit, allowing it to
'breathe' properly inside the cabinet. The OL2 retails
at £684/pair. Origin Live, 01703 398 905.
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news
QED FLATTENS QUDOS

Rogers

230 mm

Bela enough to go under any carpet, the

4141-04-41411--4114

W 1.65mm thick Qudos Profile 8 speaker cable
also claims dramatic improvements over the
original Qudos cable in terms of measured
inductance ( 30% lower), capacitance ( 22%

BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

II

lower) and dissipation factor ( 70% better).
QED suggests that dissipation factor is a good
indicator for subjective performance. Profile 8
has the same cross-sectional area as Qudos, and
its stranded construction is said to be more

WORLDWIDE

robust than solid or flat-conductor cables. QED

is not intended for bi-wiring, but aspecific bi-wire cable
version is promised for the end of the year.The original

Airloc 4mm plugs are the recommended
termination. Profile 8, priced at £ 5.00/metre,

Qudos cable remains current at £ 2.25/metre. Contact
QED, 01276 451 166.

5offers

A high- quality headphone output is built in, while a phono
stage and main battery power supply are optional extras.
The matching Phase 5 mono block power amplifier has an
output of 100W and gives a choice of balanced or single ended
inputs. Retail price is £879. Shearne Audio, 01438 740 953.

S

ISRAEL Auditon Stereo Ltd
ITALY British Sound
JAPAN Rogers International

POLAND Hi Fi Sound
(£1295) is an AM/FM digital
tuner with RDS, while the Project

Six (£ 17,495), capable of delivering

Eight balanced dual-mono preamplifier (£4795) is intended as

a current of 60A into a 0.3 ohm
load. Project Ten (£ 1895) is an

an absolute reference design. The

integrated amp combining most of
the qualities of the Project Two and

SPAIN JClavell

Bitstream design. Smallest of the

Project Twelve. All the products
have black acrylic fronts and feature

TAIWAN Pai-Yuing Co. Ltd

power amplifiers is the mono
Project Twelve (£2295); the others

an optical control system allowing
complete system control from one

are the Eighteen Dual Mono
(£4295), the massive 600W/ch

unit. Contact B&W UK, 01903

two pre-amplifiers, four power

Project Nine CD player (£2195)
is a (256-times oversampling)

750 750

available, retailing at
£149.99. Like all Grado

retailer and acoustic consultant

headphones. the SR125

Geoff Coleman. Brands stocked
include Rega. Naim. Linn, Ruark.
Audiolab and Arcam. Acoustica is
at 17 Hoole Road. Chester CH2

Goldring Products Ltd.

3NH, telephone 01244 344 227.
REVOLVER offers a
new
surround sound package at

is assembled by hand.
Contact UK distributor
01284 701 101.
MONITOR
DIRECT
offers Cobra and other
cables by direct mail.

AB%

Spi/ 41.0

jVC's CDS surround-sound system

XL-F116BK. SP-V50 and SP- X50)

director. Hardaway was previously
European
sales
director
at

MORDAUNT-SHORT
has
appointed David Jeffreys as UK

Mordaunt-Short. sister company

sales

channel speaker stand to its
extensive range of audio-visual

in the 7GI group.
JVC is offering a range of new

departure of Peter Hardaway to
GLL. Jeffreys joins M- S after 12

furniture. The RS-1 adjusts from

speaker

home

years at Tannoy. also part of the

30mm to 1.2m high and costs
£39.95. Call 01942 678 000.
GRADO's
Prestige
Series

cinema, starting with the SP- X50
centre-and-surround three-speaker
set at £ 89.99. The complete Pro

TGI group.
WINNER of October's £ 5000

SR125

Logic CDS system ( RX-416VBK.

Smith of Worcester.

speakers (£ 79.95), Ricochet
Centre (£ 49.95) and Recoil
passive subwoofer (£ 99.95). Call
Ram UK. 0161 973 0505.
ALPHASON has added a rear-

now
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packages

for

RUSSIA Esoterico Ltd
SINGAPORE Wo Kee Hong
(M) PTE Ltd
SWEDEN Hi Fi Art
THAILAND Kang Yong Co. Ltd.
UNITED KINGDOM Rogers
International ( UK) Ltd.

PTE Ltd.

Call 01420 476 767.
GLL
has
appointed
Peter
Hardaway as sales and marketing

£229.95: you get Richochet Rear

PORTUGAL Esoteric° LDA

VIETNAM W Kee Hong ( M)

BRIEFING
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HONG KONG Cornwall Ltd

Twenty Four Stereo (£9995) and
finally the 800W/ch Project Twenty

through B&W. The nine products
in the Sphinx Project series
include an integrated amplifier,

is

GREECE Temet S.A.

NEW ZEALAND Denco Audio Ltd
`unmeasurable'?). Project Five

headphone

Syteme GMBH

Electronics SDN BHD

Sphinx is now available in the UK

ACOUSTICA is a new hi-fi shop
in Chester, run by experienced

Product Line
GERMANY Pirol Audio

MALAYSIA VVo Kee Hong

trikingly designed with black
acrylic fronts, the hand-built
Dutch electronics range from

of over 600kHz without negative
feedback, while distortion is
'immeasurable' ( should that be

CROATIA Audio Centar

KOREA Bando Pro Audio

HAND-BUILT IN HOLLAND

claims an ultra-linear bandwidth

CANADA Plurison

FRANCE Professional

hearne Audio's new Phase 6 pre-amp, retailing at £895,
balanced and single- ended operation with a total
of six inputs. Its two tape loops and a switchable external
processor loop allows the use of surround sound decoders.

Project Two pre-amp (£ 1195 line
only, £ 1495 with phono stage)

Group PTY Ltd

DENMARK Audio Consult

PHASES OF THE SHEARNE

amplifiers, an RDS tuner and a
Bitstream CD player. Using
'special PET technology', the

AUSTRALIA Insignia Projects

now sells at a special package
price of £ 579.99, saving £ 39.97.

manager,

following

the

Copland competition was Mike

For distribution
enquiries and dealer
information:

+44 181 640 2172
Rogers International UK Ltd.,
310 Commonside East,
Mitcham. Surrey,
CR4 1HX
fax: + 44 181 685 9496

E-MAIL.gloots@rogerinter.win-uk.net

attiee'
g010 00
"Beautiful' cornes close to
describine the 'Gakuon',
'natural' even closer... The last
time Ihad goose bumps this
big was at a concert, not . 11
front of a'iifi."

The
Sorcerer s
Apprentice

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
May 1993

7

The Conqueror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifper
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving ai output
of 2 x 8 watts.
The () tiest at £ 2,750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising one 3008
per channel, giving an
output of 2x 9 watts,

The legendary ' Ongaku' amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle. wrote .
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"

M

The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising Iwo
300B's per channel, giving
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

BM

With this heritage in mind, Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Range'.
lhe Conqueror, Quest 8( Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic, and all feature the
'renowned' 300B direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A ccntiguration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand-wired.
gr..

"I play the violin and piano,
and think that of all the bits
of hi-fi that I've owned over
the years, this is the nearest
in terms of sound;ng like a
musical instrument."
John McLaren
Hi Fi News & Record Review
October 1993

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

dig

›
lab.

Music's ! nest Conductor
Audio Mote ( UK) Ad, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 ( 0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

technology

While the
ARA is
campaigning
for noncompressed
digital audio,
DTS is
claiming
'better than
CD' sound
from its own
bit-reduced
system

up to 20 bits per sample, and have and codes only the difference
also confirmed the performance between them. The two systems
gain that CAC offers over can be combined, to give Adaptive
Differential PCM. All the early
conventional CDs... Using multiple
channels, a coherent, spatially compression systems (like NICAM)
accurate 360° soundfield can be work in one of these ways.
Spectral analysis shows that there
produced.'
is usually more energy in the lower
The idea behind DTS CAC is
that one algorithm operates over a half of the frequency range than the
wide range of bit rates, so allowing higher half. So there is a saving of
one coding format to be used in bits if the sound is split into high
and low frequency bands (0-8KHz
many applications. So far all CAC
demonstrations have been from CD and 8-16kHz) before coding, and
or LaserDisc, running at the high bits allocated to each band as
needed. This is known as Adaptive
bit rate of 1.4 megabits/second.
Bit Allocation.
DTS promises that in future its
Smyth's APT patent suggests
system
will
run
at
384
kilobits/second, a similar rate to using either two or four sub-bands
he 1995 Hi -Fi Show at the
(for example 0-5.5KHz, 5.5Dolby AC- 3. But DTS's low data
Ramada Heathrow revealed
11KHz,
11-16.5KHz
and
rate demos have relied on computer
an industry which is going
16.5-22KHz) with 8 bits allocated
simulation. Bear this in mind when
backwards and forwards at the
to the lower band, 4 bits for the
reading the US press reports.
same time. Many exhibitors were
The
CAC
algorithm was next band, and 2 bits each for the
using valve amplifiers and sourcing
two top bands. One 16 bit word is
developed for DTS by two
their music
from
analogue
generated for every four PCM
brothers, Stephen and Michael
turntables and vinyl LPs., often
Smyth. Stephen Smyth was words so the overall bit rate is
worn and noisy. There is aboom in
reduced by afactor of 4.
originally a director of the Belfast
LP sales, too, with new run
Smyth's tests in the 1980s
company APT, known for the
pressings at £25 and second-hand
showed that ' surprisingly high
APT-X data compression system.
mint discs selling for up to £ 50.
This is used by broadcasters quality digital audio' could be
But while analogue LPs were
achieved, with data ' approaching
(mainly the independent radio
playing through valves, questions at
stations) to send high quality audio one quarter that of linear PCM'.
the Q&A sessions revealed that
down
ISDN
many people are intrigued by the
digital telephone
audio promise of the new high
lines.
APT
density CD system (now agreed as
confirms that
a single standard which takes the
Stephen Smyth
best features of the Philips/Sony
resigned
a
MMCD and Toshiba/Time-Warner
couple of years
SD). What is intriguing is the
ago ' to pursue
proposal from the ARA (Acoustic
other interests'
Renaissance for Audio) for using
with his brother
the new CD to carry uncompressed
Michael
who
audio, coded at higher sampling
had occasionally
rate with more bits per word.
worked on sales
Regardless of what people hear, the
for the company.
whole idea of compression., as used
DTS has been
Bury Fox prepares to face the public at the 1995 HiFi Show
for DAB, DCC, Mini Disc and
buying APT- X
multichannel home theatre, has
Comparison between split band
processor chips from the Belfast
struck asour note.
company, to use for its cinema ADPCM and linear PCM was
The new movie discs will use
'essentially indistinguishable'.
system. Significantly DTS stresses
compressed sound because the
These findings, wrote Smyth in
that the ' Coherent Acoustics
lion's share of the data capacity will
algorithm has nothing to do with early 1988, ' are very significant and
go to video. The compression
the APT-X processor that is used in represent amajor advance in digital
system will probably be Dolby ACaudio technology.., the continuing
the DTS theatrical playback unit'.
3 for the USA and Japan, and
APT holds a master patent on viability of PCM as a reliable and
Musicam MPEG-2 for Europe.
economic means of storing or
the APT-X process, which names
This deliberately blocks the export
transmitting high quality digital
of US movies. But some sectors of Stephen Smyth as inventor.
audio must be open to question'.
European patent 398 973 was filed
the US audio press have been
The legal claims of the patent are
in 1988. It reminds that for linear
getting very excited about Coherent
PCM the analogue signal is broadly worded, to cover just about
Acoustic Coding, a consumer
chopped up or sampled at high any ceder which splits the
version of the DTS cinema system
frequency (44.1KHz for CD) and frequency into more than one band,
used for the movie Jurassic Park.
DTS claims transparent coding of each sample then described in a and uses a ranging technique so
that the energy in one sample
20-bit linear PCM audio data, at a digital word ( 16 bits for CD). The
system is wasteful because it uses adjusts the coding range for the
data rate lower than that required
all the bits, all the time, even when next sample. Patents administered
for 16-bit linear PCM.
by Dolby, Philips and Thomson tie
they are not needed.
According to DTS, ` Independent
Adaptive PCM gets by with 10 or up the Musicam, DCC and MD
evaluations by audio professionals
12 bits by continually adjusting its systems. So alot of lawyers will be
over the past 12 months have
range of operation to suit the range looking very closely at any new
confirmed
the
exceptional
of sound being coded. Differential system that proves to be a
transparency of the CAC algorithm
Barry Fox
PCM compares adjacent samples commercial success.
to any audio signal, at resolutions

T
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COMPETITION

IN!
A £ 000 MERIDIAN 500 SYSTEM

B

ritish company Meridian has
been aleader in digital audio
products since it introduced
the world's first ' audiophile' CD
player in 1983, and produced the
world's first two-box transport/
converter player system in 1986.
Meridian also pioneered the ' digital
speaker'. So we are proud to be able
to offer, as this month's major
competition prize, a complete
Meridian
500
Series
system,
consisting of a 506 CD player, 504
FM tuner, 551 integrated amplifier
and the new A500 loudspeakers.

Remote (MSR). The Meridian 50b
normally retails at £875.
Latest in along line of high-quality
Meridian tuners, the 504 features a
dual-gate MOSFET input to pull in
distant stations, while matched
ceramic filters ensure high selectivity
to cope with a crowded FM
waveband. Remote controllable, the
504 can store up to 30 stations and
retails for £625.
Heart of this 500 series system is
the 551. This 50W/ch integrated
amp uses dual-mono construction
like that of the 555 power amplifier,
but includes a

THE PRIZE
Meridian's 506 CD player features
18-bit
Delta-Sigma
digital-toanalogue conversion and has all the
expected Meridian performance
features. Jitter is virtually eliminated

pre- amp section similar to the 501.
Fully remote controlled, the 551
normally retails at £695. Very highquality
moving- coil
and
moving- magnet
phono
stage
modules,
the
515
and
516
respectively, are available as optional
extra at £75 each. Our prizewinner
will receive both these modules.
Completing the prize system is the
brand new A500 speaker, a slim,
floorstander which combines ahornloaded tweeter with apair of 160mm
bass/mid drivers. Sensitivity is
90dB/W at 1m. The speakers
normally
retail
at
£695/pair, bringing
the total value to
over £3000.

by Meridian's precision re-clocking
methods, and the 75ohm output
impedance will drive long cables
jitter-free. Full- remote control is
available via the Meridian System

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which digital-to- analogue conversion technology
is used by the Meridian 506 player?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Philips 16-bit
Philips Bitstream
1-bit PWM
18-bit Delia-Sigma

2. Which feature of the Meridian 504 tuner helps it pull in
distant stations?
a) 30 station presets
b) dual-gate MOSFET input
c) high selectivity
d) ceramic filters
3. Which feature does the the Meridian 551
integrated amp share with the 555 power amplifier?
a) separate headphone amplifier
b) optional m-c/m-m phono stage
c) dual mono construction
d) alphanumeric display showing source selection

MERIDIAN COMPETITION
THE ANSWERS
1.

2.

Name

IAddress

HOW TO ENTEF: Simply tick what you think are the correct answers to
the questions, complete the entry form and send to: Meridian Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA. Closing date is Friday 12 January, 1996.
RULES: I) Th, cornycliiire r, oyen to UK readers only. All entries msoi be on Ow entry torn, provlied No other
correspondence should he eaclosed with the entry form. 21 There will be no cash or other alternatives to the pores offered
The winners will he the Es correct entnes opened. 5) Employes, of link House Magazines and associated companies,
and of Meridian and its agates will not br eligible to enter. 41 Entries must be received by first post on 12 January 19%.
when judging will be carried out. The Editor's decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition 5) The primwinner, will be notified by post, and the results will be published in the
May 1996 HiFi Nies & 12.conl Revere. s) Entry forms received become the property of Link House Magazines Ltd.
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3.

Postcode
'Daytime

telephone no

Ifyou would prefer NOT w receive further direct mail, please tick this box

Ej

Damping
materials,
ultra- low
mass
enclosures,
stupendously
heavy
enclosures,
obscenely
large
enclosures all have been
tried. But
carbon fibre
promises
more

SHOWING
THEIR FIBRE
Turntable manufacturer
Wilson Benesch has revealed
its diversity by creating a
unique carbon fibre speaker,
the ACT One
by KEN KESSLER

B

uzzwords
have
a
tendency to sputter to a
mere `zzzzz' sooner than some
would wish, but ' carbon fibre' has
kept its fizziness longer than most.
Think about how quickly the
concepts of other ' space age'
materials grew commonplace (Teflon
and Velcro spring to mind) and you
can only wonder how carbon fibre
maintained its high-tech credibility,
its arch modernity, for around a
quarter century [see box].
The use of carbon fibre is
expensive, which is one reason why
the Wilson Benesch ACT One
loudspeaker isn't made of it entirely.
Roughly 40% of the structure,
though, is made from carbon fibre,
enough to give the ACT One its
highly individual look and to let the
customer know why it costs £6400.
Carbon fibre is also light, strong
and self-damping. It's five to seven
times as stiff as MDF, for example,
and Wilson Benesch wasn't putting
too hyperbolic a spin on the
proceedings when it displayed a
Formula One racing car's nose-cone
at The HiFi Show to make the
point-.But the best illustration of all
is aWB party trick. While the system
is playing, put your hand on the top
or the front panel of the ACT One,
both of which are made from
laminated timber, then on acarbon
fibre side panel. With the former,
you feel slight vibrations caused by
the sound waves within the
enclosure. The carbon fibre panels?
They betray nothing. It's the ultimate
hi-fi tyre-kicker test.
Think about how much creative
energy is used by speaker designers
(and tweakers) to deaden enclosures
to astate of utter inertia, astate of
a total non-resonance all the better
to ensure that the cabinet itself isn't

22

adding
to
the
actual vibration of the
soundwaves [ see ` Hi-ho
Silverado' in this issue — Ed].
Damping materials, spikes, ultra-low
mass enclosures, stupendously heavy
enclosures,
obscenely
large
enclosures, weights, clamps, absurdly
over-engineered stands — all have
been tried. But carbon fibre promises
more; resistance to it results from
the costs and the skills needed to use
the stuff. WB addressed the latter by
learning with smaller components
before engaging in the manufacture
of a speaker positively rich with
carbon fibre.
Not that the ACT One's carbon
fibre side panels are the only features
of interest. The rest of the enclosure,
mandolin cross-sectioned as per the
Celestion Kingston (and the Sonus
Faber Guarneri before it) to provide
non-parallel
inner
panels,
is
fashioned from solid red cherry. The
rear spine, which bears aport for the
mid/bass driver, is machined from
laminated MDF, as are the five
internal crosspieces. The baffle is a
precision-machined lOrrun thick slab
of solid aluminium. Down below, the
10mm thick base plate is laser-cut,
medium carbon steel. This is one
macho system, right down to the
gigantic 30mm machined spikes —
the biggest I've ever seen — and the
gold-plated, solid-copper, tri-ampable
inputs underneath, all made inhouse.
ACT
One's
triumvirate
of
Scanspeak drive units starts with a
25mm ' hand-painted' silk dome
tweeter, the painting referring to the
application of a proprietary, topsecret
damping material.
It's
ferrofluid-cooled and damped, fitted
with its own 5mm thick aluminium
plate and it has its own enclosure

doe ell:li

within the cabinet. Below it,
behaving up to 500Hz like asingle
10in unit, are two very similar,
complementary drivers with large
frequency overlap. Both are
170mm units with carbon

/G‘
' • --e¡\

fibre-loaded polymer cones
and 42mm voice coils. A
) m
second port exiting above
the baseplate serves the
lower unit, this slot tuned
%ma/ --\.''\
by the baseplate itself.
V
The
minimum
phase
design crossover uses primarily
low order 6dB/octave slopes, ashort
signal path, air core inductors and
selected polypropylene capacitors.
L..

FIBRE DIET
After you've spoken to people who work with carbon
fibre, like the guys at Wilson Benesch, you soon learn
what keeps it from entering the realm of the
mundane: price.
,i Not that the actual material itself has rare-earth
ricing. How much could manufacturers possibly ask
rsheets of what amounts to some fine fibres
bedded in resin? Rather, it's the working of the
aterial which renders it so rare in everyday
pplications. The stuff has to be moulded, and
reparing a mould for each and every part is as
prohibitively expensive as injection moulding.
Nonetheless, the material keeps cropping up in hi-fi

ï

pplications. Nearly 20 years ago, Infinity released an
rm called the Black Widow, which featured acarbon
bre arm tube. Decca used the material in its record
leaning brushes and Iseem to recall a carbon fibre
beadshell or two. Sicomin has long provided leS with
accessories using Kevlar, a specific type of carbon
bre. Sennheiser recently issued a limited edition
eadphone using carbon fibre. But the people at
ilson Benesch want to go all the way. You get the
Impression that they won't stop until they make a
system that uses as much carbon fibre as is feasible.
Their turntable uses the material for its subchassis.
their tonearm's barrel is made from it, the new
turntable stand uses it and the body of WB's
forthcoming cartridge is, yep, carbon fibre.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
The wiring throughout is solid silver,
and Iwasn't feeling sarcastic enough
to ask why WB resisted carbon fibre
cables, given the fetish for the black
stuff. Suffice to say, the WB boys are
intelligent enough to recognise that
carbon fibre doesn't work miracles
everywhere, or that it simply isn't
practical/feasible everywhere so we're
unlikely to find the company
producing EL34s with carbon fibre
rather than glass envelopes.
High price, triwiring facility,
measurements of 1080x230x370mm
(hwd) — this sucker's gotta be an
amp- eater, right? Not. Rated at a
nominal 6ohms, with 4.5 ohms
minimum and a sensitivity of
90dB/1W, the ACT One does not
demand the use of pile-driver
amplification to work properly. My
smallest power source during the
listening sessions was the GRAAFiti
50/50, with ( surprise, surprise)
50W/ch from its KT88s, while the
mighty
Mesa
Baron
dumped
150W/ch for assessing headbanging
potential. Ichickened out before the
WBs showed any signs of stress; I'm
assuming that SPL vultures won't
find the ACT One to be less than
satisfactory.
Along with acluster of CD players
(Maranrz CD63SE-plus-Theta TLCplus-DAC-In-the-Box;
Marantz
CD- 12, Audio Research CD1), the
Day-Sequerra tuner and my trusty
Sony Walkman Pro, I used the
Unison Research Mystery One and
Dynaco PAS3 pre-amps and amess
of cables from XLO and ART. But
so neutral and so transparent is the
behaviour of the ACT One that
mismatches weren't based on electrical
needs so much as on purely sonic
grounds: you really do hear what the
rest of the chain is doing to the signal.
You could almost predict what
was going to happen. The Dynaco
sounded the sweeter of the power
amplifiers, while the pre-amp lost out
abit in the headroom stakes to the
Unison Research. The CD63
couldn't approach the CD12 for
detail or transparency, while the
ART cable bettered the XLO for
smoothness and the XLO won for
its detail retrieval. Indeed, the ACT
One, as far as revealing the ` sound'
of cables is concerned, behaves like
aWireWorld comparator.
When areal thoroughbred comes
along, aproduct that you know from
the outset is just so right, you're
allowed to sit back and marvel. But
while logic suggests that the Wilson
Benesch passion for carbon fibre is
justified, and while science tells us
how amazing are its properties, the
cynic in you can't help but wonder
why the material hasn't been used
before. You go on to ponder why the
benefits — so obvious after even one
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listening session — weren't exploited
years ago. Could it be so simple?
However limited the use of carbon
fibre in the carcass (only two sides
of a triangular enclosure) you can
only attribute sound so free of
smearing and smudging to the
carbon fibre content. With lean
programme
material,
singleinstrument or a capella or simply
unplugged, the listener can assess
with ease just how much damage
unwanted resonances add to asonic
event. Little clues, like more precise
imaging, sharper transient attack and
smoother
decay,
and
easier
comprehension of spatial details
combine to illustrate the sheer
realism possible from the ACT One.
You want to listen into the
performance, you want to focus your
ears on specific corners of the sound
stage, you want to experience image
positioning measurable with aruler?
The ACT One, by virtue of sheer
sonic hygiene, can help you to do
this and more.
Returning to an old fave ( Bobby
McFerrin) and a new hero ( Keb'
Mo'), Iwas dazzled by the most
convincing in-the-room performances
I've heard in any package priced to
the south of the WATT/Puppy V
system. And this was without the
inconvenience of ahot seat and with
easy system matching, rare states in
the high end. The sound is
colourless yet vivid, palpable but
transparent. Too bad the word
'holographic' has been
raped senseless by the
audio industry; this
speaker could teach
ol' Zuccarelli a
thing or three.
Because
it is
holographic.
If only I'd heard
the ACT Ones
before I tried the
Celestion Kingston,
another
speaker
using new materials
to kill resonances. The
verdict Iarrived at for
those speakers applies
even more vehemently
to the ACT One which
— the fact its triple the
cost
of the Kingston
notwithstanding
embodies the following
sentiment with even greater
force: ' probably the most
important British speaker I've
heard in years.' In this case, it
should read ' in months',
because that's what happened.
One miracle just happened to
follow hot on the heels of
another.
No, I'm not ready to sell the
family silver for apair. And Istill

When a real
thoroughbred
comes along,
a product
that you know
from the
outset is just
so right,
you're allowed
to sit back
and marvel

SUPPLIER
Wilson Benescle
Fakon House, II
Limestone
Cottage Lane,
Sheffield S6 IN'
le 0114 Alm
111056

adore dipoles like the Apogees. And
at certain times, I find some
electrostatics so good that Iwant to
nuke all boxes. At other times, only
an LS3/5A will do. I have a
permanent fondness for Sonus Faber
Guameris. But that's me and a set
of perverse tastes which lead to
optimising everything to work with
old Persuasions albums. But Ido
adore ACT One.
British xenophobes who suffer
masochistically rather than buy
imports can rejoice as the UK now
boasts atrue high-end loudspeaker
with which to challenge the finest
designs in the world. No other beconed British loudspeaker before the
ACT One has even come close to
deserving anomination for ' state of
the art' in the global cost-no-object
category, let alone possessed a real
shot at the title. At last, the original
Quad ESL has something to keep it
company.

MYRYAD

IMAGE

A

A new British integrated amplifier
components. But you won't have to
lthough Myryad Systems
Ltd is a new British
wait too long for amatching Myryad
company, the design and
CD player and tuner, and the rear
builds on design experience gained
manufacturing team has already built
panel sports a 'My-Link' connection for
an enviable reputation through work
system control using asingle handset.
with Arcam and NAD
for other established hi-fi brands
Biamplification is possible using
such as Arcam and NAD. One look
a forthcoming matching power
at the £ 530 Myryad MI- 120
by PETER .1 COMEAU
amplifier, and a bi-amp output is
amplifier indicates that this is no
already in place for this and includes
fledgling design. A fabulously sleek
automatic power switching to and
front panel, milled from 6.3mm
e'
down, but pressing the volume A standby
from the standby mode. A headphone
o
aluminium, hides a well
S
up button on the remote
mode ieeps
socket on the front panel cancels the
engineered and solidly built
automatically cancels the the circuitry
speaker output via the protection
interior that promises .4
Imute. So you can't turn
warm so it
relay, but does not interfere with the
good reliability.
m
the volume to full output takes only 5
short output signal path. All inputs
The fascia is dominated
before realising the mute seconcs to
and outputs are gold plated.
by a large central volume
th
is on and so blow up stabilise and
control, recessed into
e ‘ cLsspeakers.
i/
your
reach full
TECHNOLOGY
-am
panel as are all the input •, Y t
A standby mode keeps
performance
All inputs are switched directly at
selector buttons. Clearly the MI- ---the circuitry warm so it takes
the rear panel by reed relays with
120 is meant to be operated by remote only 5seconds to stabilise and reach
gold plated contacts, and the input
control and asimple and clearly laid full performance. During this time
signal is then cable fed to a
out handset is supplied [see box]. But the volume control flashes and, as a
motorised Alps volume control
you can use your fingers on the front safety measure, cannot be advanced.
before being passed to the high gain
panel controls if you wish. The volume All inputs and outputs are relay
power amplifier. With the exception
control has aprojecting, illuminated protected, so the amplifier is fail-safe.
of the output stage, all circuitry is
perspex marker which can be pushed
As standard, there are six line level
CODED MESSAGE
round easily, while the selection inputs, one of which acts as a tape
For the Myryad's remote, Philips' RC5 remote control
buttons are of the light-touch type and monitor. A phono input is an optional
codes have been stuck to religiously, so any system
also illuminated to show your choice.
extra, but can easily be retrofitted as
remote which accords with these will ope,•ate the MI There are some nice operational the PCB mounting holes are pre-drilled
120. Ir practice many manufacturers use odd codes for
touches which again show the thought and the signal leads and power leads
volume adjustment, even when input selection and CD
that has been put into the design. Press
simply plug into internal connections.
player controls are RC5 compliant, so not all system
the mute button and the volume Dedicated phono stages can be supplied
remotes will fit in. But a factory programmed Marantz
control marker flashes so you don't to order (m-m for £60, m-cfor £70).
wonder why there's no sound. While
The aluminium fascia could look a learning handset operated the Myryad without any
adjustment — if only all designs acted this way!
muted the volume can be turned little out of place in astack of black
d
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AMPLIFIERS
class A and fed from adiscrete, low
noise, regulated power supply. The
regulation avoids any supply ripple
due to hard driving of the outputs
affecting the performance of the gain
and driver stages. The upshot is that
the amp retains its sound quality
right up to clipping point and never
shows any sign of strain.
Internally the amplifier is very tidy,
even though the single PCB layout
common to UK designs has been
replaced by multiple circuit boards
connected by short cables. The signal
path is a straightforward run from
the rear selection relays to the
centrally-mounted volume control
and thence to the power amplifier.
This circuit is built round
20,000e of reservoir capacitance fed
from a singularly large toroidal
transformer, conservatively rated at
300VA. Its large size springs from an
oversize core that has been specially
developed to ensure nil mechanical
hum no matter how poor the mains
supply. Separate supplies feed the
digital control section of the amplifier,
and the circuitry for this is screened
between the fascia and its sub-panel.
Output is via complementary triple
emitter follower high current bi-polar
devices. The circuit configuration has
been dubbed DC 5 by Myryad as a
simple
acronym
for
Double
Complementary
Cross- Coupled
Cascoded Current feedback. Using
current feedback should improve
speaker drive unit control. A high
current relay acts as speaker
protector, and plugging headphones
into the front panel switches the relay
so that the speakers are muted.

Such good dynamics lend plenty of
expression to the music, so that it
swells and flows naturally, helped by
excellent timing and coherence across
the sound spectrum. The harmonic
structure of woodwind and strings is
revealed without forcefulness or
edginess, and piano displays equally
behaviour for left and right hand
ranges. At the frequency extremes the
character of the MI- 120 becomes more
obvious, a trace of boxiness in the
upper bass and an enhanced brightness
to the upper treble departing from the
ultimate transparency.
Give the Myryad a source with
good transient attack and it responds
with
a tight
and
controlled
performance that hits as hard as the
music allows. Along with this is a
deeply extended bass of true floor
shaking capability that refuses to
become overblown. As aresult bass
guitar notes are etched firmly into
the rock mix, and plucked double
bass resounds strongly as the
foundation of ajazz trio.
Into the ATC SCM2OT speakers
I usually use as a reference the
Myryad seemed restrained, forgoing
some of the get-up-and-go that
inspired musical excitement with
brighter sounding speakers. Thus the
MI- 120 is speaker sensitive, not so
much in driving capability, but in
terms of matching of tonality. If
anything this can be traced to a
dryness and dilution of upper
harmonics that, when aligned with
the strength of bass output,
tends to rèduce the frisson
of excitement generated
by soaring strings, lead
guitar or soprano voice.
SOUND QUALITY
The MI- 120 really only
Myryad's
MI- 120
exhibits
a started swinging with lighter
beautifully balanced tonal structure and brighter transducers
which promises enjoyment of awide
such as the Epos ES22 — a
range of musical styles even from
little out of its league in price,
cold. Give the MI- 120 an hour to perhaps, but well suited in
warm up and the transparency system synergy.
improves to the point where nearly
But the little character traits that
all traces of the electronic nature of show through the Myryad's
the amplification are eliminated. The
otherwise clear exposition never grate
result is a stereo image of superb
or tire, allowing extended listening
solidity
and
depth,
placing periods to remain thoroughly enjoyable.
performers between and behind the Nor do they act as a barrier to the
speakers in believable fashion.
musical message, so that the Larghetto
This transparency is maintained right from Mozart's Clarinet Quintet stays
up to the clipping point, as Ifound out eloquent and `Horse Latitudes' by The
when driving inefficient speakers, such
Doors retains its terrifying spectacle.
as the Silverado 1 [see review in this
CONCLUSION
issue], to high listening levels.
Increasing volume brought no change
In a carefully chosen system, the
in dynamic structure, just an increase Myryad is a thoroughly rewarding
in loudness, while aheavy orchestral
amp, with a dynamic range that
climax produced some odd clicking seems to exceed its rated power
noises indicating that the amplifier was thanks to a clean and controlled
nudging into clipping. This lack of performance right up to its limits. It
compression at high levels gives the
is also easy to use, beautifully styled,
impression that the Myryad is never well built and reasonably priced. If
going to run out of steam, and luckily that isn't arecommendation Idon't
it is well behaved when it actually does.
know what is.
^1
4-
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MYRYAD MI- 120
LAB REPORT
Power output

from the Myryad
comfortably meets
its specification,
the single channel
wattages giving
an indication of
the transient
capabilities of the
amplifier. With
both channels
driven the dBW
level hardly
changes between 8
ohms and 4ohms
showing the good
power supply
reserve and the
current drive
capacity of the
output devices.
Peak current
output is
substantial for this
class of amplifier
and should give
good control over
speaker drive
units.
Distortion is
mainly second
harmonic, with a
small nie in third
harmonic towards
full power into 8

Fig 1. Myryad M1-120: Distortion spectrum at
full power

Fig 2. Myryad M1-120: Intetmodulation
distortion from 19120kHz tones at full power

11\

Fig 3. Myryad M1-120: Response at half power.

ohms. No further
harmonics were
encountered at any
signal level. The
predominance of

Test results

second harmonic
should maintain
the sweet sound of
the amplifier at all
power levels.

Myryad MI-120

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 60W ( 17.8dEXX/)

SUPPLIER
Myryad Systems,
2Piper's Wood,
Waterberry
Drive,
Waterlooville,
Hants
PO7 7XU
Tel: 01705
265 508

20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load rilriW')
19.3
Both channels 4(
en,17.7
One channel, 2c.l".ms
16.7
Instantaneous prk-xt
± 18
Distortion
THD, rat( d
-82
Intermodulailon
i,dB)
119/20kHz rated
input) -86
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
- 102d13
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0.5/0.4
Input overload (
dB)
Aux 'CD ( IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux
-91
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60d8
Aux ( dB)
0.16
0.5
0.46
inputs
socket type
sensitivity/loading
Aux
phono
250mV10k ohms/420F
Dimensions, (
whd)
436x95x303mn
Typical price (
inc VAT)
f530

Al TOGETHER
Valve amp specialist
Audio Innovations has
introduced a new CD
player, the Alto, with
styling which is
altogether its own

Aar

A

udio Innovations is well
known for its affordable and
very individually styled valve
amplifiers. The Alto range is
intended to take the company further
down that same road ( though in a
solid state direction) and is available
exclusively from branches of Richer
Sounds.
By taking a ` floating lozenge'
shape and extending this across a
number
of
products,
Audio
Innovations has created amatched
range. In addition, by plumping for
atransistorised integrated amplifier
instead of valves, the company has

SUPPLIER

icher Soun ,
4hour
alogue holline)
el: 0500 .101 112411.1

The matching Alto amplifier's front panel Is only a little more

power supply.

complex than that of the CD player, sporting an on/off pLsh

Another is that

button and central volume control flanked by both source

relative

selector and record selector rotary switches. The rear features

simplicity

the usual IEC mains input. RCA phono signal sockets

could possibly

(including tape in and out) and 4mm loudspeaker binding

bring sonic

terminals with 4mm sockets blanked off with an eye on CE

benefits, though the

compliance. ( The integrated amplifier does not yet, however,

output capacitor will

carry the CE mark.)

introduce some distortion and

Inside the amplifier, Audio Innovations has decided to
deviate from convention in more ways than one. Firstly, it has
gone for a single power supply rail circuit topography, cot- pled

been able to keep the total system
price to affordable levels. This
review will focus on the Alto CD
player, but Audio Innovations also
sent an amplifier for completeness
[see box]. Ididn't measure this, but
rigged it up for audition with the
player, in addition to my usual
amplification, to get afeel for how
they perform in concert.
The front panel of the Alto CD is
a simply stunning chrome-plated
pressed steel plate (ablack-painted
option is available for £ 50 less).
Quality of finish and
polish
are

increased low frequency outpe Impedance,
neither of which are reduced ty `eedback.
The amplifier was in my %dew a noticeably wore successful

included in the feedback loop). The company claims to have

design sonically than the CD player. Bass was full ard strorg.
The overall scund was open ani believable and althoJgh

listened to various capacitors to find a type with the best

the treble exhibited a slight coarsening colorw.ion similar to

sound. Secondly, having tried complementary PNP/NPN output

the CD player it was otherwise clean and smcoth, perhaps

transistor pairs, it achieved better matching using non

slightly on the bright side. Feeding this with a supei-fast.

to the loudspeakers via a large electrolytic capacitor ( not

complementary NN3055s. These have the advantage of being

super clean DAC like the DP.

well-tried and inexpensive. One advantage of this type of circuit

this issue, seemed to tax it slightly and not reveal the ful

Little Bit 3, tested elewhere ir

is cost, with few components and requiring a simpler cheaper

worth of the DAC.
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CD PLAYERS
excellent, with not ascratch or mark
in sight. The chrome front bolts
onto avertical black crackle-paint
finished steel sub- panel. A sturdy
underchassis tray holds all the major
components ( circuit boards, CD
mechanism and mains transformer).
Over the top of all this slides a
slotted metallic silver-grey wing-like
steel shell which wraps around the
front and rear panels. In the central
section, the underchassis is bent to
form a small plinth holding four
rubber feet. These enable the CD
player to be placed either on a flat
shelf or stacked.
The beauty of the design is that
the feet and tray are not at all
obvious to the eye and the whole
CD player ( and indeed amplifier)
appears to be suspended like a
1950's B-movie UFO. This is retro
styling with a vengeance. Viewer
votes drew four approvals and only
one strong disapproval, so as far as
the styling is concerned it's probably
a question of like it or love it.
Personally, Ilove it.
To the right of the CD drawer is
the custom-designed backlit LED
display. This sits behind a blue
window, to colour match the
brilliant blue LED of the amplifier
and the power LED to front left of
the CD player. Cleverly, the overall
outline of the drawer and window
together mirror the front panel
shape, with the appearance kept
simple by the addition of only an
on/off push button and a barely
visible black load/play button in the
plinth under the display. The idea
is that one can play a CD without
using the remote, yet the front panel
is devoid of the usual profusion of
buttons.
Inside the Alto, the player is fairly
stuffed with boards and cables. To
the left, running from front to back
is one PCB containing the mains
input socket, RF filtering and a
smoothed supply for the backlight
bulb and LED. The centre section
is taken up by the drawer-type CD
mechanism and mains transformer.
To the right is the servo control
board and the digital/analogue
processing board. Icounted no fewer
than eight individual power supplies,
on the latter, each with its own
regulator and 2200e smoothing
capacitor. The servo board holds
another two regulated supplies
making ten in all. The display is
mounted on asmall vertical PCB at
the front, while the RCA co- axial
digital output plus analogue phono
output sockets are on another board.
That's five boards
in
total,
connected by anumber of multi-way
leads. Admittedly, not the ultimate
in rationalised simplicity, but no-one
could accuse Audio Innovations of
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short-changing
customers
on
hardware. Overall build quality and
solidity of construction are excellent,
while the rear panel carries the CE
mark, which means the company
must have attended to the relevant
matters of RFI/electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) and safety.
The
digital/analogue
board
contains two Bitstream Constant
Calibration TDA 1305 devices
surface-mounted under the doublesided glass-fibre board. These are
connected in dual differential
balanced mode to improve signalto-noise. Also on this board is the
crystal master oscillator, plus digital
tidying chips, conventional multipole analogue filtering op amps for
output buffering.

SOUND QUALITY
After running the CD player in for
almost afull week, it was auditioned
at some length. The overall sound
quality was not as stunning as the
appearance and not the equal of the
Orelle CD- 100 ( dearer by CO).
However, it was roughly in line with
what one might expect for aplayer
costing around the £ 300-£400
mark. Problems with the Alto
included distant, suppressed vocals
and aslight coarsening in the treble
at times, which was otherwise quite
smooth. Bass was very strong and
powerful, with nothing to criticise at
the price.
Don't get me wrong, this is not
abad player — just abit lacklustre
in the face of some stiff competition
and perhaps aslight let-down after
wowing by its good looks. The
chrome front and complex chassis
construction (four separate parts in
total bolted together to achieve that
special shape) don't come without
a build-cost premium. Dropping
back to the black front reduces the
Alto's price to £400, which brings
price and performance more into
line with each other.
Using the player in conjunction
with Audio Innovation's own amp
was a better match in some ways
than with my usual system (£ 1800
worth of Bryston pre- and power).
The mid-band focus of the Alto
amplifier seemed to make up at least
in part for the CD player's distant
tendencies. It was one of those
synergistic results which should not
come as asurprise when two items
have been designed with each other
in mind.
•
So, in conclusion, Iwould sum
up the Alto CD player and amp as
being
more
successful
in
combination than apart, though of
the two the amp is perhaps the more
memorable. As aduet they seem to
sing in tune, so my advice would be
to hear them together.

AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO
LAB REPORT
Channel balance
of the Alto was
within 0.24dB
20Hz-20kHz, so
no complaints
here. Likewise,
separation was
excellent at
100dB over the
same range.
Distortion figures
too were fine, for
both 1
kHz
harmonic and the
19kHz+20kHz
¡MD tests. At
-70dB distortion
products were
down in the noise
floor. At -90.3dB
(dithered) there
was atiny touch
of 2nd harmonic
showing, but at
-100dB even this
vanished leaving
just the tone and
noise. The level
errors here were
also yen,low
(+I.4dB at
-90dB and
+2.2dB at
-100dB). These
really are very
good results and
shows the Alto
stays clean down
to the lowest
levels. Signal-tonoise, too, is
textbook at
-100dB.
Frequency
response shows a
minuscule lift at
low frequencies of
around 0.06dB.
Output sags from
around 300Hz or
so up to around
7kHz with a
further tilt which
takes output to
almost one dB
down at 20kHz.
De-emphasis
error was not bad
at IkHz and
SkHz, but
deviated by
0.65dB (worst
channel) at
16kHz.
Output level
for OdB was a
prodigious 2.94V
for the right
channel (the
greatest),

Fig I. Alto CD player: spectrogram for ¡ kHz
at - 70dB: distortion is down in noise

Fig 2. Alto

CD player: intermodulation test,

19kHz120kHz at OdB. The 18kHz product is
down at - 90dB and the ¡ kHz product is at
-87dB (referred to the combined signal's
RMS value)

Fig 3. Alto CD player: ¡ kHz signal at
-90.3dB (dithered). Just a touch of 2nd
harmonic visible but 26dB down on the
fundamental at - 100dB is remarkably good
(5% distortion) at this low level

Fig 4. Alto CD player: dithered sinewave at
-100dB, very clean and at -97.8dB, only
2.2dB high

representing more
than a3dB
increase on the
standard 2.0V.
This will
certainly make the
Test results

Alto sound louder
in shop
comparisons, so
allowance must be
made for the
increase.
Audio Innovations Alto'

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB)0.23
0.24
0.23
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
-92
THD at -10dB
-90
THD at -70dB
-39
Intermod 19/20kHz,
OdEl
-87
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
-95
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
0.07
0
-0.98
Right (
dB)
0.06
0
-0.99
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
- 100
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at
1kHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0.01/0.01 -0.1/0.1 -0.64/0.65
Output level OdB
2.94V 3.35dB
Output Impedance
4-8 ohms
Track access (to track 99)
9 secs
Digital output
coaxial
Error at -90dB L/R
-1.4d8/-1.4dB
Dimensions (
whd, mm)
430x88x300
Typical price
(inc VAT)
f450 ( chrome) f400 ( black)
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Impulse Loudspeakers
joins the vinyl revival
with a new turntable
which is both
breathtakingly styled
and affordable
by

PETER 1 COMEAU

ir

he Moskito is a new £ 700
turntable from Impulse, a
company
previously
best
known for its loudspeakers. It is a
product which raises some interesting
design issues.
Turntable design sometimes seems
to be developing in two opposite
directions.
There
are
those
traditionalists who believe that the
contact between vinyl disc and stylus
should be as rigid as possible, and to
this end clamp everything, including
the record, as tightly as they can.
Then there are the experimenters
who claim that such rigidity is
impossible to achieve, and prefer the
free-floating approach, keeping
everything as light as possible in their
efforts to support record and stylus.
In between are the dampers, those
who have tried to come to terms with
the interface between structural and
material resonance and the intricacies
of mechanical replay systems [see box].
Much of the Moskito's damping
can be seen from above. The
supporting mat is alarge part of the
turntable's performance, and in the
case of the Moskito it is no simple
rubber or felt pad. Like many of the
turntable parts the mat is formed
from crosslinked polyether based
elastomer
made
by
Spectra
Dynamics, a type of soft, rubbery
plastic which can be shaped in
various densities. The top surface
which contacts the vinyl is microns
thin and relatively hard and is
bonded to a 1.5mm thick squidgy
absorptive layer. The combination is
meant to transfer and then absorb
any mechanical energy in the record
while it is being played. Underneath
is a harder base layer, which
sandwiches the absorptive layer
almost like ashield for the platter.
The Moskito's platter is made
from composite materials using a
rigid undersurface for contact with
the sub-platter topped and surrounded
with an absorptive elastomer.
Similar absorption and decoupling
techniques are used in the three
large, domed feet which are Spectra
Dynamics Foculpods inserted in
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THE

MOSKITO

recesses in the plinth. With all the
damping occuring above and below
the plinth, the latter can be kept
simple. In the Moskito it is formed
from a 50mm thick piece of solid
It could
maple which looks attractively warm
be said that
in its natural finish, but can also take the Moskito
black, cherry and mahogany stains.
is like an
In itself the plinth is not particularly advanced
inert, and this might present aproblem
Planar 3.
if coupled directly to the tonearm.
What better
With the record already partially
basis to
decoupled and firmly damped, there
build on?
is no point in taking the rigidity of
tonearm support to extremes. The
tonearm base terminates in an
elastomer collar, again formed from a
sandwich of three layers. As the outer
layers are quite resilient, the tonearm
fixing can be tightened securely and
feels quite firm, while the inner
SUPPLIER
absorptive layer soaks up transmitted
Impulse
vibration from the arm tube.
Loudspeakers,
Unit 14-16,
But what of the mechanicals? All
62 Tritton Road,
the decoupling in the world will not
London
improve apoor motor and tonearm
SE21 8DE
system. In this case Impulse has
Tel: 0181
766 0474
played safe by incorporating adrive

BY FES

system, bearing and sub-platter as
an OEM supply from Rega. Similarly
the tonearm is an OEM version of
the RB300, so it could be said that
the Moskito is like an advanced
Planar 3, and as the latter is ahighly
refined and successful turntable,
what better basis to build on?

SOUND QUALITY
So much for theory, but does all this
careful damping work to the benefit
of vinyl replay? Does the Moskito
indeed improve on its best selling
relative? Strangely enough the
Moskito doesn't sound at all like a
Rega, which just goes to show that
there is more to turntable design
than amotor, bearing and arm.
Rightly or wrongly the Moskito
has its own character, and it is a
'nice' one. Put on afamiliar record
and the music blossoms in a wide
open soundstage, with asmooth and
analytical tonal balance which shows
off recorded detail to is best
advantage. Naturally the level of detail
exposure is not in the same league as
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TURNTABLE
high end turntables like the Michell
Orbe, nor is the bass as tight and
controlled. But then this would be not
be expected of amid-price turntable.
What you do get is aspacious and
warm rendition of all your records,
with the sort of easy going tonality
that vinyl users are supposed to love.
While this may be adelightful contrast
to the worst ravages of Compact Disc
in its brightest and fiercest extreme,
it is not exactly truthful to the original
recording. What do we mean by this
statement? Having been taken to task
by at least one turntable manufacturer
in the past, I'd like to explain.
There are plenty of listeners who
will understand the relationship
between instruments in an
orchestra and how they play
their part in the musical
communication
of the
composer's intentions. This
relationship, and the harmonic
structure of instrumental sounds,
can be refreshed by occasional visits to
live concerts. But whether or not an
orchestral recording 'sounds' like the
real thing is not the final arbiter of hifi performance as both recording
techniques and concert halls introduce
variations which cannot be accounted
for in direct sonic comparisons.
We must therefore look for
balance as to whether a piece of
equipment is accurate in conveying
the musical message, and this applies
to all sorts of music not just the
classical repertoire. If Mary Black's
voice manages to make the hairs on
the back of your neck stand up, then
at least we know that the equipment
is conveying the expression in her
voice. In my view it can only do this
if the balance of tonal structure is
correct, and it is this that determines
our view of musical accuracy.
For all its niceness this is where
the Moskito falls down. Its balance
errs on the side of smoothness to the
point where excessive warmth
favours percussion and woodwind to
the detriment of the string section.
Further up the range the strings do
start to soar, almost as if the
turntable was introducing a lift in
response, but this recovery is too late
as the damage to the balance has
already been done. Take the opening
to Dukas Sorcerer's Apprentice
[LPO/Weller, Decca SXL6770].
This has to be full of tension if the
listener is to be woken up along with
the magical stirring of the awakening
broom. The Moskito plods through
the muted violin motif almost as
though it is an incidental introduction
to the briskness of the main theme.
Similarly transient attack is dulled,
whether because of the large amount
of damping in the turntable or via
its colorations. Percussion of all types
lacks attack, with firmly struck piano
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notes having their edges rounded off,
and tympani are given an undesirable
overhang which blurs their notes.
Thus the well known Fanfare for the
Common Man fails to deliver its usual
note of heraldic inspiration.
Support for the Moskito is critical
if its colorations are to be kept to a
minimum. This is atypical effect for
non-isolated turntable mechanisms,
and always seems to play an important
part in the dynamic performance of
the system. In this case the old faithful
Sound Organisation table did not
apply its usual beneficence, but the
timely arrival of one of Russ Andrews
(RATA) Torlyte stands did the trick.
Torlyte makes alightweight but rigid
structure, and this seemed to suit the
Moskito well, helping the squidgy feet
to do their job.
Impulse Loudspeakers supplied an
Ortofon moving coil cartridge fitted
to the turntable, but Idid not find
this
a good
match
to
the
characteristics of the Moskito as it
amplified, rather than curtailed, the
turntable's departures from neutrality.
A superior alternative, and there are
not many to choose from in today's
market, was the Audio Technica
ATC09, which had a leanness and
vibrancy which perked up the
Moskito's transient performance.
With this fine tuning in place the
turntable's best qualities of awide and
deep soundstage with performers
removed well from the plane of the
speakers, and its enveloping warmth
and smoothness of reproduction, could
be appreciated with awide range of
records. Midrange and treble detail
were presented in a solid fashion,
possibly the result of the decoupling
and damping mechanisms. Bass
extension went deep but left alingering
thrum that disturbed the timing.

CONCLUSION
This is a difficult turntable to sum
up because its behaviour is not
consistent across the sonic spectrum.
Clarity of detail at higher frequencies
without any accompanying harshness
or grittiness is awelcome aspect, but
rather spoilt by the overdeveloped
warmth lower down. Overall, the
Moskito is a turntable for easy
listening rather than one to excite. +

IMPULSE MOSKITO
LAB REPORT
Though there is
little
sophistication w
the drive
mechanism, just
asynchronous
motor, short drive
belt and moulded
pulley and subplatter, the wow
and flutter figures
are relatively
good. Wow is
maintained at
below 0.1% peak
and flutter at
0.06% DIN
peak weighted,
the latter speed
variations
showing as a
broad base to the
wow and flutter
spectrogram.
While the
acoustic and
vibration
breakthrough test
was fairly typical
of anonsuspended chassis
unit, the peak
resonances are
fairly clean
through the lower
midrange area
and indicate a
well damped
result. The peak
between 20Hz
and 30Hz stands
out against this
(the lower one
centred on 9Hz
is the
arm/cartridge
resonance) and
needed further
investigation.
A clue was
given by the disc
impulse te,t: this
showed an
unexpected
ringing which
continued long

Fig I. Impulse Moskito: acoustic and
vibration breakthrough

Fig 2. Impulse Moskito: shock test on record

Fig 3. Impulse Moskito: spectrogram shock
test on record

Fig 4. Impulse Moskito: wow and flutter
spectrogram

after (> 400ms)
the initial shock
to the vinyl
record. This
shows a rocking
mode between
platter and arm,
and is probably
due to the
elastomer

interfaces used. A
spectrogram of the
shock test shows
this strong output
at 23Hz quite
firmly, and may
be responsible for
some blurring of
low frequency
output.

Test results
Impulse Moskito
Speed options
33/45 by changing belt position on pulley
Speed accuracy
0.86% fast
Wow and flutter
0.11% DIN weighted
Speed drift
0.3%
Start up time
1.5 secs
Rumble
-T2dB DIN Bwtd
Platter damping
poor
Dimensions iwhd. nirn)
480x135x385
Typical price (Inc VAT)
f695

DAMPENED ENTHUSIASM
All turntables succumb to

footfalls but from nearby

vibration, from the energy

traffic and slamming doors.

imparted to the record by the
stylus as it wiggles in the

Many turntable designs try

techniques are costly, which
puts most new turntables into
the

high end category. At

to solve all these problems,

more realistic cost levels

groove to the sound pressure

using complicated

the damping technique is

exerted on the turntable

mechanisms to de-couple from

more prevalent.

surfaces from nearby

external vibration, shielding to

loudspeakers. Then there is

reduce the effects of sound

part of this camp, and takes

structural energy from floor

pressure levels, and clamping

an intriguingly common

and wall vibration, not just

to try and kill resonances in

sense approach to building

from the speakers and

the record. Many of these

a mid- price turntable.

The Impulse Moskito is

Tube specialist Mesa is
famed for its Boogie line
of valve guitar amps.
Now the American
company has released
its first hi-fi product,
the Baron power amp
by

KEN

KESSLER

p

o-faced minimalists have done
their best to turn hi-fi into a
hobby for neurotics, with its
own form of political correctness and
paranoid etiquette. We're expected
to suffer for our hobby... or it can't
possibly sound good, right? Who'd
have thought that one from the
enemy ranks would restore the fun
and blow away the quasi- religious
claptrap? From the guitar amp
industry no less, the very people who
regard us as — and Iquote one of
their number — ` audiophools',
comes apower amplifier which has
more switches, knobs, facilities and
functions than most pre-amps, and
it'll take you aweek just to satisfy
your need to try ' em all. The Baron
from Mesa Engineering is, simply,
the coolest new hi-fi toy since the
George Kaye Tube Checker.
But you have to know how it
happened: Randall Smith, designer
and president of Mesa, suffers not
from the effects of the mystical
shenanigans of domestic audio.
Rather, his successes are part of the
'MI' — musical instruments —
industry [see box].
Because the Mesa Baron is so leftfield,
it
confuses
die-hard
audiophiles. For starters, there's
nothing left out, no optional extras.
Everything you could possibly want
in a ' fantasy' valve amp is there,
including some features so generous,
so kind, so thoughtful that the
sadistic snobs in the traditional highend sector wouldn't dream of giving
them to you: switchable operation
from triode to pentode, all-triode,
all-pentode or acombination of the
two, accessible while the amp is
playing. Meters which actually tell
you something. Switchable earthing
arrangements. Single-ended XLR or
RCA type inputs. Four levels of
adjustable negative feedback, from
none at all to 3dB/6dB/1 1dB, also
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adjustable while the amp is playing.
Two mains cables. And valve biasing
which is adoddle, with the assistance
of gigantic meters.
And then there are two realworld/pro-audio aspects which
should humiliate nearly every highend amp maker in the world. The
first is build quality. Now I'm not
saying that I dropped this unit,
roadie-style, off the back platform of
a40-footer or from a stage into a
mosh pit. Neither did Ientrust it to
Heathrow's baggage handlers. Or,
worse, to a musician. But there is
every reason to believe that the
Baron underwent the same quality
control measures and standards as
applied to the Boogie guitar amps.
So it is unlikely that a Baron will
provide you with lightning flashes.
brown-outs or any of the other ills
which plague too many high-end
audio products. Mesa, it would
appear,
is
to
normal
hi-fi
manufacture what John Deere is to
Airfix.
Then there's the tariff. If Itold
you to guess the sticker price of an
American-made, 150W/ch, true-dualmono-right-down-to-the-mains-leads
amplifier, bearing adozen 6L6s and
all of the aforementioned goodies,
weighing 651b and measuring a
healthy 19x14.5x8.75in (wdh), what
figure would you state? You'd look

Mesa Boogie
valve guitar
amplifiers are
so popular
and so prized
that the
company can
lay
claim to being
the world's
largest
consumer
of vacuum
tubes

Mina
¡Esoterica
.
4a Walton Rd,
ast Molesey,
urrey
14
T8 OD:A
el 0181
r 1515 •

at the competition, and at the status
quo. Those with no grasp of reality,
who think that retailers should work
on negative profit margins, would
guess £ 5000.
Those with
a
comprehensive knowledge of the
high-end sector would suggest
£6000-plus.
There was no more telling a
response than when Isaw the face
of awell-known European distributor
being told that the UK price of the
Mesa Baron — including shipping,
duty, VAT, dealer and distributor
margins — is £3295 (US retail price
is $ 3500). Yes, £3295 for one of the
most brutal, macho, no-nonsense,
party-down, hands-on, kick-ass
amplifiers to come down the pike
since the late, lamented Beard P100.
While the Boogies have been
around for 25 years, the Baron is
Mesa's first foray into hi-fi.
Apparently, prototypes have existed
for adecade, so Mesa has taken its
time ensuring that the Baron
maintains the standards set by its MI
sector siblings. The Baron, like the
Boogies, is 'completely hand-crafted'
and, as mentioned before, completely
dual-mono; only the chassis and the
feedback knob are common to both
channels. The circuitry features a
hybrid technology that Mesa calls
Tandem- State
Imaging,
triode
operation for sound quality and
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AMPLIFIERS
pentode operation for efficiency and

arrangements and triode/pentode
selection. The ' hybrid' mode is four
valve/two valve because the valves
operate in pairs; three-and-three isn't
possible for true half ' n' half
operation.
Other details include matched
12AX7 driver tubes (two per
channel), three ounces of copper on
the PCBs, 1% metal film resistors,
780i.tf main supply per channel, selfregulating high voltage driver
supplies, 19in rack mounting facility,
handles front and back, and specially
potted transformers. Igather that this
amplifier has also been tried with
6550s and KT88s, so tweakers can
occupy themselves well into the next
century just through experimentation
with alternative valves.
Driven by the Unison Research
CHOICE OF SETTINGS
Mystery One or the GRAAFiti WFB
Then
again,
the
choice
of Two pre-amps, with the Marantz
loudspeaker sensitivity and room size
CD- 12 as source, XLO and Nirvana
might affect the choice of settings:
interconnects
and
the (truly
all-pentode is good for 150W/ch, the astonishing) Harmonix speaker wire,
pentode/triode mix yields 85W/ch the Baron treated everything with
and all-triode delivers 65W/ch. The disdain. It was exactly as if some
•
switches are easily accessible, but you wretch from a professional sound
still have to leave the hot seat and magazine had dropped into the office
go over to the amp to perform the to sneer at the hi-fi geeks. Nothing
operations, so do your A/B testing fazed it at all. Despite some
with awilling friend.
mechanical hum which has since
Below the fascia-filling meters is a been rectified, the Baron operated
recess bearing toggles for metering with no more fuss than an appliance,
mode (bias,
OdB=15W,
and which is the way that musicians treat
OdB=150W), power on, stand-by their amplifiers: as appliances. I
and lights-off for those who hate
didn't mess around too much with
illumination. These controls are
the various settings, because the allduplicated in mirror image fashion; triode/no feedback arrangement was
everything really is atwo-step/dual- so blatantly superior to the others in
mono operation, except for the pure sonic terms that I couldn't
application of feedback. The selector switch back. Besides, the 65W
for this is positioned at the back,
available in triode mode was enough
below the valves. Flanking it are
to power Bolero Kompakts, Sonus
multi-way sockets for 4 ohm or 8 Faber Extremas, Apogee Ribbon
ohm speaker loads and both XLR Monitors and Wilson Benesch ACT
and RCA line inputs. On the surface Ones; Ididn't need the extra power
holding the valves are toggles for of the pentode mode.
the various earthing
Neither did Imiss the extra slam
nor the damping so abundant in
pentode mode. It's because I
spent most of the time using
grunt. In practice, you have to think
of the Baron as potentially three
amps in one: all-pentode, all-triode
or amix of the two.
As you'd expect, the power ratings
and the sound change considerably
with each mode change, and you can
confound matters even further by
dialling in your preferred amounts
of negative feedback. In which case
you don't think of the Baron as
three-amps-in-one: you think of it as
twelve. Mesa prefers the amp set up
as two-thirds pentode and one-third
triode, with 3dB of feedback.
Hardcore audiophiles, classical music
lovers and fans of acoustic vocal
material will probably opt for alltriode/no feedback.

You have to
think of the
Baron as
potentially
three amps
in one:
all pentode,
all triode or
a mix of the
two. As you'd
expect, the
power ratings
and the sound
change
considerably
with each
mode change

Mesa Boogie valve guitar amplifiers are so
popular and so prized that the company can
lay claim to being the world's largest
consumer of vacuum tubes. President
Randall Smith holds dozens of patents
and is said to actually build the Barons
himself. Think about it: can you picture
Bill Gates nipping down to the lab to
write some code for Windows 98?
But think, too, about the implications.
Smith has no interest in nor fear of flavour.
of-the- month fetishism, the cable wars.
Linn-mania. the hi-fi press, the What HiFi?
Awards, nor any of the other pressures which have,
reverse- Midas- like, turned the high-end into a hell-hole.i
Neither does he comprehend telephone number pricing, .1
poor build quality, nor any other form of audio masochism.
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the Baron with the ACT Ones,
which need no extra control at all,
and because Iloved the richer, fuller
bass from an all-triode set-up. While
I'd like to tell you that all three
modes share traits which identify the
Baron's ` sound', it really is like
having three, er, twelve different
amplifiers. The sonic changes are not
subtle, so general comments are
dangerous. But here goes: however
lush, warm and almost delicate the
Baron sounds in all-triode mode, you
never forget that it's abrute only just
held in check by aleash. Iwouldn't
say that it lacks finesse, but you're
reminded that Mesa makes power
tools, not precious hi-fi fripperies.
The Baron can sound a bit brash,
yet the sense of control it imparts is
positively Draconian. Naming it after
a WWI German fighting ace ( or
maybe a Haitian voodoo deity?)
reinforces the thought that this is not
an amp for wussies.

SHAKING THE RAFTERS
It rocks, it boogies, it can shake the
rafters if so asked. It is apowerhouse
in every sense of the word, the
Pepperami cannibal sausage as hi-fi.
But it also displays those undeniable
virtues common to nearly all valve
amps. It has plenty of ' air',
wonderful mid-band clarity and a
clearly
discernible
threedimensionality. If you want an amp
that sounds big, that can fill aroom
with images as well as SPLs, the
Baron is near to the top of the heap.
In this respect, it's as close to what
I'd imagine an all-valve Krell would
sound like if Dan D'Agostino ever
got aiones for tubes.
Mesa's Baron is an amp with
specific strengths and weaknesses;
if you desire the former and can
allow for the latter, then the Baron
is the closest thing yet to a
'universal' valve amp. The selectable
tube mode, feedback and earthing
are enough to make it (probably)
the most accommodating high-end
amp on the market, adaptable to
just about any system you can
imagine. The price you pay for this
ultra-flexibility is behaviour not
unlike wearing a sweatshirt to a
black tie dinner.
But the other price you pay is just
over three grand for the highest
perceived-value amp I've ever
experienced, other than second-hand
bargains. You are not advised to take
one
home
without
a shop
demonstration, but in most cases a
home demo will ensure that it stays
put in your system.
For once, we have a product
which dazzled everyone at its hi-fi
show launch and then actually
delivered the goods in practice.
Boogie on, indeed.
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PARASOUND

affordable audio for the critical listener

111111111 1111111111
C/DP-1000

CD Player/Transport

P/LD-1100

Line Drive Preamplifer (with RC)

111111111111 1111111111
D/AC-1000 Digital to Analog Convertor

P/LD-1500

Line Drive Preamplifer (with XLR outputs)

darnel 1111
D/AC-1500

Digital to Analog Convertor

HCA-1000

Stereo Power Amplifier (THX)*

PARASOUND have a simple philosophy:
the best possible design for the least
amount of money.

The products are designed by John Curl,
whose legendary designs virtually defined
HI-END and set the standards for others to
follow.
HCA-1200
•
n Stereo Power Amplifier (THX)

The results speak for themselves. Not even
considering the products' low price, they
outperform almost any product
available.

So, if you're passionate about your music,
give us a call for more information.
HCA-2200"

Stereo Power Amplifier

AUDIO INTERNATIONAL M ARKETING LTD
A • I • M

for better music!

10 ELLENA COURT, CONWAY ROAD, LONDON N14 7BW
TEL: 0181 882 8482
FAx: 0181 882 8378

DIA CONVERTERS
EAD 7000 SERIES III
LAB REPORT
Conveniently for

AIB comparison,
the output was
2.1V within
0.42dB of the
2V standard
(output level is
IV for normal

Fg I. EAD 7000 III: spuriae up to 100kHZ

operation). At

associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

full level the total
harmonic
distortion was
close to the
theoretical limit
reaching - 94dB
for 16 'straight'
bits. This
continued into the treble where a

very

touch of brightness was observed,

resolution,

perhaps explaining the character-

'edge brightness' or loudness.

isations of mild sibilance, some grain
and

a pinched

quality

on

some

programme.
Where the EAD fell below average

strong

on

articulation

and

achieved without artifice,

Pace and rhythm were now good,
the

natural

dynamic

expression

standard was
maintained at
20Hz and
20kHz.
Good signal-

delivering a superior level of timing

to-noise ratios

and

were achieved, if

involvement,

demonstrably

It

ahead of the majority of BitStream

not to the full

seemed that note sequences were not

or similar high oversampled designs.

20-bit replay
potential of the

was

on

rhythm

and

timing.

particularly well related and strongly

Playing HDCD material (now at

rhythmic sections lost a significant

the correct replay level), the unit

technology. EMC

proportion of their dance quality and

demonstrated the superior tonality,

suppression as

syncopation. Transient peaks had

greater dynamic range, mildly slower

quite good, in the

less impact than usual on this class

pace but greater depth, transparency

-50 to -60dBm

of CD replay.

and

range with one

Scoring the EAD was difficult
owing to the contrast between these
criticisms and the generally good

ambience

typical

of

this

medium. In this respect it performed

-48dB peak at

its HDCD function well.

approximately

Scored for standard recordings,

Fig 2. FAD 7000 III: intermodulation
spuriae, I9kHz120kHz tones at 100mV

Fig 3. EAD 7000 III: dithered ¡ kHz
sinewave at - 90dB, distortion spectrum above

130MHz.
Very good

clarity, depth and resolution. On my

the EAD 7000 Series III achieved a

usual subjective scale, the score was

creditable 34 points on my scale for

results were

in the range of 17-18 points.

overall sound quality, matching the

obtained for high

performance of its comparably-priced

frequency

and well reviewed compatriots.

intermodulation,

was noted.

-92dB at full

Spectrum

level [Fig 2] and

analysed, the

is plotted in Fig 4,
in which the 7000

Fortunately for EAD I smelled a
rat,

and by way

of avoiding

the

question of the indifferent sound I
queried

why

there

was

a

level

CONCLUSION

Fig 4. EAD 7000 III: linearity below 60dB

[Fig 3J.
Linearity error

difference between coded and non-

The lab results were generally very

-96dB at - 10dB.

-90dB dithered

coded replay. Alarm bells rang and a

good,

At lower levels

tone showed no

is clearly

second sample arrived, double quick.

imbalance noted with the -70dB test

there was a mild

distortion to a

performing very

bar

that

mild

distortion

tones although admittedly this is a

(and not

-115dB analysed

well, with less

properly

pretty common result. Interestingly,

uncommon)

noise floor while

than 2dB of error,

III

was

these fine technical results were not

imbalance in

the recovered

including noise,

undoubtedly a fine performer while

matched by the subjective findings

distortion between

sinewave was

right down to

the first sample was merely average.

for the first sample and the second

left and right

particularly clean

-118dB.

As it ran in, the 7000 settled down,

sample was not significantly different

channels.

providing a highly musical result.

on lab test.

There

was

no

between

the

two;

working

7000

comparison
the

Series

At the - 70dB
level, with

Compared with earlier incarnations

Yet on the first review sample,

of the 7000 series, this new decoder

that telltale level shift between coded

showed a superior tonal quality and

and non-coded replay had indicated

[Fig 1, one

a purer, more natural balance. It also

that there was a subtle fault, and the

channel gave

avoided

dithered tone

fme sound provided by the second,

-41dB of

quality which is still all too common

correctly

distortion, the

with digital replay.

that

flattened, ' upfront'

working

example,

confirmed this suspicion. I liked the

other -46dB.1 At

The sound was wide-range, from

'correct' 7000 III, seeing it as a great

-90dB, the error

the firm deep and articulate bass to

improvement over the original Series

in absolute level

the extended air treble, showing very

I design. With good versatility, solid

was was

little grain. Distortion in the usual

build, and audiophile sound of great

extremely small,

sense was inaudible throughout.

tonal

accuracy

it also

offers

the

within + 0.2dB

The stereo image was exceptional

benefits of the HDCD digital chip

and thus very

in its creation of the sound stage,

with its capacity to decode HDCD

close to the 16-bit

consistently well focused, deep and

recordings.

wide, with stable perspectives. High
transparency

was

a

supporting

feature and this decoder was also
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undithered CD

HDCD or not, it joins that select
group

of

recommendable

quality decoders.

high

standard. An
effective dynamic
range of 105dB

Test results

EAD 7000 Serles III

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance dB) 0.01
0
0.02
Stereo separation ( dB)110
105
86
Channel phase
difference degrees)
0
o
o
Distortion ( dB):
93
94
<90
THD at OdB
84
THD at -10dB
THD at 70dB
46/41
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
92
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
96
Frequency response
Lett (dB)
-0.03
-0.15
Right (dB)
-0.03
-0.19
Signal to noise (dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
110
CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref
104
De-emphasis (error in dB)
4kHz
10Idtz
16kHz
L,R -0.08 ;0.04 -0.20,-0.18 -0.84:0.84
Output level, OdB
2.096V 0.41dB
Output Impedance
49 ohms
Spuriae to 10014Hz (dB) -115(L)/103(R)
Error at -90dB
LR
0.2/+0.15
Dimensions ,whd, mm) 430x64/080
Typical price (
Inc VAT) £2495
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A

non is not a name familiar
to many, so for those who
need alittle clarification, the
company is based in Northern
Ireland, was formed two years ago
and makes arange of valve amplifiers
of which the Elektra (not to be
confused with Musical Fidelity's
products) is one. Arion's approach
has always been to put sound quality
above other considerations as afirst
priority, leaving the design and
functional aspects to follow on. At
the same time the company has had
more than aweather eye on the need
to keep the retail price to the ' end
user' or audiophile to asensible level
throughout the range, thus offering
both good value for money and a
stunning sound to match.
The Elektra line sits about midway
up the range at £ 1199, using 5881
output tubes triode connected in one
pair per channel, yielding some 18 watts
in pure Class A. Being line level only,
input circuitry is kept to aminimum,
and the lack of aphono stage means
more attention can be paid to getting
the active line stages really spot on. This
does limit the user to five line sources,
but phono stages from other
manufacturers cost as little as £30 — a
triatively small price to pay for an LP
facility once you've bought the amp.
There is, of course, atape out facility.
The Elektra reviewed here is in
essence a ` Mark II' version, but it's
so far removed from the original
model as to make comparisons
almost pointless. The original was
built on a much less substantial
chassis, with the valves ranged left
to right in two rows, drivers and
phase splitters to the left, outputs to
the right. Good though this (original)
amp sounded, the ' new' Elektra
actually uses the same circuitry — at
least, in schematic form. However,

the major improvement has been in
chassis design and execution.
Generally
the
standard
of
construction is high, too. The
interior is very neatly laid out, and
the chassis looks the part, being
substantial and well finished. All the
controls are on the front right panel,
with the ' standard' phonos for inputs
and 4mm binding posts for speaker
output at the rear. Both 4 and 8
ohm settings are available.
Over the last 12 months Arion has
researched the best ways to lay cables
and PCB tracks within the chassis to
achieve the best possible sound
quality. This has resulted in the
somewhat unique chassis design used
here. Each major component (output
and mains transformers, and the
smoothing choke) has been sited in
its own corner tower, and all leads
leading to each have been very
carefully routed to avoid any
unwanted interaction from adjacent
cabling. Similarly, with the PCB
inside, agreat deal of attention has
been turned to making the layout as
good sounding as it can be. The end
result is an amplifier which makes the
'original' version sound like last year's
model in dire need of aservice.

The Elektra
uses 5881
output
tubes triode
connected
in one pair
per channel,
yielding
some 18 watts
in pure
Class A

began to emerge from the speakers
which were entirely unexpected. In
Saint-Saens' Third Symphony, the
Organ Symphony [
WE810Z1(], the
organ's contribution to the score is
sometimes subtle and subterranean
and sometimes quite emphatic. In
the latter sections the organ came
through strongly and with all the
musical colours you'd expect. As the
going got tough, and the antiphonal
brass blasted their way through the
general mêlée, the amp positively
revelled in the challenge. Its poise
was never questioned, and its control
both at the top and bottom end was
majestic. The might of the Wiener
Symphoniker with Georges Pretre
and Marie-Claire Alain had been
tamed and brought into the domestic
environment by the Elektra.
But what of subtler music? Ivor
Gurney wrote most of his music after

SOUND QUALITY
Inevitably, as with most valve amps,
a sensible approach needs to be
taken with speaker choice, the best
partnership being with the more
efficient and higher impedance types.
Paying heed to this, and using a
variety of high quality line sources
(including esoteric phono stages)
auditioning began.
The initial impression was of an
amp assured in what was expected
of it; cool, poised and calmly doing
the business of presenting music.
Later on, though, strange things

Northern Ireland's valve amp
specialist is ready to unleash its
completely redesigned Elektra
by CHRIS BEECHING
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AMPLIFIERS
the First World War, yet is now
remembered mainly for his poetry.
His piano solo writing is arguably
the most hauntingly beautiful ever
written, and sadly neglected.
Listening to the playing of Alan
Gravill [Gamut GAM CD 516], you
realise just how wide arange of tone
colours and timbres a piano can
produce; a tribute to the Elektra
indeed. For once this recording
doesn't sound as if you are listening
to a piano with your head stuck
under the lid. The recording is at
'some distance', that is, not so
closely miked that you hear the
pianist's fingernails click on the keys,
but the space and presence on the
Elektra makes this recording one of
the most convincing portrayals of a
piano Ihave come across.
But subtlety and finesse don't
come only with quieter music. The
amp must still be able to resolve
quieter sounds within amuch more
dynamic environment if it is to really
make music with any material. The
1970s supergroup Yes may not be
everybody's cup of tea, but their
Tales of Topographic Oceans is, to me,
one of their best albums. Mixing all

sorts of musical styles, the dynamic
range is quite unprecedented. Again
the Elektra was not to be outdone,
presenting the peaks with all their
drama yet still revealing even the
smallest sounds.
There is a downside to the
Elektra, though it's so well hidden
that it takes alot of listening to find
it. As you'd expect, the midrange is
very, very transparent; the valve
hallmark. The treble is also very well
extended and free of the brittle hard
edge which can afflict both tube and
solid state gear alike if not enough
care is taken. The Elektra exhibits a
very believable sense of air and space,
and the extended treble is no doubt
a 'good thing' in this case.
The problem (if it is big enough
to be called a ' problem') is in the
bass. Many tube amps fall down
here, especially with really deep bass,
and this is usually a side effect of
inadequate output transformer
design. The Elektra has very deep
bass, and with ' moderate' material
sounds very clean and fast.

Listening to
the playing of
Alan Gravill,
you realise
just how wide
arange of
tone colours
and timbres a
piano can
produce... For
once
this recording
doesn't sound
as if you
are listening
to apiano
with your
head stuck
under the
lid

WOO
35 Farlough Rd
Dungannon,
Co. Tyrone,
North ern Ireland
BT2I 4DU
Tel: 01868
748 632

However, pushing it hard — The
Farm, Pink Floyd, or some brutal
mega-bass fusion — will show up its
lack of complete control with sudden
bass transient peaks. They get just a
little muddy, and ordinarily would
not show, except when they're left
exposed on their own.
The alert was sounded by Carol
Kidd on Carol Kidd [
AKH003]. 'We'll
Be Together Again' and 'I've Grown
Accustomed to Your Face' both have
heavy sudden transients over which
the Elektra began to lose its poise. The
amp had no trouble with female
vocals, so often astumbling block, and
piano and percussion were well
presented both in space and rhythm
and timing. Cross-checking with other
sudden heavy deep bass material
confirmed my diagnosis; start to crank
the volume up and it gets alittle more
noticeable, manifesting itself as a
blurring round the edges, and alack
of crispness. It didn't make anything
any less enjoyable in amusical sense,
but being really picky, and having a
really revealing source and speakers,
the amp showed just the odd hint of
being uncomfortable with sudden deep
powerful bass.

CONCLUSION
So how damaging is this criticism?
In the overall scheme of things,
barely at all. The Elektra is such a
revealing and musical amplifier that
you'd have to be avery tortured soul
not to enjoy it. For an essentially
budget design (compared with some
equipment costing ten times as
much) it performed well beyond
what I had expected, making
listening an enjoyable experience,
regardless of music type. I'm very
loath to part with it; admittedly it's
not the 'be-all-and-end-all' of amps,
but it is capable of giving so much,
musically, sonically and aesthetically
that any criticism is really finding
fault for the sake of it. Inevitably,
there are other shortcomings; if
you've had asolid-state system and
want to move over to valves, then
the Elektra might not like your
current-hungry speakers — perhaps
achange of speaker at the same time
would be agood move. Having said
that, it will still drive aged units like
the KEF Calinda to reasonable levels,
but please don't expect miracles.
The daftest load I'd suggest is apair
of the original Quad Electrostatics,
but even these failed to unsettle the
Elektra — it positively sang with
them. Ultimately, the better your
source, the more music you'll get out
the other end. And good efficient
speakers will bring out the best.
Perhaps not a first choice for
heavy metal or megabass freaks, but
for
everything
else,
heartily
recommended.
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DEFLE®
SPECTRA
Dynamics

For the enthusiast &

tlao till@

The simplest and most cost
effective way to upgrade

PRODUCTS

your existing system

Designed by Engineers - Used by Professionals
A. DEFLEX ACOUSTIC PANEL
You need at least 2 Defies panels for apair of small bookshelf speakers, 4
panels for apair of Tannoy 6s. and at least 6panels for larger cabinets. Defies
panels are re-usable and transferable.
Standard Panel 28cm a21cm

£7.95 each

Small Panel ( L53/5A) 24 x 13em
£5.95 each
Sub-woofer Panel 34cm dia.
£ 14.95 each
B. FOCULPODS
Foculpods are high pedonnance vibration absorbing supports designed to be
placed under Compact Disc Players, Turntables, Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and
All other Audio, Video & Computer equipment. The spherical surface provides
even contact and uniform energy distribution.
Focuipods
£14.95 pack al 4
C. TURNTABLE PLATTER ISOLATION MAT
This turntable mat has been carefully designed to incorporate 3layers of Defies
material, all of differing hardness. Top layer 25°,4 hardness (anti-static);
Sandwich layer 0-1°A hardness (shock absorbing); Base layer 15°A hardness
(support).
Turntable Mat

12" diameter

£55.50 each

D. MAGNAPAD GOLD
Magnapads have been specifically designed to absorb unwanted vibrations
directed at the speaker chassis, coils & magnets and to prevent further sound
reflections of the flat surfaces.
Magnapad Gold 3 (75mm dia.)
£7.95 pair
Magnapad Gold 5 ( 125;nm dia.)
£ 12.95 pair
Magnapad Gold 7 ( 175mm dia.)
£ 15.95 palr
Magnapad Gold 9 ( 225mm dia.)

£ 19.95 pair

E. DEFLEX WRAP
Unwanted vibrations transmitted from the reflex ports will distort the music. To
prevent this, the only remedy is to suppress the distorted sound. Wrap's dense
composition and unequalled shock absorbing properties significantly remove
this unwanted colouration.
Wrap 28cm x21cm x 15mm thick
£ 14.95 sheet
F. DEFLEX SHEET
Sheet is for the enthusiast who wants to damp out resonances wherever they
are perceived to be influencing the natural sound of the system. Ribbed sheet
can be used for lining ports, etc.
Plain Sheet - 2mm thick (28cm x21cm)
£7.95 sheet
Plain Sheet - 3mm thick (28cm x21cm)
£8.95 sheet
Plain Sheet - 4mm thick ( 28cm x21cm)
£9.95 sheet
Plain Sheet - 6mm thick ( 28cm x21cm)
£ 11.95 sheet
Plain Sheet - 8mm thick ( 28cm a21cm)
£ 13.95 sheet
Plain Sheet - 5mm thick ( 47em x22em)
£27.00 sheet
Ribbed Sheet - 3mm thick (28cm a21cm)
£8.95 sheet
Ribbed Sheet - 6mm thick (28cm a21cm)

£ 11.95 sheet

G. ISOLATION BLOCKS
Isolation blocks
accomodate all
Isolation Block
Isolation Block
Isolation Block
Isolation Block
Isolation Block
Isolation Block

are offered in a range of shapes and sizes, designed to
types of equipment of varying weights and sizes.
- 43mm dia a26mm thick
£4.50 each
- 80mm dla a20mm thick
£8.50 each
- 120mm die* 30mm thk (40mm hole) £7.50 each
- 75 (75mm square x20mm)
£5.50 each
- 115 ( 115mm square x20mm) £8.50 each
- 150 ( 150mm square x20mm) £ 16.50 each

H. DE-COUPLING GASKETS
De-coupling gaskets not only help isolate unwanted vibrations between
cabinets and drive units but because of the material composition provide a
perfect air- tight seal without the need to use amastick sealant. The range is
continually expanding. Phone for details.
Gasket - KEF B110B
£3.00 each
Gasket - SEAS 17em
£3.00 each
Gasket - MOREL MW 142
£3.00 each
Gasket - MOREL MW 160's
£3.00 each
Gasket - SCAN-SPEAK D2008
£2.50 each
Washers 20mm & 25mm dia x6mm thick
£0.30 each
Toriodal transi, supports 120mm dia a5mm thick £3.50 each
I. CORNER BLOCKS
Comer blocks are designed to be fitted in rectangular areas of enclosures to
prevent recurrent sound reflections - "cat's eye phenomenon."
Corner Block- Theoretical edge 50mm
£ 1.25 each
Comer Block- Theoretical edge 75mm
£2.50 each

NOW AVAILABLE FROM
MOST GOOD HI-FI SHOPS

J. TUNEABLE PORT SYSTEM
The port system ranges from 30mm to 10Ornrn dia, and can be built up from
30mm length onwards, in lOrnm increments. Phone for full data sheet.
Pori System
Components from £0.75 each

(Prices may vary from those shown)

* SPECIALIST SERVICES *

PHONE FOR YOUR
NEAREST STOCKIST

Defies material can be used to encapsulate crossovers and other components,
etc. Telephone for further information or fax your details.
Specialist Services
Filling charge
£ 12.00 per kilo

DEFLEX ACOUSTIC PANELS " What the experts have to say..."

All prices inclusive of V.A.T

For a FREE information pack and details of
all products from SPECTRA DYNAMICS
Tel

(
01745) 571600
VISA •

Fax

(
01745) 570194

ACCESS •

AM EX

(Please add £5.00 P&P on orders less than £50)

Talargoch Trading Estate, Meliden Road, Dyserth, Clwyd LL18 6DD

"...a marked improvement was obvious from the first
few bars of REM's Automatic for the people albunx.."

"...the result was sharper imaging, wider dynamics
and a more natural sound..."

HI-FI News & Record Review - March1994

CHOICE VERDICT
sound 0 .eIr MOWN

"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater tightness
and control, improved internal clarity, and pitch definition - all without deadendng the souna in any way..."

HI-FI Choice - January 1994

Bann

Audiophile - January 1994

.But one things for sure - the Deflex panels are
no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - November 1994

DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE. U.K. Tel ( 01565) 650605 - Fax ( 01565) 650080. Australia Tel (03) 429 2199 Fax 1031 429 9309. Austria Tel/Fax 43 7472 61529. Belgium Tel/Fax 09 357 4937. BENELUX Tel 076 715C10 Fax 076 714773. Bermuda Tel 809 292 3125 Fax 809 295 8379. Canada Tel 905 82 5858 - Fax 905 829 5388. Cyprus Tel 02 442148 - Fax 464001. Denmark Tel 7582 9550 - Fax 7582 9107. France Tel 78 95 04 82 - Fax 78 80 76 30.
Germany Tel 030 851 8074 - Fax 030 851 8062. Greece Tel 01 246 6576 - Fax 01 246 6713. Holland Tel 076 71500 Fax 076 714773. Hong Kong Tel ( 852) 898 8111 - Fax (852) 558 0073. Indonesia Tel/Fax 31 311 598.
Israel Tel 3 924 7524 - Fax 3 924 5117. Israel Tel 3 5407279 - Fax 3 5407438. New Zealand Tel/Fax 09 849 8108. Norway Tel 9469 1037 - Fax 755 25335. Portugal Tel/Fax ( 01; 225 72 77. Rustle Tel ( 095) 917 4385 Fax ( 095) 917 8762. S.Afrles Tel 011 482 7290. Singapore Tel 743 7124 - Fax 747 5330. Spain Tel 34 3 265 82 10 - Fax 34 3 265 77 94. Sweden Tel 0660 560 30 • Fax 0660 561 01. Switzerland Tel/Fax 61 361 6469.
Switzerland Tel/Fax 21 624 1175. USA (Co)Tel 415 669 7181 • Fait 415 669 7558 . USA (WI) Tel 508831 3433 - Fax 608 831 3771. US A (Or) T81503 389 6821 • Fax 503 389 5273

LOUDSPEAKERS

I

t's often said that there is nothing
new in the world of modern
moving-coil loudspeakers. Look
back
into
Loudspeakers
by
Wharfedale's founder Gilbert Briggs
and most of the descriptions of
cabinet, crossover and cabinet design
can still be related to any current
production model.
But what happens when you take
these designs to extremes? Is it
possible to produce a commercial
loudspeaker with no holds barred?
In many ways the Silverado
speaker is just such an animal.
Silverado 1 is a £ 1995 standmounted speaker, the top model in
a range of two (the other speaker
being called The Raider), featuring
an approach to cabinet construction
which might seem more typical of a
home enthusiast's hard work. Yet
the finish is entirely professional with
asmooth, gloss lacquer that is hand
finished to a mirror-like reflective
quality. A choice of handpainted
Lapis Lazuli marble effect adds a
touch of luxury to what, in the Far
East, would be considered ahighend bookshelf speaker.
A particular reason for mentioning
Gilbert Briggs is his advocacy of the
sand filled baffle, aconcept which in
the late
1950s produced the

if the Silverado
proves one
thing, it is how
astereo image
is improved by
total lack of
cabinet
coon

A small new British
speaker manufacturer
looks set to ride
triumphantly into the
sunset
by PETER 1 COMEAU

HI- HO
SILVERA
SUPPLIER
Silverado
128 Clizherow Ave
Hanwell
London W7 2BX
Tel: 0181-567
0260
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successful SB3, with alayout later
echoed by Dahlquist. The damping
and mass-loading effect of sand is
well known, and used to good effect
in taming otherwise resonant hollow
steel stand constructions. In the
Silverado 1, the side panels are sand
filled as just one part of an enclosure
design which goes all-out to eliminate
cabinet coloration.
MDF is used throughout the
Silverado's construction. This type
of board has a distinctive resonant
character, with strong midrange
output, when used as thin panels, so
Silverado has doubled the thickness
of everything. The front and rear

baffles are 50mm thick, while the
side panels, with their sand filled
layer, total 60mm each in cross
section. Top and bottom panels are
mass-loaded with lead sheets.
Not content with thickness, the
cabinet strength is improved by a
glued-and-screwed construction, and
extensive internal bracing couples all
panels together. This in itself is worthy
of note, as the usual figure-of-eight
bracing is eschewed for crossed braces
tied together with massive coach bolts,
producing an almost totally inert and
highly rigid structure on which to
mount the drive units.
Silverado has chosen drivers from
Dynaudio, comprising a28mm fabric
dome treble unit with rear chamber
and a 170mm bass/mid unit with
145mm plastic cone and rubber
surround. The latter has a huge
75mm diameter voice- coil wound
from hexacoil wire, giving the
advantage of massive power handling,
but the drawback of low sensitivity.
A rear mounted port tunes the 25
litre enclosure for low bass output,
while minimal damping is applied to
the internal volume by alight stuffing
of BAF wadding. Cabinet walls,
however, are given the full treatment
with a mixture of thick felt and
rubber damping sheets glued to the
internal surfaces.
To isolate them from vibration
and magnetic interference, the simple
first order crossovers are in boxes
(one for each speaker — see picture),
designed to be ?laced near the amp
using bi-wiring to take signals to the
speaker terminals. High powered
ferrite coils and Solen polypropylene
capacitors are used with sensitivity
matching resistors formed from a
combination of multiple metal film
types. All internal wiring is LC-OFC
with Teflon insulation.
The speakers were supplied with
massive matching (acoustically, not
visually) stands, also mass-loaded
with sand and connecting to the
speakers using thin pads of Blu-Tak.
The Silverado 1is designed for free
space positioning, with the speakers
over-angled so that the axes cross in
front of the listener.

SOUND QUALITY
If the Silverado proves one thing, it
is how astereo image is improved by
total lack of cabinet coloration, or
rather how it is spoilt by the flapping
panels of other speakers. We often
assume that it is the narrow baffles
of small speakers which (by
improving diffusion and reducing
diffraction) provide impressively deep
and stable sonic images. But here is
aspeaker with awide baffle which
produces asoundstage reminiscent
of aquality tiny speaker.
Of course, there is more to
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We always try to ensure that our prices are competitive.
If you find a better price quoted by an Authorised
Dealer (and in stock!), let us know and we will gladly
match it.

We are committed to our customers.
With three locations, Musical Images offers you an
unparalleled choice, outstanding product knowledge
and the promise to you of a service that is second to
none.

Main Authorised
Dealer For:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Alphason
Arcam
ATO
Audio Alchemy
Audio Innovations
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B & W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
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Cerwin Vega
Chord
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Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Harman Kardon
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Yamaha
and many more

45 High Street, Hounslow
Middlesex. TW3 1RH
viol. 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, Edgware
Middlesex. HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864
N/NW London

18 Monmouth Street, Covent

Hi Fi and Home Cinema
Specialists

Gdn, London. WC2H 9HB
7
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LOUDSPEAKERS
this than alack of cabinet resonance.
The simple crossover for the twoway system, the rounded enclosure
edges and the lack of a grille
combine to good effect. These are
emulated in other speaker designs,
but Ihave not heard such aprecise
and unblurred image as that
generated by the Silverado.
The speakers disappear in an
uncanny fashion, producing a
soundstage which is deep, wide and
high. This really comes into its own
on classical recordings, presenting an
orchestra in a slightly distant
perspective, making the walls behind
the speakers apparently open up to
give aview of aconcert hall.
Things were not quite so realistic
with string quartet or more intimate
recordings. An unevenness of tonality
through the midrange called for an
increase in volume to offset alack of
solidity to viola, and the resulting
balance tended to favour the violin
above other instruments.
Sonic reality was also compromised
by alack of weight to the upper bass
area, an oft-noted restriction of
smaller coned bass units. The
impression of good bass performance
is given by aported cabinet which is
tuned to quite alow frequency. When
bass notes in the lowest octaves do
come along, the Silverado can
thunder and shake floorboards quite
effectively. But this is acompromise.
As the music moves up the scale, so
the bass notes fall to a lower level,
gradually gaining strength as they
move towards the cello's main range.
To some extent this can be offset
by moving the speakers closer to a
rear wall, though the rear facing port
output chuffs away uncomfortably if
this is carried too far. Much also
depends on the quality of amplifier
drive. An amplifier that is rated for
good current delivery into difficult
loads, such as the AVI S2000MM,
will help tremendously. A 100W
amplifier should be regarded as a
minimum as anything less tends to
clip at the listening levels required.
For some reason the Silverado
seems to want to soak up power, and
certainly stays clean to very high
listening levels. Its dynamic response
is only limited by the bass
performance, as there is no way that
the port output can provide the
transient impact of the midband
response, and this tends to lessen the
punch and slam of rock music.
Bass output in the lowest octave is
much slower than the fast midband,
which leaves adisconcerting afterglow
as the bass rolls out a few
•
milliseconds after the transient impact.
The porting system is not as quick to
respond to the energy pumped into
the speaker as the main drive units,
and of course there is no cabinet
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coloration to cover up the discrepancy
in time arrival of the wavefront set up
by the drivers and the pressurisation
of the room air by the port.
So one could say that the
exceptionally well controlled cabinet
is undervalued by the drive unit
configuration. Such asolid mounting
does bring out the best in the drivers,
but demands the best to be used too.
Every flaw in drive unit and
crossover response is laid bare, and
it is difficult to apportion blame to
either, though the latter is so simple
and appears to give a balanced
frequency response that the bass/mid
driver is the more suspect.
Choice of connecting cables also
comes under scrutiny [see box].

SILVEFtADO 1
LAB REPORT
At Imetre the
family of
responses show
some interference
between the drive
units in
conjunction with
the slow
crossover rolloff
rates. Above the
treble unit axis,
the dip in output
through the 1-3
kHz region
deepens, so the
speaker should
be mounted high
as its dedicated
stands allow.
Off-axis, the
integration
between the drive
units is poor at I
metre, but begins
to improve as the
listener moves
out to 3metres.
The Room
Averaged
Response (RAR)
gives an
indication of
this, with only a
small deflection
between 2-3kHz
showing up. The
bass level is
raised in output
compared to the
midrange, but
the response falls
within +3dB
limits from 60Hz
to 17kHz.
The MLSSA
Waterfall of
delayed
resonances shows
acleaner result
from the cabinet
than from the
bass unit, and
there is some
midrange delay
probably issuing

CONCLUSION
The Silverado concentrates most of
its efforts in delivering mid-band and
high frequency detail, and proves
exceptionally transparent in these
areas. The treble unit is incredibly
good at showing the differences
between
cymbal
types,
and
astonishingly revealing of the touch
of rod to triangle and bow on violin
strings. And all this is accomplished
without any edginess or overt
brightness, so sibilance is some of
the cleanest and well integrated with
voice that I have heard from a
moving coil speaker.
That the lower-mid and bass
performance is not quite so
electrifying is therefore a slight
disappointment, and marginally
reduces the musical coherence as a
result. Iwould dearly love to see this
level of cabinet construction taken
up in a floorstanding enclosure
incorporating abass output that is
more dependant on drive unit power
than port resonance and amidrange
that is as clean and fast as this treble
unit achieves.
So there is tremendous promise in
the Silverado, and its overall
performance will much depend on
the amplifier and cables to which it
is coupled. Further up the frequency
range the transparency of this speaker
is stunning, and combined with such
an accurate and open soundstage
there is much to recommend here.
Well worth an audition.

Fig 1. Silverado I: response family, lm.
From top: on mid axis, 15° below, 15°
above, 30° horizontal

Fig 2. Silverado I: RAR at 2metres,
impedance below (2ohms per division)

Fig 3. Silverado 1: MLSSA `watefall of
energy decay, showing delayed resonances

from the port. The
change in
character between
the midrange and
treble resonance
performance is
obvious, the latter
dropping away
quickly after the
initial impulse.
Impedance is
smoothly benign
through the

midrange which
should give
amplifiers an easy
time here, but the
bass resonance is
quite sharp and
shows the high Q
nature of the drive
unit and port
tuning; good
amplifier current
delivery is needed
to control this.

Test results

SlIverado 1

Dimensions (
hwd,
467x330x420
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
75 - 150W
Recommended placement
free space
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dB point in room)
52Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
86dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.2/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
average
Typical price per pair (
Inc VAT) £1995

URGENT CABLE
Choice of cables for the Silverado

these to the amplifier output, introduces

speakers is perhaps more variable than

more variables than the simplistic view of

usual owing to the crossovers from the

bass and treble carrying capacity infers.

speakers. In essence you are connecting

Iactually achieved very good results

an already filtered range of frequencies to

from Goertz MI. cables, using the lOmm

each drive unit, so that one could perhaps

type for the treble connection and the

optimise the respective cables for bass and

higher current carrying 20mm variant for

treble transmission.

bass. This made the most of the stereo

In practice, however, the interaction

performance, while a slightly warmer

between drive unit impedance and crossover

performance was achieved using

component reactance, and the relation of

Audioquest Argent for both elements.

O

ver the years he'll take your car, your

hard earned cash and years off your life. Do
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
Hi-Fi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
consider just how hard we work to produce
HiFi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
advantage.
So, before we bid atearful farewell, the
Hi-Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and
double checks. This means that each Arcam
separate is blessed with along, active and
productive life.

"One day son,
all of this will
be yours"

Then again, sonic excellence and
reliability are bound to feature on all Arcam
products, since we design them in from the
outset.
A very pleasing aspect of all this dedication
is that year after year our products make us
rather proud with lots of top Hi-Fi industry
awards.
So, do keep aclose eye on Junior. He also
knows quality when he hears it. (Well, you
can't really blame the little angel for inheriting
your good taste!)
On the other hand, you could invest in a
lesser Hi-Fi system than Arcam...
But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?

ARCAM
Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England.
Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours)

Please send me information on: (Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers 0 Arcam CD players 0
Arcam tuners 0 Arcam home cinema U
Arcane DACs CI all Arcam products _1

and the name of my ueareàt authorised dealer.
First Name(s)
In Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W, 2075. Tel: ( 2) 440 8735.

Surname

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016.

Address

720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 1011A, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3C9. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Edon Rd., Auckland. Tel: (649) 638 90110.

Postcode

In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialists, Durban Road 155, Bellville. 7535. Td: ( 21) 946 1.41.

Son

ln USA: Audiolnflux Corporation, P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422. Tel : ( 201) 764 8958.

LOUDSPEAKERS
The original Quad

electrostatic speaker remains
a classic despite many attempts at
modification. How does the
latest (and most dramatic)
version sound?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

QUAD
ECSTATIC
A

long-term fan of the original
Quad electrostatic speaker,
ex-orchestral musician, studio
recording console operator, gaming
machine designer and now classical
disc retailer, Michael Furmedge has
created anew physical presentation for
the old Quad. In this endeavour he
has been ably assisted by Colin Walker
(ex-CJ Walker Turntables). The
Quadristatic promises an improved
performance together with the
opportunity to rebuild old Quads to
the new specification if yours are in
good condition.
A key element of what is in reality
anew speaker design is the addition
of a tall, quarter-wave loaded
subwoofer, designed by Walker and
married
to
the
free-standing
electrostatic rebuild by asimple twoway active crossover set at 125Hz.
Manufacturing details for the
crossover have yet to be finalised,
while other good crossovers could be
substituted such as those from Naim,
Audio Research and Krell.
One of the bass panels of the
original Quad speaker is discarded
and the remaining one is assembled,
without the hessian covers, into the
angled floor section, or base, of the
new hardwood frame. Placed above,
in avertical formation, is the smaller
mid-treble electrostatic panel, also
mounted in a strong hardwood
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frame, creating a tower 1.4 metres
high. Floor spikes are provided for
anti-vibration coupling and these
may also be adjusted to focus that
critical ' sweet spot' for the treble
aiming at listener ear level. Getting
this right is like opening a thin
curtain in front of avocalist. Quad
specified voltage protection is fitted
to extend the life of the panels.
In the listening room, the arrangement required two sets of stereo
power amps, and the low frequency
channel had again control to help
balance the system, compensating
for both the room and perhaps a
different choice of bass amplifiers.
Inside the 1.2m high woofer systems
is avery high flux 220mm moving coil
driver, custom built by Richard Allan
Loudspeakers, which has acast alloy
frame as well as apolymer cone. With
alow ` Q' value its damping control in
the quarter wave loading is high, and
the good efficiency, estimated at
93dBAV helps provide aspeed and
dynamic quality compatible with
the excellent performance of the
electrostatic on these points.
That sensitivity also gives the bass
section
good
headroom
for
adjustment; there is more than enough
bass on tap should you need it.
Placed in free space, and avoiding
aposition too close (less than 0.8m)
from the rear wall to avoid damaging

One of the
bass panels
of the original
Quad speaker
is discarded
and the
remaining
one is
assembled
into the
angled floor
section

acoustic reflections, the electrostats
are directed inwards to face the
listener. Typically, the woofer towers
are placed further back, hearer the
wall and to the side, so as not to
obstruct the rear energy from the
open back electrostats.
Price is somewhat dependent on
finish and whether or not an old Quad
speaker is available in good condition.
Built from new the cost of the
complete system with crossover is set
at around £4800, and if using an
existing Quad £2400 is estimated
(although I'm not sure about export
pricing). Michael Furmedge will
handle the sales directly with home
demonstrations by appointment. The
subwoofers are also available with
crossover for about £ 1600 apair. As
regards appearance, the full system
does tend to dominate a room
arrangement, and perhaps the finish
of the speakers could also be improved
ta project aless ` 1950s' look.

SOUND QUALITY
For these tests Iused aKrell KPS20i
CD player directly driving a set of
Meridian 505 monoblocks. Cabling
was Sikech and van den Hul.
Unfortunately, when first delivered,
the bass panels were damaged — the
result of an earlier loan to areckless
customer — and Michael had to
make asecond trip with new panels.
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KRAFT
What's in
Experience London's finest audio/video specialist. At Kraft we give you the best in both picture
and sound. Kraft offers you audio and home theatre that is truly world- class. Our selection of
equipment has been chosen for its absolute quality, ease of use and lasting value. Kraft can
also provide you with custom installations that are comprehensive and unique. We can design
functional and elegant systems to complement your surroundings, and our experienced
installers offer you meticulous set up, and installation. From planning aentry level hi-fi system
to afull home theatre room to an all out high end statement, let Kraft bring the best
audio/video into your home.
From Mark Levinson we have the new No.333 Dual
Mono power amplifier. A new range of Mark
Levinson Power amplifiers is now available for
audition. These amplifiers combine advanced
industrial design with prodigious output capability.
You must just audition these amplifiers to find out
just how good your loudspeakers can sound.
Also from Madrigal design group comes the new Proceed
CDD CD Transport and DAP HDCD Digital Processor.
These products combine incredible sonic performance and
build quality. Coupled with the new Proceed PRE and
Power amplifier combination, State of the Art sound is
available at an affordable price. We also have on
permanent demonstration the award winning Proceed PAV
Audio/Video PRE amplifier, come and see why this unit is
regarded as the best audio/video processor available
today.

We are pleased to announce the availability of MIT cables. Engineered by Bruce Brisson, MIT
cables dramatically advance sound reproduction. Can cables make that much difference
we
think they can. Visit Kraft and hear this unique range of products, and see how they can
improve your system.
• 3fully equipped listening rooms
• Home demonstrations
• Home theatre & multi- room consultation
• Professional installation
• Custom-made hi-fi furniture
• 0% finance facilities

Acoustic Energy-Audio Alchemy-Avalon-Bose-B&W-Da Lite-Denon-FinalGrundig-Kef THX-Linn HIFI & Linn Knekt-Lyra-Nakamichi-NBS-Mark Levinson
MIT-Pioneer-Proceed-Runco-Sennheiser Orpheus-Stax-WBT-Wilson

00
KRAFT

1Montpelier Street, Knightsbridge, London, SW7 1EX.
Tr 0171 581 8877 10am-7pm, or by appointment. Fax: 0171 581 9292
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LOUDSPEAKERS
The bass
was good
and its solid
construction
gave this
system a
genuinely
big speaker
sound, up
with world
class high
power
designs

These worked fine. After experimenting with familiar programme,
the bass level setting, phase, spiking
(using Tiptoes under the woofers,
though spikes will be provided in
future) and placement, a good
balance was achieved and the
evaluation got underway.
Reference to the Quad 63 was
interesting. In this new arrangement
the superior clarity of the rebuild was
obvious, especially of the mid and
treble registers. Although judged
slightly dull overall, the treble was
essentially grainless, fast, subtle and
delicate, with pure sibilants. In fact,
this is just what the theoreticians
predict for awell-designed, ultra-lowmass electrostatic element. The
midrange was very natural, and excelled
on real music, simply miked accurate
recordings of acoustic instruments and,
of course, real people. Again the
smoothness and purity of the sound
were in accord with the electrostatic
legend, and was unmistakable.
The bass didn't let the side down
— it may not have been quite as
open and agile as afull-range open
panel, but it gave substance and
authority to the system allowing high
sound levels to be achieved right into
the deep bass without strain on the
electrostatic section. The bass was
good and its solid construction gave
this system a genuinely big speaker
sound, up with world class high
power designs.
Stereo images are well presented
with quite good depth, this to some
degree dependant on the choice and
quality of the active crossover. This
area is being investigated. During the
review an SE version of the crossover
was delivered which showed the
improvement in clarity and depth
which this fine system deserves.

CONCLUSION
The Quadristatic performed very
well on acoustic jazz, folk, country,
and classical programmes. Hand on
heart, Ihave to say it was less well
equipped for rock material, which
benefits from more grip, dynamic
authority and precise timing.
The price isn't too expensive for
afour tower speaker system, allowing
it to partner fairly modest electronics.
There's also a high end potential
confirming the inherent quality of
the Quad electrostatic drive units and
their inbuilt matching transformer
systems.
How high you go depends on your
SUPPLIER
Concert Corner,
94B96B Lord
Street,
Southport,
Lancashire
PR8 1112
Tel: 01704
533 883

choice of crossover and the matching
amplifiers. Ireached £ 15,000 and
still didn't feel that the speakers were
asignificant limiting factor!
The Quadristatic is aworthwhile
concept; it's now up to Michael
Furmedge to deliver product to his
customers as required.
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QUADRISTATIC SPEAKER
LAB REPORT
Gruen its interim
state of early
production
development,
some brief checks
were made on the
system. The
Quad section
emerged well
from the
experience and it
was fun getting
reacquainted,
refreshing the
memory about
the surprisingly
flat response [Fig
1] for 2m and
over, on the best
axis.
Depending on
room conditions
the bass will
extend to 33Hz
at good power
and the output of
the sub was
respectably even
from 40Hz to
120Hz, as
required. High
damping keeps
the 48Hz reflex
component of the
enclosure
resonance under
tight control.
The
5dBldivision
waterfall
presentation of

decay [Fig 4]
confirmed the
intrinsic
performance of the
original Quad.
The clear rear
section and even
decay confirmed
the linear phase
nature and fast
transient response
of this legendary
loudspeaker recipe.
As regards the
off-axis responses
[Fig 2], the rather
directional nature
of the Quad also
remains; in the
vertical plane
there was only a
few degrees of
latitude. At 30°
off-axis
horizontally
(dashed) the result
was quite good
while at 45° the
errors were
substantial. As
regards
directionality they
are best suited to
one critical listener
[Fig 2].
The load
presented by the
Quad Electrostatic
is aknown
amplifier-buster
and has been used
for bench testing
for decades, albeit
in simulated form,
(2µF in parallel
with 8ohms).
And this is why
[Fig 3]: shown in
the solid line, the
Electrostatic heads
below 3ohms at
20Hz, peaks at a
harmless 45 ohms
at 200Hz, offers a
kind, 8ohm mid
range and then it
begins to drive
down to the 2
ohm line
(mainly
capacitance) by
20kHz. Some
amplifiers
aren't fully
stable on such
aload and
prefer a
series ohm
or two
(10W

Fig 1. Quadristatic: frequency response on
axis at lm with LF summation (note
5dB/div scaling)
14606 116 -.6 66.66

g. 33 6)60

F6.666

Fig 2. Quadristatic: response family at 2m,
axial referenced to normal line (solid line);
5°, 7.5° vertical off axis (dotted line); 30°
lateral (short dash); 45° lateral (Tong dash)

Fig 3. Quadristatic: load impedance versus
frequency

Fig 4. Quadristatic: MLSSA waterfall
display of energy decay, 25dB dynamic range,
0.2ms rise time

rating) to keep
them happy.
Given a2-3m
listening distance,
the system
sensitivity was a
surprisingly high
89dBIW
(effective) in fact
afew dB more
than the Quad
63. Good results
Test results

on typical
programme will be
possible on good
amplifiers of 40W
per channel and
upwards. Well
specified 30W tube
amplifiers may
also apply here
even if there will a
mild rolloff in the
high treble.
Quadristatic

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
Electrostatic
1400x380x230
Sub
1220x310x310
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
free space ( electrostatics) near wall ( subs)
Frequency response
within 3d13 ( 2m)
100Hz - 18kHz
Bass frequency rolioff (-6dB) at 1m
40Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
33Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2/6 ohms/average
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £4800
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THE HI-FI LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS
Ask aHi Fi dealer to upgrade your system, and he'll sell you ever more
expensive bits of hardware, giving you aconstantly changing sound, new
solutions producing more problems which can only be solved with more
expensive equipment. The harder you try, the more it costs and the less
satisfying the results. This is the well known Hi Fi law of diminishing
returns.We have an alternative:

THE RATA LAW OF INCREASING RETURNS
Why buy new equipment when it makes more sense to realise the full
potential of your existing equipment. Don't replace it, upgrade it; it's
cheaper. Most equipment can be transformed by us for the cost of a
dozen CDs. Magic? No - logic! To find out how we do it, ask for our
1995/96 Catalogue; it provides discussion, analysis and adefinitive
resource of audiophile components and advice on the art of recreating
music in the home.

Russ Andrews
Audiophile Catalogue
Includes :
•

CD Players, Preamplifiers, Disc
Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers

•

Loudspeakers

•

Kimber Kable

•

Upgrading Services and Guides

•

Audiophile Kits and Components

•

Accessories

•

Reviews

1995/96 CATALOGUE
Russ Andrews
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal
Westmorland. LA8 9AS
England
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317
To receive your copy of our 1995/96 catalogue
just mail, phone or fax the address above.
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M

onitor Audio has made a
speciality out of all-metal
cone speakers, and persists
with these techniques while the rest
of the industry is returning to the
tried and tested materials of paper
and doped fabric. Yet Monitor
Audio is successful with aluminium
where other manufacturers have
failed, simply because of the
research and development
that has been expressed on
these unique drivers. The
most recent evolution of the
MA metal cone is called PMC
(Profile Metal Cone). Earlier
models have featured straight
sided aluminium cones formed by
multi-stage drawing [see box].
Matching the bass/mid cone is
Monitor Audio's distinctive gold
anodised 26mm metal dome treble
unit,
again
formed
from
aluminium/magnesium alloy. This is
attached to avented voice coil for
high power handling and is fitted
with anitrile suspension.

TECHNOLOGY
Thanks to the good behaviour of the
metal cone, the bass/mid unit is fed
via asimple second-order crossover
consisting of ahigh powered ferrite
coil and polypropylene capacitor. The
treble unit is also fed from asecondorder network with components
comprising an air cored coil and
polypropylene capacitor with sensitivity
matching wire wound resistor.
All components are glued to a
rear terminal block carrying gold
plated connectors with removable
links to allow bi-wiring. The
component positioning is fairly
cramped, though coils are mounted
at right angles to capacitors to
reduce any resulting coloration. High
quality, multi- strand cables with
soldered connections transfer the
signal to the drive units.
Cabinet work is in wood veneered
19mm MDF, finished to Monitor
Audio's usual high standard. Internal
side walls are damped with thick
bituminous pads, and the small
dimensions of the cabinet help
maintain low panel resonance. A
lining of polyester foam covers all
internal walls, and the enclosure is
reflex tuned by ashort port opening
to the rear. Black cloth grilles cover
the front baffles, and are profiled to
avoid interfering with precise stereo
imagery.
The R700/PMCs were mounted
on Heybrook Si stands which suited
them well both in providing a firm
support and raising the speakers to
the right height. They were driven
by AVI S2000MI and Myryad
MI120
amplifiers
through
Audioquest and other high grade
cables in bi-wire mode.
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STRIKING GOLD
Does the sound of
Monitor Audio's gold
coned R700 PMC match
its striking visual
appearance?
by PETER 1 COMEAU

SOUND QUALITY
Sometimes you just know aspeaker
sounds right as soon as you hit the
play button; and the R700s give such
an
immediate
impression
of
'rightness' that you can start enjoying
the music straight away. Iexpected
to find a rather bright sound until
the speakers warmed up for the first
few hours, but actually this period
of running in was not required.
Perhaps Monitor Audio's claim for
coherent performance over a wide

Stereo images
formed by the
R700s are
very open and
atmospheric,
the speakers
disappearing
acoustically

range of temperatures is true, and
certainly the onset of autumn with a
cold snap right in the middle of the
listening period seemed to make no
difference to the MA's sonic
signature. It seems as if this metal
cone needs none of the shaking-up
that plastic and paper cones require
before they sound at their best.
But back to the basics. The 700s
fit in a room snugged up within
50cm of a rear wall and toed in
slightly towards the listening area. In
this position they sound warm and
lively with more than a hin: of
precise detail resolution through the
midband. First into the CD player
was Charlie Haden's double-bass as
featured on Private Colleaion No 2
[Naim CD006] which gave a
magnificent presence just behind the
speakers with the rhythm section
swinging along bouncingly and every
note distinguishable. Cymbal work
from the MA gold tweeter was
simply stunning, every stroke clearly
defined and showing excellent timing
with the rest of the percussion. The
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SIREN
THE NEW CHORD COMPANY INTERCONNECT

s'en n. 1. (Gk Myth.)
creatures half woman,
half bird,
living on rocky
isle to which
they lured
seafarers with
enchanting
singing.
2. sweet singer.

RRP £65.00

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED!

ALL SALE EQUIPMENT IS EX DEMONSTRATION
EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED
APOGEE MINI GRAND - MAHOGANY

SILVER-PLATED
COPPER
AIR FOAM

DEALER

END OF YEAR SALE
BARGAINS GALORE

NOW AT YOUF ,
CHORD

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

STARTS SATURDAY 23rd DECEMBER
THROUGH UNTIL THE END OF JANUARY

AVAILABLE

COMPAN

AcousticAris

DIELECTRIC
SILVER- LAPPED
SCREEN

£8000.00 £4558.00

APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS £4000.00
APOGEE CENTAUR SPEAKERS
£2300.00
AUDIO DEFINITION SYNERGY SPEAKERS £ 1600.00
AUDIO RESEARCH PH2 PHONO STAGE
£2895.00
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 LINESTAGE
£ 1550.00
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MKII
£3395.00
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B
£2250.00
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MKII BLK REMOTE
S/H £5700.00
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMP
S/H £3295.00
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 AMPLIFIER £2645.00

£ 1865.00
£ 1075.00
£475.00
POA
POA
POA
POA
£3000.00
£ 1700.00
POA

AUDIO RESEARCH D200 AMPLIFIER £3248.00
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC120 - BLACK
£3740.00
AUDIOLAB 8000C PREAMP
£519.90
AUDIOLAB 8000P AMPLIFIER
£699.90
CLASSE DR4 PREAMP
£ 1735.00
CLASSE DR4L LINESTAGE
£ 1697.00
CLASSE DR10 AMPLIFIER
£2300.00

POA
£2493.00
£399.00
£499.00
£ 1157.00
£ 1132.00
£ 1533.00

CLASSE DR5 II PRE-AMPLIFIER
£2657.00
COPLAND CTA401 INTEGRATED
£ 1500.00
COPLAND CTA501 AMPLIFIER
£ 1400.00
COPLAND CTA504 AMPLIFIER
£ 1750.00
DUNTECH PCL 500
£5200.00
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 4TUNER
£6100.00
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3AMPLIFIER
£6250.00
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6AMPLIFIER
£3124.00
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 7PREAMP
£4900.00
GREYPHON S100 AMPLIFIER
S/H £5000.00

£ 1600.00
£ 1096.00
£ 1096.00
£ 1350.00
£2500.00
£4065.00
£4165.00
£2082.00
£3220.00
£2999.00

KRELL KSA5OS AMPLIFIER - 2UNITS
£3690.00
POA
KRELL KRC2 PREAMP
£4190.00
POA
KRELL KSA300S
£9500.00
POA
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4 SPEAKERS
£ 1098.00 £499.00
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.5R SPEAKERS
£ 1998.00 £934.00
MAGNEPLANAR SMGA SPEAKERS
£668.00 £225.00
MAGNEPLANAR MG0.50R SPEAKERS
£ 1295.00 £600.00
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.5QR SPEAKERS
£ 1500.00 £700.00
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.6R SPEAKERS
£2345.00 £ 1095.00
MAGNEPLANAR MG3.3R SPEAKERS
£3500.00 £ 1630.00
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11Z SPEAKERS
£4333.00 £3177.00
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS SPEAKERS
£2288.00 £ 1525.00
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST SPEAKERS
£5000.00 £3695.00
MERIDIAN M20- ROSEWOOD SPEAKERS
S/H £ 1500.00 £600.00
MERIDIAN 207 CD PLAYER/PREAMP
S/H £ 1050.00 £499.00
MERIDIAN 204 TUNER
S/H £660.00 £200.00
ORELLE ORATOR SPEAKERS
£699.00 £399.00
ORELLE DA180 DAC
£599.00 £399.00
ORELLE CD160 MKII CD PLAYER
£750.00 £550.00
ORELLE SP150 AMPLIFIER
£499.00 £399.00
ORELLE SC200 PREAMP
£399.00 £250.00
PS AUDIO DELTA 100 AMPLIFIER
£ 1500.00 £999.00
PS AUDIO DELTA 200B AMPLIFIER
£2500.00
1520.00
SONUS FABER AMATOR AMPLIFIER £2550.00 £ 1020.00
SONUS FABER QUID AMPLIFIER
£ 1225.00
TDL STUDIO 1SPEAKERS
£699.00
WADIA 8CD TRANSPORT
S/H £2850.00
WADIA 15 DAC
S/H £3790.00

£572.00
£399.00
£ 1800.00
£2200.00

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
BRITAINS FAVOURITE CABLE COMPANY

101 St Albans Road, Watford. WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am- 5.30pm Tues- Sat.

Please send ALL

Info

Late Night by appointment Thurs

to:

NAME
ADDRESS

Eri;r1

123Mil
The Chore Cornedny L.
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30 Sarum Buser., Par,. Porlway. Sal sbury. SP4 6EA

CLOSED 25TH & 26TH DECEMBER

Tel ( 01722) 331674 Fa. 101722) 411388
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LOUDSPEAKERS
only spoiler here was a hint of
boxiness to the kick drum and a
piano which was too overshadowed
by the double-bass for my liking.
This impression was reinforced by
string quartet where plucked bass
tended to appear marginally stronger
than the bowed strings. Moving the
speakers further away from the rear
wall had little effect on this, but
tended to disturb the resolution and
timing of low frequency information.
This area of conflict seems to be
partly due to the port output from
the relatively undamped air flow in
the interior of the cabinet, and partly
the result of the chosen crossover
characteristics.
For example, saxophone showed
an element of strain and pinched
sound through its middle registers,
while low frequency transients was
slightly blurred with the addition of
harmonic resonance. The colorations
through the crossover range also
added ahollow and piercing quality
to wind instruments, especially
clarinet.
Neither
of
these
characteristics,
however,
were
objectionable enough to detract from
the considerable strengths of the
speaker, and hence need not be
dwelt upon further.
Stereo images formed by the
R700s
are
very
open
and
atmospheric,
the
speakers
disappearing
subjectively.
The
soundstage is very wide, often
spreading well beyond the speakers
on natural recordings, and a good
impression of height is generated.
This
is
helped
by
enough
transparency to reveal recorded
ambience clearly, but even on dry
studio recordings the performers
tended to produce lifelike images.
While the R700s are well balanced
enough to produce enjoyable results
with all styles of music, their
LEARNING TO CONE FORM
Multi-stage drawing is a technique
that involves pulling the cone shape
out of sheet
profile

the

aluminium

metal.
cone

and

In order to
an

alloy

of

magnesium

is

required, which is heated and then
spun or rolled into shape.

After

forming, the cone goes through the
now normal Monitor Audio process
of hardening and strengthening using

411

a deposited alumina ceramic layer
and deep anodising.

In the R700/PMC the cone Is

120mm diameter and glued to a
Nitrile rubber roll surround which
maintains its termination properties
over a wide temperature range. In
the centre is an aluminium voice coil
former with a fixed phase plug at
its centre. The unit is built onto a
substantial cast chassis.
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strengths are weighted in favour of
rock and jazz. Strong bass output is
satisfyingly deep and solid, though
the extension is limited to giving only
ahint of the lowest octave without
true floor-shaking ability. Above this
guitar and synthesiser work strikes
out forcefully, and vocalists making
a
strong
impression
with
exceptionally clear diction. The
R700s seem to succeed because of
their excellent attack, transients from
acoustic guitar cutting through the
mix to good effect.
There is little hint of any metal
dome characteristics from the gold
treble unit. In the main, treble
output is silkily smooth, and
sibilance is perfectly integrated with
vocals. Occasionally one is aware of
an unnatural emphasis of detail
through asmall region in the lower
treble range, but there is little hint
of the splashiness and unruly
behaviour exhibited by many metal
drive units. Again the only obvious
clue as to the presence of aluminium
behind the cloth grilles is the
outstanding transient attack.
With apowerful amplifier capable
of good current delivery and control,
expect percussion to hit you in the
chest and guitar and female vocals to
cut into your heart. These speakers
defy their size in both reach of
soundstage and sound level capability,
showing very little compression as the
volume is turned up.
Some of the transparency of the
larger Studio 20SE shows in the
R700, though this is managed by
clarity and precision of detail rather
than the hear-through windowing
capability of the 20SE. The R700 is
also forceful in the midband where
the 20SE is a little lean, and the
profiled cone seems to have added
the warmth which the 20SE missed
out on. Otherwise the abilities of the
two to etch out precisely how
instruments are being played, and
the lack of congestion when faced
with complex mixes of instruments
are admirable.

CONCLUSION
Overall it is the response to rhythm
and transients which strike the
listener forcefully, as the R700s
swing really fast and hard. To hear
this you will need arigid mounting
for the speakers and an amplifier
which is capable of accelerating and
stopping those metal cones and
domes with precision. Give the
R700/PMCs quality equipment to
work with and they will respond
magnificently, making awide range
of music come alive in athoroughly
exciting and dynamic manner. Don't
even consider other £ 500 speakers
without including them in your
listening tests.

MONITOR AUDIO R700 PMC
LAB REPORT
At I metre
microphone
distance a
discontinuity in
response through
the crossover
region can be
observed. A dip
in output through
the 3-5kHz
region is present

Fig I. Monitor Audio R700 PMC: Family of
responses at Imetre. From top: on axis with
treble unit, 15 degrees below, 15 degrees
above, 30 degrees horizontal

on all traces,
preceded by a
small peak at
2.2kHz. Move
further away,
however, as in
the average 2m
distance of the
Room Average

Fig 2. Monitor Audio R700 PMC: MLSSA
Waterfall of Cumulative Spectral Decay

Response, and
this area smooths
out, to be
replaced by an
elevated section
through the upper
bass and
midrange.
Unusually for
this metal dome
treble unit, the
output begins to

Fig 3. Monitor Audio R700 PMC: Room
Average Response, Impedance below (2 ohms
per division)

drop beyond
14kHz, peaking
again in the

reminiscent of

supersonic region

other Monitor

with a controlled

Audio metal cone

resonance at

designs, but here

26kHz. At the

completely lacks

opposite end of

any suspicion of

the frequency

internal resonances

spectrum the

in the

output drops

bass/midrange

below 70Hz,

cone.

being maintained

The impedance

by the port

graph shows some

output tuned to

sharp phase

53Hz but

changes and

dropping rapidly

abrupt peaks and

thereafter.

dips through the

Most notable,
however, is the

crossover region
which can be

MLSSA

tough going for

Waterfall of

some amplifiers.
benefit from good

spectral decay

The high Q

which is one of

tuning of the port

amplifier current

the cleanest

and bass resonant

delivery and

results you could

peaks will also

control.

expect from a
moving coil

Test results

speaker. This is

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)
350x216x252
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25 - 200W
Recommended placement
0.5m from rear wall
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d8 point in room)
60Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
89dB
impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.8/8 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical mice per pair
(inc VAT) £500 (1600 in rosewood)

SUPPLIER
Monitor
Audio Ltd, 34 Clifton R1
Cambridge
CB1 4ZW .
Tel: 01223 .
242 898
,

Monitor Audio MA700 PMC
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"SIMPLY THE BEST?"
-HI FI WORLD, OCTOBER 1995

SIMPLY TWO
by UNISON RESEARCH
You be the judge...
Certainly, amplifiers that sound as good or are built as well as these are few and far between. But exactly what is it that
sets Unison Research apart from the rest? To begin with, afanatical attention to quality in both design and construction.
That, plus agenerous helping of Italian artistry and real craftsmanship.
And in terms of sound quality, "the best" for Unison Research means just one thing: properly designed and impeccably made
pure class A single ended valve amplifiers. The Simply Two and Simply Four Integrated Amplifiers are exactly that.
No transistors, no push-pull. No half measures, no compromises. The very best ultralinear circuitry for the very best
sound. Amplifiers that make listening to music amagical experience, just as it should be. A real delight for your ears and
eyes, as the praise lavished by some of the world's top reviewers will testify.
"A Classic" enthused Hi Fi world. "Simply sensational" wrote Hi Fi News.
SIMPLY FOUR
And the finish? "It would do aFerrari proud" drooled one viewer.
"Drop dead gorgeous" wrote another.
If that sounds like your kind of amplifier, why not let your own eyes and
ears be the judge. For more information on the Simply Two (£995) and
the Simply Four (£ 1495), and the name of your nearest stockist, contact:

UKD
23 RICHINGS WAY
IVER BUCKS. SLO 9DA

TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531

AUDIO
ILLUSION
23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753) 542761: FAX: (01753) 772532
OPENING HOURS:
10am - 8pm Mon - Sat (By Appointment)

ceilieme afidenhpitemelaegehe Cobere6
cif* Zre no C011984 01Ne4B
,

HI END AUDIO & HOME THEATRE cra

aépreamtra tiat I:4e Zvericve

?
-etielon

ge.0

Adh.,

118088824:
AUDIO ILLUSION
Langley, Nr Slough
(01753) 542761
HISH0802201001:
HAZLEMERE AUDIO
High Wycombe
(01494) 437892
Ile
AUDIO GALLERY
Liss
(01730) 895194

Lem.

Ihderhieped.tif.e.

erMaster

ICAMLA
251 Tottenham
LONDON WI
0171 323 2747

cn Road

SELECT AUDIO
164 Lower Clapion Road
LONDON E5
0181 986 8788
81aL(01.180(0,
M.A.F. AUDIO
Burton-on-Trent
(01283) 530550/538882
West Midlute
MIDLAND HI FI STUDIO 2
Wolverhampton
(01902) 380083
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Lookirg to
upgrade a
budget
system? Our
resident
Iconoclast
embraces a
new Ruark
speaker

SUPPLIER
lark
Acoustics Ltd,
59 Tailors Court,
Temple Farm
Industrial Estate,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex SS2 5TH.
Tel: 01702 ,.
601 410

L

ike far too many brands in the
crowded world of audio, Ruark
is acompany which simply gets
on with the job. It is neither
particularly famous nor controversial;
it falls under the heading which would
embrace equally serious/ conservative
brands like Spendor, Harbeth and
ProAc, companies content to let their
products, rather than some blowhard
owner/CEO, do the talking. The new
Icon, however, must represent amajor
concern for Ruark because it has been
designed to take over from that
perennial fave, the Swordsman, as
their entry-level warrior.
There are more competitors in the
circa-£ 350 arena than there are
fighters to choose from in Mortal
Kombat 3. This is, after all, the area
where the UK hi-fi industry excels,
in the manufacture of inexpensive
two-way speakers. So the Icon has to
be good: £ 359 per pair is a fairly
common amount to spend on aFirst
Upgrade Speaker Purchase, where last
year's novices move on to from
whatever they bought for £99-£199
per pair. And it's where 'proper' hi-fi
qualities start to emerge, where mere
sound can become good sound. At
this level, you can start to act hypercritical in the shop's demo room
without seeming like an oenophile at
McDonald's.
Without adjectives, the Icon could
be anyone's two-way: drivers include
a 25mm doped-silk dome tweeter,
ferrofluid-cooled, with adamped rear
cavity and a bespoke woofer
measuring 140mm across. It uses an
injection-moulded polymer composite
chassis to hold the paper-pulp cone
with its high- loss pure rubber
surround. (Note: call it optimistic
anachrophilia if you must, but is
there really anotable swing back to
cloth dome tweeters and pulp paper
cones underway? Please say ` yes'...)
They cross over at 2.4kHz, through
an 8-element network using air-core
inductors, and four gold-plated
binding posts enable profligate cable
wasters to bi-wire. (Controversial bit:
I am now down on bi-wiring, as
opposed to true bi-amping.) Keep an
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eye on future ' Headroom' instalments
for the full story.)
But the cabinetry lifts the Icon
above the small box majority, the
5kg weight being a clue to its
admirable construction. It measures
350x190x260mm (hwd), a bass
reflex design ported at the front,
made from 15mm particle board
with an 18mm MDF baffle. Inside
is an MDF ' 0' brace, and the
cabinets are supplied in left/right form
because of the drivers' offset layout.
The finish is terrific: real wood veneers
in natural cherry, red cherry, black ash
or dark walnut. The black cloth grille
is mounted on a rigid frame. I
preferred it in place, but those who
use speakers au naturel will appreciate
the veneered baffle and the gold 'T'
bolts. Amusingly, the styling is a
reaction against the curvy organic look
sweeping the audio universe, Ruark
reverting to abevel which makes the
Icon
look
suitable
for
a
Merchant/Ivory drawing room.
Hidden features add to the value.
Ruark has developed something
called Non Resonant Suspension
Coupling which dissipates vibrations
through shaping the paper
cone's outer perimeter as
apentagon rather than a
circle. It reduces cone
break-up, resulting in
smoother
frequency
response. The air cavity
presents uniform loading
behind both the tweeter's
dome and its surround,
improving linearity. The
driver layout is inverted
and the baffles overlap to
minimise the distance
between their acoustic
centres,
resulting
in
smoother
frequency
response. And — joy of
joys! — there's magnetic shielding for
AN use. The shopping list goes on
and on, attesting to the complexity of
even inexpensive modern two-way
speaker systems.
With a 6 ohm impedance and
sensitivity of 87dB/1W, there are few
restrictions for amplifier matching.
You can even, if you so desire, run
these to reasonable levels with typical
single-ended triode amps. Itried the
Icon with the GRAAFiti 50/50 valve
amp ( 50W/ch) and my recentlyrestored Dynaco Stereo 70 with
PAS3 pre-amp. And if Ididn't know
better, I'd swear the Icon had 92dB
sensitivity. The speaker simply rocks.
It's such an easy drive that Ican't
imagine owners of any typical
'starter' amps like the various
low- to-medium powered NAD/
Marantz/RoteVPioneer integrateds will
find problems in moving to the Icon
from something more obviously of the
entry-level persuasion. Given that I

used the Icon on stands which cost
as much as the speaker itself
(Foundations), with costly wire and
great amps and ahot-rodded Maranta
CD- 12 CD player, maybe Ishould
reserve comment on this speaker in
abudget context. But Iwanted to
hear what it would do without
constraints in the brief period Ihad
the Icon on loan. It's areal charmer,
but its manners need attention. The
speaker has that marvellous ability to
sound large, and only the saddest of
Ecstasy guzzkrs will require more bass
for minimal satisfaction. Up top, it's
fast and exciting, with aprecision that
manifests itself in everything from
solid image placement to beautifully
controlled decay. The latter is best
discovered with material boasting
absurdly wide dynamics (try anything
which says ` Kodo Drummers'); the
swings from soft to loud and treble
to bass are smooth and consistent.
The bad manners? Icon has a
tendency to 'shout', and you will find
yourself fiddling about to minimise
both this and its capacity for ` in your
face' presence. Calling it ' forward'
would be like calling Dolly Parton

'merely feminine'. It means that the
fastidious Icon owner will want to
match the speaker with amplifiers
more
for
sonic
than
power
compatibility, and I can't recall a
speaker quite so fussy about its
positioning this side of afew grand.
It's cable-sensitive, spike-sensitive and
certainly tetchy about its proximity to
the rear wall. Ithink Ispent as much
time fine-tuning the Icon as Idid the
WATT/Puppy System V.
But that's another hidden bonus:
the Icon will provide the impoverished
audio lunatic with more tweakish fun
than anything this side of an amplifier
kit: hours of hands-on discovery.
And the rewards justify the
tweaking. Once you find that hot
spot,
that
magical
hardware
combination, the Icon acts like it
costs agrand.
Just pray that your local Ruark
dealer likes to indulge his or her
customers.
Ken Kessler
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For home cinema or
high-end pure audio
systems, B&W offers a
subwoofer that really
does go louder and
P

deeper
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

SUPER SUB
W

here a standard woofer
covers the basic low
notes from bass guitar to
most drums, asubwoofer will plumb
the depths, generally awhole octave
or more below the reach of anormal
woofer [ see box]. Big cathedral
organ, large orchestral bass drums,
modern synthesisers and earthquake
sound effects all benefit from aclean
extension to the lowest audible
frequency limit, nominally 20Hz. But
a clean sound is essential if a
subwoofer isn't to degrade the sound
of the system it partners.
At £ 1500, the B&W 800ASW is
hardly being given away, but at least
on first inspection it appears to have
all the right credentials. Developed
from that amazing triangular woofer
system designed for THX, the
800ASW is aconventional rectangular
box with bevelled edges. Ipuzzled
over these until the penny finally
dropped. When used with the 801
main speakers, the 800ASWs form a
matching base. A 200W in-board
power amplifier gets it going while
onboard active and passive filter
electronics cater for any conceivable
arrangement — mono, video, stereo
loudspeaker-level connection and
line level connection. In practice,
the individual characteristics of the
matching speaker will influence the
user-set crossover filter point, with
upper limit adjustable from 40Hz up
to 135Hz ( the latter for very tiny
satellites which have virtually no bass).
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TECHNOLOGY
B&W has taken a classic route,
creating a low-distortion, sensitive
bass system with a wide dynamic
range. Exceptional reflex port
linearity is achieved by trurnpet-flared
apertures inside and out, matching
a large duct 65cm in diameter by
115mm deep. A single 800ASW is
within a hair's breadth of meeting
the THX specification in the bass.
A minimum of equalisation is needed
to extend the response to 20Hz, and
taken together with the onboard
200W bridged MosFet power
amplifier this gives ample headroom.
To keep the sub operating
gracefully near maximum output in
the face of some literally catastrophic
film sound effects, a limiter can
contain an incoming signal within
half acycle, ramp the gain to avoid
audible distortion, and then recover
quickly enough to avoid audible
volume 'pumping.'
Built on a diecast frame, the
305mm driver has a heavy, rigid
Cobex cone, a 54mm long- throw
motor coil operating in a linear
underhung pole system with abasic
sensitivity of 89dB at 8 ohms. The
relay-protected electronics go into
automatic low-bias standby after three
minutes and may be left unattended,
except for long periods of non-use.
The built-in high-pass filter is third
order, fixed at 90Hz for the preferred
active mode (80Hz nominal passive).
The low-pass for the sub itself is

second order. Magnetic shielding is
fitted, important since amagnet of
this size can shift colours on aTV at
up to 2 metres!

SOUND QUALITY

A subwoofer
will plumb the
depths,
generally a
whole octave
or more below
the reach of a
iormal
woofer.., but a
clean sound is
essential if a
subwoofer
isn't to
degrade the
sound of the
system it
partners

To get the best results you need to
experiment with the location of sub
and satellites and with the method
of electrical connection, then finetune the crossover frequency, relative
phase and level. Each room and
listening
seat
has
its
own
characteristics at low frequencies, so
extended trial and error is the only
way. For this review the main
satellite speaker was the B&W
Matrix HTM (£ 1000 per pair), a
horizontal version of the 805 twoway. Amplifiers for the stereo
channels included aMusical Fidelity
A1000, a pair of Meridian 605
monoblocks and aKrell KSA-100S.
Auxiliary speakers included the
Quad 63 and the Wilson WATT V.
The 800ASW was also added to a
home theatre system based on a
Denon surround control amplifier
driving an HTM for centre channel,
apair of Epos ES11 speakers for left
and right and KEF 160mm ceilingmounted coaxials for rear ambience.
With care this mix was made to
work well.
This system achieved aseemingly
effortless recreation of the power and
low frequency authority of a big
cinema installation. There was ample
clean bass to the lowest audible limit,
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while earthquake effects and the like
were floor- shaking and yet the
percussive quality of major impacts
was neither blurred or softened. The
800 was outstanding in this respect
and put a sense of scale and place
into home theatre replay.
While most sales for the 800 are
likely to be home cinema-based, it
deserves serious attention for pure hifi applications. It has the ability to
make all but the largest and most

performance little removed from that
of the £4000 801s, so gutsy was the
low end from a single woofer. In
truth, the HTMs are technologically
and acoustically not that far removed
from the 801 design.
Actively filtered, the HTMs blazed
away at high sound levels, remaining
in perfect control and crisply focused
now they were relieved of the need to
work in the arduous range below
90Hz. Dynamics and dynamic range
were clearly enhanced while the 800's
filter electronics didn't significantly
change the fidelity in this context.
Working with the Wilson WATT

B&W 800ASW

LAB REPORT
Measured alone
and with apair
of B&W HTM
speakers, the
800ASW showed
considerable
flexibility in
Fig I. B&W 800ASW: solid trace shows
adjustment,
primary response, nearfield; dotted trace, port
helping to get a
output only; dashed trace, response to upper
good frequency
powerful US designed subwoofers
range speaker output
response
in
the
sound like toys. Its reach into the low
listening room.
bass, its power, speed and clarity all
The subwoofer
put it in aclass of its own. Moreover,
driver delivered a
when driven against the end stops V, there were two possibilities. One
trey flat response
its heatsink didn't get too hot to was to use the passive-level filter for
within + 1dB
the WATT, involving alarge series
touch nor did it rattle or growl.
from 55Hz to
capacitor; the other was to run the
There was no feedback loop to crash,
120Hz. Below
WATT full-range, direct-coupled to
and it never drew attention to itself.
45Hz, the port
With the 800ASW added to B&W the reference amplifiers, and run the
began to take
800 sub in parallel, filling the lowest
HTM speakers, Icould raise ahigh
over the larger
105dBA sound level at the listening octave and a half. The direct
part of the
connection was preferred, and it was
seat, even using of some of the
acoustic load.
found that asingle 800 could provide
widest spectrum rock material
Peak port output
asurprising proportion of the power
available.
That
105dBA
was
was at 19.5kHz,
and more especially the bandwidth of
achievable right down to 20Hz inwith -3dB points
apair of Wilson Puppy Vs, the woofer
room on typical spectral weightings.
at 15.8kHz and
This result does depend on cabinets for the WATTs. If the very
30Hz. Summed
sympathetic placement; if sub and highest sound levels were not required,
together, the
listener are both in areas of weak the 800 showed good compatibility
HTM/800ASW
bass you might be tempted to wind with this reference grade speaker.
overall response
With the Quad 63 Iwas tempted
up the woofer volume control, which
showed some
to have two 800s and use them as
will simply result in premature
deliberate
stands for the 63s. The latter's power
limiting of the sub's dynamic range.
tapering below
handling and dynamic range were
Using the active-filtered mode
32Hz (-3dB), to
maximised by the use of the highboth for the sub and for the stereo
the lower limit of
speakers (requiring separate power level (speaker) crossover of the sub.
19Hz (- 6dB),
Overall, the 800 sounded ' direct
amplifiers or an integrated amp with
this avery deep
coupled', crisp and punchy with
an option of separating pre- and
levels, 86dB and
in the listening
response
power sections), Ialigned a system negligible coloration or breakthrough
96dB, distortion
area. If you want
extension.
using the Meridian monoblocks and into the lower midrange. This is
was moderate,
more, add a
At 1m the
the HTMs. It set up well with the where so many subwoofers fail,
well below audible
second 800ASW
800ASW was
phase reversed, the sub 0.6m behind undermining stereo separation and
limits. Only when
and the peak
just capable of
the stereo pair, almost central on the clarity, and allowing the ear to focus
pushed did
115dB for 39Hz
system level rises
on the sub.
room median, and with the sub
distortion rise and
with satisfaciory
to 115dBA.
crossover at 70Hz, amite separated
even then it
Checking the lowdistortion. An
from the 90Hz upper range crossover CONCLUSION
remained
estimated room - pass rolloff. the
to help ` tune' the upper bass in the This is aserious subwoofer from a
impressive. At
woofer's acoustic
loaded frequency
room. I swear that I got a big operator, very competitively
21Hz, for 106dB
limit of 17Hz
output was -6dB
priced. The sound is clean and
WAY DOWN
SPL, second
at I65Hz, - 18dB
was confirmed,
punchy, earthquake deep! If you can
A subwoofer must provide an
harmonic was 18dB
by 300Hz. -24dB
and asingle
afford it, two will double your
unobtrusive, seamless extension to
down with third
by 370Hz and
ASW will
pleasure and improve room drive as
the low- frequency performance:
harmonic at 24dB
with no response
happily partner
well as the dynamic range. Userideally it shouldn't add any distortion
down.
oddities, agood
main systems
friendly, superbly finished in real
since the resulting higher pitched
For apeak
result.
capable of
veneer and built on a very solid
harmonics will help the listener
power band, 40Hz
At normal
around 110dBA
multiple braced enclosure, this sub
identify and localise the sub itself.
tone, second was
plays louder than the competition
The upper working limit is generally
Test results
B&W 800ASW
22dB and third
and sounded better in overload
placed in the 50Hz to 100Hz range
20dB, just moving
thanks to its fast limiter.
Dimensions ( hwri. mml
508x432x580
and the sound it produces should
Recommended amplifier power
to audibility.
A whole raft of speakers can be
per channel
built-in, 200W
fall away cleanly above this point.
At lower levels
used with it, from the logical choice
Recommended placement
If not, these unwanted signals can
on
floor, tuned
second harmonics
of the HTM for straight stereo and
Frequency response
interfere with the carefully-designed
all but vanished
home theatre applications, to the
within 3dB ( 2n1(
23Hz-120kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
19Hz
midrange of the main speaker, and
while third lay in
flagship three-way Matrix 801 itself.
Bass frequency extension
an indifferently designed sub can
the range -27 to
Ialso got fine results with an Epos
(in- room, if room is large enough)
17Hz
Voltage sensitivity
mar the focus, clarity and dynamics.
33dB, around
ES11, Spendor SP2-2 and a Quad
(ref 2.83V1 at lm
adjustable dB/W
Cheap subwoofers can be a false
3%, quite
Approximate maximum sound level
63. The B&W 800 ASW is strongly
at 2m)
economy and do more harm than
harmless in this
recommended as asubwoofer which
Impedance
not applicabie
(aOci3tdi vBe)
good, like excessive bass boost on
low frequency
Forward response uniformity
see graph
truly delivered what it promised —
Typical price each ( inc VAT) £1495
a tone control.
range.
loud, clean and deep bass.
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I'm sure there's a
question here just waiting to be as

y

but I'll be damned if Ican think what it is'
ONIX ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Utlit 5 Kendal Court, Railway Road, Newhaven, East

te

BN9 OAY

Telephone: 44(0) 1273 517358 Facsimile: 44(0) 127
73 512753
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Want to be spoilt for choice? At Salisbury HiFi you'll find everything from Systems to Esoterica!
We Specialise in;

On Permanent Demonstration
throughout January;

• Meridian digital music and theatre
systems Cc KBF loudspeakers from the
Coda 7to the Reference 4
* Michell turntables and electronics

The Stunning New
CELESTION KINGSTON
Latest and Greatest Offspring of

* Lyra naturally * Kenwood
• Alchemist

••••

cRuark er Denon

* Trichord * Mission * Sony

the Legendary SL6
Driven by the Mesa Research
Baron Tube Power Amp

* Archam ( including Xeta)
Audioquest * Rotel * NAD

The Team;

Marantz * Yamaha * XL0
Micromega ' stages' & classics'

We Offer;

Talk to our consultants John.
Robbie & Roy at

* A friendly, knowledgeable service
* Large choice of pre-owned equipment
* Repairs

!Km'

cLeads * Tapes

MeZfil(CE

Cc

Accessories

Access

Credit available subject to status written details on request
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41isbury.
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury
SP1 2DF. Tr (01722) 322169
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LOU DSPEAKERS
Now that you have
low-powered single triode amplifiers,
what can you use for speakers?
by MIKE LaFEVRE
and PETER STILLWELL

THE

EFFICIENCY

EXPERTS

or

he majority of modern speaker
systems need big horsepower
to really come to life. This is
not aproblem if you are looking at
the hundreds of medium to high
powered amplifiers out there. But the
sad fact is that most people have
speakers that are just terribly inefficient
by single triode standards. It is only
since the new wave of interest in low
powered amplification arose that the
scarcity of highly sensitive/efficient
speakers became such a hot issue.
[Strictly, ' efficiency' means the
proportion of input power which a
speaker turns into sound, the rest
being lost as heat; `sensitivity' means
the sound presure level aspeaker can
raise for a given input. But in
practise the two terms tend to be
used interchangeably — Ed.]
Although many listeners would be
pleasantly surprised at what eight
watts can do, a set of reasonably
efficient speakers are still advisable.
And, sadly, the speaker market is way
behind the times in terms of what the
rapidly expanding base of triode
listeners need. Years ago, efficient
speakers ruled the roost [see box].
Where does this leave us 40 years
on? Although secondhand equipment
is a possibility, many people
understandably don't want the hassle
of the recycled audio scene. But it
should be possible to produce
something just as efficient and much
better than the classics of yesteryear
for audiophile applications in the
average listening room. There are
41
"1.111111.11.
All time classic?

The Klipsch La Scala
horn speaker

some very promising modern
materials out there — horn tweeters
and midranges with neodymium
magnets, anyone? The art of speaker
cabinetry has certainly come a long
way since big Altec and JBL systems
ruled the Earth. So we tried to
assemble a small number of highly
efficient speakers that are currently
in
production ( although
the
Pipedream is something of aspecial
case) to see if there is anything out
there will run on, say, an amplifier
with under 10W output. We duly
came up with four contenders.
The Audio Note AN-E is ahighefficiency two way box speaker with
an Bin paper cone woofer and asoft
dome tweeter in aported enclosure.
Used by the manufacturer to
demonstrate amps costing more than
some small aircraft, we figured it was
worth a listen. We got the copper
wired version, not the upscale silverwired version.
The Pipedream is aFocal 7-incher
in a tapered pipe enclosure,
conceived by audio designer JC
Morrison, available as a customorder product from the shop Fi in
New York (or build your own).
Lastly, there's the Heresy and La
Scala from the famed Klipsch brand.

AUDIO NOTE
The Audio Note AN- E, built in
Great Britain, lists for £ 1520 per
pair and is 93dB efficient. It is
traditional in appearance with oak
finish and black grill cloth. A nice,
simple two-way speaker, the AN
crossover is very good. The
smoothness of transition from the
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1in dome tweeter to the 8M woofer
is impressive. One listener noted that
'you pick up some notes throughout
the range that are represented more
truly' than with the horns. The bass
is rich but undifferentiated, lacking
distinct reproduction of various notes
on some jazz material.
Imaging and detailing are accurate
and natural sounding, but the ANE sound stage, although deep, lacks
the big presentation of the La Scala.
This ' smooth, creamy, nice' sound
would doubtless appeal to many but
left our panel of inebriated hedonists
feeling ' emotionally uninvolved'.
We found the AN- E to be very
sensitive to placement relative to the
floor and walls and somewhat picky
about amps and cables. We also
found that the AN-E worked much
better with an 8W 300B SE than
with a flea-power single 45 amp.
Overall, it is a speaker that will
benefit
from
careful
system
matching.
The AN- E provides a quietly
satisfying, natural, and cerebral
sound one can live with. But in the
end, it's the sort of sound that leaves
you longing for aweekend tryst with
the brazen Heresy (see below).

MORRISON PIPEDREAM
Built by Sound Practices [
see below]
contributor JC Morrison, the
Pipedream is atapered pipe using a
single Focal 7V313 per side. These
are designed as midrange speakers
to be used from 100Hz to 10kHz in
conjunction with a woofer and
tweeter. A number of independentminded listeners have taken to
listening to them as stand-alone full
range transducers.
The Pipedream resides in 7M x
12in x44M (wdh) cabinets superbly
crafted in relatively thin Baltic birch
plywood. The speaker is mounted at
the top of the tower- like cabinet,
giving the whole assembly a high
centre of gravity. A `zobel network'
tames the powerful 7M Focal
driver—probably the most expensive
raw driver tested here. They are
visually engaging and in their native
America cost $ 1200 apair.
These single- driver speakers are
descended from a proud tradition:
many purists still adhere to singlecone full range speakers such as
Lowther, Hartley, and Western
Electric 755. Comparisons with the
legendary WE 755 are expected, but
both drivers suffer many of the same
flaws. That doesn't mean that they
are unlovable, just that it takes
someone special to overlook the lack
of top and bottom end in full range
service in appreciation of other
satisfying sonic qualities.
The Pipedream is a subtle,
intimate kind of speaker that excels

SUPPLIERS
Audio .Vote Ltd,
Unit C, Peacock
Industrial Estate,
125-127
Darrigdor Road,
Hove,
East Sussex
BN3 ¡ SG
Tel: 01273
220 511
Midland Radio
(Klipsch),
Maypole Lane,
Birmingham
B14 4P3
Tel: 0121
430 7817

above left: Audio
Note AN-Eand
Klipsch Heresy
(above right)

in smoothness, coherence, and other
'low profile' performance criteria.
This is true also of the AN-E. They
are both competent at what they set
out to do, but they ain't horns.

KLIPSCH HERESY
At a retail of £ 900 the pair, the
Heresy horns are 96dB efficient. Not
efficient enough for the most modest
single-ended amps, you really need
over 100dB efficiency for the twoto five-watt amps. But there's plenty
of oomph on the 300B based amps
for all but the most cavernous
listening rooms. The Heresy drivers,
12M woofer, mid and high horns,
are packed tightly into attractive,
oak- finished cabinets with wedge
shaped stands. The factory stands
are inadequate and, based on our
experiments, not high enough. The
horns really need to be at ear level.
Placed about two feet from each wall
in acomer on tall spiked stands, they
provide detailed, room-filling sound.
They didn't sound as open,
refined, or airy as the La Scala, but
opinions varied regarding the top

WHEN DINOSAURS RULED THE EARTH
In the golden age of hi-fi, amps were too low powered
to allow speaker manufacturers to disregard the
efficiency of their products. Then speakers shrank . n
size ( and efficiency), and power became less and less
expensive. New tubes like the KT- 88 and 6550
increased the power output of pentode amplifiers by
50%. The amplifier horsepower race was on and
power handling displaced high sensitivity as the prime
engineering challenge in loudspeaker design.
Now, we may have passed the peak of the
horsepower race in amplifier design and some
audiophiles are beginning to realise that less is more.
Unfortunately, the result of decades of the bigger- ampis- better mentality is that there are no contenders in
the US speaker market that produce modern rivals of
the beloved efficient speakers of yore. There were,
however, survivors in other parts of the world: Lowther
and Vitavox in England. TAD ( a division of Pioneer...
oops! not high end, sorry) and from Japan.
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efficient (at 104dB) entries in our
survey. Excellently finished, they are
reasonably
grand
in
physical
proportions, measuring 35.5in x
23.75in x 24.5in (hwd).
A three-way, horn-loaded system,
the La Scala employs a 15M woofer
and mid and high horns with all
wiring easily accessed via the open
crossover. The cabinet is somewhat
resonant due to the large surface,
despite overall high build quality with
most joints being glued and screwed.
KLIPSCH LA SCALA
They are highly placement-sensitive.
So let's let the cat out of the bag. I
We settled on placing them as
asked all of our listening panel which
'near comerhorns', which gave 'rockof the speakers they enjoyed the
solid imaging anywhere in the room'
and softened aslight forwardness in
most. The unanimous favourite was
the Klipsch La Scala.
the horns.
Frankly, we were all surprised. We
The La Scalas sound large, open
and effortless and deliver cinemahad fallen victim to the folklore that
the big Klipsches would suffer from like sound. Detailing and imaging
are,
with
proper
placement,
driver-to-driver discontinuity and
extremely accurate, making the La
'honkiness'.
But the La Scalas played with a Scalas evocative of actually being
sense of ease, composure, and
there.
Concerns
about
time
grandeur that had listeners picking alignment of the tweeter and
megaphone ' horn
their jaws up from the floor. Just put potential
Mercury's CD of Also Sprach honkiness' turned out to be totally
Zarathustra on the smallest amp in unfounded.
The La Scalas worked with a
the house (in this case, atwo-watt,
type 45, direct coupled single ended variety of material, ranging from
designed and built by Gordon Bach to rock. The bass response is
Rankin) and help your dearest the only area of some controversy.
Some listeners preferred the more
friends through their ecstatic
recovery. The La Scalas played this controlled, tighter bass of the Heresy.
demanding piece with the utmost This probably stems from the larger,
more resonant cabinet of the big
grace, control, and verve.
Listing at £2000 - £2300 a pair Klipsch. These speakers allow you
(depending on finish) the Klipsch La
to pick an amplifier based on its
inherent sonic beauty, without regard
Scalas are the most expensive,
beefiest ( at 123Ibs. apiece) and
for power specifications.

pipe speaker using
Focal drivers

end. Ifound the Heresy to be alittle
too hot, ` in my face' and a little
ragged in the midrange.
These same ' rough' qualities,
however, made them the best rock
'n' roll speakers of the bunch. For
example, they seemed totally at
home on well-produced Clapton
material. [The Heresy was reviewed
by Ken Kessler in HFNIRR, Aug
'93; incidentally, Martin Colloms
reviewed the Forte in Feb '94 — Ed.]
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CONCLUSION
The La Scalas
played with a
sense of ease,
composure,
and grandeur
that had
listeners
picking their
jaws up from
the floor

The best speaker to use with your
single ended? We're still looking.
Could there be other modern-day
treasures out there? Of course, two
great classics are still available: the
famous Klipschorns at £4300 apair
and Altec still offers the VOT (Voice
of the Theatre) which is distributed
in England by Shuttle Sound, prices
available on application.
Some 40 years ago, Paul Klipsch
argued that what the world needed
was a good 5W amp. Nowadays,
what the world needs is more great
efficient speakers to choose from. +

Adapted from an original article courtesy of
Sound Practices, PO Box 180562, Austin,
TX 787 18-0562 USA
Tel/fax: 001 (512) 339 6229
(please see Classified Ads in this issue for
subscription details)
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nwards and upwards. Our
price hike this month brings
our budget up to the £ 1500
mark. Ican't tell you how hard it
was to select asuitable system from
components with an average £ 500
price tag ( although in the end I
succeeded with £ 100 to spare). This
is arelatively under-populated area of
the market for CD players, amplifiers
and loudspeakers alike, one which falls
between two stools: the budget elite
that the UK industry seems so adept
at producing, and the serious,
audiophile stuff. One by one, my
shortlist had to be shortened further
for avariety of reasons. In some cases,
the models available were simply
versions of lower cost components,
with higher power ratings or more
bass, but without sufficient extra ability
to justify the higher prices.
The problem is that more does
not equal better. Amplifiers with
larger power supplies and output
stages will give more watts, but there
is no reason to think they will give
better sound quality, except to the
limited extent that sound quality is
directly related to power. Indeed, the
higher power output stages may well
set up conditions for other stages in
the amplifier to behave less
effectively.
Similarly,

more costly loudspeakers are often
larger versions of existing products,
and when a loudspeaker is made
larger, it loses its physical integrity at
an alarming rate. There are also
problems in asking bass drivers to
operate over wider bandwidths. The
better they are in the bass, the worse
you can expect them to be in the
midband, and an extra filler drive
unit too often turns out to be a
solution from hell.
But in the end, Idid manage to
shortlist three excellent new or recent
components, each from major
manufacturers in their field.
The
most
interesting
and
impressive visually is the B&W
CDM1, a new compact 2-way
design, which isn't a scaled up
anything. The important elements in
the CDM1 are the low diffraction
enclosure — check the smoothly
rounded edges — the low diffraction
external pod that houses the tweeter,
and the time alignment of the two
drivers. The rear panel reflex port
can be fitted with foam plugs
(supplied), to give abetter damped
bass, though Ipreferred the slightly
less restrained, airier, if marginally
less well controlled sound with the
plugs removed. The key vital
statistics are 88dB/W, 120W, 8ohms
and black or red ash. Iwas supplied
with the latter and can think of no
valid excuse for buying the former.
Next, the amp. To be
perfectly blunt, it is a
long time since Sony
had much credibility
in mainstream high
fidelity, but the TAFA3ES goes along way
to restoring the company
image. The TA-FA3 looks
like an audiophile amplifier,

It is a long
time since
Sony had
much
credibility in
mainstream
high fidelity,
but the TAFA3ES amp
goes a long
way to
restoring the
company
image

SYSTEM
TESTED
Pioneer
PD-S904
,C400
Sony
TA-FA3ES
,C400
B&W CDMI
‘600
dotal:

and is endowed like one. Circuit
highlights
include
a toroidal
transformer, a MOSFET output
stage, and agreat deal of attention
to resonance control, and to
minimising and optimising the wiring.
And that's all the detail Ican give;
I'm afraid the full, sordid details will
have to wait for an in-depth review.
The PD- S904 CD player is one
of the spin-offs of the first Legato
Link model, the PD-S802, and with
many of the same distinctive features,
such as the inverted full disc width
Stable
Platter
mechanism,
a
defeatable display and the ability to
switch off unwanted analogue or
optical outputs — the digital electrical
output
remains
permanently
connected. The PD-S904 is the first
to employ a more sophisticated
variant of the Legato Link digital filter
called Legato Link S, which uses a
more powerful LSI which enables it
to be more inventive in the way it
produces 20kHz+ harmonics based
on the low frequencies' fundamentals.
The Pioneer is also home to a socalled Clean DAC-Drive system
which uses two independent heavily
regulated D/A converters to reduce
the imprint of power supply noise on
the decoded output.
Well so much for the nuts and
bolts. How does it all go together,
and more important, what qualitative
differences were found between this
system
and
the £ 1000
Marantz/Denon/Polk system of our
last instalment [
HFNIRR, Nov ' 95]
to justify the additional cost?
When you look at the three system
components, and this applies to the
CD player and the speakers in
particular, a pattern begins to
emerge. Point: both on paper and in
practice, the Pioneer CD player's

Our ongoing series
about choosing a _first class
system for your money
reaches the £1500 mark
by ALVIN

GOLD

CLASS
MARK
JANUARY 1996
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Legato Link digital filter has the
effect
of
sharpening
musical
dynamics even as it reduces the
treble, giving the sound avitality and
solidity in the middle and high
frequencies that is completely at odds
with the known measured result.
The time alignment and the low
diffraction properties of the speaker
pull in broadly the same direction,
and the two together, mediated by
an authoritative, finely detailed and
transparent sounding amplifier,
perform near miracles, especially in
the area of stereo performance.
The restless percussion section just
before the final climactic coming
together of Britten's Young Person's
Guide to the Orchestra [
Marriner/
Minnesota Orchestra on EMI] was
richly atmospheric, with wonderful,
restless stereo which exploited the
depth dimension to an degree that
would put some Dolby Pro Logic
systems to shame. This system
turned out to be almost peculiarly
involving and enjoyable, though it
needs room to breathe.
There are criticisms. The system
sounds brightly lit, especially in smaller
rooms when heard at close quarters,
and at times there was asuggestion of
glare, for example with orchestral brass
and upper strings. There was nothing
here that wouldn't be cured with about
£3000 worth of Krell power
amplification (Itried it!), and if Imade
one criticism of this system at the end
of the day, it is that despite its overall
excellence, a much more powerful
(and inevitably much more costly)
amplifier would have been fully

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

justified. When this system loses it,
it does so in a spectacular blaze of
distortion, prior to which the treble
becomes edgy and forward, usually
somewhere between 12 and 1
o'clock on the volume control,
depending on the nature of the
music. With the Sony, as with so
many low cost, high performance
amps, it's all or nothing.
I have a favourite test for hi-fi
systems (for which I claim no
originality), which is to listen from an
adjacent room or corridor. This cuts
the listener off from so much of the
subtle detail that all that is left is the
grand ( or otherwise) architectural
sweep of the music. A good system
will somehow manage to project the
essence of the music. It should sound
so that, if only one were to turn the
corner, one could confront the
musicians involved. If the equipment
doesn't measure up, it won't sound
like real music played by real
musicians, and there's nothing
further to be said.
Imention this only because it was
during the relatively early
running- in stages, when I
wasn't taking the sound of
the seriously, that Isuddenly
realised that what was
emerging from the listening

Opposite page:
B&W CDMI on
custom made stand
(not for sale)
Above: Sony TAFA3ES
Below: Moneer PDS904

B&W
Nakamichi
Churchill
Industrial Esta
Marlborough
Road,
Lancing
BN15 8TR
Tel: 01903
750 750
Pioneer
Fidelity GB
Pioneer House,
Hollybush
Stoke Pog
SL2 4QP
Tel: 01753
789 789
Sony United
Kingdom Lt
The Heigh
Brooklan
Weybridge•
KT13 OXW
ig 01811144

room was, well, rather special. Ihad
been playing Donald Fagen's The
Nightfly when I realised that this
system, which was perceptibly bright
and which hadn't yet begun to
demonstrate its full potential in the
bass, had somehow mastered the
more subtle arts of communication
— from the next room it did indeed
sound like abunch of real musicians,
stirring up astorm.
The most important question that
remains is this: what benefits does
this system offer over the ones
selected for the £ 1000 system,
individually and severally? Well, this
is asharper, more refined and more
analytical system, and it has abetter
sense of shape and architecture. The
sound stage is convincingly more
three-dimensional, aproperty that
mirrors that technology built into
CD player and loudspeakers, none
of which would have been possible
at the £ 1000 price level.
Specifically, I'm convinced that the
Pioneer's Legato Link S is agenuine
improvement on the vanilla Legato
Link processing used on cheaper
Pioneer models; and although the
Pioneer costs only £50 more than the
£1000 system's Marantz CD-63SE,
the additional spaciousness and the
almost holographic quality of the
sound was striking. The B&W
speaker's lime alignment represents
asignificant complication which
would not have been feasible
at £ 380, the price of a Polk
RT8. There is aloss of bass
extension, but with a good
quality pedestal stand and
once fully run in, the CDM1
is capable of ringing the odd
surprise even here. The Sony
was also asignificant step up
from the £ 1000 system's
PMA-450, but in this case the
gains are more linear. The
Sony is rather like the Denon
PMA-450, only more so, with
a stronger bass plus greater
power and authority — if not
necessarily as much as the rest
of the system requires. Maybe
we can address this problem
when we reach the £ 2000
system mark. See you
then.
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Oxford Audio Consultants

RINGMAT

FOR RECORD LOVERS
First record support to be properly designed

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

"All theory aside, the RINGMAT really works."
Robert Deutsch ( Stereophile, Vol. 17 No. 5, May 1994)
"Better than ever is what Ihave to report about the MkII.... Buy aPI INGMAT
and turn your AR into akiller ' table. It almost seems too good to be true."

IN
SOUND ADVICE

THE ULTIMATE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

WILSON WITTS - awesome!! what else can I
say!

NOW DEMONSTRATING
YES WE DO HAVE THIS EQUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION!!
KRELL - NEW! - an integrated amp like you've never seen or heard! even with
remote control
SHUN MOOK ACCESSORIES- amazing - from £ 149 to tune your system
HARMONIX SPEAKER CABLE - at last a high end cable with discrete looks
SPENDOR SP 7 FLOOR STANDING SPEAKER top- class tradition
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 4 - ITALIAN style with valves
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE & the SME 20 - we still support analogue!
THORENS AMPLIFIERS - excellent product
SONUS FABER - a new baby is coming soon - watch out!
G.M. AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - the ULTIMATE hi-fi table
B&W CDM 1 & CDM 2 - superb newcomers from B&W to go the ' P' series
QUAD 77 SERIES - a big step forward; at last the CO Player is here!
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - the new SEQUEL replacement - a stunning advance
THETA TLC anti-jitter device - try it with the new power supply
MONARCHY DIP ANTI JITTER DEVICE
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS/SYNERGY - gorgeous glowing valves!
REL STORM/STATA/STADIUM 11/STENTOR - redefined our ideas about subwoofers
B&W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM on dem now
PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO/DC/CARDINAL
RUARK PALADIN - A worthy big brother to the Talismans
LYFtA CLAVIS DA CAPO - analogues still going strong!
FULL RANGE OF TRANSPARENT CABLES including ULTRA - our new reference
cables
THETA DATA BASIC CD TRANSPORT - now in Mk 2form
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7/VT 60 - asnip at the price!
WILSON SYSTEM 5 - quite simply state of the art
COPLAND CSA 14 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - still brilliant

Sam Tellig ( Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995)
"Essentially, RINGMAT helps give LPs the kind of firmness and stability
normally only available from master tapes... Given the excellence of the
original RINGMAT, twas abit sceptical about whether or not the Mk11 would
provide aworthwhile improvement - it did!"
Jimmy Hughes ( HiFi Choice, February 1995)
"This product really does have to be heard to be believed. On most
turntables the bass seems to instantly reach down an octave lower, with
noticeably better control and extension too... What's more, none of these
improvements are ones you'd have to listen hard for and, as yet. I've found
no adverse effects."
Dominic Todd ( HiFi World, January 1995)
RINGMAT continues to provide music lovers
around the world with significant improvements in LP sound quality. Have you
tried RINGMAT yet? But be warned:
if you let your best friend borrow it,
you will finish up buying another!
PRICES For all turntables with tonearm height
adjustment and for those without height adjustment but using amoderately thick mat:
RINGMAT 330 Mk11 £40.00
For other turntables without tonearm height adjustment:
RINGMAT 200 (
raising the record by about 18mm) £27.50
RINGMAT 250 (
raising the record by about 24mm) £30.00
RINGMATS can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers.
There is an exchange and upgrade scheme for original RINGMATS For
more information on the above or on the product generally, or for mail order
(including VISA/Mastercard), Contact

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 8QG UK
Tel: 01277 200 210 Fax -01277 201 225
(Mail order p&p: additional £2.50 UK; £5.50 outside UK)

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
APOGEE STAGE £1395
SPENDOR SP 1ORIGINAL TEAK £ 395
AURA VAI 00 MK I£200
SONUS FABER M1NUETTOS MINT £ 695
SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATORS MINT £ 1195
SONUS FABER STONEWOOD STANDS MINT £ 350
BOSE 501 SPEAKERS AS NEW £ 340
LINN KA1RN/3 x LK280s/ACT1VE KABERS P.O.A.
CHORD 1200 PIANO BLACK POWER AMP £ 1495

ce
io

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30 POWER AMP £ 1295
QUAD ESL 63 LOUDSPEAKERS £ 1295
GRADIENT SUBWOOFER £ 950
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4 SPEAKERS £ 695

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMPLIFIER £ 2495

LICENSED CREDIT

MAGNEPLANAR 2.6 £ 995

BROKERS

MAGNEPLANAR 2.5 MINT £ 950
KRELL PAM IPREAMP £ 995

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES

OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE MAHOG TURNTABLE £ 995
ROKSAN ATTESSA CD PLAYER £ 950
K1NSHAW PERCEPTION DAC £ 450
THETA DATA BASIC EX OEM £ 1595
APOGEE CENTAUR £ 995
MAGNEPLANAR MG3.3 AS NEW £ 2250
HEYBROOK INTEGRA AMP £ 350 ( 550)
APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS £ 695
Agencies include: Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Alchemy, Audio
Innovations, Audio Research, Audio Technica, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Classé.
Copland, DPA, Dual, Goldring. Harmonix. Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu. Krell. Lyra, Mandrake,
Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega, Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi, Onix. Orelle,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed, Projekt. PS Audio. QED. QUAD. REL Subwoofers,
Rogers, Roksan, Rotel. Ruark, Seismic Sink, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, SME. Sonus Faber.
Spendor, Stan. Target, T.D.L., Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, van den Hul. Wilson.

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford 0X1 I
JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
Oh

Dealers ¡n: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,
lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. . . the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
... in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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black box
cause can be aload on the local grid,
that causes significant even order
distortion. Buzzing occurs everytime
this switches in. A possible culprit
for this is Sid Jones, who up to now
had been anational hero. Working

More on
mains
pollution,
taking a look
at some
actual
examples of
conditions
on the grid

most half acycle ( 10ms) in arrears,
when the supply increases only slightly
over acycle or few.

INDICATIONS

The simplest and most unobtrusive
at Ferguson in 1967 ( see The form of mains voltage sag-and-surge
Setmakers by K Geddes & G Bussey,
detector is an ordinary incandescent
BREMA 1991), he contrived adirect lightbulb, the brightness of which is
off- 240V-line switching PSU using surprisingly sensitive to applied
thyristors, that was a world first, voltage. If you use this kind in your
affordable and ' saved' Britain's TV listening room (however low the
set makers. But like most ' smart wattage) then you may notice at
technology', it is now unmasked as times that flickering intensity
a prime suspect in AC supply corroborates
with
sporadic
pollution across the urban world!
transformer
buzzes,
or
sonic
Another cause of acoustic buzzing degradation. Before using alamp, it
ast month we saw pictures of is surge and sag. The UK grid's final is advisable to see that it is firmly
the hundreds of potential
240V is regulated within the + 6/ wired! Beyond this, specialised lab
audio-band harmonics on the -10% limits cited earlier. Anything gear, such as chart recorders or data
mains supply, caused by running just outside of this for very long is
acquisition electronics, are needed to
afew non-linear items of equipment considered a power cut. The
notice and record voltage fluctuations
off the line. This month's figure is a regulation has afinite reaction time,
that may be small and have
snapshot with real, random data.
so when the loading changes by
altogether random patterr ,,, hence
Developing the theme of last
more than 2% say, and abruptly, the are not easily seen with ordinary
month's Fig 2, at times when so supply voltage can sag (sink) by as meters or scopes, at least by humans
much badly designed equipment is much as 20V for a fraction of a with normal attention spans.
in use, such that the grid's local second, or by say 5V or so for
Turning to practical steps, one
current draw is repeatedly greater for longer. Or it may surge (peak up) by keynote
coming out
of this
one half-cycle than the other, then
the same amounts. This can go on in
investigation, is that even if the
the spray will be predominantly the
complex patterns with repetitions over supply were a perfectly pure
family of even order harmonics: 2nd,
seconds to minutes, depending sinewave, merely connecting any
4th, 44th and so on. In an amplifier (literally) on human synchronicity,
ordinary capacitor-smoothed DC
this can yield euphony, but for AC
through daytime and evening, most power supply messes it up. This
power it has adeadly ramification, particulary as television broadcasting, means that all conventional audio
as the AC supply then has a DC evening classes, pub closing hours,
equipment pollutes its own supply.
component. A small DC voltage (say and even the moon, synchronises the This doesn't mean that it is futile to
just 3V, or 1% of peak mains) will domestic, electrical appliance-using clean-up the supply in other ways;
magnetise amains transformer core habits of millions of humans. The only that perfect harmonic clean-up
and upset its proper working. More
outcome is that mains transformers via power conditioning is completely
even harmonic distortion will lead to
are subjected to repeated step changes pointless beyond apoint — without
high running temperature, loud in their magnetising current. Toroidal breaking out of the loop. Another
(acoustic) buzzing and in rare cases,
types can be more susceptible — a keynote is that it is worth logging the
smells and burnout — as the core trade-off for their efficiency — but sonic effects of all the electrical and
saturates. At least badly designed irrespective of transformer type, every electronic appliances, tools and toys
transformers' primaries will cook first.
surge (even if just avolt or two) can that may be in use elsewhere in the
cause an initial rise in mechanical home, while listening. Any causing
ORIGINS OF THE BAD BUTZ
hum that fades away over a few grief could be marked with stripey
Many listeners are bugged by seconds. The magnetics are one tape and retired early.
transformers (usually sizeable ones factor; the other is the brute force of
in
power
amps)
that
buzz the reservoir capacitors, which can
FIRST AND LAST ORDERS
sporadically. From the above, one dr
An eight-page booklet has just been
published that will interest DIY
Ben Duncan Research
PISKLABS7 BAMDPASS(dBr) us FREQ(Hz)
04 OCT 95 21:17 36
builders with actively-driven speakers.
0.0
It describes upgrades to my 1981
Ap
5.000
Versatile Active Crossover project,
to provide sonic retrieval akin to
1F1.00
commercial units that would cost far
1S.BO
more — if they existed. For details
-20.00
either fax your request and address
ZS .B0
to 44 (0) 1526 342869, or write c/o
30.00
HFNIRR.
Ben Duncan

L

35.00
40.00
1S.HO
-58.00
S.H0
-60.00
-65.80
70.09
10

1119

lk

Sk

Typical Audio Precision analyses of best case'
mains noise on a quiet rural supply, with
randomly tinted plots. Note that OdB is 320V
peak AC, so the dominant 5th harmonic (at
250Hz) is about 1117 (pie). Notice the
variability of noise above 300Hz. The ' kHz
peak is due to an electric motor. Considering
the site and time of year, the absence of
obvious even harmonic distortion (the 2nd
harmonic at 100Hz is clearly well below
-35dBr) is not surprising. Urban power can
be at least 10 to 30dB noisier.
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FOR

LOVE of
music

To hear the true abilities ofyour system, your audio and
power cables come from Audiofreaks.
If ever there was an individual among high- end audio
creators who never thought of anything else but music. George

CARDAS must be the one.
An ancient mathematical principle called "Golden Section"
is applied in all CARDAS cables as «Golden Section Stranding."
This has suddenly allowed interconnect, loudspeaker, digital and
power cables to improve the sound of any audio system in a
natural and harmonically correct manner.
CARDAS cablesfor all applications and systems will bring
the music hack to you.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, ink Way, Han], Surrey TW10 70T. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
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TRY TRICHORD
Looking for an upgrade to your CD player?
A reader's experience with Trichord...
by CLIVE MEAKINS
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n researching the options for
updating my CD player Icame
across Worcestershire based
Trichord Research, the company
founded by Tom Evans and Graham
Fowler, who are well known for their
electronics design work on such
products as the Michell Argo/Alecto
amplifiers and Iso phono stage
[described in the Tom Evans profile
'The Disgruntled Punter', HFNIRR
Aug ' 95].
In seeking to get Trichord to
improve my CD player, Iinitially
chose the now well trodden path of
the company's Clock 2module. This
is aboard added to aCD player or
transport to improve the master
clock, reducing jitter.
Getting the clock right in a CD
player is vital, and few people really
know how to implement one. Ifirst
came across the Clock 2 module
when reading one of the Internet's
newsgroups discussing hi-fi. There
is the option of fitting the module
yourself for £95, or having it fitted
by post for £ 141 including VAT and
carriage. Clock 2 can be fitted to
many CD players or transports.
Those using the Philips 7220 digital
filter, 74HCUO4 chip, various
Marantz, Meridian, Rotel, Arcam,
Sony, JVC and Pioneer units are just
some of the candidates.
My system in which the Clock 2
module was used comprised a
Meridian 206 multibit CD player,
Audio Synthesis Passion passive preamp (latest all Vishay version with
7K5
shunt
resistors),
four
Hart/Linsley Hood monoblock power
amplifiers feeding EPOS ES- 11
speakers. Cables are Kimber PSB for
interconnects and Linn K-400 for the
speakers. The Clock 2 made a
fundamental improvement to the
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system, out of all proportion to the
upgrade cost. Bass was deeper and
tighter with greater slam; the kick drum
on Tori Amos's ` Crucify' became
textured with the construction of bass
notes being portrayed in detail as
opposed to simply being athud. Treble
was better defined and not splashy any
more; most high frequency grain was
now gone.
The speakers gave the impression
of disappearing, no longer the source
of sound. The soundstage now had
abetter spread between the speakers,
and indeed extended beyond the
speaker boundaries. The sound was
of far greater scale than before.
Vocals became more palpable, the
music was delivered with less
apparent effort by the system. Higher
maximum listening levels could now
be enjoyed, rather than endured.
Friends who heard the system
immediately preferred what they
heard to the original Meridian 206.
This was no minor improvemeni
which might be forgotten in a few
days. There was a significant and
fundamental
improvement
in
definition and musicality.
This upgrade to the accuracy of
the clock will be of benefit to
dedicated transports as well as
integrated players. Most external
DACs derive their clocking from the
digital data stream of the transport.
The better the DAC, the greater the
improvement due to Clock 2is likely
to be. The jitter busters now coming
into use also seem to give abetter
result as the quality of the digital
data stream improves. Introducing
the Cambridge Audio Daanagic 1
into my system gave excellent results
in conjunction with my Clock 2'd
Meridian. ( By the way, if you want
to reduce the overbright LEDs on

the Dacmagic, change the 330 ohm
resistors on the board behind the
cluster of six LEDs for values of
around 2K.) A Philips CD624 used
as atransport with its standard clock
was auditioned in the system and
deemed to be a significant downgrading, the soundstage collapsing and
the bass became ' one note', it just
wasn't worth persevering to analyse
the differences in detail.
The Clock 2 module is very
professionally produced, double-sided
with good earth plane
practice. Some surface
mount components are
used, as is a crystal
made specially for
Trichord. But it is far
from being the only
I
technological
improvement
the
company has to offer.
A further board has
been developed that
includes Clock 2 and which
also reclocks the digital output signal
and then transmits the digital data
stream without the use of a pulse
transformer. All other coaxial-based
digital transmission circuits from CD
transports that I've come across
before have used pulse transformers.
Trichord has dispensed with the
pulse transformer, using avery fast
video opamp instead. There is aview
that pulse transformers are necessary
to guard against earthing or hum
problems but, it has to be said, they
are hardly the best component in a
signal path. By using avideo opamp
Trichord claims a rise-time of less
than 1nanosecond, faster than the
AT&T optical link. The digital
signals don't actually rise this rapidly,
but this does mean there's no
constraining
factor
on
the
transmission side.
This board is not available to
DIYers as it requires around ten
connections to the existing
transport
and
the
probability of getting it
wrong is quite high.
Build quality is of
the
same
high
quality as Clock
2. The cost of
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Trichord
has dispensed
with the
usual pulse
transformer,
using a
very fist
video opamp
instead

Above: the Pioneer
PD-S563 used by
Trichord to create its
transports
Right: Clock 2fitted
to the author's
Meridian 206
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WITT or WATT?
If you buy aWITT, are you settling for apoor
man's WATT? Definitely not - in fact one
American reviewer has described the WITT as
combining intellect and passion in aunique way.
In absolute terms, the WILSON WATT/PUPPY
System V is superior in every way, as well as being
smaller and more elegant - but the WITT has a
wonderful trick of instantly engaging the listener's
mind with the music, even with quite humble
amplification. You feel as though you are not
listening to aloudspeaker at all - and that's good!

Music ana 3i1n- Syste
865 883535
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Popworth
Audio Technology

For the highest specification and purest sonic quality.
Papworths' PPA6 Dual Mono Pre-Amplifier is
unrivaled. Offering precision engineering of the
finest quality, with six line- level inputs, and two
cathode follower outputs for each channel.
This Pre-Amplifier can produce stereo imaging as
you will probably never have experienced it before

You are invited to telephone Brian Rivas for an
appointment to assess these superb examples of
David A. Wilson's uncompromising dedication to
excellence. Then you will see how one man's
passion can become your musical heaven for life.

KRELL: Everyone knows about Krell's
brilliant integrated compact disc players,
but did you know that they make an
equally superb phono stage? BR has
found nothing to surpass the KPE
Reference. User-adjustable for gain and
loading, this one's akiller.
Point of interest: BR is often asked what he uses
for vinyl replay. The answer is aMicro Seiki
AP- Ml. It's the best he's heard, bar none - or did
you think the Japanese didn't make good
turntables? Too bad this one's no longer available.
THE ONLY ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
DEALER FOR THE WEST

Jim/
Knights • Broaduit had • Broadway
bluster • Somerset 1119 911E,

All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen
Telephone (01223) 247837
Papworth Audio Technology
Papworth Everard, Cambridge • CB3 8RG
Tel: (01480) 830345 Fax: (01480) 830781
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Telephone: 01460 54322
..Consultations and Demonstrations by appointment only •Please telephone
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the Clock 2 with the digital output
board fitted is around £ 285
including VAT and carriage, with a
trade-in being available for previously
purchased Clock 2s.
Ihave not auditioned this upgrade
but Isuspect it would be worthwhile,
since re-clocking the digital output
is a well proven technique. Iwas
instead tempted into taking the next
step, aTrichord Transport.

TRICHORD CD TRANSPORT
For £640 you can have the Trichord
Research CD transport, which
includes the Clock 2 with Digital
Output module. This transport is
externally pretty much a standard
£200 Pioneer PD-S503. Look round
the back and you'll find the analogue
output phono sockets have been
removed and replaced with asingle
BNC socket for a coax digital
output. Underneath you'll notice
some extra damping, and internally
alot more damping has been added
to the transport. There are also two
new power supplies for the Trichord
electronics, which include two PCB
transformers. Quite a lot of the
Pioneer electronics have been
removed, so the transport will no
longer function as a CD player,
although
functions
such
as
programming, random play, 'hilite
scan' and so on still operate.
You might ask why Trichord has
bothered to go into the CD transport
market. The company's aim was to
produce atransport that allows its
external DAC to operate to best
effect. Trichord is not alone in this
philosophy; Audio Synthesis also takes
this route. The transport contains the
clock, and if the digital data stream
is not high of quality then no external
DAC will give its best.
Icompared the Trichord transport
to my Clock 2'd Meridian using the
Cambridge Audio Dacmagic 1in my
usual system. I also compared
Trichord's
Pulse
Wire
digital
interconnect with my Audioquest
Video Z cable, which is in the same
price bracket as Pulse Wire. The Pulse
Wire initially sounded leaner than
Video Z, then Irealised that the bass
was faster and cleaner. The Video Z
sounded slower and more leaden than
with Pulse Wire. The Pulse Wire was
also alittle more detailed throughout
the frequency range, though this
improvement was minor.
Now for the transports. Playing
Chris Rea's ' Texas' there was
remarkably little difference between
the two transports; moving on to the
Kate Bush's The Red Shoes was a
different story. The Trichord's top
end was more detailed and cleaner,
bass was more textured and taut.
The whole frequency range was
more open and clearer. Annie
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Lennox's ' Why' ( from
Diva)
performed much the same as the
Chris Rea track did, with no
particular
difference
between
transports. The Trichord may have
been a tad quicker, but nothing
significant.
Tracy
Chapman's
`Talkin' About a Revolution'
followed Kate Bush's example, much
more open, detailed, cleaner and
dynamic.
The clincher was Tori Amos's
'Crucify', the kick drum sounded as
though it was being kicked much
harder, such was the dynamic
improvement.
The
Meridian
sounded slightly glassy in the upper
mid frequencies and considerably
veiled compared to the Trichord on
these
better
recordings.
The
Trichord also filled in the soundstage
better than the Meridian. While the
sound was spacious, Iwould not
describe it as deep 3D imaging. (My
system could probably do with phase
being more linear.)
So, in line with Trichord's own
system [see below], the company's
transport copes well with what Icall
processed rock recordings. But better
recordings are significantly enhanced
by Trichord's transport. Iplayed
various classical pieces and the
differences between the transports
became even more apparent.
Delicate pieces exhibited greater
poise with the Trichord, complex
pieces appeared less complex.
Crescendos were delivered by the
Trichord comfortably, rather than
under duress. The Trichord's
soundstage was very satisfying,
making
interplay
between
instruments more dramatic.
On this assessment the Trichord
transport proved its excellence. The
only negative aspect is that whereas
the Meridian feels like a grand's
worth of kit, the Trichord feels like
a £200 Pioneer. Sonically, though,
the roles reverse and that's what it's
all about.
If you're buying a new transport
then Trichord's modified Pioneer is
excellent value. Judging by its
performance in my system and in
Trichord's high end system [see
below], it's areally great performer.
My lasting impression is that music
is delivered from it with agreat deal
of poise, control and atmosphere. At
£640 it's abargain.

TRICHORD'S SYSTEM
To Trichord the holy grail of hi-fi
seems to be linear phase and Ihad
the opportunity to audition what the
company calls its Linear Phase
Reference system.
This consists of Trichord's
modified
Pioneer
transport
connected to the Trichord Pulsar
Series One DAC, the Michell Argo

Trichord's transport, amodified Pioneer PD-S503 (top); in greater
detail (middle); the Clock and digital output board itt close-up (above)
SUPPLIERS
Trichord
Research Ltd
73 Church Street
Malvern Wells
Worcestershire
WR14 2AE
Tel: (01684)
573 524
Fax: (01684)
577 380
Michell
Engineering
Tel: 0181
953 0771
Electrolluidics
Tel: 0.1!I
247 0813

Clive Meakins
can be reached
on email:
100441.3021(a
compuserve.
COM

HR pre- amp, and two Michell
Alecto monoblock power amps
driving Electroffluidics Sonolith 2.2xi
speakers. Interconnect is Trichord's
own Pulse Wire; speakers are
connected via short lengths of
Monolith 20/20. The CD transport
and DAC have been designed to
maintain linear phase. As mentioned,
Tom Evans designed the Argo and
Graham Fowler did most of the
work on the Alecto.
One drawback of this system is
that you'd need the best part of
£9000 to buy it. But Ihave never
heard CD image like this before —
and it has rhythm and timing too. If
Iwere shopping for a £9000 system
Iwould buy this one.
So, if three-dimensional imaging
is something you look for and you've
got this kind of money, put this
system right at the top of your
auditioning list.
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TOP Audio in Milan is the show
with all the latest from the cutting
edge of the continental hi-fi scene
by KEN KESSLER

T

irtually impossible to fault,
TOP Audio in Milan
remains the classiest of all
hi-fi shows. It's the Italian thing,
perhaps, an attitude which makes
the show unlike any other. For
instance: it has its own page on the
interne and ashow guide that's a
model of practicality. And the
food... ahem. It's just so easy to get
carried away by the Italian lifestyle.
Even though TOP Audio is a
small exhibition by London show
standards, let alone CES's, it's
unmissable because it's ashowcase
for new Italian hardware. And Italy
is at present one of the most vibrant
sources
for
new
high-end
components. It's fitting, then, that the
hits of the show were native products.
Definitely the talk of TOP Audio
and what will prove to be the cause
of much consternation among
speaker manufacturers in the midpriced sector is Sonus Faber's
smallest and least expensive speaker
yet, the Concertino. A sleek little
two-way system, it measures only
220x230x290nun (wdh), has afront-
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Italy is at
present one of
the most
vibrant sources
for new highend
components.
It's fitting,
then, that the
hits of the
show were
native products

firing port and wears the signature
solid walnut panels which give the
marque its look. Everyone ' oohed'
and % ailed' as a pair filled a
decidedly large room with glorious
sound. And when the price was
announced, you could hear achorus
of astonished profanity in British
accents all around the show. UK
price? Expect to pay around £ 550
per pair.
Also in the Sonus Faber room was
alarge panel called the Silentium, a
prototype
of
the
company's one's room is the latest version of the
Audio Carpet: wall-mounted and
forthcoming room tuning system.
dubbed the Wall Graffiti. (Sorry, guys,
Another product designed to tune
but GRAAF got there first with
GRAAFiti...) These were seen all over
the show, along with the normal floor
model, so they are taken very seriously
in their home country. And Istill love
Clockwise from
'em because they look fantastic. The
top: MTD's
catalogue now shows achoice of 18
Vegent 5.0 50W
gorgeous Missoni fabrics, so they're
monoblocks; Sonus
even more desirable than before.
Faber's Silentium;
Aliante, another Italian speaker
Tektron's power
manufacturer known for swoopy
amp; Sono
designs, went the whole hog by
magazine's
hiring Pininfarina to design the look
Arke'ophon kit;
of the latest enclosure. A horde of
Pimnfarina's chic
design for Aliante
hacks was bussed to Turin to see the
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think they were EL84s) per channel.
Suono magazine, like nearly every
other Italian hi-fi publication,
encourages its readers to switch on
their soldering irons; the Arke'ophon
triode kit looked like more than afew
evenings' worth of work. DML Audio
produces aseries of wooden-chassis'd
tube products under the Synthesis
banner; all were on display including
the PH/1 phono stage, the PU1 line
amplifier, the ST/1 15W/ch and ST/2
25W/ch stereo power amplifiers, the
DL/1
30W/ch
integrated amp
and the Dream: a
special
edition
monoblock using
2A3 valves. Price
of the latter in
Italian
lire
is
8,300,000 which
sounds much more
terrifying
than
£3300.
While we're on
valves, I should
mention that there
was an ' alternative' show going on
in another hotel, sponsored by agroup
called GIA. As a long-time, highly
vocal opponent to such shows, Ihated
the idea of having to take time away
from TOP Audio; my inner demons,
though, said Ijust had to go. And it
was Valve Central, with so many tube
brands exhibiting that Icould have
written acouple pages on the rebel
alliance on its own. Nobel showed
some stunning wooden chassis
confections
with
red-painted
capacitors;
the
HRT
remote
controlled pre-amp looked particularly
interesting, as did the 25W/ch stereo
amplifier switchable from 15W/ch
triode mode to 25W/ch ultralinear
mode.
Nightingale
makes
a
wonderfully compact pre-amp, the alltube PTS-01 in awooden cabinet,
and there's amatching Class-A power
amp, the ATS-30, which uses four
6L6s and looks incredible in red.
Non Solo Musica showed a
dazzling array of tube exotica like
Shindo and Sun amplifiers from
Japan and Verdier equipment from
France, while horn loudspeakers were
the order of the day: SAP has an
impressive range of floor standers,
topped with the SAP1 which uses a
12in coaxial. In another room, Signor
Testa di Cazzo wouldn't let me
photograph his gigantic horn systems
— two metres tall — nor provide any
information, so Ican only guess what
went on behind a couple of trees'
worth of solid timber panelling.
Ideally, this breakaway show will
somehow combine next year with
Another Italian speaker builder, TOP Audio for one bumper
Opera, also showed its prototype exhibition... perhaps a lesson being
valve device, a massive integrated learned elsewhere in relation to our
amplifier with ahalf-dozen tubes (I own Hi-fi Show.

results, a gorgeous medium-sized
two-way design in an enclosure so
automotive that you wonder where
the key goes. Available in metalflake
car paint finishes of red, blue and
silver, the Aliante features sculpting
on the cabinet reminiscent of the
creases you might find in asupercar's
flanks. This gem is priced in Italy
between £3000 and £4000 per pair,
but it looks like abillion lire.
Audiograrn, producer of a fine
range of solid-state electronics,
showed a prototype electrostatic
loudspeaker, the ELI. It's afull-range
design costing between 3.5 and 4
million lire — circa £ 1500 to you and
me. There's a rumour, too, that
Audiogram is having talks with aUK
distributor.
Galactron,
who
reappeared acouple of years back with
a distinctive line of ' vertical'
components, introduced the MK2151
Monoblock amplifier, good for 50W
in Class A. Like the other components
in the range, the 2151 is finished in
grey with wooden end cheeks and a
see-through panel in the middle.
Albedo showed afascinating twoway floor-stander notable for its
rearward slope and an angular
enclosure devoid of any parallel panels.
This pillar is larger at the top than at
its base, but apair of legs swing out
toward the back for support.
Dimensions are 170x180x965mm, the
Morel-sourced driver complement
consists of a 100mm woofer and a
28mm dome tweeter, and the
frequency response is 50-20kHz.
Unsurprisingly, though, TOP
Audio was valve-heavy, positively
bursting at the seams with glassware.
First stop for me was the stand of
Mose Edizioni, abookseller-cumpublisher with one of the most
comprehensive selection of vintage hifi-related literature imaginable, and
not just in Italian. The company
produces two drop-dead-gorgeous
magazines itself, Antique Radio for
collectors of said devices and Audion
which covers all things tubular, and
the booklist has German, British and
American titles for sale. If you're a
voracious reader, contact the company
by fax on 011-39 423 529049. On
the same stand was astunning valve
power amp from Tektron, but I
couldn't find out much about it.
MTh, which has built up quite a
following for its pyramidal speakers,
showed the latest stage in its valve
electronics project. The Vegent 5.0
is a 50W pure Class A monoblocks
using four 6550s per chassis; the
matching pre-amp is the exquisite
Coalescence, abattery-powered alltube design containing four E88CCs.
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Above: Luca Natali and
brother Marco of high-end
distributor Audio Nate

Left: the Synthesis STI2
stereo amp from DML audio

Right: magic wall
hanging from
Audio Carpet

Above: Opera's
prototype integrated
amp

Right: at lait, an
affordable beauty
from Sonus Faber:
the Concertino

A new concept in sound reproduction
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Introducing:
THE OROTUND pre-amplifier.

DEFINITION

A classic hand- built valve product.
British design and manufacture
Facilities: Stereo Phono input and stereo line stage
with inputs for CD, Video, Tape/Source, Tuner and Aux.
Available as a free-standing unit or as 19" rack mount.
Finish: Polished hard chromium as standard, or to order.

Frequency response:
0.0 dB from 30Hz to 20 KHz
Only -0.6 dB RMS @ 16 Hz and @ 50KHz

For further information
on the new range
and existing range contact:

Enquiries Invited from Dealers and public.
Under £2000 including VAT and UK Delivery
2year guarantee

AlliwooDszoeK
Music and 311m Systems Ltd
'Tel: M5)01865 883535

3a. (44)01865 88101.2
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ONE BAY ONLY
1511' TO 50 0i) OFF

Strictly for one day only!
You have the chance to get yourself a
great Christmas bargain at the best one
day event in the UK. Hundreds of wonderful oppodunitiies to get the best hi-fi and
home cinema equipment at stunning
knock down prices.
Most of the equipment on show is on offer
at discounts on dem' units ranging
from 20% down to laif price on sor-1.2
dearonce items.

SUNDAY
17th
DECEMBER
from 10am

Sunday parking around the store is very
easy. You can park free on meters and
single yellow lines.
Established brands stocked by K.I
Apogee Arcam Audio Alchemy • Audio Innovations • Audion * Aura
Audiolab " Audio Research " B & W • Castle Chord DPA Epos
Gradient Harbeth " Impulse KEF Klipsch • Krell " Lexicon
McIntosh Marantz " Martin Logan " Meridian * Michell • Micromega
Mission " Musical Fidelity Nakamichi * Nifty Gritty * Parasound
Pink Triangle Proac * Quad • REL Roksan * Rotel SME
Sonus Faber Stax Tannoy Theta Thiel • Thorens * Trichord

«.KJ WEST ONE
Alb
.../

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
TEL: 0171 - 486 8262/8263
FAX: 0171 - 487 3452

7

Secede ate
We are flexible with our opening times
Free Parking by Arrangement.
117-119 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON, W14 OQH.
Tel: 0171 371 3037
Fax: 0171 371 1790
We are open Mon-Sat
9.30 -6.30

Gr

Presents:

=
We offer home
demos on HiFi
equipment and
cables.
So you can make
your choice.

Musical
Fidelity
Elektra
F15, F22, F18

Don't miss it, we open lOom - 4pm.

Open: Mon- Sat

Enquiries to TWELVE LIMITED
P.O. Box 28, Welwyn Garden City
Hertfordshire. UK ALÓ OBD. Tel: 01438 715258

10am - 6pm

Agents for:- Alchemist, Audio Innovations, Audiolab, Aura, Alphason, Atacama,
Audio Technica, Boston, B&W, Chord Company, Castle, Denon, Dynavector,
Harmon-Kardon, JBL, Jecklin, Jamo Oriel, Orelle, Kinshaw, KEF, L.A. Audio, LED,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pro-ject, S.M.E., Sequence,
Stemford, Sugden, Teac, Thorens, Totem, Tannoy, Townshend, Tube Technology,
Van - Den - Hul, and many more.

* Home Installations*
* Free Local Deliveries*

"Introducing anew brand of
amplifiers the new
Studio One Sonnetter
Campion Integrated."

"Call Joseph or Ossie now for Free advice"
"The Unique True Ribbon ECA Servo A2 Loudspeaker"
"Records cleaned on the Moth Record Cleaner machine
for £1 per album
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what would the HFNIRR
reviewers
pick as their best
hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFNIRR series (now to appear
bi-monthly) will assemble and update
current listening systems and key recommendations from HFNIRR's reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

CHRIS BEECHING
CD player: Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord modslTrichord
R,,earch DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Arm: Nottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre-amplifier: Audio Note M1
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
speakers that they could personally recommend
to consumers on the basis of all-round
performance and value. ( In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD player Orelle CD- 100, DPA Little Bit 3 DAC
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: ;holistic Research
Cartridge: Dvnavector Karat 17R
Pre-amplifier: Bryston BPS (with FLD MCI phono
Dave BerTIman

Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

awl

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD player Suelen SDDlISDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: SME IV
Cartridge: Morch da Capo
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono stage!
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63

PETER J COMEAU

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

III mum f j.
lid !
"

)

- die

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: Naim Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
or Conrad-johnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

.Vartin Collotns

CD player: Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LPI2
Arm: Linn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

Perer J COMeall

PAUL MILLER

KEN KESSLER
CD player Marantz CD12, Marantz DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Ann: SME V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V
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Ken Kessler

CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: van den Hul MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS
ECOMMEND
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum of
three products in each price bracket of each category. Note that
the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: fPW Sonata
£200-£350: I
PL M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lali, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Kenwood DE-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: .
1Iarantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: TRAC VRDS-I0, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer

PD91 Tritium! Research DAC
OVER £ 2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-1IMetaxas MAS DAC
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon I'MA250 III
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Audio Innovations Alto, Naim Nait
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note M1 Phono/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M71Neiro, Audion 845 SE, Naim
NAC52INAP90

DAVE BERRIMAH
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: JEW Sonata, .11,-daunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: S•cquence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: '
iv stemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model I,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: .
VAD 514
£200-£350: .
1Iarantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, °relic CD- 100
£500-E1000: TRAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-1001DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506

£1000-£2000: no recommendations
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: no recommendations
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5I3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: (,, I,snon 3 Mle11, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 632
£200-£350: Rogers LS2a12, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response 1S, Castle Chester
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5112a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Denon ¡)CD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rote! RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Rotel RX-965 BX LE

£500-£1000: Marantz CD72SE, Mission DAD7, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
\DD-IISDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA -11 IDA -10 or Conrad-Johnson DA!!,
McCormack SST-11DAC-1, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: .
N.TAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Alchemist Nemesis, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monoblocks, Sugden
Skiutooir
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Quad 661606
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Goda 8, Heybrook Solo
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Epos ES11, Sequence 400
£350-£500: Ii&W DM603, Tannoy 636, Monitor Audio R7001PMC
£500-£1000: ATC SCM10, Rogers Studio 7, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM207; Castle Howard
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: ?
h, rewninzendatums
£200-£350: 11arantz CD63, Technics SL-PS770A, Sony CDP-516E
£350-£500: Iarantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD.?, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5001563
OVER £ 2000: Wadio 16, Nairn CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity Al
£350-£500: .
14yryad MI- 120, Naim Nait 3, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: AVI S2000AIMP, Naim NAC821NAP180

JANUARY MIS
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RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tannoy 631, Celestion 3, Mordaunt Short MS20
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS30, Monitor Audio MA201
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40
£500-£1000: Castle Howard, Spendor SP2-3, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Pei/orinonce 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WI77'
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, °retie CD480
£500-£1000: Micromega T DrivelOrelle DA188, Micromega T
Drive/QED Digit Reference

£1000-£2000: Micromega T DrivelOrelle DA180, NVA The Emotive
Start:MOH

OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX,
India /6
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity Al III,
£350-£500
(»elk SA- 100, Nairn Nait III
£500-£1000
Evposurc XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180
£1000-£2000
Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre
OVER £2000
Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Audio Research V7'150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100, Heybrook Solo
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Durham 900, Tannoy 633
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ESI1, Monitor Audio MA202
£500-£1000: Totem Model 1, Mission 753, B&W CDM1
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, Tannoy Ti1000, KEF 10412 REG
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Alarm' Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3060, Sony CDP-715E, Marantz CD53
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Marantz CD63, Sony GDP- 715E
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Marantz CD72SE, Rotel RCD965BX
£500-£1000: Arcam Delta 270, Meridian 506 (revised), Quad 67
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS3I5A, Apogee Ribbon
.‘ Ion nor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB!
subwooler, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Benesch ACT One
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxITheta

MkIIIATT-DAZ Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAG
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon ¡'MA 250
NAD 302,
.11,1rant: P.11A250 Mk III SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA450SE,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Musical Fidelity Mission Cyrus III,
nelinics SC-A900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, AVI S2000MI, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocompanzet EC41AW100DMB

TLC, TRAC VRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CD16, Audio Alchemy DDS 111/Audio
ALlieniv DAC-In-The-Box177zeta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data Ill/Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.311No.39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Minstrel Integrated, Original
Haller 101 pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CYA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM2001WB13.5, LAMM M1.11Unison Research
Alvçtery One, Graafiti WB Two/50.S0

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller declined to offer a list as he doesn't review loudspeakers)
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony GDP- 761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TRAC P-700ID-700, Mission Disc1DAC Master, Arcam
D250 Pnik Trrangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink 11
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RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: :VA') 302, Dcnin PMA-25011I
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission
Cyril., Ill
£500-£1000: AV1 S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
111 ¡'O/cipO II
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-101RHB-10
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WOODSTOCK
Music and Prim Systems Ltd

For aselection
of presently owned
high quality equipment.

Brands include
Krell, Mark Levinson,
Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio.

IN THE FIRST INSTANCE CONTACT:

Sxvinford eridge, Eynshaffee, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX8
U.K.
(44)01865 883535

3ax: (44)01865 881012

All

MO

ME

1111111

k

111

For dealer and service contact AUDIONORD UK,
Swinford, Ersham, Oxfordshire OX8 1BY
Tel: 01865-883890 Fax: 01865-881012

Clearly better...
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable 'sound' that best
suits your system Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or ' coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

needs it own un que fiter with precision audio componEnts
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity olS the
sonic starting pant a' all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of constructor and geometry
Transparent inter.lonrezt rig cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra .Inc Reference ranges are available in standard phono and balanced ( t(LRI formats; speaker cables are fired
with gold- paled spades as standard but banana plugs are •
also available.
ft's time you heard wh). Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better Contox Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962
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radio
Wrotham transmitter are removed and
replaced by specially manufactured
items with gold-plated anodes and van
den Hul carbon-fibre grids. Attempts
to silver-plate the cathodes to improve
sonic performance are unsuccessful.

May 1996

Tongue firmly
in cheek,
John Nelson
offers his
prediction for
the coming
year in racio

F

irst of all, a merry Christmas
and happy New Year to readers
of this column; I hope your
Yagis and dishes have survived the
winter gales, and that the FtDS car
radio you received for Christmas
features aCE mark and has extended
generic linking. We seem to have
spent much of 1995 attacking the
major terrestrial broadcasters for
various sins and shortcomings, and
being equivocal about satellite radio
in various forms. Unfortunately. I
suspect that this state of affairs will
continue for some time yet. If you
still prefer to think of the BBC as the
last bastion of quality rather than the
stronghold of Birto-Thatcherism, and
if you consider that Classic FM's
transmitted quality is perfectly
wonderful, you may wish to turn the
page and read on.
MASTER NELSON'S ALPAANACK

January 1996
The BBC decides that there is some
substance to complaints about the
transmitted quality of Radio 3 and
despatches ahigh-powered team of
engineers to investigate. Initial
suspicion is directed at the quality
of the cable linking the output of the
continuity studio to the PCM
distribution. Copious quantities of
Siltech are ordered, and several
gallon cans of Brasso and packets of
J-Cloths are seen disappearing into
the bowels of the Control Room.

February 1996
Paul Gambaccini returns to Radio
1, citing ' artistic differences'.

March 1996

E-MAIL'
John Nelson may
be contacted via
E-Mail on
100014.636@,
compusenve.com
or via Telecom
Gold on
83.1NL601

All cabling between the Radio 3
continuity studio and the PCM
distribution is replaced by pure silver
busbars. Radio 5 is closed down to
meet the cost.

April 1996
The silver busbars are removed and
replaced the other way round; the
engineers had forgotten to allow for
cable directionality effects. All valves
in the high-power stages of the
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The BBC announces a ' Special
Supplement' to the licence fee. This
will be used to pay for the
procurement and installation of just
over 4000 miles of Audioquest Argent
silver/copper cable, which will be used
for dedicated direct links between the
Radio 3 continuity area and all
VHF/FM and DAB transmitter sites.
An unforeseen budgetary shortfall,
partly due to alate increase in the
cost of silver-plated coaxial cable to
connect DAB transmitters to their
antennas, forces reduction of the
Proms season to two weeks.

and timing. However, it is then
discovered that the changeover switch
was wired the wrong way round. The
reviewers claim that the test was
invalid anyway, since the connections
to the switch were not made with
acid and chloride-free audiophilegrade solder.

October 1996
BBC engineers recommend that the
275kV overhead lines feeding power
to each main-station transmitter site
should be replaced by dedicated
spurs from the nearest power station
using silver-plated copper cable, to
`...improve
mid-range
dynamic
openness and rhythmic flow'. It is
decided to cut the 1997 Proms season
to three days and make seven
announcers redundant in order to
fund the improvements. A DAB
receiver is sold.

June 1996

November 1996

Classic FM begins cross-referring to
other stations in EON and transmits
alive OB whose stereo channels are
the right way round. The dynamic
range of this broadcast exceeds 12dB
for abrief period, and the hum on
the left-hand channel is only about
-32dB. Henry Kelly sounds almost
human for a few days, and on 11
June
there
is
not
a single
mispronunciation of a composer's
name. All these operational errors
are quickly corrected.

A proposal to replace all microwave
transmitters and dishes at the BBC's
radio distribution transmitter site at
Swain's Lane with ' audiophile-grade
items' is defeated when Western
Electric 300B triodes are found to
produce very little output in the 46GHz region and calculations show
that gold-plating the antennas will
make them so heavy that they will
fall off the tower.

December 1996

It is discovered by the BBC's
accountents that the cost of reAn ordinary brass double-ender is vamping the Radio 3 distribution
found in a jackfield plugging-up a system has risen so much that one
Radio 3 microphone to the studio of the other networks must now be
output. The person responsible is closed down in order to pay for it.
immediately barred from any Mr Nicholas Kenyon is poached by
premises associated with domestic Virgin 1215, and Mr John Birt is
head-hunted by Rupert Murdoch for
radio and posted to the BBC
Astra. A massive improvement in
Monitoring Services at Caversham.
Radio 3quality is brought about by
accident when someone inadvertently
August 1996
All microphones used for Radio 3 switches the Optimod processor out
of circuit; the BBC switchboard is
continuity
announcements
are
withdrawn and replaced by items
jammed by grateful listeners. Another
DAB receiver is sold.
commissioned from the Ongaku
Happy New Year.
company. These have rhodiumJohn Nelson
flashed magnets and gold-over-silver
coils, and special boron composites
are used throughout to control
mechanical
resonances.
Three
engineers who say they prefer the

July 1996

sound of aD202 with -7dB cut are
summarily sacked. All apply for ajob
in DMX satellite radio but are
rejected as being '... over-qualified'.

September 1996
Every living hi-fi magazine reviewer
is invited to Broadcasting House for
blind A/B testing of the new Radio
3 distribution system. It is generally
agreed that the new fully-analogue
architecture is much better than the
old PCM in terms of pace, rhythm

Is 4000 miles of
Audioquest Argent
silver/copper cable just
what the BBC newts?
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JANACEK
Violin Sonata
i,tclail...1.1m,,

97

LALO
Cello Concerto
du Pré Cleveland OrchlBarenboim

89
89

ME NDELSSOHN
String Symphonies
Hanover Band Goodman
.
Vieuzo Sint' Anisterdaml

81 Steuart Bedford talks to Andrew Achenbach
RECORD OF THE MONTH
85 Britten's Folk Song settings

89

CLASSICAL
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85 Alagna debut; Litton records Walton;
Wand in Berlin

99

97 Jacqueline du Pré; Kissin's legendary 1984
Chopin concert
ROCK/POP/JAZZ
101 Featured album: Axis Mutatis; Stage & Screen;
Jazz Guitar
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PROKOFIEV
Violin Concerto 2
Remit Hallé Nagano

90

88
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SCHUBERT
Symphonies 8 & 9
BPI) Wand
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PROKOFIEv

Violin

BERNSTEIN
Candide, On the Town, West Side
Story — highlights
sohitsts LSO etc 'Bernstein Tihoe(
Thomas
BORODIN
Symphony 2, Polovtsian Dances, etc
Rnval Stockkohn'Rozhdestvensky
BRAHMS
Lieder collection
Fischer-Di.
eskau Barenboim
Handel Variations
Schiff

smarm

91

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 4
CBS() Rattle
Violin Concerto 1
Replu HallélNagarto

99

CHOPIN
Piano Concerto 1
Mustonen San FranciscolBlomstedt
Piano Concertos 1 & 2 etc
Kissin Mos,aw. PaKitaenko

87

DEBUSSY
Violin Sonata
.‘Ind ,ne ,

97

DVORAK
Cello Concedo
du ¡'ni 'Chicago SOIBarenboint

97

ELGAR
Cello Concerto
du Pre LSO Harbin,Ili

88

GLAZUNOV
String Quintet
AS/il Chant Ens

88

GRIEG
Piano Concerto
Aluo,u, San Franclico/Blontstedt

88

Russian Funeral
cteso Rattle
Complete Folk Songs

88

85

:',11101.•

88

HANDEL
Orchestral worts
ECi).5fackerras
Suite in B-flat
Schiff

ALICE IN CHAINS
Chann

101

ANTHRAX
Stomp 442

101

ELVIN BISHOP
Ace In The Hole

101

RITCHIE MILACKMORE'S
RAINBOW
Stranger In Us All

102

LLOYD COLE
LIM: Story

107

ELVIS
King Of AmericaSlood & Chocolate

102

ERASURE
Erasure

107

THE CURLY BROTHERS
R,',',, Best Of... ¡Rare Solo Classics

102

THE FUGS
The Real Woodstock Festival

102

GARBAGE
Garbage

107

GIEILS BAND
Sanctuary

107

1111 KING
Lucille & Frio,

92

STRAVINSKY
The Flood, Abraham & Isaac, Requiem
Canticles, Aidous Huxley Variations,
so/oists
Sinfonietta Knussen

88

THE KNACK
Get The KnackiBut The Little
Girls Understand
BILLY .1 KRAMER IL THE
DAKOTAS
The EP t
ohm

102

WIRY KRAVITZ
Circus

107

BRENDA LU
TI,, Et' Collection

102

AIMEE MANN
Ten nth Stupid

103

THE MAVERICKS
Music For ell! Ocasions

103

MEATLOA,
Woko e To the Neighbourhood

103

OW OSBOURN@
Ozzmosis

107

CARL PERKINS
The King Of RockabillyIThe Man
& The Legend

107

PETER AND GORDON
The EP Collection

TCHAIKOVSKY
String Sextet
AS.51 Chan, Ens

107

THE FABULOUS POODLES
His Master's Choice

WAGNER

103

PRINCE

•rill

92
92

comae)

107

Bo w,

97

•

Ravan'an RSO et al/Davis
IUDR ChiNDR/Schitchter
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Film Music
99 /. Pi )Davis
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WIJOIUNEN
A Reliquary for Igor Stravinsky
London SinfirniettalKnussen
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EVOCATION OF THE SPIRIT
Choral works — Barber, Gorecki,
Martin, Part, Schoenberg
Robert Shaw SingersISha,

95

107

QUICKSILVER
Antholo,5
THE SHAMEN

101
107

THE TEEN KINGS
Are You rCad,

107

JOHNNY THUNDERS
Hurt Ale/In Cold Blood

103

VARIOUS
Stage & Screen

jazz
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RICK MARGIZTA
Work I
I

ROBERTO ALAGNA
Operatic Arias

103

NISH DX S BONGA'S
TSHISA!
Urban Rié.,
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THE PUCCINI EXPERIENCE
various so/oists
Oreh Down.,
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THE SHIRLEY SCOTT TRIO
Sky/ark
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PAPER MUSIC
St Paul CO .11cFem.
st

103

VARIOUS
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THE HFN/RR RATINGS

Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of each review. In
'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical content. A Few releases are
reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated). An additional 'star' denotes outstanding
quality. Review headings show catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also
show aCD price coding: • full price; • midprice; • special price - see 'Compact
Disc Service'. Reissues are shown 0, with first UK publication date.
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SCHUMANN
Das Paradies und die Peri etc
soku.sts Dresden Orch et alSinopoli
Lieder collection
Fischer-DieskaulEschenbach

R STRAUSS
Cello Concerto

91
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BEETHOVEN
Sonatas for Piano & Violin
Argench Kremer
Piano Sonatas Op.31
kii, ,,,ctich
BERUOZ
The Damnation of Faust
soliii,ts Lyon Opera et atNagano
Les Nuits d'été, Herminie
Revs, Dehotschrhamps Elysées
Orch Ikrreweghe

1
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REGER
Bach Variations & Fugue
Scion
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85

RAVEL
Daphnis et Chloé, La Valse
B/NI Boulez
Violin Sonata
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JC BACH
Symphonies Op.3
Hanover liatallableacl

NIELSEN
Symphonies 3 & 4, Andante
lamentoso
Danish RSUBlomstedt
Violin Sonata 2
011SLOW
String Quintets
L'.4rehibudellilSmithsonian Players
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MOZART
Symphonies 31-41
English ConcertPinnock
Requiem, Ave verum corpus
soloisülLes Arts Florissants/ Christie
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CLASSICAL REISSUES

ABEL
Overtures, Symphonies
II Fondamento Dombreehr

rock/pop
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Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservauouà
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm
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interview MUSIC
'When Collins Classics
invited me to record
some Britten, it was
never with the intention
of starting a complete
series. The first reviews
were favourable, so we
went on.

But

whether it

will ever be a truly
complete anthology is
another matter'

T

he '
Britten Edition' on
Collins Classics must surely
be one of the most
invigorating and consistently
eloquent large-scale
recording projects currently in
progress. When Irecently met the
Edition's prime contributor and
Artistic Director, Steuart Bedford, it
seemed only right to begin our
conversation by discussing the
superb new 3CD anthology [see
reviews] which gathers together all
of Britten's folk-song arrangements.
Having devoured most of the set
the previous evening, Iwas still
punch-drunk by the astonishing
inventiveness of Britten's inspiration.
`Inventiveness, definitely, but there's
also something particularly
individual about them. A lot of
people brought up on the settings
of, say, Herbert Hughes or Vaughan
Williams were very distressed by his
bold, um-traditional harmonies. Just
listen to "The Ash Grove", with its
weird canons and elements of
bitonality. Iremember him saying to
my mother: " I've just done an
arrangement of a Scottish song
called ` Ca' the yowes', but you
won't like it, I'm afraid." As it
turned out, she did — very much
indeed!'
On the new set Bedford directs
the admirable Northern Sinfonia in
all the existing orchestral folk-song
arrangements. He speaks with great
warmth of the Tyneside band, a
group all too seldom encountered on
disc these days. 'They don't get the
exposure they deserve — they have
some really outstanding players. I've
worked with them on and off for
over 20 years and we've always got
on. Now that leader Bradley
Creswick has come back from
Covent Garden, morale is very high:
Bradley is an outstandingly beautiful
artist. They possess really excellent
wind and percussion sections, too.
Anyway, they're a terrific bunch of
players and that's why I've chosen to
do Albert Herring with them next
year.'
How did the Britten Edition get
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Steuart Bedford
Artistic Director to the Collins Classics
'Britten Edition', Steuart Bedford hcs a
long association with the composer and
the Aldeburgh Festival

by

ANDREW

off the ground? 'When Alan Booth,
former Managing Director of Collins
Classics, initially invited me to
record some Britten, it was never
with the intention of starting a
complete series. The first reviews
were favourable, so we went on to
do all the orchestral stuff. When
Alan left, Ann Rushton took the
project over, but I'm still not exactly
sure when we decided to call it the
"Britten Edition". Whether it will
ever be a truly complete anthology is
another matter. Albert Herring, as
I've already said, we're doing next
year, but the rest of the operas
remain problematical. Billy Budd
now looks as if it's being taken care

ACHENBACH

of on two different counts. A

The conductor

Midsummer Night's Dream is one we
could have done, but other people
beat us to it! And Peter Grimes —
well, is there really a market for
another Grimes? So it may not be
quite as complete as we would like,
but all the voice and piano songcycles are scheduled, as well as Saint
Nicolas.'
Does Bedford have any particular
favourites in the series so far? 'Well,
the answer to your question is, of
course, the one you happen to be
working on at the time. Looking
back, the sessions for The Turn of the
Screw were very special indeed, but
then again Ihave big personal

relaxes in the
unmistakable
reeded
landscape at
Snape - home
of the
Aldeburgh
Festival
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Presents

A Season of
]\/E')en1í'!gs
in the heart of
Central London
6.30 pm till 9.00 pm

ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION
171

TEL/FAX 0181-948-5568

Nov 30th

Meridian

Dec 7th

Quad / Musical Fidelity /
Proac / Castle

Got a panel speaker?
Want more bass but found
subwoofers a bit of a drag?
Then consider the Pentachord B
— the fastest ( and prettiest)
subwoofer on offer

Jan 11th

Arcam / Monitor Audio

Jan 25th

Cyruss / Mission

Feb 8th

THX — Kenwood / jamo

Feb 28th

Yamaha / Polk

Come meet the manufacturers
and enjoy the evening with
wine and snacks.
Places are limited — confirm
by telephoning now on

0171 4-e -1Jilc
Pentachord Loudspeakers
manufacturers of sophisticated
satellite/subwocfer systems and the
incomparable Pentacolumns

18 Monmouth Street, Covent
Gdn, London. WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

49 Rusholme Road London SW15 3LF
Phone 0181 788 2228 for demonstration
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interview MUSIC
connections with that piece: Iplayed
the piano part when Britten
conducted his last performances at
Aldeburgh in 1971 or ' 72.' Ialso
single out for praise Bedford's
marvellously perceptive conducting
in Our Hunting Fathers and both the
Piano and Violin concertos.
'Well, that's very kind of you. Our
Hunting Fathers is a simply
extraordinary work — it really does
throw down the gauntlet. Can you
begin to imagine what the audience
at the 1936 Norwich Festival made
of it? The Violin Concerto, too, has
tremendously dark undercurrents, as
well as real depth.'
Yet Britten's contemporaries often
failed to locate that profundity in his
music from the 1930s, preferring
rather to talk of his amazing
'facility'. 'Well, he had that too, of
course. The first movement of the
Piano Concerto is slightly held
against him because of its brilliance.
In fact, when you go over it, the
musical material is very slight, but
it's deployed in such an
outstandingly clever way that you
can't fail to enjoy it. As you go on
into the remaining movements,
though, the atmosphere becomes
very worrying and sinister.'

H

ow did Bedford get involved
with the English Opera
Group? ' My mother was a

founder member of the company,
which, as you may know, was
originally formed soon after the war
to do Albert Herring. In 1948, my
parents bought ahouse in Snape.
The Aldeburgh Festival had just
started up, and Britten and Pears
were frequent visitors to the house. I
was the youngest of three boys and
we would play ping-pong with them
and get up to all sorts of
skullduggery! In turn, we would
often go to Crag House in
Aldeburgh and Iwould always get
Ben to play for me — Iwas always
fascinated by his piano playing.
Anyway, Istarted school in 1952,
we sold the house in Snape the year
after that, and Irather lost contact
for a while.
About a decade later, in my
penultimate year as an organ scholar
at Oxford, Iput on aperformance
of Albert Herring. There was a lot of

about everything he did and knew
exactly how to achieve it.
'He didn't talk much about his
own music or the music of his
colleagues; he reserved his greatest
admiration for the music of the dead

interest and the event was very well
reviewed in the national press.
Naturally Britten heard about it and
was very pleased. A couple of years
later, totally out of the blue, Ihad a
telephone call from the composer

masters. Although he didn't
particularly respond to much
contemporary music, that didn't
stop him commissioning countless
new works for the Aldeburgh
Festival. He did, however, have
terrific respect for his teacher Frank
Bridge. He often performed the
chamber music — the Cello Sonata,
Piano Quartet and Piano Quintet,
for instance — and most of Bridge's
orchestral output he revived virtually
single-handed: Enter Spring in 1967,
The Sea in 1971, There is a willow
grows aslant a brook —
he was always doing
that.'
These days, agood

enquiring whether Iwould be free to
assist him on his forthcoming
recording of A Midsummer Night's
Dream. Well, you can imagine how
thrilled Iwas!
`The following year, Iwas asked
to join the music staff of the English
Opera Group, which involved not
only playing for rehearsals and
coaching the singers but also
conducting performances. After that
Idid several operas each year, very
often working closely with him.

D

eath in Venice was my first
premiere. In 1972, Britten had
entrusted me with the first
performance the following summer.
'I really want to take aback seat on
this one', he told me. So Death in
Venice became my 1973, as it were.
Ben had finished the opera in early
1973 and then in April or May had
entered the National Heart Hospital
in London for his operation. Not
until September did he reappear. We
were going to do a special
performance of the opera for him in
The Maltings and Ithought that a
fully-staged presentation might prove
too stressful an experience for him
— he was still very frail indeed. So I
went down to Aldeburgh to play him
a tape recording of the piece.
Remember, he still hadn't heard a
note of the piece — he obviously
hadn't been able to attend any of
the rehearsals. Idon't know who
was more terrified, Ben or me; his
heart was really going. Only Ben,
Peter and Iwere present, and by the
end Ben was clearly overwhelmed.'
How much, and what sort of
advice did Britten offer? ' Plenty, I
can assure you, not necessarily about
conducting, but certainly on the way
he wanted things to go. He was
meticulous on matters of tempo and
balance. Just when you thought
you'd got something exactly right,
he'd say: "Yes, but the trouble is..."!
Of course, those that played under
him respected him tremendously,
because he was such aphenomenal
musician. He had something to say

Steuart
Bedford, and
(below) with
tenor Philip
Langridge,
at All Saints'
Gosforth,
Newcastle,
during the
Britten
folk- songs
recording
project

deal of Bedford's time
is taken up with his
duties as joint Artistic
Director of the
Aldeburgh Festival, a
post he shares with
composer-conductor
Oliver Knussen. ' It's
quite a jigsaw puzzle
to fit together: you
start out with certain
things you want to do
and then find out you can't afford to
do them. We always try and make
concert programmes which have an
individual flavour. Sprinkling new
music with old is one way of
achieving this, another is to
concentrate on particular aspects of
composers who happen to be
neglected. We're very strong on
chamber music, song, smaller-scale
things. There's also the contribution
of the Britten-Pears School and their
orchestra. In the old days, we used
to do operatic performances, but
that's tended to fall off in recent
years: we find that the necessary
funding for opera is so difficult to
obtain. Last but not least, of course,
there's a terrific contemporary
strand, for which we largely have to
thank 01ly Knussen. He really is an
amazing man. Ifind his prodigious
creative energy marvellously
stimulating: you only have to
mention something and the ideas
come flooding out!'

• At Collins' press launch for the Britten Complete
Folksongs, Philip Langridge spoke of how daunted he felt
when he realized the scale of the undertaking he had
committed himself to. How would he find the necessary
range of colour and expression to avoid monotony? In
the event, he said, it was Britten himself who had
provided all the answers, by the sheer variety and
characterization of the settings.
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Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire or any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
£6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
£6.95
12BN7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
£10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
35013 £29.95 pair

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£ 11.50 £25.00 £50.00

845
805

£36.50
£36.50

Golden Dragon 300B Range
300B Super
4.300B
4.30013 LX Super

Singles

£75.00
£75.00

£ 150.00
£ 150.00

£79.00 £ 160.00 £320.00
£84.00 £ 170.00 £340.00
£ 124.00 £250.00 £500.00

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order of Access - Visa
-Mastercard
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L (Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88 ( New Design)
KT88 Special (Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and
vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost
of £2.50 per copy including U.K. postage or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£29.95 £60.00 £ 120.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.013
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend,
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
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Now you can buy
your CDs at dealer's
cost price

Kent

DA11 8HD

Recitar

As a member of the WSL Records at Cost Service
you can buy any brand new CD (
subject to
availability) at cost price plus a small handling
charge of only 50p.
Now you have no need to shop around for the best
discounts. Here at last clearly stated are CDs at the

co

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

ultimate saving - The Dealer's cost price.
Only WSL - offering a mail order service for more
than 30 years - can offer such low cost listening.

The Lumley monitor LM2 is
aLoudspeaker of rare
quality, combining tangible
imaging, real world
dynamics and accurate tonal
balance

So why not see what savings you can
really make by checking our prices?
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u
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Return the coupon or write to us now and well send
you details of the Records at Cost Service, together
with aspecial promotional membership offer
Please send me details of the new Records at Cost service
Without obligation ( Ienclose two first class stamps for speedy reply)

Excellent alternative speakers on demonstration include, Acapella,
ATC, Audiophysic, B&W, Celestion, Chario, Harbeth, Heybrook,
Ruark and System Audio.

Name:
Address:

CALL US ON: 0171-731 0340
10 TII, 6, MONDAY TO SATURDAY

EST. 1961

To: Bill Wilson Wilson Stereo Library Ltd
PO Box 32 St. Leonards-on-sea E. Sussex TN38 OUZ
Tel: ( 01424) 718254 Fax: ( 01424) 718262

These speakers work superbly with awide range of equipment,
including Adyton,Alchemist, Audio Alchemy, Audiomeca, Ay!,
Boulder, CAT, CEC, Densen, Klyne, Lumley Reference, Michell,
Micromega, Orelle, Ortofon, Pros Audio and Trilogy.
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ABEL:
4 Overtures C] 2 Symphonies
II FondamentolDombrecht

of the 111lonth

Vanguard 99703
(60m 33s) dist. Complete Record Co
Overtures and Symphonies — they
were all the same to Abel: threemovt fast-slow-fast orchestral pieces,
mainly for the entertainment of the
London audiences at the Bach/Abel
concerts from 1763 to 1781.
Mozart, aged 8, heard and learnt
from them, and one would like to
believe that Il Fondamento, with

BRITrEN:
The Complete Folk Songs
Lott (sop)ILangridge (ten)/Allen
(bar)1Bonell (gtr)IEllis (hrp)1Van
Kempen (v1c)Ijohnson (pno)I
Wenhaston Boys Ch/Barnett/Norris
(pno)IBBC SingersljolyINorthern
SinfonialBedford
Collins Classics 70392

(
3CDs, 198m 47s)

Collins Classics' marvellous ' Britten Edition' really does seem to go from
strength to strength. This collection gathers together all of Britten's extant
folk-song arrangements in performances of quite exemplary polish, dedication
and insight. The seemingly inexhaustible fertility of these settings makes for
enthralling listening; indeed, Isoon found myself utterly swept along by the
boundless harmonic and contrapuntal scope of Britten's inspiration.
Personal highlights from far too
many to mention here would
include Felicity Lott's memorable
'Ca' the yowes' and ' Early one
morning', whilst her heart-breaking
'0 waly, waly' recalls Kathleen

for the London Boy Singers, the
last-named left incomplete by the
composer ( 12 years later, Britten
turned again to 'The Bitter Withy'
in the second movement of his
final orchestral work, the Suite on

Ferrier's famous 1952 BBC
broadcast recording in its
overwhelming sense of loss and
bitter disappointment. Philip
Langridge consistently excels: he is

English Folk Tunes: 'A time there
was...').
Let me just add that both
production (John West) and
presentation (featuring

wonderfully tender in ' Sally in our
Alley', twinklingly good-humoured
in ' Oliver Cromwell' — and who
could fail to respond to his
deliciously suggestive ' Foggy, foggy
dew'? Needless to say, Graham
Johnsim's accompaniments
throughout are a treat.
There is genuine treasure-trove
buried away amongst the many

authoritative essays by Donald
Mitchell and Philip Reed) are
first-class.

unpublished items. The sparkling
'Pray Goody' may well have been
destined for inclusion in Volume 3
(published in 1947) but was
ultimately rejected. There are three
songs dating from Britten's
American sojourn, namely
`Greensleeves', The Crocodile'
and ' Iwonder as Iwander', whilst
The Deaf Woman's Courtship'
and ' Soldier, won't you marry me?'
(both Appalachian folk songs) were
arranged for Peter Pears and
Norma Procter in their joint
recitals during the 1950s. In the
orchestral versions Steuart Bedford
extracts a characterful, disciplined
response from the admirable
Northern Sinfonia. The five
French songs from Volume 2,
which Britten orchestrated in 1948
for the baritone Martial Singher,
are here entrusted to Thomas
Allen. We also get three settings
Ming Herod and the Cock', 'The
Twelve Apostles' and 'The Bitter
Withy') Britten composed in 1962
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Philip Langridge consistently excels: he
is wonderfully tender in ' Sally in our
Alley', twinklingly good-humoured in
'Oliver Cromwell' - and who could fail
to respond to his deliciously suggestive
'Foggy, foggy dew'?

their authentic instruments, make
the sound the boy would have
heard. For the most part this seems
likely: soft-toned, slightly reedy
violins, pastoral oboes, woofy horns
and harpsichord continuo. I'm not
so sure about two of the six
Andantes: dragged rather than
dance-like. Admittedly, these two
are in minor keys, but if Abel had
wanted them this slow he would
have written 'Adagio'. Abel has less
zip to him than his colleague, the
London Bach (Johann Christian) but
there is plenty to enjoy in his music
as it at last emerges from two
centuries of silence.
The acoustic of the Belgian hall is
extremely lively but somehow this
does not blur inner detail; rather, it
adds apleasant glow. Two errors of
identification mar the presentation.
Actually recorded here are Op.1:2 &
3; Op.4:3; Op.10:4; Op.14:5 and
Op.17:2, agood cross-section that
incidentally shows no appreciable
development in Abel's style between
1759 and 1783. He knew he had a
successful formula for unprogressive
London audiences and stuck to it.
Roo

1),..1,ph:

A— B: 1 •

JC BACH:
Symphonies Op.3
Ha ih)z.cr Band Halstead
CPO 999 268-2

(59m Ois)

The London Bach's first published
symphonies, Op.3, appeared in that
capital in 1765, but he had
composed several half-a-dozen years
earlier. Unlike his London colleague
KF Abel, Bach shows some
development in melodic charm and
assurance in subsequent music, but
the later magic is already emerging
in Op.3. This can be heard rather
more convincingly in these
performances than in the somewhat
hasty readings by the ASM/Marriner
[Philips] and much more than in a
recent dismal Naxos offering.
Halstead takes his time to discover
the smiles behind the graceful
themes, pacing the Allegros with
fetching perfection and rhythmic
security. The bass lines are subtly
placed rather than hurried, and the
result is more consequential than
with Marriner.
85

Like Marriner, Halstead opts for
basso horns in No.4 in B-flat — it is
doubtful whether such existed in
1765, except possibly in military
bands. Altos would have been much
more audible and stylish than the
occasional audible grunt heard here.
A harpsichord continuo, however, is
clearly heard, as are the oboes,
which sometimes resemble trumpets
in tone. One should not complain
about hearing instruments too often
obscured even in period
performances, so the recording
passes muster.
Robert Dearling

A: 1 •

JS BACH
6 Schübler Chorales
18 Leipzig
Chorales
Amsterdam Baroque Ch/Koopman
(orgldir)
Teldec 4509 94459 2

(
2CDs, 142m 30s)

Dictated in blindness and poor
health, Bach's `Vor deinen Thron
tret ich' — one of 18 so-called
Leipzig Chorales — is both a swansong and atruly humbling
masterpiece. Few musical
testimonies are as resolute or
affecting, whereas the same 'cycle'
also includes such extended essays
as Schmücke dich, o liebe Sede'
and ' 0 Lamm Gottes unschuldig' as
well as the fearsome vision of 'Jesus
Christus, unser Heiland' (the version
known as BWV665): `Jesus Christ ...
through His bitter sufferings He
helped us out of Hell's torment', the
'sufferings' and 'torment' telling
amidst awelter of clashing
counterpoint.
This is great music, superbly
performed; but 18 Chorale Preludes
(24, if you include the more familiar
Schübler chorales) hardly make for a
varied listening programme, which is
why Ton Koopman made the
innovative decision to top or tail
each organ Prelude with avocal
realization of its founding chorale. In
the case of the Schüblers there are
two settings reflecting two separate
texts, one either side of the organ
piece. This makes continuous
listening amore enticing proposition
than is usually the case; the chorus
sings with the expected expertise,
and the restored 18th-century
Müller organ, set at ` old choir
pitch') yields apleasingly colourful
body of tone.
Koopman favours varied timbres
and expressive flexibility, although
the music's devotional aspect is in
no way compromised. The sound
too is quite superb, clear and
directional and with fine definition.
There is some audible mechanism,
but not enough to detract from
one's considerable enjoyment. In all,
an exceptionally rewarding release.
Robert Cowan

A*: 1 * •

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas Op.31:1-3
Stephen Kovacevrch (pno)
EMI CDC 555 2262

(641)1

21
s)

If you have the 1973 Philips
coupling of Sonatas 2 & 3, then this
EMI disc of the complete Op.31 will
offer fascinating detailed
comparisons. Plainer, less individual,
Kovacevich's earlier readings (which
Ihave enjoyed rediscovering) are
probably, in the pianist's mind,
altogether superseded. There's a
more purposeful energy, and not a
little anger suggested here.
Worlds apart from Kempffs
ineffable reading (his complete mono
set is newly remastered on DG 447
966-2, 8CDs), the Adagio grazioso
from Op.31:1 is aquirky, irascible
piece in Kovacevich's hands. There's
turbulent accenting in the 'Tempest'
finale, too. Yet his playing has afine
sheen — adifferent sound from the
more parched textures of Brendel's
Beethoven — and is beautifully
projected in a mid- 1994 ` Sensaura'
recording, the work of the late Mark
Vigars (remembered in abrief
booklet tribute from producer John
Fraser). As before, the piano is
Kovacevich's preferred Festival Hall
Steinway.
The new disc is especially
commended for asuperb account of
the 4-movt E-flat (No.3), above all
because, as remarked elsewhere,
Kovacevich makes compelling the
Menuetto: more often than not of
lesser interest. Robert Dearling sets
these works in context and provides
characteristically pithy analyses.
Christopher Breunig

A: 1-1 * •

BEETHOVEN:
Sonatas for Piano & Violin - 9 in A
`Kreutzer'
10 in G
Martha Argerich (pno)IGidon
Kremer (v1n)
DC 447 054-2

(
65m 05s)

Brace yourself for surgery without
anaesthetic as Argerich and Kremer
unfold the Presto of (i) of the
'Kreutzer'. Did Beethoven really
write so many piercing sforzanch?
You bet he did; but they have
probably never been played like this
before. Argerich and Kremer state
what others only suggest, and the
stabs at the notes are about as
friendly as barbed wire. Kremer's
vehemence and scant regard for
superficial niceties will doubtless
cause consternation.
Recover from the shock (aided by
an impactful front row balance) and
notice a few other things. The
minute attention to detail, for
instance. Whatever is marked is
respected, from a little expressive
hairpin to cutting fortissimo to
purring pianissimo. Then there is the
elastic line, its ebb and flow

Stephen
Kovacevich's
Beethoven
Sonatas
recording on
EMI was
recorded
using
'Sensaura'
technology.
It includes a

unerringly gauged according to the
critical notes of each and every
phrase. Tempo relationships, allimportant, leave no margin far
doubt. The music, of course, is
Beethoven to the core. Thrown into
the rustic, the restless and the
rumbustious are also the dulcet lyric
and the stilled afterglow. Argerich
and Kremer don't miss a thing. It's
superlative music-making: could it
be more singular than this?
Na/en Anthoni

A: 1 * •

superb
account of the

BERLIOZ:

E- flat,

Les nuits d'été 1 Menninie
Brigitte Balleys (,nezsop.; .'Mireille
Delunsch (sop) /Champs Elysées
OrchlHerreweghe

Op.31:3

Hannonia Mundi HMC 901522

(
53m 32s)

This recording sets the soloists fairly
well back in areverberant studio
acoustic, which can create difficulties
for those who like to follow every
syllable. Nevertheless Mireille
Delunsch shines through
magnificently in Herminie. But in the
Nuits d'été cycle Brigitte Baileys's
voice is not quite crisp enough to
reveal every verbal nuance. Yet she
sings beautifully, with well
controlled expressiveness, and is ably
supported by Philippe Herreweghe
in offering aconvincing if not
especially involving version of the six
songs, in arecording very pleasing
of its kind.
The real gem here, though, is the
1828 Herminie, a ' Lyric Scene'
which parallels the Death of
Cleopatra in its ability to astonish
newcomers to early Berlioz — as
well as providing a delightful first
incarnation for the idée fixe theme
employed later on the Fantastic
Symphony. Using aTasso story set
in the Crusades, depicting the
agonies, joys and frustrations of its
eponymous heroine, this
extraordinary piece is performed
with such thrust and passion as to
make the CD worth acquiring for its
23m alone. Apart from a momentary
JANUARY 1998
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touch of roughness on afew very
loud fortissimos, Delunsch is superb,
while Herreweghe and his orchestra
serve both singer and composer with
aclean-cut, dramatic conviction to
make one jump for joy.
john Crabbe

A:2-1* •

BORODIN:
Symphony 2
Petite Suite
Polootsian Dances
Royal Stockholm POIRozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9386

(
75m)

Typically forthright, no-nonsense
performances, yet despite some fine
orchestral playing, arichly
upholstered but detailed sound
picture, and the fact that
Rozhdestvensky (presumably) has
taken the trouble to rethink one or
two details of orchestration, Ifail to
sense any strong sense of personal
identification with the music in
hand. During the beefier moments
things go well enough, but when
Borodin occasionally attempts to get
himself out of trouble by resorting to
Schumannesque sequential patterns
— cg the development section of (i)
— interest tends to flounder.
Tempi also tend to be ashade
unpredictable, and in the prestissimo
scherzo of the Symphony or the

sound-world), yet Tetzlaff and
Andsnes respond with playing of
great character, unfailing perception
and impressive technical security.
How well, for example, they convey
the rapture and inwardness of
Debussy's elusive sonata: their
account of the haunting central
Intermède is especially successful,
possessing all the requisite caprice
and poignancy.
Their Ravel is no less pleasing,
exquisitely poised in (i) and the jazz
theatricals of (ii), fiery and forceful
in the Papetuum mobile finale.
Nielsen's Second Sonata dates from
1912, ayear after the Violin
Concerto and Third Symphony. It's
an arresting, deeply-felt utterance,
more nervy and darker-hued than
the concerto, and the finale in
particular contains striking
premonitions of the equivalent
movement in the Fourth Symphony
to come.
Tetzlaff and Andsnes probe its
complex range of moods with
unerring insight, as indeed they do
the lone Violin Sonata of Janácek,
another highly individual,
characteristically quixotic creation.
In all, adistinguished achievement.
Lovely sound, too.

equivalent section of the Petite Suite
there's acertain want of forward
momentum. Similarly, in all those
pseudo-Oriental melodies (second
theme in (i); scherzo's central
section; cello counter-melody in the
first Polovrsian Dance) the
interpretative temperature remains
comparatively low.
Anyone coming to this repertoire
for the first time will not be
disappointed by what is in many
ways afine recording. However,
more seasoned collectors should
track down Ashkenazy's splendid
RPO recording [Decca], coupled to
the finest version of the First
Symphony available.
Julian Haylock

A: 2 •

DEBUSSY:
Violin Sonata/RAVEL: Violin
Sonata/JANACEK: Violin
Sonata/NIELSEN: Violin Sonata 2
Christian Tetzlaff (vin)ILeif Ove
Andsnes (peo)
Virgin Classics VC 545 1222

(68m 41s)

These two talented young artists
form amost eloquent, sensitive
partnership. It's an extremely
demanding programme, requiring a
subtly varied approach (each work
occupies its own very distinctive

Andrew Achenbach

A:1-1* •

to the Abyss'. Also, listeners worried
by the distortion-like edginess
sometimes generated by slowmoving forte choral passages should
be warned that several such episodes
occur here — as in real life.
However, the famous set-pieces
are well managed, and anyone
coming afresh to Berlioz's ' Dramatic
Legend' via this recording will
probably still be amazed by the
work's variety and beauty. Nagano's
attention to orchestral detail is after
all very rewarding, and van Dam
deserves astar.

Kent Nagano

NAGANO's Berlioz
BERLIOZ:
The Damnation of Faust
Moser (ten)IGraham (sop)IVan
Dam (bar)ICaton (bass)ILyon
Opera Orch & ChINagano
Erato 0630 10692 2

(
2CDs, 120m 02s)

Remembering Gardiner's extremely
stimulating (live) Lyon Festival
recording, Iwas keen to hear what
Kent Nagano would make of the
Damnation with the same company.
My first impressions were of brisk
tempi and an alert approach to the
score, making this the shortest
version on CD after Markevitch's
eccentrically compacted one of
1958. He is not far from Ozawa in
this respect, whom he also resembles
in paying more attention to
instrumental than to vocal matters.
This is not to say that the soloists
and chorus sound undisciplined, but
although Erato's recording tends to
underplay the orchestra's role, Ikept
feeling that this was nevertheless
where the conductor's true love
resided.
The chorus certainly conveys little
of the sheer enthusiasm evident in
Gardiner's recording. As for the
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soloists, Ifear that the splendid
Mephistopheles of José van Dam is
hardly matched by Thomas Moser's
Faust. Moser works very hard to
encompass the doomed
philosopher's diverse moods, but his
energies are so concentrated on
shaping the notes that those verbal
inflections which transmit the
emotions of areal person are
diluted. At times the recording could
be said to compensate for this by
means of close positioning, but this
can be uncomfortable at climaxes,
and while Susan Graham is an
adequate Marguerite, with some
lovely singing in places, she doesn't
always parallel her melody lines with
quite enough histrionic artifice for a
sound-only audience. However,
Frédéric Caton is convincing in his
brief role as Brander.
Sonically, distancing and space are
used very effectively on occasion.
But while the quietest instrumental
passages and the noisiest vocal ones
can give asupertficial impression of
wide dynamics, the ' Pandemonium'
scene needs raising in level to give a
properly overwhelming choral/
orchestral follow-on from the ' Ride

John Crabbe

has recently
renewed his
Erato
recording
contract. His
latest CD is of
four Ravel
orchestral
works, with
the LSO

B- A:2-1* •
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GLAZUNOV:
String Quintet Op.39/TCHAIKOVSKY:
String Sextet Op.70 ' Souvenir de
Florence'
ASM Cham Ens
Chandos CHAN 9387

(63m 10s)

This makes an ideal coupling. On
the one hand it helps the listener
understand why Tchaikovsky
accused Glazunov of repetitiveness,
but on the other it is made clear
that Glazunov's personal, though
less intense, style can yield very
satisfying music. His delightful
pizzicato Scherzo is probably the
most characterful movt, but
listeners' reactions to the finale will
divide admirers from detractors.
Commencing with pleasant melodies
and acertain amount of restatement,
Glazunov embarks on afugal
episode, yet it never seems academic
and has agenuine place in the
structure.
Tchaikovsky's Sextet is far more
familiar, and those commentators
who have underlined its symphonic
structure may well be pleased that
not only is this performance broad
in scale, but that the recording
includes so much of the ambience of
the venue (Snape Maltings), such
that the composer's grander
gestures, cg the passionate, fullblooded opening sweep of (i), and
the tense Moderato in mid slowmovt, give asonorous impression
similar to that created by the
Serenade for Strings.
Normally, such richness would be
inappropriate for chamber music,
since inner detail could be missed,
but in this case both compositions
actually benefit from this large-scale
approach. The St Martin's Academy
group seems to be playing better
than ever nowadays, and (led by
Kenneth Sillito) performs here with
skill and conviction.
Antony Hodgson

A:1* •

GRIEG:
Piano Concerto/CHOPIN: Piano
Concerto 1in e
01 Mustonen (pno)ISan Francisco
SOIBlomstedt
Decca 444 516-2

(70m 27s)

At least, with arecording, you don't
have the distraction of composerpianist 011i Mustonen's provocative
platform manner: eagerly flailing
arms like windmill sails. Iwas a
little surprised to find him partnered
by the sober Blomstedt! The booklet
offers aGrieg/Chopin chronology
and apage of thoughts by
Mustonen, arguing that two
extremes of interpretation can sound
convincing — indeed should at the
time seem the 'only possible way' —
but amiddle of the road approach is
arecipe for doom. But neither
performance supports this
88

contention, and given the fine
context of the San Francisco
accompaniments (impeccable
principal horn playing in the Grieg
Adagio, and an exposition to the
Chopin opening movt which is
unforced and bears apleasing
Mendelssohnian gravity), it is
distressing to find the wilful
Mustonen grabbing the limelight,
distending or compressing the
phrasing, obsessively accenting
subordinate passagework and
thereby obfuscating the general flow
of the music.
After the opening cadential
flourish, Blomstedt and Mustonen
agree aperversely slow tempo in
Grieg (i), and with elongated gracenotes the clod-hopping phrasing at
1
m 47s is surely ' the least possible'
rather than the ' only possible way'.
(Contrast the sang-froid of
Rubinstein [RCA 1942], who knew
exactly how far to take
individualism.) With so complete a
technique, some things are
beautifully realized, but his general
approach merely sends one in search
of, say, the incomparable Solomon/
Menges (Grieg) or Arrau/Klemperer
(Chopin) by way of escape.
The piano is sometimes unduly
spread in Decca's somewhat grainy
production.
Christopher Breunig

Antony Hodgson

(75m 30s) dist. Albany

Ever since Sir Charles Mackerras
made his famous 1959 Pye
recording of the Fireworks Music, his
name has been synonymous with
scholarly performances which are
always exciting. This disc is no
exception: arare feast of orchestral
music, the performances displaying
Handel's essential grandeur
throughout.
The two concertos, drawn from
the Fireworks Music, appear as a
supplement to the Chrysander
edition as Concertos A (
Adagio &
Allegro, lightly scored) and B (3
movts, scored similarly to Handel's
concert version of the Fireworks).
These are played with particular
sparkle and panache. Nestling
mysteriously between B(ii)/(iii) is an
organ solo version of the Air from
the Water Music, but labelled ' from
Fireworks Music'. Another
unaccountable track is the finale of
the Concerto grosso Op.3:2, which

A:1 •

HANDEL:
Suite in B-flat HVVV 434/BRAHMS:
Handel Variations/REGER: Variations
& Fugue on aTheme of Bach
Andras Schiff (pno)
Teldec 4509-99051-2

(
71m 21s)

Best ignore the first three movts of
Handel's opus. Most certainly, the
playing is clean and agile but it is all
alittle perfunctory. The
programming is clever. Brahms took

A- B:1-4 •

HANDEL:
Concertos HV335 a & b Concerto
grosso Op.3:1 L Rinaldo - Overture
III Solomon - Sinfonia
Ariodante Sinfonia Pastorale
Alcina - Suite
Messiah - Overture & Pastoral
Symphony
Xerxes - Largo
Acis
& Galatea - Overture E Saul - Dead
March
Giulio Cesare - Symphony
for four horns r Scipione March
I.COIMackerras
Novalis 150 108-2

appears without explanation
immediately after the end of Op.3:1.
The oboe/strings version of the
Pastoral Symphony from Messiah is
used, but is followed by afar slower
and more romantic performance of a
strings-only version. In other words,
most options are used.
The performances are splendid.
Best unfamiliar sequence: the
Overture and six movts from Alcina;
but those with an ear for the familiar
will love this sparkling 'Arrival of the
Queen of Sheba' from Solomon (w.
Neil Black & Andrew Moxon), and
the instrumental version of the Largo
from Xerxes.
Iam sure Sir Charles thoroughly
enjoyed recording this mixture.
Done in London in 1994, the
recording captures the varied
combinations of instruments
faithfully.

Andras
Schiff's first
Teldec
recording ( as
part of his
new contract)
is a recital
given at the
Amsterdam
Concertgebouw

his theme from (iii) of this suite
(Aria con Variazion:), and after
Schiff ends the piece he launches
immediately into the Aria again,
returning to Handel as it were, and
starting Brahms. Notice how
differently he plays the tune this
time. It isn't bright and eager but
slightly subdued, just the beginning
of things to come. What comes is a
cogent, subtly graded and lucidly
expounded interpretation
culminating in adeliberately paced
fugue of tremendous grip.
This performance of the Brahms
Handel Variations stands with the
JANUARY 1100
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MENDELSSOHN

finest, but it is to Reger's Variations
that this disc owes its pre-eminence.
Schiff reserves all his power and
concentration for awork that
producer Misha Donat unassailably
calls ' one of the true masterpieces of
the 20th-century piano repertoire'. It
is amonumental composition, the
finale of which is afugue,
spectacular enough to have had
Bach himself staring wide-eyed.
Characteristically, Schiff's pianism
isn't spectacular but it is deeply
considered all the same. The whole
disc was recorded live at the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw, but
there is isn't much evidence of its
famed acoustic. Nevertheless, the
sound is pretty good. Some discreet
retakes were really needed to
eliminate sundry audience noises
and, would you believe it, the
ringing of amobile phone in the
auditorium!
Na/en Anthoni

String Symphonies
MENDELSSOHNs
String Symphonies 1-13
Ilunoz, Bond Goodman
RCA 09026 68069 2

String Symphonies 2,3,9 & 10 El
1,6,7 & 12
Nieuw Sinfonietta Amsterdam!
Markiz
BIS CD- 643 &683

B: 2 - 1 •

(
4CDs, 257m)

Pinnock and DG are right; the ` Late
Symphonies' begin with the ' Paris',
not the ' Haffner' as is often
believed. Six months in the French
capital in 1778, with his mother
dying there, changed Mozart for
good —this was apivotal work from
which Mozart was to move to richer,
profounder fields.
The orchestra of the Concert
Spirituel that gave the first public
performance had about 56 players
with àbias towards bass instruments
including four bassoons. What must
have been an unusual timbre is not
replicated here. The EC throughout
consists of no more than 38 players
in standard formation, similar to the
Austrian bands of the late 18thcentury. In deference to
'authenticity', Pinnock also uses a
harpsichord continuo (correctly
balanced, for achange) but not in
the slow movements. It makes a
significant contribution in parts of
33(i) and 34(iii), but otherwise it
chatters pointlessly in the tuttis of
many outer movts. Sensibly,
Pinnock restrains its use in the last
two works.
Now for the tempi. We have been
told that rapid speeds and one-in-abar Menuetts were the norms of the
era. Most of the evidence for the
theories lay in the metronome
markings of Czerny and Hummel.
But some of the figures stretch the
bounds of credibility. In none of the
symphonies does Pinnock attempt
the extreme. His pacing, with
Menuetts distinctly three-in-a-bar, is
generally moderate. Sometimes, as
in 36(ii) (where he could have made
more of the trumpets and timpani
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
60m 02s/70m 26s)

One cannot over-emphasize the
delights of this corpus, composed
when Mendelssohn was between
12-14. Inevitably, the influences
(primarily of Bach and his sons,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven) are
clear, which is part of the
attraction; in 9(iii) and 11(ii), with
added triangle, cymbals and
timpani, Swiss folk tunes are
quoted.
The first and only complete set
came on Archiv — incidentally this
company's first venture into 19thcentury music — in 1971, at which
time nine works had only just been
published. It included both
versions of the Eighth, and the
single-movt C-minor, composed
last in 1823. Those recordings, by
Masur/Leipzig Gewandhaus, are
now on four Berlin Classics CDs.
This Hanover Band cycle was
clearly alabour of love for Roy
Goodman: you only have to read
his lengthy accompanying essay to
sense that. He has opted just for
the revised version of the Eighth,
which has parts for winds/timpani.
This is apity, for we miss the
original trio of (iii); however, the
Sinfoniensatz (13) is included and
the three CD-timings are quite
full. Numerical sequence is not

MOZART:
Symphonies 31-41
English Concert/Pinnock
Archly 447 043-2

(
3CDs, 225m 07s)

maintained, nor are the works
labelled on the discs.
Ross Pople's beautifully recorded
Hyperion series is also only
available in a3CD box — he
omits 13 and has 8 as strings-only.
On the subject of technical quality,
Marriner's ASM recordings of 9,
10 & 12 [Argo 1966] would make
agood candidate for afuture
Decca ' Classic Sound' transfer.
Regrettably, Goodman's periodinstrument band suffers from the
diffusing acoustic of Rosslyn Hill
Chapel, and although the
performances (which incorporate
many text corrections and accord
with articulation practices of the
time) are acceptable, if at times
rough and ready and generally
mundane, the sound is jumbled in
fast tempi.
The superb Amsterdam group
under Lev Markiz, the original
leader of the Moscow CO, who
gained conducting experience
under Kondrashin, is also recorded
in alively acoustic (Haarlem
Concert Hall) but the projection of
modern strings brings afine
incisiveness. Here, and in Pople's
set, we enter an altogether more
imaginative and accomplished
world. It would be difficult to
express apreference: Pople's is
perhaps warmer, Markiz's reflects
the energies and focus of the best
Moscow CO work. BIS promise
'The Complete String
Symphonies', but Vol.3 is not yet
released.
Christopher Breunig

C:2-3 •

(BIS) A:1* •

The Niew
SinFonietta
Amsterdam is
recording all
Mendelssohn's
teenage
String
Symphonies
for BIS
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that appear for the first time in the
slow movement of aViennese
symphony), it is too moderate:
closer to Adagio than Andante as
marked.
The editions used are the best
available; the instruments are of
their time — but is the sound of its
time too? Undeniably, the EC are
clean and euphonic (particularly fine
horns), notwithstanding sporadic
harshness in the strings, intermittent
woolliness of attack from the
woodwind, and curiously varied
definition (from a sharp ictus to a
generalised thud) to the timpani.
What could stick in revivalists'
throats is that musical
fundamentalism has yielded to a
freedom of expression closer to
19th-century ideals. But, of course,
Pinnock is not the first to stray.
The best Mozart performances by
Brüggen, Gardiner and Harnoncourt
(COE), show that such freedom
amounts only to an artist's right to
interpretation — all musical texts
contain inflections and nuances that
cannot be written. Still, there is
much in this set to please the literalminded.
Stretches of movements are apt to
spin along without tension.
Contrasts tend to be underplayed,
most notably in 32(iii), where the
abrupt switch to E-minor before the
end is weakly delineated. With
Harnoncourt the effect is almost
cataclysmic. He uses timpani in this
symphony; Pinnock doesn't because
there isn't apart for them in the
autograph. But there is one, in small
notes, in Barenreiter's New Mozart
Edition, extracted from manuscript
copies. Ignoring it is tantamount to
ignoring the performing conventions
of the day. And that's pedantry. So,
there you have it. Like Father
Christmas, Pinnock has something
for everybody.
Nalen Anthoni

A— B:2 •

MOZART:
Requiem
Ave verum corpus
PanzarellalStutzmann1Prégardien1
BerglLes Arts FlorissantslChristie
Erato 0630-10697-2

(
53m 39s)

William Christie's Mozart Requiem
combines beautifully the best
features of the old and the new
styles of performance: the text is
basically the familiar MozartSussmayr score, as edited by
Leopold Nowak for the New Mozart
Edition, and the radiant
performance is given by a finely
balanced and distinguished quartet
of soloists, working with the expert
forces of Les Arts Florissants. With
this heritage, no wonder the doubledotting in Rex tremendae and Lux
aeterna is so vivid and precise.
Appropriately, it is a reading rich in
contrast, with dynamics carefully
90

judged, and with textures and
moods clear, crisp and eloquent.
The pronunciation is an effective
reconstruction of Austrian practice
in Mozart's time; indeed, this is in
every way afinely prepared
performance, and the quality of the
recording (Salle Berthier, Paris) is
high, with aspacious character that
avoids sounding either empty or
cramped.
We have as fine a quartet of
soloists as one could hope for
(though trills do not come easily to
them all). The orchestral playing is
expert, with the colours of the winds
well realized (despite the implication
that Mozart's basset horns are
replaced by clarinets). And the
choral body (just over 30 in
number) is not merely lithe and
firm-toned, it is well balanced
against the rather larger orchestra.
William Christie directs the
performance (which closes with a
rapt account of the Ave verum
corpus) with style and panache;
among ahost of more or less
recommendable versions of the Mass
this new Erato at once rises to very
near the top.
Peter Branscombe

rest of his life. Less dramatic are the
other works, in E, Op.39, and in Bminor, Op.40. These artists, playing
Stradivari instruments, give
splendidly alert performances, the
two cellos lending a full, rich glow
which the recording captures with
great truth. Repeats are observed
and, despite my reservations about
the lasting value of the music, this
generous programme should be
considered by all chamber music
lovers, especially those who will
appreciate the deep and substantial
sound quality offered here.
Robert Dearling

A*: 1 * •

RAVEL:
Daphnis and Chloe ( complete)
La Valse
BPOIBoulez
DC 447 057-2

(70m 48s)

A sumptuous Daphnis, beautifully
shaped yet red-blooded and exciting.
Boulez's view of the score has
changed since his 1975 CBS/Sony

A: 1* -1 •

ONSLOW:
String Quintets Opp.38-40
L'ArchibudellilSmithsonian Chamber
Players
Sony Classical CD 64308

(
77m 03s)

Remembered solely, if unfairly, as
the man who was shot in the ear
whilst writing down music during a
hunt — such dedication! — Georges
Onslow ( 1784-1853) is given the
chance to display his skills in two
string quintets in addition to the
descriptive quintet he wrote to
commemorate the accident.
Like Schubert's and most of
Boccherini's, Onslow's string
quintets are for two violins, viola
and two cellos (he himself was a
cellist). Unlike Schubert's and
Boccherini's, they lack firm
character, being worthy
representatives of early Romantic
chamber music, neither more nor
less charming than, say, Spohr.
Music for immediate enjoyment to
be heard before something really
memorable. Onslow admirers (are
there such people?) may think this
judgement harsh, but Ibelieve it to
be truthful. This, as Isay, is worthy
music, not great music.
We open with the Bullet Quintet
itself ( C-minor, Op.38, 1829), its
four movts taking us through the
post-injury events: melancholy,
agony, convalescence, recovery. The
finale is bursting with joy, an
emotion hard to reconcile with the
facts: that Onslow's hearing was
irreparably damaged and the bullet
remained lodged in his neck for the

Pierre Boulez
re-encounters
Pan and the
pirates:
Daphnis et
Chloé with the
Berlin
Philharmonic
on DG — the
orchestra's
first complete
recording of
Ravel's ballet

account with the New York
Philharmonic — the new version is
richer yet at the same time imbued
with an almost classical purity that
catches well the music's graceful
chasteness. Boulez seems keen to
emphasize the score's symphonic
architecture, and with flowing tempi
avoids the nervier, more episodic
nature of his old NY version.
Technically, the playing of the
Berlin Philharmonic is beyond
compare; in a score full of
difficulties their immaculate
ensemble and superbly clean
execution make light of every
problem. The final Danse Générale is
a tour de force of powerful orchestral
playing; always the effect is elegant
and musical.
La Valse is likewise treated to a
performance of teasing virtuosity and
panache, with climaxes of awesome
impact. DG's ' 4D' recording is
remarkably clean, detailed and with
powerful low frequencies. Daphnis
JANUARY an
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abounds in subtle bass drum strokes,
and here they cut through with
presence and weight: for example
the start of Dorcan's dance (track
4). The high frequencies are clean
and smooth but perhaps ashade
muted by comparison — DG's
earlier digital recordings of this work
with Levine and Abbado offer
greater brilliance and attack, while
Ozawa's 1975 Boston performance
(a great favourite of mine) sounds
even more holographic. But this
vividness is doubtless due in part to
microphone spotlighting, whereas
the new Boulez recording is much
more truthfully balanced, with no
sense of highlighting.
James M Hughes
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SCHUMANN:
Das Paradies und die Peri O
Overture, Scherzo and Finale
FaulkneriMuiphylQuivarlWilkel
LewislSwensenlHalelDresden State
Orch & Op ChISinopoli
DC 445 875-2

(
2CDs, 112m 28s)

It would appear that Schumann is
enjoying something of aresurgence
in popularity — and not before
time. The setting of Thomas
Moore's Paradise and the Peri may

not be one of Schumann's most
uniformly successful works (the
choral writing is solidly reliable
rather than truly inspired for much
of the time), yet even second-rate
Schumann is vastly superior to the
half-baked talents which the record
companies are prone to thrust upon
us from time to time. And, of
course, when he really turns it on,
as in the tenor's ` Dem Sang von
ferne lauschend' from Part 3 (sung
here with touching ardency by Keith
Lewis), or the Part 2 chorus Schlaf
nun und ruhe in Tráumen', one is
left in no doubt over his creative
genius.
Sinopoli has already shown
himself to be amost capable
Schumann interpreter via DG's
recent set of the symphonies with
the same orchestra. This live
performance of Das Paradies und die
Peri is more successful still,
spiritually reflective rather than
merely physically eruptive and
volatile, and I'm inclined to say the
finest of the five versions now
available. But sadly, the Overture,
Scherzo and Finale is something of a
let-down, adisinterested-sounding
affair
Julian Haylock
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GÜNTER WAND goes to Berlin
SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 8 & 9
BPOIWand
RCA 09026 68314 2
(2CDs, 84m 59s) live recordings
What is unexpected here is not so
much the interpretations themselves
(we already have, on RCA, the
'Unfinished' and ' Great C major' in
Wand's NDR concert recordings,
plus the earlier Cologne M̀DR
Schubert cycle), so much as the fact
that Wand is with players he once
scathingly referred to, in Karajan's
day, as a ` Perfektions-orchester'
[HFNIRR interview Feb ' 87]. The
booklet-note makes much of the
Berliners' cold-shouldering of
Wand, a 'provincial', in the postPhilharmonie era. Günter Wand
made his BPO debut in 1949, but
how recently the city ` rediscovered'
him is concealed in aeulogistic
description of this (March 1995)
occasion.
That said, the edited
performances are undeniably a
reflection of the conductor's ` eternal
verities'. Eschewing any
sensationalism, yet in no way
pedantic, architecturally secure yet
flexible, the Ninth in particular has
an eloquence and
comprehensiveness that certainly
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eluded Karajan in his two BPO
studio recordings. Is it illusory to
claim areturn to the intensity of
their playing under Furtwüngler
here?
Wand is not austere in Schubert
as he can be in Bruckner. He is, of
course, of the ' old school' when it
comes to appraising repeats — one
misses that in 9(iv), although the
untiring spring of the repeated
figures which created havoc in
Schumann's day is part and parcel
of the glorious radiance of the
Berliners' unmistakable response to
Wand, of akind all too improbable
under Abbado's baton. Time and
again in (iv) we hear reminders of
Beethoven's sunny Sixth.
The sonorities and illumination of
inner detail in the Eighth Ican only
liken to drawing close to a
Rembrandt only known previously
from printed reproductions. There's
one little point here: Ifeel the brass
are asked to hold the note afraction
too long in the passage just before
the string melody is introduced in
(i) at 1m 35s. The tenuto is identical
in the 1981 K15ln recording too.
(The 1991 NDR and BPO timings
are virtually the same in both
symphonies.)
Christopher Breunig
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SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 4/BRITTEN: Russian
Funeral
( ) Raul,
EMI CDC 555 4762

Although
Günter Wand
appeared
regularly with
the Berlin
Philharmonic
after the
Second World
War, he was
absent in the
Karajan years.
These
Philharmonie
performances
comprise his
first recording
with them

(68m 06s)

In February 1990, both Ashkenazy's
and Járvi's CDs of the Fourth
Symphony were (uniquely) declared
`Record of the Month', David Nice
unable to prefer one over the other
except possibly on grounds of
recording — the one area where we
disagree, since Ifind the
jürvi/Chandos quite outstanding!
Before listening fully to Rattle,
Ispent an enthralling hour or two
switching back and forth between
these earlier competitors and dipping
in at comparison points to the new
EMI. This Symphony Hall
production (not live) certainly
accommodates agreat deal of
volume — perhaps almost too easily.
And in terms of execution, Rattle's
suggests abetter prepared
undertaking than the Ashkenazy/
RPO [Decca]. However,
Ashkenazy's is too full of interesting
ideas to set aside completely.
Because Rattle and the CBSO
make the work so accessible — and
because David Fanning's
introductory note is so clear and
pertinent — this would make agood
introduction to a
work which, if
approached via
the cruder Soviet
recordings, could
seem inpenetrably
dissonant and
distorted.
However, it is
Járvi who better
generates afeeling
of uplift at that
key point in the
finale (iii) where,
after alow strings' pattern redolent
of Mahler 2, interlocking brass
motifs lead back to the ' funeral
march cum requiem' [Fanning].
Rattle just gives us well-shaped brass
here [ 18m 41s] — nor at the
opening of (iii) does he match Járvi's
rhythmic impetus.
The Presto fugato in (
i) [ 15m 16s]
is one of the most feverish passages
in all of Shostakovich's music — a
hurricane hurls barbaric likenesses to
Le Sacre at us, even the duels from
Tchaikovsky's R & J — and the
CBSO meets all of its challenges; yet
it is the following transition
sequence which underlines as much
as anything elevation from its preRattle provincialism (Symphony
Hall's famed acoustics can but
convey the truth).
Whether or not Rattle's supremely
well rehearsed, if calculated account
somehow puts Shostakovich's
message in second place — and I
can more clearly understand
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REPIN debut
SHOSTAKOVICH:
Violin Concerto 1 / PROKOF1EV: Violin
Concerto 2
Vadim Repin (v1n)1Hallé Orchl
Nagano
Erato 0630-10696-2

(
58m 59s)

Ashkenazy's Fourth — is debatable.
The 6m filler for brass and
percussion was first heard in 1936,
when Shostakovich was completing
the Fourth (his Eleventh quotes the
same Revolutionary song which
Britten uses for Russian Funeral).
Listening should be postponed for
another session!
Chrzstoph,T Breunig
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Quite sensational! Not since
David Oistrakh has there been a
recording of either work of such
true mastery in style, phrasing
and expression [agreed — Mus
Ed]. Twenty-four year old Vadim
Repin comes from Novosibirsk in
Siberia. After winning a
succession of gold medals he
followed his teacher Zakhar Bron
to Germany, where he now lives.
His Erato contract promises great
things.
Fine as Vengerov and
Rostropovich were in exploring
the depths of Shostakovich's soul
in (i) and (iii) of his First Violin
Concerto, Repin employs awider
range of bowings to achieve
greater tonal contrasts. During
the sustained buildup of the a
tempo during (iii), he holds back on
the rising line of crescendi phrases to
give the soft passages more
prominence. Nagano is an uncanny
listener, keeping the stealthy snakelike slitherings of bassoon and
clarinet calmly precise, effecting a
consistency of line within an aura of
mystery. Listen also to the
combination of celeste and harp over
the solo harmonics at 12, before the
descending violin thread: yet another
emotive sequence to conclude the
movement. The spikiness of the
accompaniment during (ii) reminds
me of Mravinsky, while the sombre
weight and dignity of (iii) echoes
Mitropoulos — two of the work's
great champions. Repin shows an
imaginative selection of colours for
the cadenza and the lead-in to the
Finale, while its subsequent jollities
find both artists at their peak.
Prokofiev 2 is fully comparable as
a performance. Here is a work
which mixes nostalgia with buoyant
expectancy: qualities perfectly
caught in playing that
counterbalances fleeting high and
low legato, and staccato virtuoso
violin playing with asuccession of
lyrical woodwind and string
passages in the orchestra. From the
Meno mosso at (i) 6 the pace and
number of notes doubles but neither
party falters for a second; and this
bravura is exactly complemented by
their cantabile realization of (ii). The
Finale is a dazzling display of
assurance and Martin Sauer's
production and editing back up the
superb playing.
Bi
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the Ark, the gurgling cumulative
momentum of the flood itself, is
magical. Ivery much like the casting
of Michael Berkeley, whose cultured
narration avoids the ` actorly' but
instead is like a dispassionate
reporting of an actual event.
(Though to me, Bernard Jacobson's
Noah sounds more like a Boston
academic! Mr and Mrs Noah are
preferable in Craft's not entirely
superseded Sony recording.)
Chilstophcr Baurnig

Like Maxim Vengerov,

A: 1 •

studied with Zakhar

WAGNER:
Lohengrin
SweetIMartonlHeppnerILeiferkusl
Rootering1TerfellCh of Bavarian
State Op/Bavarian RSOIDavis

Bron in Germany.

RCA 09026 62646 2

Vadim Repin comes
from Novosibirsk, and

For Erato he has

(
3CDs, 223m 42s)

Sonatas, with

CunitzlKoselSchocklMetternichl
FrickIN German Radio Chi Men's
Ch of W German Radiol
N German RSOISchüchter

Boris Berezovsky

EMI CHS 565 5172

also recorded the
two Prokofiev Violin

(3CDs, I97m 23s) mono ® 1953

STRAVINSKY:
E Abraham and Isaac
Requiem Canticles
Aidous Huxley

The Flood

Varialions/WUORINEN: A Reliquary
for Igor Stravinski
David Wilson-Johnson/Susan Bickley
et al/London SinfoniettalNew
London Cham ChlKnussen
DG 447 068-2

(
69m 57s)

Vivid performances and recorded
sound — in every way an exemplary
start to Oliver Knussen's DG
contract. Iparticularly enjoyed Peter
Lieberson's booklet note, which is
personal, informative and touched
with humour: he recalls the
television premiere of The Flood,
'dim lighting, obscure dramaturgy
and numerous shampoo
commercials'; Stravinsky asking for a
'high, slightly pederastic tenor' for
the part of Lucifer/Satan; in his
description of a dinner party for
Wuorinen, Craft and Mrs Stravinsky
which led to the Reliquary, '
like a
structure built to contain sacred
icons' (ie some incomplete semiorchestrated sketches left by
Stravinsky) — avibrant and
immediately accessible score in six
short parts.
Lieberson is frank about the.
difficulties of Stravinsky's later, serial
pieces here: 'hermetic and arcane'.
(You may have heard Michael
Oliver on Radio 3, suggesting along
similar lines that Nono should first
be played as background music for it
to impinge on the mind.)
The Flood — pace Knussen! — has
too many monotonous passages; but
its more imaginative music, the
onomatopoeia of the construction of

Sir Colin Davis's recording will
prove to be a treasure. There is no
weakness in the cast, indeed there
are some outstanding assumptions
here; and with Davis's alert,
responsive direction, this often static
score takes on thrilling dramatic life.
Ben Heppner is aforthright
Lohengrin, not without subtler
touches, generous of voice and
impulse; Sharon Sweet sings
radiantly, apart from some edgy top
notes. It is hard to think of a finer
diabolic partnership than that of Eva
Marton (under some strain at the
top of the range) and Sergei
Leiferkus as Ortrud and Telramund.
The latter is the best Ihave heard
since Hermann Uhde. Jan-Hendrik
Rootering as awarm, regal Henry
the Fowler, and Bryn Terfel as an
authoritative Herald complete an
excellent solo team, and the
contributions of the combined
choruses are deeply satisfying.
Above all it is Sir Colin whose
panache and sensitivity ensure an
absolutely outstanding performance
of this nowadays often
underestimated score. Lohengrin
done with this combination of
tenderness, insight and full-blooded
commitment to Wagner's early
genius brooks no denial.
The recording is ripe, clear and
truthful over awide dynamic range.
It is apity that there had to be a
CDbreak early in Act II, but that is
asmall price to pay for a
magnificent recording feat.
It is perhaps unfortunate for EMI
that their 1953 recording should
reappear at the same time as the
RCA, which surpasses it in most
respects. In 1953 there were
excellent Wagner singers around, at
various stages of distinguished
JANUARY ISIS
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ANDREW LITTON's Walton

careers. Margarete Klose's finely
characterized Ortrud was by then
sadly squally, but Josef Metternich is
an outstanding Telramund and
Gottlob Frick aresonant, moving
King Henry. In the title part Rudolf
Schock tends to stand and deliver
rather than act with the voice, but
he is seldom less than adequate. The
big disappointment is Maud
Cunitz's dull, rather strident Elsa.
Chorus and orchestra are good, not
flawless, and Wilhelm Schüchter's
sense of shape and purpose is not in
question (as the timings suggest,
scissors were out, with big cuts in
Acts Iand III). The recording is
close and over-resonant in places,
though the overall quality is
satisfactory. The booklet contains
articles and plot summaries but not
libretto.
Pcter Branscombe

WALTON:
Cello Concerto
Symphony 1
Scapino Overture
Violin Concerto
E Symphony 2
Belshazzar's Feast
Henry V Suite
E Crown Imperial
Robert Cohen (vk)ITasmin Little
(v1n)1Bryn Terfel (bass-bar)/
Bournemouth SO & Ch et al/Litton
London 442 450-2, 444 114-2 & 448 134-2
(73m 573167m 52mI60m 25s)
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(EMI) B:1-3
EVOCATION OF THE SPIRIT
GORECKI: Totus Tuus/PART:
Magnificat/MARTIN: Mass/BARBER:
Agnus Dei/SCHOENBERG: Friede auf
Erden
Singers/Shaw
Telarc CD-80406

(
72m I4s)

The most substantial piece in this
unusual but enjoyable programme is
the early Mass for double chorus by
Frank Martin: aconsiderable rarity,
as that fastidious Swiss master
considered it immature, and
suppressed it for 45 years after its
first performance in 1926. Though
stylistically uncertain — arather
Debussian Kyrie is supplanted in the
remaining movts by amore austere
idiom not far removed from the
Vaughan Williams Mass in G-minor
— and textually curious (the Gloria
is interrupted by part of the Agnus
Dei text, set again in the Agnus
proper), it proves awork of
considerable skill and beauty, with a
ravishing Sanctus. Barber's 1967
acappella setting of his celebrated
Adagio is surprisingly effective,
perhaps even preferable, in this
guise; and Torus Tuus is here more
raptly and persuasively sung than by
the Prague choir on John Nelson's
all-Gorecki/Argo disc.
Shaw's performances are of
extreme refinement and textural
beauty, resulting among other things
in probably the most seductive
version of Schoenberg's Friede au!
Erden I've heard. Doubtless the
CD's New Age-style title is designed
to snare those who are turned on by,
and to, the musical mysticism of
John Tavener and Gregorian Chant.
They'll find much to savour here —
but also some genuine musical
substance.
Calum MacDimahl
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Andrew Litton
has recorded
three Walton
programmes
with his old
orchestra, the
Bournemouth
Symphony,
for Decca

An exciting project which Ihope
will extend to other Walton scores,
especially as the sound on the first
two discs from the Guildhall
Southampton is some of the finest I
have ever heard.
The span of the First Symphony
is colossal. From
the opening bars
it pushes Rattle's
outstanding
CBSO version
[EMI] firmly
into second
place, through
Litton's
incredible
projection of the
inner parts. His
attention to
detail is
admirable. In
the
overwhelming
central episode
with the continuously held phrases
in the winds endeavouring to
contain the upsurge below, Litton
comes through with flying colours.
The music reaches its highest point
with an almost unbearable tension,
while the coda is inspired — winds,
brass and strings accompanied by
the Bournemouth timpanist all
precisely and breathtakingly
together.
The Presto is also well-nigh perfect
(cg the brass blended at 59 to match
pizzicato strings). Con malizia gives
way to con malincolia for
perhaps the core of the work, but
where Litton is constantly in danger
of sagging at those sign-posts to new
subjects. Go instead to Walton's
own 1951Philharmonia recording
[EMI] for confirmation of the faster
speed. Litton's Finale is all the
music should be and more besides.
The ending must surely be the most
spell-binding ever. Inever dreamed
so many wonderful noises could
come through two loudspeakers!
As does conductor James Judd,
Andrew Litton admits Robert Cohen
is the finest ' listening' performer he
has worked with; his performance of
the Cello Concerto is nothing less
than sensational, with sure mixing of
sound colours between soloist and
orchestra.

Scapino is the best imaginable
modem substitute for my own very
old favourite: Chicago SO with
Frederick Stock. Only the
composer's own 78rpm
Philharmonia recording [EMI CDH
763 3812] begins to compete.
Tasmin Little continues to grow
in stature: despite the daunting
shadow of Jascha Heifetz over
Walton's Violin Concerto, she
performs it most cogently. Two
observations rather than criticisms:
from (i)22-24 Walton has acantilena
accompaniment in lst-vIns marked
mezzo-piano. This is often, as here,
obscured by the solo violin and
woodwind figures above it. Ibelieve
the composer intended it as a
counter-melody to be brought out
clearly. In the Finale at 76 and 78
the soloist has to deal with chordal
position changes which are quite
audible (unless you happen to be
Jascha Heifetz!). Here they actually
enhance the atmosphere of afine
performance.
Symphony 2 is again superbly
suited to Litton's penchant for
orchestral colouts. Despite George
Szell's scintillating Cleveland version
[Sony], this work definitely benefits
from amodem digital recording.
The third CD comes as aletdown after the others. For some
reason, Decca's switch to
Winchester Cathedral results in an
intense realization of the work
marred by confused balance. ' Praise
ye the Gold of Gold', 3before 28,
with syncopated brass between wind
and string slurrings, is acase in
point, with Terfel's very first entry,
marked mezzo-piano, espressivo, tight
in your lap. The six staves devoted
to the semi-chorus prior to the
closing section (
pianissimo) are
hardly differentiated from the
timbres of the main choir. The
closing section was no doubt very
uplifting 'live', but through analytical
loudspeakers (more so through
headphones) the organ pedal notes
and cymbals induce asense of
claustrophobia.
Yet with the way the performers
were spread, Litton himself agrees it
was truly remarkable it came
together so well. The performance
has terrific attack with noteworthy
contributions in all departments, and
Imust make aspecial mention of
the expert triple-tonguing from the
Bournemouth trumpet section. Muir
Mathieson's adapted Suite from
Henry V and Walton's final
truncated version of Crown Imperial
fill the disc admirably.
1;1// Ne;mmin
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ROBERTO ALAGNA
Operatic arias by Donizetti,
Massenet, Rossini, Verdi, Puccini,
Rabaud, Gounod, Flotow & Cilea
Roberto Alagna (ten)ILPOI
Armstrong
EMI CDC 555 5402

(
59m 49s)

The truth lies somewhere between
the spurious accolade of 'fourth
tenor' and all-too-ready accusations
of the ` over-hyped, not-all-he's
cracked-up-to-be' sort. If you expect
him to be ayoung replica of
Pavarotti — and certainly his vibrant
middle range tempts acomparison
— then disappointment awaits:
between the top of the stave and a
very resplendent top- C the tone
sometimes loses its forward
brilliance and becomes cloudy. ' Che
gelida manina' is aneat touchstone:
stressful B-flat on the second ' chi
son?', redeemed by amagnificent C
(albeit held for ever) at the aria's
brief climax; an opening far from
tender; and arather hard-hitting
`talor dal mio forziere' offset by
sudden dolcisssimo scruples later on.
These are things Alagna clearly has
to think about. In his Covent
Garden recital there were no pianos
until the encores, but they may
come eventually. And it would be
wrong to suggest that this is atenor
voice lacking in tendresse — indeed
Cilea's ' E la solita storia' is the most
moving aria on the disc, and the
larmoyante manner of Alagna's
Werther is thrillingly authentic.
The numbers sung in French
(Alagna was born in Paris of Sicilian
parents) tend to strike home more
than most of the Italian arias. The
combination of ringing heroism and
smooth ardour in the Guillaume Tell
aria seems perfect to me, and it's
good to have afew rarities spicing a
programme so excellently tailored
for adebut showcase. Richard
Armstrong's no-holds-barred
encouragement of the orchestra
would be unhelpful in the opera
house, but it's fine in this rather
manipulated studio product.
David Nice

A- B: 1*- 2 •

THE PUCCINI EXPERIENCE
Songs and arias from Le Villi, Edgar,
Manon Lescaut, La Bohème, Tosca,
Madama Butterfly, La Fanciulla del
West, La Rondine, II Tabarro, Suor
Angelica, Gianni Schicchi & Turandot
Angela Gheorgiu, Nina Rautio
(sops)ljohan Botha (ten)lAnthony
Michaels-Moore (bar)IROH Orch &
ChlDownes
Conifer Classics 75665 55013 2

(
78m 42à)

Conifer play to more than just the
gallery in this intriguing
chronological sampler of Puccini
operas from first to last. There are
delights, of course, in the
sequencing alone: the very first aria
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from Le Villi comes replete with an
orchestral introduction of
authentically mature-Puccinian
subtlety before passion takes us by
the throat. It's interesting to move
on from the darkly suffering Manonin-the-desert of the vivid Rautio to
Gheorghiu's Mimi, smiling with a
sigh (or vice-versa) as she takes leave
of Rodolfo. The splendid blaze of
Tosca's Act One finale is followed by
the introspection of an exquisitely
phrased clarinet solo launching 'E
lucevan le stelle'. And so on.
Many will want this album for
Gheorghiu's contribution alone: and
after the disappointment of her
Mimi at Covent Garden she reminds
us of why she has reached star status
so young. ` Un bel di' is so touching,
so beautifully coloured, and (once
the hallowed but mushy-dictioned
opening phrase is past) sung with a
real concern for narrative and the
unforgettable way Puccini has set it.
It's amarvellous advocacy for a
lighter, fresher Butterfly than we're
used to, and in any case the climax
is full and radiant.
The limpid beauty of Magda's
aria makes an excellent case for a
Royal Opera production of La
Rondine centred on Gheorghiu —
the sooner the better. She is
superbly complemented by the
heavier voice of Nina Rautio: more
unrelentingly operatic, amezzo-ish
colour capped by abrilliant top
register which is best demonstrated
in the Manon Lescaut aria. She does
not really engage our dramatic
attention in the lengthy Tosca
extract; but then the smoothly
powerful baritone of MichaelsMoore was surely made only for the
suave blandishments of Scarpia, not
his underlying threat, and Downes
hardly brings out the sensuous
frissons of Tosca's weeping exit or
the final curtain (the orchestral
playing throughout is never less than
good, with horns especially richly
captured, but never supremely
exciting either).
Finally there's Botha, with whom
the final, inevitable ` nessun dorms'
flourishes rest: not atenor of
sunshine and roses, nor of caressing
tenderness — one envisages him
more at home in the German
repertoire — and hence not ideally
cast. The smaller roles include what
is in this context an unsuitably
overdone Sacristan from veteran
Eric Garrett; and house tenor Robin
Leggate will not be too pleased to
find himself down in the booklet as
`baritone'.
The disc comes with anicely
selective life of Puccini by Henrietta
Bredin, neat character sketches of
the arias by John Kehoe and
overlong biographies for the singers.
But why no texts?
David Nice

PAPER MUSIC
Music by iS Bach, Boccherini, Fauré,
Mendelssohn, Mozart, Stravinsky,
Tchaikovsig & Vivaldi
St Paul CO/McFerrin (vocldir)
Sony Classical SK 64600

Already
dubbed 'the
Fourth Tenor',
Roberto
Magna makes
his EMI debut.
On Sony,
there's an
oddball
crossover
album From
Bobby
McFerrin,
whilst Conifer
offers the
'Puccini
Experience'

(
60m 50s)

Jessye Norman he ain't! Here,
Bobby McFerrin alternates straight
popular classics with others to which
he adds an overlay of vocalization:
not acomplete vocal realization in
the manner of Annie Ross or the
Swingles, more of adry whine [sic]
— just the sort of thing record
producers would try to stop Sir
Colin Davis from doing when he
conducted! What makes it funnier to
those who love 'The Ladykillers' is
that Boccherini's Minuet is the first
track to get the treatment — with
Bach's A-minor Violin Concerto,
Vivaldi's 2-cello Concerto RV531,
Fauré's Pavane and Tchaikovsky's
Andante cantabile to follow.
You can hardly have missed the
published profiles to go with
McFerrin's September LPO concert,
and will know of his indebtedness to
various American luminaries who
launched him as aconductor.
Bernstein told him 'It's all jazz', and
it is difficult not to hear acertain
swing to the St Paul's performances
here. Eine kleine Nachtmusik
(generous in repeats, and with a
modishly fast Menuetto which
features solo violin in the trio
melody) typifies some rather likeable
tracks. This is abizarre album, but,
once heard, the vocalizations exert a
curious magnetism.
Christopher Breunig

A:? •
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Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, AL1 lEU

Tr 01727 855577
lV' stock fine equipment from:\FC * AUDIO ALCHEMY* AVI

\POGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
13+W * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CREEK * DENON * EAR
11ARBETH * HEYBROOK
1IARMAN-KARDON * IXOS
113L * KONTAK * LFD * LYRA
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ * MARK
LEVINSON * MICHELL * MIT
MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOUS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SML
Sl'ENDOR * STAX * SUMIKO
TARGET * TEAC * TUBE
1ECHNOLOGY * WBT * XL0
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
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ti• Audio research LS7 line stage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.
New pure valve designs for under £4000 the pair!
This is true high end performance with asensible price tag.
and enough power to drive all but the most inefficient speakers.
Phone soon to book your demonstration.
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JACQUELINE
DU PRÉ

BERNSTEIN ON BROADWAY
Highlights from - On the Town
Candide
West Side Story
Val -IOUS soloists and orchestras!
BernsteinITilson Thomas
DG 447 898-2

fiftieth anniversary releases

DVORAK:
Cello Concerto/ELGAR: Cello Concerto'
Jacqueline du Pré (vk)IChicago SOI
Barenboinili LSOIBarbirolli
EMI CDC 555 5272
(72m 41s) 191971, 1965
R STRAUSS:
Don QuixoteAALO: Cello Concerto'
:Jacqueline du Pré (v1c)INPOI
Boultl'Cleveland OrchlBarenboim
EMI CDC 555 5282

Jacqueline du

(
70m 43s)

Pré, back
Thanks to some modest editing we can rejoice in a complete du Pre
recording, in perfectly good sound, of Strauss's Don Quixote: a 1968 Abbey
Road project listed in Pettitt's Philharmonia discography as ' cond. Klemperer:
incomplete'. So it was, but tapes have been found of a take with Sir Adrian
Boult ( who had agreed to give the concert performance scheduled for later
that week, which Klemperer had cancelled).
aye he calls at the end, and
the New Philharmonia applaud the
cellist. It seems a matter of chance
that the tape machine was switched
on; indeed, the first bar was
missing. But Andrew Keener has
taken necessary patching material
from the Klemperer session and,
run-through or not, what we hear
is areading of genuine orchestral
commitment. To say that du Pré's
playing is wholly characteristic —
was it ever anything less? — is
superfluous: hers is as intense a
portrayal as you will find. She is
particularly moving in the death
scene (what a shame the clarinet
entry is then so loud), if
unexpectedly disappointing in the
'Knight's vigil'.
The Lalo coupling, mostly in
disagreeably boxy sound, comes
from two 1973 Severance Hall
concerts. Daniel Barenboim
projects a forceful opening Prélude,
but when du Pré reaches calmer,
second-subject waters one
immediately forgets the sonic
limitations. The Schiff/NPO/
Mackerras [DG] has a fine,
nocturne-like interpretation of the
'Intermezzo', an Andantino with
Spanish fantasy-like alternations,
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Allegro presto [
sic]. Contrast du
Pré's intense identification with
Lab's writing (
as she sees it),
which leads her to the very edge of
pitching the notes so as to achieve
her dark, mysterious colourings.
The scrupulous Janos Starker
[Mercury] is probably most
truthful of all, treating the slower
music as if a simple folk-song-like.
Ican only respond with pleasure
and wonder at two such late
additions to her legacy. According
to Tully Potter's notes, Jacqueline
du Pré was born in January 1945,
so why EMI are celebrating a 50th
anniversary exactly one year late I
do not know. Additionally, two
famous studio recordings are newly
paired — regrettably at full price.
Of the Elgar surely nothing is left
to say (perversely Iprefer her
`live', less constrained Sony
alternative); the Dvorak, notorious
for its bad balances, poor tonal
quality but vibrant solo playing,
has been remastered and now
sounds tolerably smooth: much
less of amess than the original LP!
Christopher Brettin;g

C - 6:1-1*

A:1*- 2(H) / C:1 •

(
77m I
3s) le

A generous selection from three of
Bernstein's best scores in excellent
performances and recordings.
Wisely, given limited space, DG
have not tried to encompass the
storyline in each case, preferring
instead to concentrate on the most
popular numbers. As a programme
it works surprisingly well,
particularly if (like me!) you find the
complete works (West Side Story
excepted) rather hard to take whole.
The quality of the originals has
been well maintained. Indeed, West
Side Story shows quite a noticeable
improvement in this new transfer:
more immediate, with increased
presence and tonal body. Ialso felt
the excerpts from On the Town and
Candide sounded better than the
parent discs, though here the
differences are fairly subtle. As part
of a ' Bernstein Edition', DG plan to
recouple West Side Story with
Candide, on three CDs, so we can
all go out and buy them again!
James M Hughes

A-A*:1-1* •

stage with her
husband
Daniel
Barenboim
Their concert
recording of

BRAHMS:
Lieder Collection — incl. Lieder
Opp.32, 47, 48, 58, 85, 86, 96
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)!
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DC 447 501-2

Lab's Cello
Concerto with
the Cleveland
Orchestra is
coupled with
Strauss's Don
Quixote

(
6CDs, 398m 40s)
recorded 1972, 1978-79

SCHUMANN:
Lieder Collection — incl. Liederkreis,
Opp.24 & 39
Dichterliebe, Op.48
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)!
Christoph Eschenbach (pno)
DG 445 680-2

(
6CDs, 404m 38s)
recorded 1974-77

®

The exalted standards set by these
classic recordings are such that any
form of serious criticism seems
superfluous. These two sets (part of
a monumental 44CD FischerDieskau Edition) feature some of the
very finest Lieder ever composed,
sung by the greatest post-war male
singer bar none, and accompanied
by two of the most spontaneous and
sensitive pianists of their generation,
all on peak form throughout. DG's
vintage sound additionally combines
tangible clarity and truthfulness of
perspective, in more or less equal
proportions.
That anyone should have been
blessed with avoice of such infinite
flexibility and distinctive beauty in
itself seems hardly fair on FischerDieskau's many distinguished
colleagues. The fact that those
celebrated, honeyed tones should
have been combined with a musical
97

RIVERSIDE

Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex TW1 2EB
at the foot of Richmond Bridge

Fax: ( 0181) 892 7749

UNRIVALLED SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR HOME ENTERTAINMENT
IN MIDDLESEX AND SURREY

Demonstrating this Month:
KRELL KPS 30i

KRELL KAV 3001

EVER DREAMT
OF OWNING A

MARTIN LOGAN SL3

KRELL

NOW YOU CAN
FOR LESS THAN

£2500.00
The new Krell KAV
3001 fully Remote
Integrated Amplifier

OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
Opening Times
Mon- Sat 10am-5 30pm, Thus 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, MI, Md
and the A205 South Circular Road. Our location is on
the Twickenham side of the Richmond Bridge, in the
vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on
local parking please call.
The nearest Tube and railway is Richmond and we
are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to
status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Overseas Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote
competitively on shipping.

JUST SOME OF THE OTHER BRANDS THAT WE CARRY
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio Research,
Apogee, Alphason, Atacama, Audio Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W,
MO, Beyer, Bose, Classe, Copland, Cable, Talk, Chord Company,
Castle Denon, Dual, Jecklin Float, Jadis, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Micromega. Michell, Mitsubishi,
Musicwave, Mission, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, Nalcamichi,
NAD, Pioneer, Project, Quad, QED, Rotel, Sony, Sonos Faber,
Sound Style, Stands Unique, Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Thorens,
Tannoy, TDI, Totem, Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul,
Yamaha.
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insight and intelligence of such
searing power and authority, and a
magnetic presence which has you
hanging on every word, is nothing
short of sensational. As with all the
greatest artists, the magnitude of
Fischer-Dieskau's talent is such as to
have one shaking one's head time
and again in disbelief at the
comprehensiveness of it all.
Just take one setting out of the
hundreds on offer here: the opening
song of Schumann's Myrthen,
Widmung' (Dedication). The
composer's characteristic dotted
rhythms and arching melodic lines
are at once hoisted buoyantly aloft
by an enrapturing Eschenbach,
whereupon Fischer-Dieskau caresses
the inspired pair of opening phrases
in such away as to have the listener
already feeling like emotional putty
in the Master's hands — yet we are

Julian Haylock

EMI CMS 565 5502

(
2CDs, 126m 31s)

This most welcome reissue was
originally scheduled to appear before
the release of Richard Hickox's
magnificent Opera North Chandos
recording, but was unavoidably
delayed by production problems at
EMI's Swindon pressing plant. Still,
better late than not at all, for there
is a great deal to savour here.
Assembled from live performances
during the Autumn 1976 Covent
Garden revival, the finished item
conveys all the necessary dramatic
thrust, with Lawrence Foster (a lastminute replacement for André
Previn) drawing a red-blooded
response from his assembled Royal
Opera forces.
Dame Janet Baker's memorable
portrayal of Cressida remains as
spellbindingly intense as ever
(Walton recast the role from that of
a dramatic soprano to a mezzo
especially for her), whilst Richard
Cassilly, with his Vickers-like tone,
could hardly be more ardent as
Troilus. Gerald English makes an
enjoyable Pandarus, though his is
not as intelligent a characterization
as Nigel Robson's for Hickox. Both
Richard Van Allen ( Calkas) and
Benjamin Luxon (Diomede) are
first-rate. Smaller roles are perhaps
not as consistently cast from
strength as on the Hickox set. The
sound, too, could do with more
bloom, yet lacks nothing in
theatrical immediacy or bite.
Despite any minor misgivings, all
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Kissin's 1984
Moscow
concert
performances
of the two
Chopin
Concertos are

A:1* B

recoupled on
CHOPIN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Mazurkas
in f, Opp.63:2 & 68:4
Waltz in e,
Op. posth
1,
Kissin (pno)IMoscon
)Kitelenko
RCA 09026 68378 2
(71m 10s) recorded live
These transfers from Kissin's
legendary 1984 Moscow concert give
evidence to what Ihave suspected

EMI '
British Composers'
WALTON:
Troilus and Cressida
Cassilly1BakerlEnglishILuxonl
BainbridgelVan AllanIROH Orch &
Ch/Foster

Evgeny

only 25 seconds into apair of
collections which between them last
around 14 hours!
No serious recorded library can
afford to be without these definitive
interpretations: a lifelong musical
companion without parallel in its
field.

true Waltonians will want to invest
in this set. As usual with these
'British Composers' reissues from
EMI, presentation is absolutely
exemplary.

IRMIRMY,111,1=.;:n
Film Music - Henry V ( Suite arr.
Sargent)
The Battle of Britain
(Suite arr. Matthews)
Troilus and
Cressida ( Act 2 Interlude)
As You
Like It ( Suite arr. Davis)
A History
of the English Speaking Peoples
(March)
LPO & Ch/Davis
EMI COM 565 5852

(50m 13s)

el987

From Carl Davis (whose rum-riddleturn pastiches for BBC1's Pride &
Prejudice proved all too apposite), a
most enjoyable recording which
mixes rare and well-loved incidental
music, with thoroughly engaging
booklet notes by the late
Christopher Palmer. Iespecially like
the two excerpts from that ill-fated
Walton project, United Artists' The
Battle of Britain, with Siegfried's
horn call symbolizing the young
Luftwaffe pilots (Walton repeats it
as the Heinkel crashes in ' Battle of
the Air').
The more familiar Henry V score
by Muir Mathieson yields here to
Sargent's — no Agincourt battle
music, but with 'Globe prelude' and
'Agincourt Song'. Seven fascinating
Respighilike movts taken by Carl
Davis from another Olivier film, As
You Like It (1935), celebrate
Walton's first work for the medium.
Atmospheric Abbey Road
production (Groves/Sheady).
Christopher Breunig

A-A*:1-2

RCA with
three encores

before: that RCA's engineers are
over-egging the pudding with
Melodiya material — ' 20-bit digital
audio processing, NoNoise
Remastering, Sonic Solutions
Turbo-Bit-Mapping'. A straight
comparison with the more open
Olympia transfer [OCD 149] shows
that RCA have made the original,
rather thick sound woollier. A
choice, though, is complicated by
the simply unmissable encores (not
on Olympia). The Waltz, in
particular, is remarkable not just for
its elan but for its deliberateness:
the virtuosic elements may be
indebted to Horowitz, but a concept
of the piece so resolutely individual
can hardly be credited to a pianist
then only twelve and ahalf years
old. The concertos are (for me)
somewhat marred by Kitaenko's
blunt approach, but Kissin's multifaceted playing is another matter.

IMMUMMEEMECII
Symplicnies 3 & 4
lameatoso

Andante

Schultz (sop) 'Rasmussen
(bar) /Danish RSOIBlomstedt
EMI CHI 565 4152

(
75m I2s) U973-5

Herbert Blornstedt's credentials in
this repertoire are well established by
now. Many readers will doubtless
already possess his splendid San
Francisco [Decca] cycle of the
symphonies, so it's good to see EMI
granting a new lease of life on
'Matrix' to his earlier analogue series
from the mid- 1970s. Blomstedt's
1990 ' Espansiva' deservedly won
many plaudits on its initial release,
yet this earlier version has an honest
application and homespun idiomacy
which Ilike very much. All that's
missing here (and this also applies to
the present ' Inextinguishable', Ifeel)
is that last ounce of fire and
concentration, qualities which are
more strikingly in evidence in those
Decca remakes. Still, these
Mottley/Boyling tapes have certainly
come up with commendable
freshness and the eloquent Andante
lamentoso (
most touchingly given)
makes awelcome bonus.
Andrew Ackenbach

A:1-2
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Contact No,

Dealer

Town

Contad No.

Northwood Audio Aylesbury

01296 28790

Bartlett

London N7

0171 607 2296

Audio Farnham

Basingstoke

01370 435952

Hi Fi Experience London 81

0171 580 3535

The Audio File

Bishops Stortford 01279 506576

KJLeisuresound Landon W1

0171 486 8262

Dawsons

Bournemouth

01202 764965

Kamla

London W1

0171 323 2747

8GAudio

Bury St Edmunds 01284 755227

The Audio File

Cambridge

Hobbs

Luton

01582 20907

01223 68305

Dooleys

Macclesfield

01625 423 158

Audio Excellence Cardiff

01222 228565

The Hi Fi Room

Manchester

0161 832 0888

Peter Tyson

Carlisle

01228 25891

V.1

Mar gate

01843 226977

Rayleigh HiFi

Chelmsford

01268 779762

Technosound

Milton Keynes

01908 561551

L. CDown

à
dealers with a dij/ereucc

A , enuine consultancy offering

We are pleased to add
two amplifiers and two
speakers to our select
systems.

totally independent advice providing
audio systems for those that
appreciate music rather titan Ill- fi

Anion from Ireland and
Unison Research from
Italy. The Smart 845 is
the first single - ended
amplifier to impress us
with its controlled bass.
Visually stunning too.

Alon Speakers
Analysts Ribbon Speakers
Analogue Tracer Cartridges

The Impulse Lali
speakers team well with
low powered amplifiers
and like walls !
Aloi: speakers from the
U. S. A. have an open
baffle design which
produce awonded'ully
open and transparent
sound.

Anon Audio
Art Audio
Audio Note
Cartridge Man's Grado
Concordant Audio
Groove Tubes
Impulse Speakers

The new V - Damp
isolation feet system is
by far the best way of
eliminating tunvanted
vibration „feedback and
distortion from any
system. The result of
many years of research,
they clean up the
sound like no other
elastorner can.
Incredible value for
money, easy to install.
Phone fiv details.

Klipsch
Nottingham Analogue Turmables
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Parasound
The Vamp
Trilogy
Unison Research
Demonstrations by

appointment only

0 17 1 3 8 0 0 8 6 6

Crawley

01293 520150

Unilet

New Malden

0181 336 0012

Sevenoaks Hi Fi Croydon

0181 631 1109

Rankin

Northampton

01604 37515

The Hi Fi Studios Doncaster

01302 781387

A & WPounds

Ponders End

0181 804 3000

Music Matters

Edgbaston

0121 429 2811

Norman Audio

Preston

01772 253057

Audio Design

East Grinstead

01342 314569

Rayleigh Hi Fi

Rayleigh

01268 779762

Musical Images

Edgware

0181 952 5535

Helen Koczur

Rochdale

01706 42107

Hispek

Finchley

0181 445 3267

Sounds Expensive Rugby

01788 540772

V1

Folkestone

01303 256860

Sevenoaks HiFi Sevenoaks

01732 459555

[intone Audio

Gateshead

0191 477 4167

Music Matters

Solihull

0121 742 0254

Halley Audio

Hailey

01992 442425

Rayleigh HiFi

Southend

01702 435255

LONDON

Adams & Jarrett Hastings

01424 437165

Darloys

St Albans

01727 51596

for

Musical Images

Hounslow

0181 569 5802

Burden Electronics Swindon

01793 613733

Fonthorpes

Hull

01482 223096

Take Two

Uxbridge

01895 231488

Anglian Home

Ipswich

01473 288211

Bradys

Warrington

01925 820009

Sevenoaks Ni- Fi

Watford

01923 212736

Leicester Hi Fi

Leicester

0116 539753

Sevenoaks Hi Fi Whithom

01376 501733

Nicholls Hi Fi

Lewisham

0181 852 5780

Bortletts

01483771175

Musical Images

London

0171 497 1346

Bowers & Wilkins Worthing

01903 230558

Vickers

01924 629659
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JEFF ROWLAND
PROCEED
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"Plus more"

Entertainment
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Woking
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3 Single Speaker listening rooms
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Album
injocus

The Shamen taking

ELVIN BISHOP
ACE IN THE HOLE

techno-dance

Alligator ALCD 4833

through
another time
warp

THE SHAMEN
AXIS MUTATIS
One Little Indian TPLP 52C0

(64m 55s)

Stardate 5476.3: When the
Americans (or whoever) eventually
reach Mars, they'll find that The
Shamen got there well ahead of time
and have half adozen singles in the
Martian hit parade to prove it. The
Orb, and others into things more
ambient, may well be surfing
through the stardust backwash of
Tangerine Dream, but the Shamen
have warped through the nearest
black hole and out the other side,
taking their pop-flavoured percussive
techno-dance concept to places even
the Klingons never visited. There's a
lot of claptrap involved, lyric-wise,
and moments when the non-stop
space-hop bop becomes wearing, but
tracks such as ' Destination
Eschaton' and ' Heal' make the trip
worthwhile and then some. Set your
deck controls for warp factor 9.
Fred Deliar

A:1 •

This music serves only one purpose:
to further excite those in a dance
environment while they enjoy a
drug-induced frenzy. Consequently,
listening (rather than dancing) to the
Shamen is like eating wax fruit for
nourishment; and reviewing it is an
exercise in futility. So derivative is
Axis Mutatis of myriad forms of
ancient psychedelia as well as postEno drivel that Ican only wonder
what a cynical Pink Floyd fan (if
such a beast exists) would make of
it. Given that you have to be
predisposed toward this music —
love or hate are the only responses it

ALICE IN CHAINS
ALICE IN CHAINS
Columbia 4811141

HI-FI NEWS 8/ RECORD REVIEW
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Cynical Pink Floyd fan that Iam,
this seems to me a natural extension
of that combo's earliest and best
work, an inevitable offspring of
Beaver and Krause, Tonto's
Expanding Head Band, Floyd,
T Dream, Can, Kraftwerk, Ash Ra,
Brian Eno, Yellow Magic Orchestra,
Yello, Logic System, Human
League, Depeche Mode and all
those others who saw the universe in
a grain of silicon. Axis Mutatis is a
curate's egg, to be sure, but Ilove
it. I'd sooner hear the Shamen take
crazy risks that sometimes fail and
sometimes hit unexpected new
peaks, than be lulled into lethargy
by the latest unplugged ramble
through the back pages of sundry
smug rockers in their dotage. When
the Silver Surfer next touches down
on planet Earth, he'll score acopy
of Axis Mutatis to keep him
company on that long curve back
out to the rim.
Johnny Black

ANTHRAX
S7OMP 442
(
advance tape)

A strongly melodic third album from
the acclaimed Seattle quartet, in
which Jerry Cantrell's monumental
guitar riffs are tempered by Layne
Staley's gloriously mellow vocals.
Despite an undertow of darkness
and quiet despair, the record rolls
along like awarm, enveloping tide,
with acohesion and continuity that
makes it hard to single out indivdual
tracks, as each one rides easily and
naturally alongside its fellows. From
the menacing anger of the first
single ' Grind' to the regretful ' Over
Now', Alice In Chains have created
another classic album.
Verie Potier

can elicit — it is, at least, marginally
inventive. But two discs? Don't the
cretins who pay for this garbage
realise that CD players have repeat
buttons?
Ken Kessler

A:1 •
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Elektra 7559 618562

(advance tape)

The recruitment of leather-lunged
vocalist John Bush in 1992 seems to
have revitalised Anthrax, and this a
worthy follow-up to 1993's storming
'Sound of White Noise'. Despite the
fact that they sacked guitarist Dan
Spitz during the recording, the band
sound at their most confident, as,
assisted by abeefy Butcher Bros
(Urge Overkill, Cypress Hill)
production, they storm relentlessly
through acollection of songs that
consolidate their thrashy past with a
brutal, raw 'nineties edge and
perversely incorporate some of the
catchiest choruses they've ever written.
Valerie Potter

A:1*

REVIEWS

(
53m 27s)

To the surprise of many, Bishop —
like Canned Heat — keeps on
boogieing, his third set for Alligator
consisting of more of the same.
Bishop has created his own brand of
jolly, countrified blues, and his
guitar work remains inspired. A
friendly, let's-have-another-beer kind
of voice, a perpetual grin: this is the
very best sort of bar band music
going. And Bishop's got class, too.
The disc's coda is agorgeous
instrumental version of his lone
chart hit and one of the most
beautiful heart-wrenchers ever:
`Fooled Around and Fell In Love'.
One to cherish.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

RITCHIE BLACKMORE'S
RAINBOW
STRANGER IN US ALL
BMG 74321 30337 2

Anthrax have
combined
their thrashy
past with a
brutal, raw
nineties sound

(
5Im 05s)

The good news is that on his first
record since leaving Deep Purple
(again) to revive his former band,
Blackmore proves he can still do
things with guitars that lesser mortals
only dream of, and Rainbow is
rockier than in the heyday of its last
incarnation. The bad news? He
allows his virtuosity to drown out
Doogie White's excellent vocals and,
despite their competent execution,
the songs are mostly shallow and
dated tales of women and their
wicked ways. Finally, trying to put
lyrics to aGrieg theme Mall Of The
Mountain King') is frankly unforgivable.
Valerie Potter

A:2 •

LENNY KRAVITZ
CIRCUS
Virgin CDVUS 86

(51m 10s)

No there's nothing that touches 'Are
You Gonna Go My Way' aboard. In
fact, nothing that really equates with
acert hit single. Presumably Virgin
share this view, because ' Rock And
Roll Is Dead' was chosen
as the pre-empt strike
and did next to
nothing. A failure
then? No way. For,

GARBAGE
GARBAGE

if nothing else, Lenny is the best
Hendrix currently on the circuit and
he has away of mashing Pepperish
bits and hints of Family Stone in a
manner guaranteed to entertain if
not enthral. So ' Circus' may not be
the real big top, but PT Barnum
would see the possibilities.
Fred Deliar

Mushroom D51450

(5Im 07s)

It's a neat trick if you can pull it off.
Kitting out near-pure-pop tunes with
buzzsaw, feedback-filled guitars... I
mean. The Jesus and Mary Chain,
Sonic Youth, Sugar: that's the kind
of superleague we're talking here.
Not that producer Butch Vig's
Garbage stick strictly to the rule
book. Singer Shirley Manson (from
Edinburgh rather than the Spahn
Ranch) adds apiquant, somehow
detatched vocal approach to the way
of things, while nothing quite fits
into expected channels. ' Milk' for
example, might easily stem from a
KD Lang session. Those who are
always happy when it rains, will love
every minute, as Idid.

A:1-2 •

Lenny Kravitz is the best
Hendrix around, mashing
Pepperish bits and hints
of the Family Stone

Fred Deliar

A:1* •

AIMEE MANN
I'M WITH STUPID
Geffen GED24951
undeniable. This is a comfortable,
enjoyable slice of everything Erasure
do well and, if it's not their best, at
least it's honest and consistently
tuneful.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

THE FUGS
THE REAL WOODSTOCK FESTIVAL
LLOYD COLE
LOVE STORY
Fontana 528 529-2

Fugs Records/Ace CDWIK2 160
(2CDs, 107m 02s)
(44m 09s)

Bedsit balladry. Gently strummed
songs about unrequited love and
self-doubt. Tuneful, even if the
lyrics don't fit as snugly as you'd
like. Friendly, as befitting a record
that manages to prise the word
'happy' into three song titles. Yet
another throwback to the days when
Al Stewart, Ralph McTell and
maybe even Peter Sarstedt,
constantly confided about romance
as they knew it. Unplugged and
unambitious maybe, but not
unlikeable.
Fred Deliar

A:2 •

ERASURE
ERASURE
Mute CDSTUMM145

(71m 25s)

Vince Clarke is, indisputably, one of
the most prolific and imaginative
pop craftsmen of the last two
decades, proving himself time and
again in Depeche Mode, The
Assembly, Yazoo and Erasure.
Whether Andy Bell is the best
possible interpreter of Vince's music
is more open to debate, but
Erasure's success ratio suggests he's
doing something right, and his
appeal to the big pink audience is
102

Any new Fugs album, given the
members' ages, is awarm and sticky
surprise, but this concert held to
upstage/taunt the mainly-grunge
1994 Woodstock is areal hoot as
well. It scored points among elder
hippies because it was truer to the
spirit of the original
event, actually
taking place in
Woodstock and
staying totally
non-commercial
and un-MTV'd.
This double-CD,
stupendously wellrecorded, is halfFugs 'best of'
and half-'what
we're doing now',
all hysterically
funny if you can
bear thinking
anachronistically
for nearly two
hours. With Allen
Ginsberg as aguest
and an ode to the
`Golden Age of F*.*ing',
it's like the intervening
decades never happened.
Roll another one...
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

(56m 23s)

The former fronts-person of 'Til
Tuesday comes on stronger than
ever with her second solo album,
where contributions from Juliana
Hatfield, ex-Sueder Bernard Butler,
and Squeezers Difford and Tilbrook,
spice up 13 memorable Mann-made
pop songs. The opening cuts display
more muscle and less jangle than
her first outing, but then the lazily
lilting 'Amateur', assembled with the
panache of a Bacharach or aJim
Webb, ushers in asequence of
deceptively soothing items where
lyrical barbs lurk among gorgeous
harmonies and drifting melodies. It
niggles me that her voice often
sounds like Chrissie Hynde, but I'm
comforted by the fact that Mann is
an infinitely superior songwriter,
only occasionally letting a substandard item like ` Superball' slip
through her usually tight quality
control. Essential.
,7ohnny Black

Is Meatloaf's V‘e 2Icome
To The Neighbourhood
another Bat Out Of Hell AGAIN2

A:1* •

rock/pop REVIEWS
Prince - still

THE MAVERICKS
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MCA MCD11344

churning out
(
42m 57s)

doppelganger
dance ditties

You need proof that country and
rock have come full circle? This will
do it for you. Despite 20 years'
worth of C&W types looking like the
rockers they so detest (a redneck
with hair over his collar is still a
redneck), the Garth Brookses and
Dwight Yoakums of this world are
about as ' rock' as Gene Autry. Yet
Music For All Occasions opens up
sounding like a long lost Sun session
from ' 57, and wends its way through
myriad levels of country-cum-rock
without ever tipping too far in either
direction. The cover of ' Something'
sounds like Marty Robbins during
his crossover period, while the bonus
track, ' Blue Moon', evokes crew-cuts
and penny loafers rather than ten
gallon hats and pointy-toed, lizardskin boots. This may be the best
throwback since Big Daddy yanked
the Boss back to the Fifties.

and hall-witted
erotic Fantasies

THE ARTIST KNOWN BY
EVERYBODY EXCEPT
HIMSELF AS PRINCE
THE GOLD EXPERIENCE
Warner Bros/NPG 9362-45999-2

(
65m 22s)

For the sake of convenience, I'll call
him Prince. Whenever Iplay this, all
Ihear is the sound of aman
disappearing speedily into ablack
hole, and it's not in space. He
retains some connection with the
real world when he delivers a slowie
like ` Shhh' or 'The Most Beautiful
Girl In The World' but, when he
goes up-tempo he seems to operate
totally by the numbers, pumping out
doppelganger dance ditties and halfwitted erotic fantasies which are as
incredibly tedious as they are
immaculately played. Warner would
be doing him a favour by dumping
him. Maybe then he'd have to think
about his music before recording it;
and maybe then he'd win back the
audience he once deserved.
Johnny Black

A:3 •

MEATLOAF
WELCOME TO THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
Virgin CDV 2799

(
60m 073)

Ihave a soft spot for Mr Loaf. How
could Inot admire the chutzpah of a
man who, having sold squillions of
the original magnificently
preposterous Bat Out Of Hell album,
went and did it again (bigger, faster
and louder) 15 years later with Bat
2? This one arrives with its on-board
hit, ' I'd Lie For You', a fair
indication of what to expect. The
cream of Los Angeles and New
York tunesmiths have obviously
spent the last two years working out
the precise mechanics of every Jim
Steinman song ever written, in order
to replicate them as accurately as
they do here. And why not? Whack
'em out as singles with big budget
gothic videos and the faithful will
buy in their millions. So, it's bigness
as usual and mindless fun if you can
leave your critical faculties at home
but there's nothing remotely new
here.

(
advance tape)

Having decided that retirement
doesn't suit him, Ozzy makes a
welcome return with an album that
combines the melody-oriented
approach of 1991's ' No More
Tears' with a nod in the direction
of his days in Black Sabbath.
Songs like ' Perry Mason', ' See
You On The Other Side', ' My
Little Man' and the compulsive
'I Just Want You' show that not
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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apitol Records is doing such athorough job of combing its vaults for
the ' Capitol Sings' compilations that it was inevitable that there would
be acinematic theme. So here's Capitol Sings Hollywood [
CDF-MS
1563 MI. The assembled greats — Nat King Cole, Bobby Darin, Dean
Martin and 17 others — were selected not for covering the work of asingle
composer but tunes from the movies. Hear ` Singin' In the Rain' by Lena
Home, Mel Torme singing 'Again' from Roadhouse, Peggy Lee's ' Stormy
Weather' and others. Beats 20 performers covering the works of Bjork...
TV-advertised cash-ins leave us cold, but the Tarantino-inspired This Is

OZZY OSBOURNE
OZIMOSIS
Epic 481022

only does the Wizard of Oz still
have plenty to say, but unlike so
many of his contemporaries, he is
more interested in moving fonvard
than merely rehashing former
glories.

JANUARY

MS

Cult Fiction [
Virgin VTCD 59 0] is so good that you'll overlook the
opportunism: 28 themes or ' most memorable songs' from crime thrillers.
Try the main tunes from A Touch Of Evil, Shaft and the Bond movies,
plus Pulp Fiction's 'Jungle Boogie', ` Little Green Bag' and ' Stuck In The
Middle' from Reservoir Dogs and more. The only complaint? The cover
art is probably the worst-ever pastiche of film noir artwork.
My third compilation this month, Absolutely Disney [
Carlton DISACD
7001 •], is faultless. There have been Disney compilations before and
will be again, but this comes close to containing all the Disney classics:
'Heigh Ho', ' IWanna Be Like You', ' Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah', 'Whistle
While You Work' and 35 other gems. And if you have to ask which films
they're from, then you never had achildhood.
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Still in the dark
when it comes to
hi-fi and video?
It's time to get

Switched On.

Just a few '
sound' reasons to visit Switched On 96
The Consumer Electronics Show of 1996...
Admission - only £5 ( adults) 8( £ 12.50 ( family of 4) • Easy Access - plenty of parking and the famous Manchester
Tram Service every few minutes, direct to the venue • More to see - Switched On is made up of a series of shows Photographic & Video, Hi -Fi & Audio, In- Car & Security, Computers etc - each with all the leading nc mes & major
retail spcnsors • Buy everything - unlike other ' consumer' shows, everything you see will be for sale • Special
-there will be many ' once only' show offers • Advance Tickets - on sale from 1.1.96. Includes free ' goody
bag' on -he day, entry into 3 prize draws, plus many privileges 8( offers ( including many on future pLrchcses)
unique to you as a Switched On customer • Location - provides the first major consumer electronics sow for the
North of England • Activity areas - unique interactive displays to inform, educate & entertain • Facilite: - From the
high quality listening rooms to state of the art home cinema, the show will entertain 8( excite • The Cyber Liprary whatever your interest you can dial up the latest info on the internet • Meet the Media - each event is sponsored
by leading media titles • Oh yes! - There will be an awful lot of exhibitors - probably more than
ANY similar event before!

SWITCHED

Feb 10th 8c 11
th
Manchester

ON #96

G-Mex Centre

•Photo Club News •
The Photographer • Photon

HP-FI
NEWS

WV Publications
What Video • Camcorder User • Video
Camera • Home Cinema Choice •

CONSUMER HI•FI, VIDEO
&ELECTRONICS SHOW

611

;AValue for
\
Money Event
5.0 0

Stiperf SAFE 8; SOUND Otaue Cutout Excitaftge

For fuller details call Top Events: 01829 770884 or 01829 770880 • Fax 01829 771258

jazz REVIEWS
Bill Frisell's meticulous

GUITARS go wild

attention to technique bears

in the fringes ofjazz

The hottest
spot for developing
the electric guitar's potential is currently the
noise/improv scene. Here, the newfound textures
and vibrations of rock are slice-diced into abstract,
hard-to-swallow structures. The Shock label gives
us Sonic Youth's guitarist Thurston Moore versus
Borbetomagus [Sauter, Dietrich, Moore — Barefoot
In The Head, Shock SX011CD 1111. The notes 'by
Thomas Pynchon' are worthy of pre-sell-out
William Kotzwinkle, demonstrating that the secret
link between Beat and Punk is unalloyed hatred of
mass-market inanity. Did Thurston Moore actually
okay the description of Sonic Youth's chosen form
as 'the shackles of Peggy Lee-descended dogshit'?
Definitely acover graphic to kill for: aDoberman
Pincher confronts a 1950s couple (Dave Brubeck
glasses, Beehive hairdo) on aradiated beach. The
music itself is sharper than anything west of Derek
Bailey. Incandescence by The Blue Humans
Featuring Rudolph Grey [Shock SX0128CD 0]
has the late, great Beaver Harris on drums, thus
connecting back their monstrously grand 90s noise
to the 60s excesses of Archie Shepp. Meanwhile,
Ascension's Live/Dead [
Shock DPROMLP31
arrives on vinyl inside aparody Grateful Dead
sleeve. The music inside zigs and zags quicker than
fingers on strings should allow: Stefan Jaworzyn's
guitar says more intelligent things about the stasis
of modern life, and music's contribution to it, than
anything since Richard Berry. 'But is it jazz?' you
ask. If not, one is tempted to reply, the genre has
been lost to the corporate dead heads!
Ben Watson

RICK MARGITZA
WORK IT
STEEPLECHASE SCCD 31358

(59m 04s)

Tenor saxophonist Rick Margitza
has asense of timing that makes you
prick up your ears. His tone is
round and full of presence. He plays
aselection of originals and covers,
including Coltrane's 'Your Lady'
and Jaki Byard's 'A Sour Mystery of
Bird'. The Coltrane reference shows
where he's coming from, though he
wisely avoids direct emulation of
Trane's soprano sound. Rhythm
(George Mraz on bass, Billy Hart on
drums) is impeccable, if somewhat
unsurprising. If mainstream jazz was
all you listened to, Margitza would
be atonic; present-day listeners will
regret that agood musician should
be so boxed in by orthodoxy.
Ben Watson
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succession of motifs and
moods

T

he guitar has had astrange
role in jazz. If you want to
hear the best saxophonists or
drummers, jazz is obviously the
place. But since the 1960s
innovative jazz guitar has relied
upon raids on the tones and tunings
and timbres of `lower' genres — from
Miles Davis shopping around for
guitarists who could emulate
Hendrix, to James Blood Ulmer
surfing New Wave nihilism for an
excuse to subvert the tempered scale.
It's almost as if jazz guitarists set out
to see how successfully they can
adopt the poses others have struck.
Walter Muthspiel [
Loaded, Like
New, Verve 527727 • ] shows how
not to do it: he presents us with a
run-through of other-people's cliches
stunning in its lack of creativity.
Despite acover that shows a
meccano sculpture apparently
devouring his nose, and despite
succulent 3D recording,
Muthspiel's disc is aperfect
example of 'jazz' as ahigh-tech
bourgeois simulacrum, smug and
jaded. Bill Frisell, on the other hand,
gets it right. He may make jokes
about being shy, and guitarism being
his moment of imaginary
extroversion, but Frisell's meticulous
attention to technique bears fruit in
an utterly surreal succession of motifs
and moods. Caught live on his 1991
European tour, Live [
Gramavision,
GCD79504 111], peaks in abrilliant
montage of lumpen-punk guitar.
Frisell's ability to restructure the
sounds associated with his instrument
recalls Thelonious Monk's way with
ragtime, cocktail and stride.

fruit in an utterly surreal

Ntshuks Bongo has teamed up with two of the most
inventive musicians on the British jazz scene bassist
Marcio Mattos and drummer Ken Hyder

THE SHIRLEY SCOTT TRIO
SKYLARK
CANDID/DX-MUSIC CACD79705

(
59m 52s)

Back in the hardgrooving 1950s,
Shirley Scott made her name on
Hammond organ, but even as
recently as 1991, playing amere
piano, she could teach the Acid Jazz
kids athing or two. The rhythm
section (Arthur Harper on bass and
Mickey Raker on drums) picks up
on her hip, slyly swinging style, and
the music sparkles. ` All The Things
You Are' nods to Coltrane, while
Roker's drum solo on 'Alone
Together' is amodel of musical
decorum. Candlelit ivory tinklers
are two-a-penny, but Scott comes
across like athoughtful and intimate
conversee. Infectious, witty,
understated, full of blues and
bounce: soul sustenance from the
real tradition.
A:1 •
HTSHUKS BOHGA'S
TSHISA!
URBAN RITUAL
SLAM SLAM CD213

(69m 30s)

Alto saxophonist Ntshuks Bonga is a
powerful exponent of atradition that
has long added its joyous lilt to
creative British music: South African
jazz. The deaths of Johnny Dyani,
Chris MacGregor and Dudu
Pukwana are still lamented; Bonga
reminds us of their approach — so
much more fiery than the over-polite
piano musings of She'd Mseleku.
Bonga's alto, clarinet and Xhosa
cries are backed by two of the most
inventive musicians on the British
scene: bassist Marcia Mattos and
drummer Ken Hyder. The trio
achieve afantastic sense of space;
their pitching good humour erupts
into astonishingly varied flights. The
rhythmic grasp is rock-solid, as it
needs to be when such liberties are
taken. Slam is fast becoming one of
the best labels we've got: if you
want to find out what is really
happening in international jazz,
check this one out.
Ben Watson

A:1* •
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DEFINITIVE AUDIO
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_Quality A adio Eiluipment.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Esoteric Audio Imports are proud to
announce that the first ECI-2 integrated
amplifier in the UK to be fitted with the new
Black Larvikit facia has just been delivered
to,- The Hi Fi Studios, of Doncaster. The
Hi -Fi
Studios
are
the
official
Electrocompaniet stockists covering the
North of England and Scotland. For a
personal audition of this superb little
amplifier, and other fine items in the
Electrocompaniet range, please
contact.Jeff or Neil at, - The Hi Fi Studios.
Tel/Fax: - 01302 - 781387
For details of retail stockists in other areas,
please contact.ESOTERIC AUDIO IMPORTS
Tel/Fax:- 01243 - 53 30 30

oL
Ert ic

IMPORT/EXPORT

TEL/FAX ++44 (0)115 9813562

Definitive Audio has a formidable, worldwide reputation for achieving sound quality
benchmarks. A reputation earned by the consistent and intelligent application of its
holistic, system based approach.
Experienced audio journalists have described our systems as: "Good enough to represent
the country" (HiFi Choice, Nov 95), and "So real it makes a mockery of conventional
,tereo" (Jon Kettle, Audiophile, Feb 93), "A sense of shape and substance to music that
usually only live performances achieve" (Jason Kennedy, HiFi Choice, April 95).
One of our most modest systems was described as "sobering" with "an uncanny ability to
,uck you into the musical experience" ( Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice, Aug 95).
These comments speak volumes for the depth and breadth of experience we offer. Whether
you are a first time buyer or seasoned audiophile, your contact with us will prove both
rewarding and stimulating. You will also find our back up and service second to none.
Definitive Audio is situated 20 minutes from East Midlands International Airport and
Junction 24 - Ml.
Deliveries nationwide and worldwide. Visa/Mastercard/Amex.
LIVING VOICE, HORNING, DALI, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, MONARCHY AUDIO,
WADIA, AUDIO ALCHEMY, XLO, IMPULSE, SYSTEMDEK, MICROMEGA, KLYNE,
WILSON BENESH, LYRA, STAX, EMT, SME, SATI, BORDER PATROL, GOLDRING,
LOWTHER, VITAVOX JBL, ORTOFON (INC SPU GOLD REFERENCE), YAMAHA,
PIONEER ... and other selected agencies.

Secondhand and Sale Items
(Deliveries nationwide and worldwide. Price does not include carriage)
SALE
PINK TRIANGLE, Anniversary, Ase, current spec

BR?

COO

£1.750

SME SERIES V. Audionote silver intemal/Living Voice external £890 inri full warranty

£1550

SME SERIES V. Standard internal/external wiring

£790 incl full warranty

£1250

SME MODEL 20. Boxed, unopened, unused, current spec

£2755 inri full warranty

£.3240

MICROMEGA DUO CD2. Transport

£1375 incl full warranty

£2750
£700

MICROMEGA DUO PRO. DAC

£15(X) incl full warranty

5TAX LAMBDA NOVA SIG. PRO. Headphone, new

£380 incl full warranty

£450

SNELL A II Loudspeaker system. Mahogany, boxed

£1750

£4500

SNELL JII Loudspeaker system. Walnut
AUDIO INNOVATIONS S.500 Integrated. X2

£450

£800

£500 AND £650 incl full warranty

£1200

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5.800 MK1. Stereo

£450 inc. full warranty

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S.1000 Silver passive pre

1270 inc. full warranty

£150

REGA RB300 Tonearm Boxed

£95 inc. full warranty

£140

HELIUS SCORPIO II

£75

£190

HELIUS SCORPIO I

£50

£150

AUDIO NOTE ANB speaker cable 4metre hi- wire Set

£150

£304

AUDIO NOTE ANV silver i/c . 4metre /. 7metre /.9metre

FDA

NVA mc. phono stage

£115)

ROGERS FM Valve tuner. Needs attention

£35

IMPULSE H5 Ash

£1400 inc. full warranty

VARIOUS I / C CABLES AND EQ. SUPPORTS TO CLEAR.

£ 1850

POA

LOWTHER DRIVE UNITS AND CABINETS DRAWINGS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

PHONE OR FAX DIRECT ++44 (
0)115 9813562

ad/ío

*
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WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE YOU TO

ELECTROCOMPANIET

AUDIO PRODUCTS

We invite you to audition the superb range of audio equipment on offer from this world
renowned manufacturer. They are.
Both Stereo & Mono Power Amplifiers. Preamplifiers and Loudspeakers.
New Products for 1995/96 - ECI-2 Integrated amplifier & the Qube and Ellipse loudspeakers.
The current range, including the new models may be auditioned at any of the retail stockists listed below.Greater & Inner London.Mid Southern Counties.Irish Republic.Kent, & South East.Midlands & North Wales Northern Counties & Scotland.South West & South Wales.Northern Ireland.-

Audiocraft ( Uxbridge)
Chichester Hi- Fidelity
Cloney Audio
J. Marley Hi Fi Centres
Lynden Audio
The Hi Fi Studios
V'Audio Hi Fi,
Zeus Audio

Tel.Tel.Tel.Tel.Tel.Tel.Tel.Tel.-

( 01895) 253340.
( 01243) 776402
( 00 - 3531) - 2889449.
( 01227) 769329.& ( 01304) - 207562.
( 01527) 873766. or 0121-445-5057.
( 01302) 781387.
( 0117) 9686005.
( 01232) 332522

Electrocompaniet cables only
Connections Ltd.
Tel.- ( 0181) - 348 - 5676. ( 2 - 7p.m. only)
(Nation-wide) ( Interconnect cable & Speaker wire specialist )

Or. Esoteric Audio Imports

HO

(
Tel/Fax) - ( 01243) 53 30 30. (Auto switching)
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rock/pop REISSUES
THE COSTELLO SHOW
KING OF AMERICA
Demon DPMI 11

(
2CDs, 98m 32s)

ELVIS COSTELLO
BLOOD & CHOCOLATE
Demon DPAM 12

(
2CDs, 151m 28s)

The last of the revised
Costellos include not just the
expected bonus tracks — five
on King of America and six on
Blood & Chocolate — but extra
discs, too. KoA's contains six
songs recorded on Broadway
in 1986, while B&C is
accompanied by an interview
CD. (Some of you are gonna
love what EC has to say about
analogue!) Crowning glories to
one of the most satisfying
reissue projects yet.

THE EVERLY
BROTHERS
ROOTS
Warner 7599-26927-2

John Lee Hooker and other
giant talents. As abonus
there's an unreleased pairing
with Living Color's Vernon
Reid. A must, even if you
bought most of it the first time
around.

BEST OF 1957-60
(46m 43s)

RARE SOLO CLASSICS
Pickwick PWK.5 4259

THE KNACK
GET THE KNACK/BUT THE
LffTLE GIRLS UNDERSTAND
BG0 BIMCD2413

Midpriced sets full of those
impeccable harmonies. Roots is
the 1968 ' new country' critics'
choice, Music Club's offers the
early hit material and the
Pickwick set is abalanced view
of their solo work. All are
highly recommended,
especially Roots, which shows
how innovative they were as
country-rockers.

"

lee.

See For Miles SEECD 426

Probably their best albums for
EMI, before hitting big with
'Centerfold'. Some of the most
majestic, yet earthy rock ever
recorded, the R&B roots never
abandoned. Check out ' ICan't
Believe You' and the opening
bars of track 9, with the knobs
on 11.
A - A*: 1* •

MCA MCD33008

Tasty 15track set featuring
BB King's greatest duets over
the past quarter-century, the
collaborators including U2,
Robert Cray, Albert Collins,
Stevies Nicks and Wonder,
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

(
54m 40s)

(
74m 56s)

See

For

Mlles SEECD 425

Twenty-five from one of rock's
greatest (and possibly tiniest)
female wunderkind: ' I'm
Sorry', ' Let's Jump the
Broomstick', aluscious
'Georgia On My Mind' and —
yes — ` Rockin' Around the
Christmas Tree'. What Helen
Shapiro couldn't quite match.

THE MAN & THE LEGEND
Magnum COMF 039

B:1* • A- B:2-3

Sequel NEfil CD 697

A*-- B: 1-1* *1

(
52m 26s)

On Pickwick, 22 Sun-period
classics; Magnum's features 22
from 1985, during his Grand
Old Man of Rockabilly period.
The former is the one to go
for if you haven't already got a
CP 'best of' in your rock
section, the latter — rerecordings of his hits and
others' — is strictly for the
hardcore.

e

(
70m 51s)

Twenty-one tracks, one
previously unissued, annotated
by the head poodle. Glorious,
punkish, smartarse pop with a
sharper edge than the weird,
ultra-hip image implies; hard
to fathom that it came out in
the late 1970s. Lost treasures
worth an...

(
62m 49s)

QUICKSILVER
ANTHOLOGY
BG0 BGOCD270

(
79m 31s)

Although they're one of the
best-loved of the 1960s' West
Coast bands, who'd believe
they even had 16 tracks worth
anthologising? But, starting
with ' Pride of Man' and
working through ' Mona' and
beyond, this CD shows
remarkable variety and an
avoidance of the meandering
nonsense which characterised
the era. Fine stuff, more
melodic than memory
suggests.
A- B: 1 •
JOHNNY THUNDERS
HURT ME
Dig° CD 217

(37m 55s)

IN COLD BLOOD
Doe CD 221

(42m 29s)

A brace of rare solos from the
ex- (and late) New York Doll,
both previously unavailable in
the UK and bearing bonus
tracks. The first is adelight,
completely unexpected and
virtually unplugged, while the
second is araucous live set
more in keeping with Big
Apple excess. Both are much
better than even the fans
will expect.

THE TEEN KINGS
ARE YOU READY?
Rollercoaster RCCD 3012

Elvis Costello
on two

(77m 52s)

Pickwick PWKS 4256

BRENDA LEE
THE EP COLLECTION

B- C:2

can be heard

BB KING
LUCILLE & FRIENDS

(
61m 06s)

Two acts from Brian Epstein's
stable, one aMerseybeat alsoran and the other afolkie duo,
but both with unlimited
supplies of brilliant LennonMcCartney cast-offs. The hit
material alone ensures

(
36m 57s)

CARL PERKINS
KING OF ROCKABILLY

THE FABULOUS
POODLES
HIS MASTER'S CHOICE

PETER St GORDON
THE EP COLLECTION

J GEILS BAND
SANCTUARY

111111111F

A:1 -i •

BILLY J KItAMER
THE DAKOTAS
THE EP COLLECTION

Tê:1-1* A- B:1* A-B:1-2 all

BG0 BGOCD262

(
76m 31s)

Two-on-one from the much
maligned skinnytie band of
'My Sharona' fame. Away
from the hype, this material
can be judged as prime power
pop, replete with punchy
hooks, great tunes and even
one or two ear-opening cover
versions. Too bad the
frontman had so much
attitude, or they'd have had a
lo-o-ong career.

See For Miles SEECD 422
(49m 41s)

A- B:1*- 2 •

111111111111à,,,..117-1* •

(35m 59s)

Music Club MCCD 209

that these collections are cuts
above the normal, ephemeral
Sixties British Invasion pop, so
place them on top of Freddie
& the Dreamers, if not quite
into Searchers territory.

Demon
reissue sets:
Blood &
Chocolate
includes on
interview
disc

JANUARY 1996

(
72m 48s)

A miraculous discovery:
previously unissued, pre-Sun
Roy Orbison, recorded for
Norman Petty (Buddy Holly's
boss) in Clovis, New Mexico.
Set includes an early version of
`Ooby-Dooby', 15 other tracks
(mainly rock'n'roll covers),
rare photos and a39m
interview. An unbelievable
artefact.
Ken Kessler

H:1-2 •
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

o

E

supply, for most synchronous turntables (specify

Principles of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich
£29.95 E
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones £24.95 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design Cookbook
by Roger Sander
£24.95 (1
Tube Amplifiers by Dagmar and Paul G
Kaysek
£39.95 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook
£24.95 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt

additional £. 50 per order, but only

type); black-ash case

Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio Amps £ 17.95 E

if you

The Complete Guide to High-End

(01234) 741 152. And for those 12

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The 'magic brick' in a
black-ash box

£22.95 CI

HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step-up
transformer:

£ 9.95 El

HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel

E

inc fixing kit, set of 8,

£ 10.25

HFNIRR 006 Flutterhuster: 33'h & 45rpm power
£81.95 El

HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack!

£8.9511

HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amp; 40mW

o

SANTA'

Class A unit allows use of headphones at line level;
black-ash case; 220/240V for only

£81.95 El

HFNIRR Oil Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
filter, 5A rating

£25.95 E

HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin

Audio by Bob Harley

£60.00 E

CD/cassette unit (40/25)

£40.00 E

singles unit (200)

£45.00 G

4-high CD unit

£80.00 E

CD 4base unit

£0.00 E

HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting two-level
turntable support complete
with two shelves; black finish

£59.95 0

HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins, the
very latest

£ 2.95 0

HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
headphone output

£ 19.95 0

HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet: 6m x
6in x3mm

£ 12.95 E

50, £9.95, 100, £ 18.95

500 £86.95 E

50, £ 19.950 100, £38 E 500, £ 180
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5E 100, £9

500, £401

CD Jewel Cases (packs of 10):
standard, 5M complete

£6.50 ,

5m outer £5E slimline 5m £6.50 _
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75 E
5M clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p E
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 CI
Kontak two-bottle cleaning kit. Militarysourced cleaning system: £ 19.95 E
Tweek: contact enhancer. Stay
'squeaky clean' for six months £16.95 E
Books Good Sound: Laura Dearbom's
paperback, our own reference book £14.95 E
High Performance Loudspeakers
4th cd: Martin Colloms

£ 3.95

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6
GEC Amplifier Design

£16.95 each l:

£19.95 .__ Electrostatic

Loudspeakers - Design and Construction by
£16.95 E
Ronald Wagner
Search For Musical Ecstasy by Harvey
Rosenberg
£24.95 t_

100 discs for £15.25 El 200 discs £25.95 E
£32.95 El

My card number is

the

20th

of

December

phone

for

an

in your order on

days of Christmas, there's nothing
deserving

fellow

audiophile (or

yourself) than:
The best hi-fi related books in the

Art graphite dampers

set of 3 £49.95

English-speaking world are available

set of 4 £ 9.95

directly from us, perfect ways to pass
those winter nights. Choose from

Insert Audio banana plugs good
workaday plugs, (per pair)

£3.95

Roben Harley's The Complete Guide

£9.95 G

most highly praised audio books

To High-End Audio - one of the

Michell Banana plugs gold on
brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:

ever, j Gordon Holt's incomparable

reduce levels of electromagnetic interference

Audio

small pair (4.5mm diameter max)

£ 11.95 E

large pair ( 12mm diameter max)

£ 12.95 E

Ringmat:

Glossary,

Electrostatic

2mm £27.50 E 2.4mm £30.00 E
3mm MkII £40.00 E

Sovtek Valves:

ECC83 £4.35

EL84 £2.60 E GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6L6 £4.50
6550 £ 15.40 G KT66 equivalent £6.70 E EL84M
£.50 E 6SN7GT £2.60
EF86 £.60 E ECC88 £5.35 H
Dividers: packs of 25, all at £11.25:
LP E CD E Single
Eurochannels CD cleaner:
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack

£23.95
£17.95

Loudspeaker Design and Construction

Recommended LP & CD titles:

by Ronald Wagner, Good Sound by

Decca Alto etc. send for catalogue

Laura Dearborn, the 4th edition of

Pearl Coolers:

The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook,

Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each

Martin Colloms's High Performance

Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each L:

Loudspeakers (
4th edition) and our

Shure Stylus Balance:

most recent finds, which include

£ 12.95 each O

Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 E

Roger R Sander's The Electrostatic

The Tube Checker

Loudspeaker

£449 E

Design

Cookbook, the latest edition

Moth Record Cleaning Machine
in kit form

£180 0

of The Search For Musical

ready built machine

£330 E

Ecstasy - Book One: In The

Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)

£269 0

Home by Harvey ' Gizmo'

Deluxe kit (inc enclosures)

£399

Rosenberg,

CLEAR phono pre-amp kit

£299

Reich's Principles of Electron

Herbert

J

Densen DeMagic CD

£10

Tubes: Understanding and

Decca London tone arm

£99 E

Designing Simple Circuits,

NVA transistor amp kit
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
Decca Mk 3Brush

£179.95
£12.951
£12.95

and two tube treasures, the
Kaysek's
and

Tube Amplifiers

Valve Amplifiers

Morgan Jones.

Tel:
(pounds sterling) made payable to HFN RR

IIII
Expiry date

Signature
Please send orders to HFIViRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. "
Please delete as necessary. E&OE
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guarantee Next Day delivery up to

isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 E large £8.95

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

Postcode

from The Accessories Club. We can

The Accessory Club Bookshelf:

Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'

Address

"1 Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
Accessories Club
Please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex"

move quickly, to satisfy those

last few gift recipients with goodies

better with which to please the

Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3

HFNIRR023 ricepaper LP inner sleeves:
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:

£ 19.95 E

Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack

black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
LP unit ( 120 capacity)

£9.95 E

leventh Hour Santa Alen: You
have just enough time, if you

by

ST MINUTE STOCKING FILLERS
Decca
Collectibles:
Our
indefatigable product scouts have
turned up a limited edition which
every single audiophile showing even
a trace of the collector mentality
ought to own. Finite supplies of the
classic Decca Mk 3record brush —
the first to use carbon fibre — have
been made available to us. This
product is desirable enough for its
intrinsic qualities, but add to it the
chance to own aslice of history and
the Mk 3makes afantastic stockingfiller. Why not team it up with
another classic in limited supply?
Yes, we can still offer the equally
classic Shure Stylus Gauge, another
gem from our analogue past.
Record
Sleeves:
When
our
favourite innner sleeves started to
become scarce, we almost panicked.
After all, inner sleeves are perennial
best-sellers and many of you depend
on us for them. So we went straight
to the source country, Japan, to

order them directly from the maker.
We don't know how long supplies
will last, so we advise you to stock
up if you think your LP collection
will continue to grow. Available in
packs of 50, the sleeves can also be
purchased in larger quantities with
extra savings.
Test and Burn-In Discs: New this
year
is
the
marvellous
and
inexpensive DeMagic CD from
Densen,
a
three-minute
demagnetising burn-in session for all
your components — CD players,
pre- amps, power amps, speakers,
even the cables inbetween. Test CD
III, the latest of our acclaimed test
discs, features the return of the
garage door for those of you missing
the now-out-of-print first volume.
The other 73 tracks include classical
music, speech, test tones, pink noise,
LEDR tests, astereo walkaround, an
RSS demo and the sound of a
Harrier jump-jet taking off (see our

festive illustration below) to rip out
your woofers.
IT'S NOT TOO
For other stocking fillers, we have
LATE TO
ART's solid graphite Q- Dampers
from Italy, which continue to elicit ORDER FOR
CHRISTMAS!
more favourable response from
Accessory Club customers than any
other type of support we can recall.
Still using valves? Treat yourself to
our ( formerly) Commie tubes at
super-low prices which include VAT
and postage. We recommend using
them with the truly brilliant Pearl
Tube Coolers. We're hoping that
there'll be some new developments
with Kontak, our favourite contact
cleaner, by the time this reaches you,
so ask about this pocket- money
miracle, too.
All of us at HiFi News & Record
Review and the Accessories Club
would like to take this opportunity
to wish you a Merry Christmas, a
Happy Chanukah and an audibly
superior 1996.
Ken Kessler

books
GRAMOPHONE CLASSICAL
GOOD CD GUIDE 1996
Edited by Máire Taylor.
1093pp, indexed, soft covers.
Published by Gramophone
Publications Ltd, 117-179 Kenton
Rd, Harrow, Middx HA3 OHA.
£15.99 incl. postage.

less frequent editorial paragraphs between
letters to set the broader scene from time
to time, but only once did Icome across
adoubtful dating, so the reader is clearly
in the hands of afirst-rate guide. There
is also an extremely useful 15-page index.
For anyone who prefers a subject's
personal thoughts and effusions to the
straitjacket of formal biography, this
superb selection should make an excellent
companion to David Cairns's equally
superb translation of the Berlioz Memoirs.
John Crabbe

U

nder the Reviews Editorship of
Jonathan Swain, for the first time a
viable alternative to the ubiquitous
Penguin Guide. The former clutter of
symbols has gone, only the feather
remaining to denote period instrument
performance; new reviews are flagged;
and outstanding releases carry one,
two or three 'G' motifs for excellence.
(Amongst
other
sensible
amendments to the body of text, it
is good to see Sir Colin Davis's LSO
recording of Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique
rightfully
instated
as
principal
recommendation.) All the Award-winning
discs from 1977-94 are listed by way of
preface, and at the end, the magazine's
'Blue riband' dealership is given in full,
together with record company addresses
and distribution networks.
Those who feel the Gramophone is too
'industry friendly' will doubtless say this
compendium, with its ' additional recommendations' and suggested ' further
listening' entries at the end of each
composer section, feeds the reader's
compulsion to spend more and more.
Others will merely find such pointers to
extended listening helpful.
Benjamin Britten is listed as ' Lord
Britten of Aldeburgh', and Iconfess to
wasting an amusing quarter of an hour
wondering why Arnold, Bax, Birtwistle,
Maxwell Davies, Panufnik andothers were
'Sir', but not Elgar, and noting that only
the newer Rattle entries carry the
conductor's knighthood. Many more
hours have been spent in enjoying the high
level of criticism ( drawn from a large
roster of Gramophone contributors —
although one is left to guess the
authorship of individual reviews). And,
yes, in compiling my own shopping lists!
Christopher Breunig

SELECTED LETTERS OF BERLIOZ
Edited by Hugh Macdonald and translated by
Roger Nichols.
479pp, hardback. Published by
Faber and Faber, 3 Queen Square,
London WC1N 3AU. £25.00.
Where are about 3500 extant Berlioz
II letters, of which Hugh Macdonald is
joint editor in the complete 7-volume
French edition. He is thus uniquely
qualified to choose arepresentative crosssection for the English-speaking reader,
and with Roger Nichols providing the
translations in aconsistent and convincing
style across nearly 500 items, the upshot
is a wide-ranging, scholarly and very
readable compendium. Apart from
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FAITHFULL
by Marianne Faithfull and David Dalton.
443pp, soft covers. Published by
Penguin Books Ltd, 27 Wrights
Lane, London W8 STZ. £5.99.

K

excerpts used in biographical studies, the
only previous modern translations were in
Barzun's collection of 1954/74 and
Searle's of 1966, now both out of print,
and as this new volume includes far more
letters than either it becomes the definitive
English-language selection.
It is also definitive in its span, encompassing countless corners
of the
composer's extraordinarily active life from
the age of 16 until just before his death.
His relatives, friends, enemies, heroes,
admirers,
officials,
acquaintances,
politicians, princesses, kings, editors,
novelists,
publishers,
musicians,
impresarios and fellow-composers, all are
there as recipients of his charm, wit,
reason, pleas, boasts, anger, outrage,
ecstasy, agony, love, hate, despair,
enthusiasm and contempt. Despite the
confessional nature of his Memoirs, here
we have even closer glimpses of Berlioz's
life as revealed in unexpurgated private
outpourings, while at every point Professor
Macdonald provides apt and succinct
backup in crisp footnotes to identify all
the people involved and the surrounding
circumstances or events. There are also

eith Richards once said, ' Getting off
drugs is easy. It's staying off them
that's the problem'. An adage which keeps
coming to mind as Marianne Faithfull
details her harrowing withdrawal from
heroin and the way, as soon as she gets
clean, she promptly resumes use.
But it's not only drugs Faithfull was
addicted to. There is also the pattern of
destructive, problematical relationships
which keeps repeating itself. And her
addiction to the high life which undergoes
a strange kind of mirror image transformation as she descends to living rough
in Soho.
Rock biographies are generally turgid,
crudely written and dull. This ain't. I
couldn't stop reading Faithfull, swept
along on the current of anecdotes of sex,
drugs and celebrity gossip. But this is no
sleazy kiss-and-tell memoir. It's beautifully
written and full of telling observations,
with Faithfull's voice coming clearly
through, witty and literate.
However, some of her more mystical
excursions must be taken sceptically. Is it
really true that her boyfriend Howard's
'heart jumped out... and made abig lump
in his chest' just before he killed himself?
In any event, he made a big enough
impression on Marianne to have achapter
devoted to him, and named after him in
avolume populated by the demigods of
popular music.
One of the most fascinating aspects of
this book is the new angle it offers on the
Stones. Faithfull discusses the tangled
relationship of Jagger, Richards and Brian
Jones with affection, compassion and
considerable insight (although she is abit
confused about which tracks were on Let
it Bleed and which were on Beggar's
Banquet).
What's more, she puts to rest once and
for all the dreaded Mars bar anecdote.
Memorably calling it 'agrotesque folk tale'
she says that it is atotal fabrication. And
when she describes it as ' a cop's idea of
what people do on acid,' her claim rings
true. Still, a bit of an omission to leave
'Mars Bar' out of the index, Ithought.
Andrew Cartmel
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N

ot being an equipment
reviewer or an addict who
feels impelled to sample an
ever-changing stream of loudspeakers, and employing as Ido apair of
floor- standing models for regular
listening, Ihave no use these days
for speaker stands. Several pairs were
therefore disposed of afew years ago
on moving to ahouse with minimal
storage space.
However, having thus flouted the
maxim which exhorts us not to
throw away things we believe will
never be needed again, Irecently
became involved in judging some
speakers that simply have to go on
stands. This was as afavour for an
American friend, who shipped them
across the Atlantic as plain boxes on
the assumption that I still had a
houseful of audio adjuncts.
Undaunted, but being at the time
without access to suitable stands on
loan, and feeling disinclined to pay
out good money for devices which
might never be needed again (sic!),
Istarted looking at DIY possibilities.
As the prime requirements are stability, rigidity, mass and absence of
resonance, this sent me in the direction of masonry and ceramics. In
large builders' yards one can find a
considerable range of potentially

1111.1111111."1

'Having
flouted the
maxim which
exhorts us
not to throw
away things
we believe
will never be
needed again,
Irecently
became
involved in
judging some
speakers that
simply have
to go on
stands...
Istarted
looking
at DIY
possibilities'

adaptable items, from chimneys or
sewer pipes to various breeze or concrete castings. I gave serious
consideration to one pair of short,
thick-walled chimneys. They had
bottoms suitably flanged to provide
a stable base, while the enclosed
volume could easily be filled with
damping material. But the price was
rather high, which might also have
been true of the 'Q' of their organlike air columns despite the damping
option, so Imoved on to anearby
garden centre, aplace renowned for
stocking amultitude of earthenware
pots and awide range of concrete
and stone accessories.
Here Ieventually found asuitable
combination of a 250mm diameter
flowerpot and an identically flared
vase. With each of these inverted,
and the vase coaxially glued over the
pot to give a tapered column, the
vase's splayed base was topped by a
bolted-on veneered chipboard platform, providing accommodation for
the speaker at aheight of 470mm.
The internal spaces were tightly
stuffed with cloth and newspaper,
while acoast of paint finished things
off, producing an elegant looking
pair of very rigid conical stands at a
total cost of just under £ 15.
About four times this sum would

compact disc service

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD Service can
normally supply all titles reviewed in the magazine, or indeed
any CD or LP currently available.

ir

have secured a pair of stone-composition bird-baths sitting on broadly
plinthed columns, or similarly proportioned sundial bases. I could
imagine either of these, suitably
painted,
supporting
domestic
loudspeakers, offering virtually as
much coupled mass as would direct
contact between speaker and floor.
Indeed the inertia of such devices
would be nearer to that of a brick
wall than to aconventional speakerstand, and might well stabilise the
floor as much as the speakers. It
struck me that this would also apply
to some concrete flowerbed dividers
on view (if up-ended), costing less
but needing more adaptive effort.
But these are mere conjectures
prompted by abrowse around one
garden centre. The stands actually
arising from that browse are less
massive, being lighter that the speakers which they serve. Ideally, their
fillings should Isuppose be replaced
with plaster, but they are stable, nonresonant, and exhibit little sign of
vibration even when the speakers are
belting forth at over 100dB. So, if
you are in the market for some inexpensive stands, Isuggest taking a
look at the potential of non-audio
objects made from pottery, stone and
concrete.
John Crabbe

W2_
ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

he price code for each record will be found at the foot of the review.
List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price as indicated, .
then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up to a maximum of

£1.50 for three or more discs). The CD service can also supply discs reviewed „
in previous issues, if still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record '
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can also be supplied
for titles where these formats are available. Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for
details and prices. Unless listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2
or more CDs) are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD price.

Post and packing:
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
'Please indicate which

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £11.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each

• MID PRICE: £7.75 each
• SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (cops)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Rock/pop — Alice In Chains £9.25. The Blazers; Lloyd Cole; Erasure

Address

£12.75. The Fugs £ 14.95. Lenny Kravitz; Meatloaf £ 12.45. Ozzy Osbourne
£9.95. Prince; Pulp; Tears For Fears; (Various) Tower Of Song £ 12.25.
(Stage and Screen) Absolutely Disney £ 12.75
Jazz — Loaded Like New £ 12.25. Ntshuks Bonga's Tshisai £9.95
Rock/pop reissues — The Everly Brothers — Roots £7.95; Best Of £5.45;
Rare Solo Classics £5.25. JGeils Band; Billy JKramer & The Dakotas £9.25.
Carl Perkins — The Man & The Legend £9.25; King Of Rockabilly £5.25.
Brenda Lee; Quicksilver £9.95. The Teen Kings £ 12.75
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Postcode:

Td:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and seed to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline
Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VAT-Free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE

The Sound of the
21st CENTURY

SPL 1. Kit £205
11 ltr. Reflex using Morel Drive Units 18mm MDF Flat
Pack Cabs, air cored Ind. SOLON CAPS
"I haven't heard any ready built near field monitor that comes
close to these for anything close to the price"
Recording Musician
'The speakers cost about half the price of acomparable pair"
Daily Telegraph

Introducing the new Alén range of
loudspeakers featuring:

SPL. Satellite Kit £ 180
31
/litre Enclosure Reflex using Morel magnetically
shielded Drive Units
12mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs of highest quality

ATC Kits Active or Passive
ATC Sanctioned Kits 55 and 110 litres
25mm MDF Flat Pack Cabs
ATCK 50 55LTR
Passive £ 1920 Active £2995
ATCK 100 110LTR
Passive £2020 Active £3095

Alon V MkII

"Rare opportunity to be able to buy a pedigree
product for the price of a mongrel" Audio Media

Four Dem Rooms • Tuesday to Saturday opening
OVER 30 KITS TO DEM
Free catalogue on request
DEPT HFN, Wellington Close,
_ _ 111510W Parkgate Industrial Estate,

Audio Tel:
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8XL
01565 65-06-05 Fax: 01565 650080
IE3 All major Credit Cards accepted
•EXP RE SS

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
Alón petite

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

Conventional wisdom
suggests that there is no perect
loudspeaker. We disagree.
Introduce the upthrust sound of Alón V
MkII or the Alón Petite in your system,
and you will be electrified to emotional
suspense and even confirm the principle of
Archemedes*.
The price is even better in the real world.
*That a body weighed when immersed wholly or partly in a fluid shows a

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9d8 F to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

loss of weight equal to the weight of fluid it displaces.

CONTACT US ON 01582 36561 (Day) 29560 (Eve after 7pm)

gOUND

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ

103a Colney Hatch Lane

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)

Muswell Hill, London NIO ILR

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

Tel: 0181-883 6068

112

t

Fax: 0181-883 6142

NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0181-646 6672
FAX HOTLINE 0181-648 4873

ad( issues
issing avital
ck number?
ur Back
sues Service
nhelp!
ecan also
otocopy
icles for you
ecan supply single copies of most
from 1992 and 1993; simply cut
upon, or write to:- Sarah Elsey, HF
nk House Magazines Ltd, Dingwa
9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
stal order/international bank draft) is
AGAZINES LTD. We welcome credi
NNOT take credit card orders by tel

photocopy the
Editorial,
uue, Croydon,
Img cheque or
le to LINK HOUSE
Orders, but ye
ne.

OTOCOPY SERVICE
ecan supply photocopies of any HF
.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per arti
lay when requesting photocopies, plea
d title as accurately as possible.

article. The c:large is
mail). To aloil
uo :e issue dite, author

DERS
ese sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you
k after your copies of HF7VIRR. Each holds 12 issues. Blinders
st just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £9.00) from our Back
ues department.

THREE .194
CDs I
SUBSCRI
Subscribe now and receive free:
Test Disc
Normally retailing
for £ 12.95, 74 tracks that will
take your system to the limit.
any two of HFNIRR's
unique compilation CDs,
originally available only as special
gifts with the magazine, featuring
over an hour of music each:
Ace All Time Greats (
July
1994) featuring ` Shaft' and
21 original R&B Classics
from Sam Cooke to John
Lee Hooker
Hyperion 'sCurls (
April
1994) 15 classical Hyperion
selections, from Rimsky-Korsakov to Purcell.
Meridian (
April 1992) 7 tracks recorded using the Meridian
607 A/D converter; including Elgar's Overture ` Cockaigne'
Virgin Classics Collection (
April 1991), over 72 minutes of

Please send me the following back issues/photocopies*:
The following issues are NOT available:
1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Jan, Feb, Apr,
Nov, Dec;. 1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan. * Tick as appropnate
Issues:

music featuring MacDowell's Hexentanz Op.12
Chandos Best of British (
October 1991) including Britten's
Peter Grimes '
Storm Interlude conducted by Vernon Handley
Be sure to include three alternative choices to avoid disappointment.
Subscription

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick
postal service required.
Photocopies are £2.50 Ul £4.00 (airmail) per article Ul
UNITED KINGDOM

£2.60 per copy Ul

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£3.95 per copy [11

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£3.95 per copy ID

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£3.95 per copy j

Please send me

a

£33.00 UK
£42.60 Europe Airmail

D

£40.00 Overseas Surface LI
£58.60 Airmail
LI
Ienclose acheque/postal order/International bank draft payable
to Link House Magazines Ltd. Or debit my credit card,
El Visa [1] Access

E

Diners

E

Mastercard

Credit Card No.
Expiry Date

binder(s) £. 50 or £.00 (overseas)

Mr/MrsiMiss/Ms (caps)

Date

Signature

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Address

Postcode

Postcode

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
P:ease charge my Access /Visa /Diners /Amex*
Card No

(pounds sterling)

Country

Tel No.
Discs (Please number from 1-5 in order of preference)
Ace All time Greats
Meridian

Expires

Hyperion's Curls D

Virgin Classics Collection []

Chandos Best of British D
Signature

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days. Ph8toctpies
of this form are acceptable. Data protection: occasionally we may make names and addresses available to carefujy
vested companies who sell goods and services by mail that we believe may be - 4Interest to our readers. It yox
would prefer not to receive such mailings please tick this box. Ul
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When completed please send this form to:
Hi-Fi News Subscriptions Dept, 120-126 Lavender Avenue,
Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 3HP.
Tel 0181-646 6672. Fax 0181-648 4873
Tick here if you are an existing subscriber
HI 601
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here r1I3

pushed into the enclosed
compartment and starts to dissipate
very quickly. By the time it's
reached the port you've lost alot of
power and speed of the bass notes.
After all, an electronic signal is
faster than moving air. You need to
position the braces so there's a
good and quick air flow to the port.

'Whatever
material you
are thinking
of using, try
tapping it and
listen to hear
if it sounds
soft or dull it will probably
sound the
same when
you've made
your speakers'

DIY tip: thick baffles
can cause air
turbulence behind the
driver cone (left).
Try chamfering, as
shown (right)

CHAMFERING AT THE BIT
Dear Si,, Ifeel it's time Iput pen to
paper on the subject of loudspeaker
cabinet design.
Ihave been making my own
speakers now for some 14 years
using various drivers, sometimes
the same drivers in as many as four
different cabinet using awide
variety of material with
improvements all the way, based on
what's gone on before.
Here are some conclusions:
MDF is cheap, easy to obtain,
good to machine and paint and so
on: but it's no good as the sole
speaker cabinet material - it has
what Icall a ' cluck' ( coloration on
vocals and ageneral woolliness to
the sound). It is also used for
braces but is next to useless.
Manufacturers have cost
restrictions. ` DIYers' are not as
limited. Try Viroc - it's aboard like
MDF, in the same thickness but
much harder, heavier and better
damped - harder to machine and
saw but worth it.
Now braces. Most use ramin or
beech which are OK, but try ash or
oak; both are more rigid. The
ultimate though is Wenge; very
rigid and strong, it has amarvellous
tone when tapped.
Air flow next; some speakers use
aseries of flat cross-braces which
make up compartments with holes
in them which are then stuffed with
wadding. This is hopeless for reflex
design - just think about it - air is

Another area for concern is front
baffles; afew manufacturers and,
I'd bet, alot of DIYers use thick
front baffles. Here the driver is at
the end of adeep hole: the driver
cut-out [see drawing]. When the
driver is moving it causes
turbulence in the cut-out. You've
all heard of it in ports over the
years, so imagine how the driver is
being affected. In theory you must
only be using part of the cone area.
Try chamfering the inside edge and
sanding it.
These are just afew ideas I've
come up with over the many years
of designing and building speaker
cabinets. I've used solid hardwood
with good results, but care is
needed. Nearly all hardwood sold
today has between 5and 12%
moisture content, so when you
bring it into the house it starts to
curl and crack; but there are ways
around this.
Think of it like this: whatever
material you are thinking of using,
try tapping it and listen to hear if it
sounds soft or dull - it will probably
sound the same when you've made
your speakers; hard sounds beat,
faster, cleaner and so on. Has
anyone heard the Wilson WATT
perhaps?
There's alot more than this, of
course, to speaker cabinet design;
I've just touched on the subject.
But that's all for now, folks.
M A Siddle, MAS Construction
& Building, Northumberland
Anyone interested in Mr Siddle's
theories can contact hint on (01670)
354726 - Ed.
REMEMBERING RAYMOND COOKE
Dear Sir, It was with considerable
sadness and sense of loss that we
read of the death of KEF's founder,
Raymond E Cooke.
In the late 1980s we purchased a
pair of KEF C4Os and wrote to
KEF seeking technical information
about them. Mr Cooke answered
our questions and also sent us a
wealth of printed material on the
principles of loudspeaker design in
general and KEF's philosophies in
particular.
In following years, as our
increasing knowledge led to further
questions, Mr Cooke was only too
happy to answer them. As we
sought more faithful and revealing

II

audio reproduction, he guided us
through upgrades, first to apair of
C8Os and ultimately to the brilliant
R105/3s, which he described in his
last letter to us in September 1991
as ' one of the finest loudspeakers
available anywhere today'. We have
never had cause to doubt his
judgement and these speakers have
brought, and continue to bring, us
immense pleasure.
Mr Cooke suffered astroke in
December 1991 and our
stimulating correspondence ceased,
something we still miss very much.
We heard that he was making a
steady recovery and, with awhole
new range of reference speakers just
released, we were on the verge of
writing to him again for a
discussion of KEF's latest technical
developments.
Mr Cooke clearly brought an
extensive knowledge and adownto-earth, innovative approach to the
hi-fi loudspeaker industry. He had a
rare ability to communicate his
insights and enthusiasm to others
and this is something we feel very
privileged to have experienced,
albeit all too briefly.
Greg & Chris Kneale, Australia
AROUND THE QUAD AGAIN
Dear Sir, Thank you for the article
on servicing the Quad loudspeaker
by [
HFNIRR, Nov ' 93]. Ifound it
useful when Irecently undertook
some repair work for afriend. I've
had ahigh regard for the Quad
since Iread Peter Walker's articles
in Wireless World May 1955, and
saved up the necessary £45 to buy
one. But stereo then reared two
heads to challenge cash and space
in away which even amost
successful demonstration by PW
could not alter.
After the repair, at last Ihad a
Quad at home, albeit an old one,
with serial number less than 500. I
connected it to one channel, with
my usual LS3/5A on the other. The
balance control made auseful
changeover. On radio with ' mute'
off, FM noise was smooth on the
Quad, but with aslight high and
low resonance on the other speaker.
Frequency response sounded
similar, but the snare drum was
more evident in the orchestra, and
as the reverberation died away,
more obviously than usual. Claims
for the merits of the doublet
radiation were obviously being met.
Then afemale announcer began to
talk and one could easily imagine
life behind the grille. The movingcoil proved less tidy. Iwould have
liked to have continued, but the
owner was eager to have his
Quad back. Iwonder why?
G Wooldridge, Bristol
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MAINS MAN
Dear Sir, It has become de rigueur
when addressing the mains supply
to asystem, to have aseparate
audio spur from the fuse box and
an external earth spike.
What is not generally known is
that the household earthing (je
everything else) still has an effect
on that audio spur, so
improvements here can yield
significant improvements on
equipment connected to the audio
spur.
Idiscovered rather by accident
that removing an unnecessary ring
which was routed underneath the
meter tails had an effect on both
my system and my father's (who
has adedicated audio spur).
Improvements were in the form
of greater control (je focus) making
images more realistic. Then I
thought about re-routeing the earth
(from asecond fuse box) away from
the meter-tails under which it was
currently routed. This too had a
noticeable affect.
Ithen decided to obtain anew
earth block and earth clamp, as
pristine connectors also ought to
yield an improvement.
Icleaned up the lead earth on the
incoming 16nun' mains supply
using isopropyl alcohol (available
from achemist) and them used a
deoxidant (Caig Labs' Deoxit) on
the lead to bring it up shiny: this
took quite awhile, as the incoming
feed has been installed since the
1950s. All the other
connections/connectors were
treated with Caig Labs Pro Gold to
prevent further oxidation and to
enhance the connection. Our
existing electrical earthing braid
(tinned copper) was also soaked in
aPro Gold/alcohol solution to
restore agood (mechanically clean)
connection.
Then the earth cables from both
our consumer boxes were uprated
to 16mm 2— previously the main

fuse box used 6mm' and the
secondary lOmm 2.
All these changes had quite a
profound improvement on both
audio systems. What was useful as
aguide was monitoring the quality
of our TV pictures: because these
are RF devices, any reduction in
noise would result in greater
picture clarity with less
background disturbance to the
picture, which indeed it did.
Ithought that this was as far as
we could go. Until Istarted
wondering why we had an earth
connection to the gas outlet from
the gas-meter. It transpires that
we are also bonded down to earth
via the gas supply. ( This would
seem to be our primary household
earth, and yet only through
experimentation did we discover
this.) Again the cable was uprated
from lOmm 2 to 16mm 2,and
treated with Pro Gold.
This last modification yielded
the biggest change to date, realism
in our systems reaching new
heights, with much improved
focus, greater weight and more
rhythmic performances.
Ithen began to wonder, what if
Ibonded this earth before the gas
meter to the 1.25in steel gas
mains? This took awhile to
achieve as it was not easy to find a
big enough earth clamp to fit this
gauge of pipe.
This gave adramatic
improvement in performance,
greater weight to bass line,
improvements in dynamic
headroom, more spacious
imaging, and afundamental grasp
of control and rhythm to take
imaging even closer to reality.
Such improvements can only
be applied to older domestic
supplies, modern installations will
have athree-core supply
containing the earth, so rerouteing the earth away from the
meter tails is the only

HORN

improvement which could be
made. But anyone who has an
installation with an earth-block can
be in hog's heaven!
Readers are probably familiar
with gold and rhodium plating of
mains plugs and sockets, but is
there anybody out these producing
an audiophile fuse box?
If you've ever seen the mess
inside afuse box — the spaghetti
confusion of wires — you will see
why Iask. Also the live and neutral
connections are spread-eagled from
one side of the box to another. Can
anyone help?
It would be of great benefit to
readers of HFNIRR to investigate
such fundamental matters of
system performance as outlined
above. Other areas of importance
would be: the mains, room
acoustics and system matching.
HFNIRR ought to devote more
editorial to these issues.
D Stanley, West Sussex

at NB. The changes described above
should in no circumstances be
attempted by the amateur. The power
must be properly switched off to avoid
death by electrocution! Ifyou are in
the least uncertain of what to do, call
in atrained electrician — Ed.
ULTRASONIC FRONTIERS
Dear Sir, One possible advantage of
the new DVD system as far as
audio is concerned is the possibility
of higher sampling frequency, so
being able to record harmonics up
to 30 or 40kHz.
The question then arises: are
there microphones available that
will respond linearly up to these
frequencies? Iwould be grateful if
someone could tell me.
If not, then perhaps the only way
to reproduce ultrasonic harmonies
is through development of
technology similar to Pioneer's
'Legato Link' system.
D Smith, Milton Keynes

LOUDSPEAKERS
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SOUND FORESIGHT
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SPECIALIST
BERKSHIRE

EAST

GUIDE

MIDLANDS
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Arcam, AudioLab, Bcycr, B& W.
Celestion, Exposure, Kef,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Quad, Rcga, Roksan.
Rotel.Royd, Sennheiscr, S.M.E.,
Sony, Stax, Yamaha

READING HI-FI
CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RG1 7QF
TEL: (01734) 585463

M
O‘ZOP.\101,)1,\05,
NOOSO
1\1\\SS101,1,N\

International Distributors and
Retailers for Hi-End Audio Equipment
23 LANGLEY BROOM. LANGLEY.
BERKSHIRE.SL3 (( NB

(Near Slough: 2mins. from June.5 M4)
Tel: (0(753) 542761/ ( 0860) 665662
Fax: ( 0(753)772 532
Opening Hours:
10.00am.)).00pm Mon - Sal By Appoiniment
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Superb sound and style from:
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• Audiolab

****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam. A.T.C.. Audiolah. Audios B&W. Castle.
Celestion. Denon. Exposure. Kef. Maiantz, Michi.
Micmmega, Mission. Musical Technology. N.A.D..
Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Rel. Rotek Ruark,
John Sheame. SME. Stax. Systemdek. TUL.. 5•amaha
Free installation: Credit facilities: Service

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30.
37 Whitecross Road. Hereford 1014321 355081

• Arcam

CHESHIRE
Music to your Ears

co

HERTFORDSHIRE

•
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • MISSION
CYRUS • AUDIOCAB • B W
NAKAMICHI • AURA • DENON
QUAD • YAMAHA
KEF • MARANTZ
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CLONEY

HI-FI SPECIALIST
ROKSAN • NAD • MF • AIWA •
DUAL • CELESTION • ROGERS •
AUDIOQUEST • TECHNICS •

CÉ
•

studio

8

LTO

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

Harpenden Herts ALE. 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang & Olufsen Centre

PLUS HOME CINEMA •

ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, B&O, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANI7, MISSION
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM, •• À
NAKAMICHI, QUAD, SENNHEISER,

INTEREST FREE CREDIT • DISCOUNT CD & TAPE • BADA •

30 years of Excellence

TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC

TM/ GLALMATE LN
SOUND AJWICE

55 Main Street,
Blackrock, Dublin.

Mi° eXcellence

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

LANCASHIRE

WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

Chester
86/90 Boughton, Chester CH3 5AD ( 01244) 345576

Swansea
9Hugh Street
Swansea SAI ILE
:017921474608

to 6prn.
ThurFri 10am to 9pm

Open: TuesSat 10am

Gloucester
58 EnsIol Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD

• Classé

• Meridian

•

(01452) 300.046

GREATER MANCHESTER

=àiî

Tues. Sat. 9.00am-5.30pm
Closed Monday

AUDIO COUNSEL
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
A FI
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The HiFi Speciale,

t, the differt lice...

01244 344227

17 Hoole Road CHESTER CH2 3NH
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▪ AIWA U CASTLE U QUAD U 88W
▪ MARANTZ U SPENDOR U THORENS U ARCAM U ROTEL

▪ PHILIPS COU CELESTION U ROGERS U NIORDAUNT SHORT

Nakamichi..Celestion...Denon...Micromega

▪ MONITOR AUDIO U JPW U TOLl AND MANY MORE
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CHEADLE
//.

• PANASONIC U KENWOOD U DUAL

▪ WHARFEDALE U DENON U YAMAHA a
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II TECHNICS U SONY U PIONEER

LINN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Rotel...Royd

&
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MONITOR
SOUND

Shahinian...Dynavector...Mission...Marantz

1_11\11\1
FI 1.-1 A
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71
-r§spet/quer

14 Shaw Rd (0161 6332602)
(near MUMPS station)
14 Stockport Rd (0161 428 7887)
(at the end of the High Street)

Tuesday-Saturday 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursday)

IANNOY

BIG DISCOUNT. TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

CHORLEY (01257) 271935
54 Chapel Street, Chorley
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SAT FEB 3" 8. SUN 4"
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

hi-fi for grown-ups

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

NORTH

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

LONDON

tel / fax Ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319
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EXTRACT BY KIND PERMISSION OF

BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS coTTAGF LONDON NV' e
, Ds
TEI.41171 624 8855
I.AX 0171 ri2 -

Grahams HiFi

(Hi -Fi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

GRAHAMS HUI

MERSEYSIDE/WIRRAL
BETTER HI-FI

o

Finance

16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29RF

°
VI
é
m. 0151

THE ULTIMATE
'MUM) ADVICE

Naim Rega
Arcam Kef
Linn Royd
Micromega
Audiolab

227 5007

REAL

4111011111111111111.

"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

ATACAMA STANDS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
QUAD
AUDIOLAB
M25
YAMAHA
TANNOY
KEF, DENON DORKING
NAKAMICHI
411
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPW, CABLE TALK,
SOUNDSTYLE,
VAN DEN HULL, BISE

•HiFi

I)

•TV & Video
Hi Ft

The Old School,
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

efrie s

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St. (01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Denon, Creek, Epos, AudioLab,
TDL, Heybrook, Rotel, Soundstyle,
Micromega, Royd, Chord Co & others.

Aiwa, AMC, Arcam, Audio Technica, Audio Quest, Aura, Audio
Alchemy, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Canon, Castle, Celestion,
Chord, Jamo, Marantz, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monster,
Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Project,
Quad, Radford, Raga, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, SD, Spendor,
Tannoy, Target, Thorens, UKD, Wharfedale, Yamaha
Demonstration Rooms Available
Mail Order a Speciality
Digital Radio Satellite
AV Specialist

J6

REDHILL
REIGATE

GATWICK

5
M23
SURSIT IS-fl
60060015

A22

EAST
GRINSTEAD

CRAWLEY

GODSTONE 01883 744755
\

ate

45 High St., Godstone,

Surrey

RH9 8LS . ,

THE

MUSIC

LONDON

n
ihio. .

MATTERS
L

THE HI-FI CENTRE IN
WREXHAM

4RUABor4 ROAD, WREXHAM

SOUTH WEST & WALES

WHERE

ACTON GATE AUDIO

CATERHAM
J7

Excellent Listening Facilities

audio eXcellence

WALES

RABOTEAD
J8

\ .1.,
:te night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parkin.g)

Arcam, Audio Innovations, Nakamichi,
Naim,

DEPT

COAST

the finest

NORFOLK

n

SERVICE

URREY HIFI

We sell great HiFi &
serve excellent coffee

NORTH

MON TO SAT 900 to 6.00. TUE 9.00 to 8.00
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CRO 7AF
Telephone: 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile: 0181 655 3922

Ç
Choose from
•Home Cinema

nle

Y

THE 501.1T11 EAST'S LEADING HI-FI COMPANY

Grahams HI-FI Ltd. Canonbury Yard
190e New North Road London N1 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Far 0171 359 7620
ENNL 100570.1350Compuserve.com

SOUTH

plus many more

"Our aim is your
total satisfirtion"

E

3 DEM ROOMS AV.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

Stoc kist (
It lull range at speakers and
electronics tor all malor man is tar turePs
Please phone tor details.

IN

R

SPALDINGS

... Grahams is the best place to buy quality
equipment in London ( le £500 plus (Masystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service Is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheeklsair access.

Anal0g Audio

The Essence of Music

R

U

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI 5PB
(01179) 264975

134/6 Crwys Road
Cardiff CF2 4NR
(01222) 228565

Gloucester

Swansea

58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD
(01452) 303046

THE INNOVATIVE
AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/ RETAILER

9High Street
Swansea SA1 ILE
(01792) 474608

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

=

TEL: 01978 364500
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SPECIALIST

GUIDE

SUSSEX

WEST

WORTHING AUDIO

MIDLANDS

MUSIC
MATTERS

20 TEVILLE GATE PRECINCT, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN11 ItA
Telephone: (0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH
• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• EASY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to fipm
• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm
Agent ies include: Areani. Audio Technica. Clear Audio. Creek, Exposure.
Kinshaw Electronics, Mar:tut,. Naim Audio. Orelle. Origin Live. Remelt. Ruark.
Sennhei sec Target. TDL. Thorens. Tripod and many more.

e
p
oiev,deaffi

4CIrlICIrIESTUP
ULM FOIDEILITY

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Regs,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 I
SJ

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

WEST

Telephone 0243 776402

Definitive Audio

SUSSEX

DPIOSO £954 eft,

OPENING TIMES

Demonstrations by appointment, please ring.

TUESDAY TO &ITURDA Y 10.30 TO 6PM, LATE NIGHT
FRIDAYS TILL 8P8f. CLOSED MONDAY.

Late opening. Overseas enquiries welcome.

V.SC- TEA(' - SU) ACOUSTICS

Branches at:

Acccccc Visa

UNISON RESEARCH - ° PER.% • EANE.I.RF: TUNERS - ROSE
%KR (; R SS

PCNNR (400; YAMAHA U440 £
99;
MOON
5165 £ 110;
WHARFEDALE SIS 0140; B&W DIM
CSO; CASTLE PEMBROKE de STUDS
000; QUAD 31/405 ( 13S; QUAD 33
/303 1130; SON! 10116E £ 160;
LINWOOD

Home demos throughout Sussex and the South

,DUPPLIEFIS OP FINE.A LIDIO EQUiPMENT
.
ADIA

EX-DINONSTRATION
MUSICAL FIDELITY PREWMALS RAP
(1700, SALE £999; MUSICAL
FIDELITT THE PREAMPMPHOCII
RIP £ 69 SALE L499; MUSICAL
FIDELITT TIPIKII RIP £799, SALE
/219; PIAWITI PM700AY RAP
L119, WE L369; 10101 0(090510
DISDIETE RIP 1410, SALE £310;
MUNI/ 01)11 RIP £1600, SALE
(1150,; AURA TUSO CHROME RIP
£319.95 SALE L299; AURA (DSO
ARP 1399, SALE (749; MGM DELTA
10.3 ARP £ 99, SALE 649; MU
BOLUTKIN SYSTEM RIP
SALE 11600; smut* 1,197100
RIP £ 99, SALE £499; ((((WOOD
011000 MP (999, SALE 0169;
KEWNOOD 1060405 RIP D49, SALE
1199; SD ACOUSTICS SDI WALNUT
RIP ( 000, SALO £
999; RUARI
TALISMAN Il £699, SALE Be,
TECHNICS RSTR777 RIP £
199. SALE
£249; MISSION 761i RIP $499,
SALE £250,
etc--etc.-Phase call__

for acarefully considered approach to the
assembly of high performance audio systems

MOP CI-JiliY1
M.U:NEPIANAR

Closed Mondays

SECONDHAND
MERIDL411 TOR (MO; MINN 107
6150; MCAM DELTA 10.3 CD
L395»CAM DELTA 110.3
BSO:DE11011 INDIS60 DSO;
MUSICAL FIDEL111 1700 MI
*INWOOD DPRISO DS; SOW
TO416E 060; MONITOR AUDIO
1,351 1209; ROGERS 151 (
100;
MARTI Pt145 LIN; AR 006
LECINER LI2S; MATO1ING Al (D04 1115; 110101 11901130 1110;
MUSICAL FIDELITY KURE LOSO
POTEL RK9SOM TUNER-PRE £200;
ROHL 11196010 ( ISO; AIWI
ALPHA PLUS 07 DSO: MOW
FIDELITY PIIIMJPI1OX PRE-

laBirming,ham :

Brighton: (07273) 208649

SLIM 00FERS • ALCHEMIST - CABLE

AlICHELL • AUDIO TF:CHNICA ORIGIN LIVE
COMFORTABLE DEMONSTRATION ROOM - HUME TRIAL FACILITY
FREE INSTALLATION - PART EXCHANGE . SErIVICING AND REPAIRS

Road,

OPEN MON - SAT 10,, -

:93-95 Hobs Moat Road,

WORCESTERSHIRE
LYNDEN AUDIO
Exclusive Midlands Audio Sy--

LONDON

—Demonstrations By Appointment—

. itants.

Audio Physic, Adyton.Ben Duncan sAmp 02 Stands Unique
Electrocompaniel Essex Audio, LFD. Sequence Design Wall
Speakers, Harman Kardon. JBL, etc. Specialist Engineering Dept.
offers Custom Design and
Up- grades. all Kits ( inc. valves) built to Customers requirements.

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR

Audio Visual apleasure - good coffee!
Please Tel. 0121-445 5057
daytime/evenings for good, unbiased advice and afriendly chat

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
•n• 0181-567 8703
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AMC, AUDIO LAB. AURA. B&O. B&W. CANON.
CASTLE. CHORD CO., CYRUS. DENON, DUAL. EPOS, EVOLUTION.
JPW, KEF. MARANTZ. MICROMEGA, MISSION. MONITOR AUDIO,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, QUAD. REL REVOLVER,
ROGERS, ROTEL, ROYD. SOUNDSTYLE, SYSTEMDEK. TARGET, TEAC.
THORENS. VAN DEN HUL & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Fee local delivery &
installation. Repairs & Service.

YORKSHIRE
AKAN' • NIERIDIAN • MISSION
CYRUS • AUDIOCAB • & W
NAKAMICHI • AURA • DENON
QUAD • YAMAHA
KEF • MARANTZ

ASTON AUDIO

•
•
•
•
•

Hi -FI SPECIALISTS
ROKSAN • NAD • MF • AIWA •
DUAL • CELESTION • ROGERS •
AUDIOQUEST • TECHNICS •

Closed Wednesday

cei
rt. • ivt(Ex . 1.521 IAA
PLI'S HOME CINEMA •
F,i si ihksuilt F • Tel, 01943-467689 Fas, 01943-M82M
I, IIRI ••• IIlull iRenel • l)lS('ixt STillS T % PE • •
O

you Like to hear more')

..05%.4..eedeo
P RC)J ECTS

4111.1EAID111,461-EY

0

ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARUM, Al(, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO TECHN1CA, AVI, BEYER, ( ABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, ( RD (VALVE), DENON, DUAL KLIPSCH, MICHELL, ilAKAMICHI,
ORTOFON, QED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E
SPENDOR, TARGET, RIK, TDL THORENS. TRIOLOGY ( VALVE) etc., Keith Monks
Record Cleaning Mochine.
FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD (
Est. 1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM BIS ILO,
0121-455 0667 (( LIMED MONDAY))

YORKSHIRE

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY
On permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—ATC: SCM10, SCM20,SCM20 Tower, SCM50A and
SCM100A, ATC, AV International, Bryslon Amplifiers. Castle York, Chester &
Howard. Concordant, Chameleon Amps. Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Harbeth Acoustics. JPW. Sequence Loudspeaker, Marantz, Sumo
Gyrodec, Mido. Ortofon premier range. SME, Spender, Target. TEAC.
Townshend Seismic Sink, aED. van den Hal. The First lu The Second Cables.
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or in your own home without
obligation. For further details contact JOHN 8LEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (01131 2528850 (
evening calls welcome)
Generous Part Exchange and Second Hand Equipment available.

YORKSHIRE

W ould

156/157 Lower

High Street, Tel 01384 444184

(THE AUDIOPHILE RETREAT)

WEST

Tel: 0121 742 0254

uStourbridge :

28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX
TEL/FAX: ( 01493) 251587 OR ( 0831) 418619

118

363 Hagley

Edgbaston, Tel: 0121 429 2811

TALK

1 1 3

2

LANE.

3

0

L.EIEIDS

4

TEAC®

Perfectly

Balanced So

u.

spendor

101>

CHORDÁ)

1011.,

5

6

5

ACOUSTIC ENGINEERS
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SPECIALIST
WEST

MIDLANDS

WEST

GUIDE

MIDLANDS

WEST
•3111 1.1 Studio,
•ITome Trials

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel:
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
DP*
EPOS
QUAD
ROSS,.
ROGERS

01922 493499/473499

MIDLANDS

1122Efiril

•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
`1?- • Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

3

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Shan, the ASITA Carpark
with ample frcc parkin,
Off High Sccccc Blonwich.
Nr. Walsall, West Midlands I

ALSO .APOLL001000IO

CHORD

NAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
ALCOEUT
AUDIO OUEST
MAW
BOSE
SEVER
CABLE TALE
CHORD COMPANY
CAMUS
EXPOSURE NEF REFERENCE
SENMOCIO 1.1•RANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NANAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
AUTEL
SENNNEISER
SONY
SUMISO SYSTEMOES
TARGET
TAL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN HUL
YAMAHA

Open 6 Days. 9aim ripen
Late Might Friday

CYcl

CLASSIFIED
Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 65p per word ( private), minimum £ 17.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 75p per word, minimum £21.00 inc. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in February issue must reach
these offices by 7th December 1995 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon. Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typeNN ritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR SALE — Trade
•Y6-edhe?eleile

FOR SALE — Trade
eepeilemeir/

REALISTIC OFFERS ARE INVITED FOR THE FOLLOWING VINTAGE HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Revox All int. amp.

Ouodrodiol 4receiver 4130
Maront: stereo receiver 2240
Maranta Quodrodial 4receiver 4300
Maranta Cluodrodial 4receiver 4400

Scott 1526 stereo tuner

B8.0 3000/2 int. amp.

Scott 420A nt. amp.
Scott 5301 am/fm tuner
Lumen Aculouch al FM 5110 tuner

Scott 0436

int. amp.

Morality

Braun TI tuner

Pioneer 4channel receiver OX 949A

Braun Al int. amp.

Monona 105 am/Fm tuner
IMO 2400 tassette deck
%roar 5400 cassette deck
Moron: 6300 turntable
Therein 116 Mk 3turntable
IMO 4600 centre
Philips (D304 CD player
Mauer 5110 cassette deck

Most of the above equipment is in remarkable condition for
it's age and can be shipped anywhere in the world.

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

202 FINDON RD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ.
Tel: 01903-812288 Fox: 01903-872234 Alter hoots: 0860-660001
VPI TNT ET2,
ring, CAT SU preamp, superb,
£2,295; MF 370.2 amplifier, superb £1,100; Revox
G36, 2T, superb £495, Revox B77.2, 4T, Dolby,
mint, boxed £725; Quad FM4, boxed, £225; Voyd
Valdi, split phase, Lexan platter, tabriz, mint, boxed
£695; p/x Nakamichi Dragon, Koetsu, Natio Tel:
01747 853372 (Shaftesbury) A30.55
Sequerra Panalyser Tuner - serial no. 1201, mint
black, original, complete with manuals, boxed,
packaging, circuit diagrams, spare fuses, bulb and
tuning 'o' ring. very rare, highly collectable, sounds
and looks superb £4,500ono (New replacement cost,
£14,000, Tel: 01623 658888 ( office) or 01623
830998 (home)
A26.65
Mitchell Argo HR pre-amp with Hera power supply,
boxed as new, bargain at half price £700 no offers,
Tel: 01623 871950
A17.00

•

air se/es

AUDIO INNOVATIONS BOO M( transformer
AUDIO INNOVATIONS ( 000 power amps ( triode)
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 mean
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS Rel 2speakers
KLIPSCH La Scala s
APOGEE Centaur me speakers
MOD- SQUAD passive pre amp
AUDIONOTE OTO ( ex demo) full guarantee
CAMBRIDGE (03 ( 0player
CLEARAUDIO turntable/arm/cartridge ( demo)
SONIC FRONTIER SRS 40 valve amp
MU A18 integrared amp
AUDIONOTE M7 tube gem 10146501
MAGNUM reference 1.010O preiomp
SONT 552/702 CD/OAC Mint, Boxed & Rore

f
795
0795
f
595
f
3995
(499)
f550
9995
0995
(4750
0750
(2495
0200
0765
(295
0795
I
575

£120
0995
0595
£895
£1495
£895
£395
0995
0275
02795
0195
5175
05995
£325
01295

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER
VOYD REFERENCE ( LARGE MOTORS) PIANO FINISH WALNUT FITTED WITH NEW SME V TONEARM
AND CLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE, THIS WOULD COST NEW TODAY £9751 AND IS; ON
OFFER FOR ONLY £6695.

QUAD MAIN DEALERS.
VISA/SWITCH/MASTER CARD/DINERS CLUB WELCOME
We take part exchange on new and used stock
202 FINDON RD, WORTHING, SUSSEX 6N14
TEL: 01903-872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860-660001
FAX: 01903-872234

Krell KSAI50 £2,200; Krell KSA 80 £ 1,895; ATC
20T rosewood speaker £ 1,750; Infinity reference 2 B
speaker with crossover £ 1,500 Tel: 01344 777516
A17.00
Radford SCA30 control amplifier and matching
FM3.5 tuner £ 100; Pair Cambridge Audio R50
speakers £ 100 Tel: 0181 460 0608 A17.00
Magnepan 3.3R ribbon speakers £2,000; Magnepan
SMGb £ 500; Classè 30 preamp £ 750; Classè 70
poweramp £ 750, all immaculate and boxed, Tel:
01252 311016 A17.00
Mana Acoustics Five Tier amplifier stand with
sound stage and reference top, List £ 1,000. Brand
new (still boxed) genuine reason for sale, £780 Tel:
01228 590215 (eves)
Theta Date Basic, S/E and Bal output version,
£1,395; Audio Synthesis Dax- UA, 3 inputs inc.
balanced, £995; Oracle Delphi MKIII, Syrinx PU3,
KRS (just retipped) £995; Nakamichi Dragon £995;
All mint, Tel: 01273 775302
A20.15

Musical Fidelity, P180 Power Amps 9x2), Seperate
Power Supply (x2), choke regulated power supply,
P173 pre amp, with power supply, mint and boxed,
little use, £ 1,500 Tel: 01785 850535 A18.85

Audio Physic Tempo speakers phis Essex Equaliser.
Prize won in Hi Fi News January competition. Value
£3,000, Ican't afford to upgrade to use so have to
sell £2,000ono Tel: 0181 660 1148 (Sqrrey)

JANUARY 1996

d ...in /red égiaila ?III /II
•' irea desl/r

rear

McINTOSH /
4(( 1000 MC cartridge INTY11
LUMLEY 120 monoblocks let demol
B & W Matrix 3speakers
SEOUARRA FM1 Panoramic display tuner
JADIS 80 watt mono- blocks ( excellent)
ROGERS LS 350 speakers ( new)
SOUNDLAI A3 full ronge electrostatics
LINN LP 11/Rego/005/LINGO
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 power amp ( ex demo)
AUD1ONOTE Ails speakers/Pirate stands
NAKAMICHI 1000 IXL melt, deck
AUDIO RESEARCH litzlink interconnect ( from)
MAGNEPAN SRO) speakers ( new/ reduced to
PINK TRIANGLE turntoble/Mission arm
SONY 702 DA( ( their flog,)rip model)
THETA Molt 04( lee demol

Nairn SHLS, Walnut, latest specification, excellent
condition, boxed, instructions, £ 1,250ono; Also,
Snaps £60; Tel: Vic, 01268 753974 (eves) ( Essex',
A17.00

NWT NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

FOR SALE — Trade

01283 702875
IAN HARRISON HIFI TH.:9ans
- 9pm
CARTRIDGES
"• TRADE IN YOUR

TRANSFORMERS

DENON

MAKE OR CONDITION

AND SAVE APTO 40.°
OFF THE NORMAL
SELLING PRICE

ORTOFON
K1NSHAW
SOWTER
EXPRESSIVE
TECHNOLOGES

CD PLAYERS

CASSETTE DECKS

TUNERS

TEAC.

SONY,
MARANTZ

AIWA, TEAC.
NAKAMICHI SONY,
MARANTZ

OUAD. MARANTZ,
SONY. DENON

OLD MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE ANY AGE.

• ..

.,..„: " ,:
,
-,•.. ICA
TRANSFIGURATION
BENZ MICRO
SHORE
GOLDRING

8, PHONO STAGES

AMPLIFIERS

HIFI FURNITURE

CABLES

OUAD, CONRAD
JOHNSON. MUSE,
MARANTZ. SONY.
TECHNICS, TEAC

SOUND ORGANISATION,
APOLLO SOUND
FACTORY TRIPOD,
SOUNDSTYLE, PROJECT

AUDIOOUES". COGAN
HALL
SONIC LINK, SILVER
SOUNDS. OED,
GOLDRING

BLANK TAPES

HEADPHONES

ACCESSORIES

SONY
BASF FUJI, AMPEX
SCOTCH. JVC
KONICA

SENNHEISER BEYER.
AKG, KOSS

OED DISCWASHER,
GOLDRING

TOC MAXELL

TEST CASSETTES 6CD'S • Phone For Details
X1,11

0121/11211\11

III , SI
11121/1 SI \ I.

1111,1

1111 11\1 112 11 Hill I à \\ \ II
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TRADE

CLASSIFIED
YrIlr11110 r.11,,11,7(e7)1'

SPECIAL OFFER

WHY DO IALWAYS NEED TO COMPROMISE?
AFFORDABLE HIGH END - IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK?

1995/12

CALL TO ARRANGE TO HEAR THE ONLY AFFORDABLE ALTERNATIVE

Oiler Pise

on,, Price

SP_EAKERL
so
ED
SH
ED

IGÍ
RHYTHM

Hilf.ML

ED
XD
XD
SH

AURA SP50
[ 249
Bangu Olulmn 016000
£299
Lon Index MS 1 • stands £ 150
Mendran 06000 act,. mondors
£3000
Mown 780
£ 129
Morulor Audo Studio 20 Rosewood
£1503
ProAc R66P0066 One
£699
Sold Mondor
£ 169
501,0 Teen
£ 79
apeman 502 oc moods £ 199

SH
ED
XD
XD
Sr,
ED
SH
XD
SH
ED
SH
SH

Ada tamondge A60
£49
ARCAM Alona 6
£280
Dena 290
£399
Dena 290 P
£339
Audroun 8000A
£299
Denon 0515450
£99
Mararw 0080
£ 185
NAO 302
£ 149
NAPA Ned 1mm
£250
Nakomols 103
£ 199
OR/A270
rim
OUAD 34 pie amo
£ 199

ED
511
XD
XD
XD
XD
SD
511

AURA £ D50
£249
Lon Sank 8 Romer* £999
Kie6dian 506
£599
Mordran 508
£ 1150
Morome0a Slase 3
£ 720
Nairn COI
£ 1500
Nakdrt0C, 004
£249
OUAD 66
£259

XD
NEW

AMPIJMEITA:

211/VT4C PHONO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
18 WATTS • PURE CLASS A SINGLE ENDED

b60 2100
00

ONLY £2499.00

[ 549

TORERO,
00

Nalume, 572

r249

CASSELIETIECAL
AD
00

AIWA AN [ 00
AIWA Al)' 750

[ 49
£149

112111.CITILMA IELEY1516111.16 61011).
00

13801X5000 ROSeW000 inci stand
£999
5613 MX4000
£ 899

XD
SH
SH
SH
ED
NEW

9601-X5000 Grey inci stand £499
650 9000
£
rodeo £ 499
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ASTON AUDIO, WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 01625 582704
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M.C. STEP-UP TRANSFORMER

ATTORDAIBEaLtenr

There's only one way to realise the full potential of your
expensive moving coil cartridge - use a good step-up
transformer. One that's been designed specifically for
the low output impedance of today's MC cartridges. If
you intend to use a tube pre-amp, a transformer is
essential. Rothwell Electronics has recently developed
asuperb transformer, with excellent transient response,
wide bandwidth ( 15Hz-51kHz) and 20 dB gain. Try it for
yourself, trust your ears, and give your cartridge the
chance to perform.

IIMEIFIRIPASSED Value for money Triode Single Ended Amplification
from £699.00 to £98,000.00

Tel. 017535 26939 Fax. 01753 532262
r:' •

Rothwell Electronics
60 Pennington Rd, Great Lever, Bolton BL3 3BR.
Tel / Fax : (01204) 529399
Trade / Overseas enquiries welcome

DISTRIBUTOR / DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE
SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SLI INN ENGLAND

MADISOUND

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

Lintone Audio
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Musical Fidelity MVX Pre- Amplifier
950 • •
Musical Fidelity 3A Pre- Amplifier
Marantz SC22/MA22 Pre/Power Mono Amplifiers 1Ex Demi.. 1549.00
Michell Alectro Amplifier ( Ex Dem)
899.00
Michell Argo/Hera Pm- Amplifier ( Ex Dem)
Naim NAC 42.5/140 Amplifiers
Naim 32/90 Pm- Power Amplifier
Naim Nait/2 Amplifier
Quad 34/306 Amplifiers
Quad ESL 63/GRF Stands Loudspeakers
Re) Stadium Subwoofer ( Ex Dem)
Revox B77 Reel/Reel Hi- Speed Half Track
Ruark Sabre Loudspeakers
Sony CDP557ESD CD Player
Sony TAN55ES Power Amplifier
Spendor SP2 Loudspeaker ,
Technics SLIO Tumtable
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back from thousands of US home cable
hest in your system.
15 FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $50.

IIII 48 brands, 238 cable products.
FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
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ES

The Cable Company
Call, wnte or fax for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 . fax (215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950
MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS

SEND

$5.00

FOR COMPLETE SPECIFI-

CATIONS AND PRICES,

FAX US YOUR

ORDER WITH MASTERCARD OR VISA,
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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SERIOUS KIT

ALGERNON STREET MONTON ECCLES

astate of the art company

MANCHESTER M30 9QA
TELEPHONE 0161-707 4823

AUDIONOTE - AN INTRODUCTION
Audionote U.K. have been around for only 4years, but their affiliated Japanese parent Co. have been manufacturing Hi-end components for
around 20 years. Indeed it is thanks to Audionote Japan that agreat many Hi Fi companies have become inspired. It is by no accident that the
U.K. based Co. and Kondo San's Japanese Co. share the same overall design philosophies. That is, to build uncompromised valve
amplification, using ( surprise, surprise) valves not only in the audio circuit, but also in the power supply whenever possible.
This may seem astrange statement but ask yourself "How many reputed valve amplifiers use valve power supplies". The answer my friend is
hardly any. Is it any wonder that there is such aresurgence in interest and value of old school technology such as Leak, Radford, Quad etc.
The reasons here Ifeel is that some of us have amemory in our minds eye of that golden tonal quality which is missing in most of today's
"superior" designs.
Could it actually be that the old school had something? Is it perhaps that in our rush to make progress we inevitably end up not seeing the
wood for the trees ? Because certain solid state devices work wonderfully in certain areas, should we therefore assume that they will perform
so well elsewhere? These are questions that Ihad to ask, as Ibegan to realise that some of the better older generation amplifiers had certain
things in common.
Invariably the factors which kept popping up, were the power supplies and their regulation it seems that if you want to use valves in the audio
circuit then you should use valves in the power supply too. Perhaps mixing the two technologies is not the way forward as most designers
seem to do. There are of course many other variables to the ultimate design of any amplifier, such as build costs, aesthetics, value for money
and of course the "can we sell it factor?"
Surely the only real reason to develop and produce an amplifier is to make one that sounds "Better"? why is it that the only industry that I
know of, to constantly down sell its latest developments is the HiFi industry, O.K. so everyone wants abargain but how many times have
you bought the latest piece of kit, only to find that it does not live up to its review promises? How many times have you bought apiece of kit
that devalues its purchase price to afraction within months of owning it. Then the Mk2 version comes rendering your original as out of date,
with no resale value.
Audionote are the first company to produce in large quantities valve amplifiers that use valves, from the power supply to the output stage
biased to pure class "A" using little or no feedback. Choke regulation and the highest quality passive components available is it any wonder
that this family of amplifiers are the worlds leader?
Don't get me wrong here, this is the first manufacturer to admit that they aren't doing anything new. They have simply looked at the most
satisfying musical components over the last 20 years or so ( perhaps 35 years) and concluded as Ihave, somewhat later, that valve
amplification, despite its drawbacks, does sound better than its more modern rival. If the transistor had not been invented, then Iwonder how
the valve amplifier would have developed? Would we now be closer to the original performance of the recording? Unfortunately this is a
question we cannot answer, but we do know that because something is new, it does not necessarily mean better ( witness the compact disc?)
So meanwhile the Western World have become obsessed with "Specification" and "Low Noise" not to mention "Phase Linearity" or "Rise
Time" or even the now Holy Grail "Harmonic Distortion". In the East, classic equipment of the 1960's is all the rage, why? What has
happened? Could it be that we in our quest for truth have forgotten the original task?
Luckily, not everyone has fallen foul of the audio "Fashion Industry" and Audionote themselves continue on their mission to re-educate those
who have gotten to the point of "Jacking in the lot for aMidi- system", after all, you bought aHiFi to enjoy the music, not to become
disgruntled at the systems lack of performance!
Music which is being replayed on an audio system, should replay with the vibrancy and excitement of the original performance. The sound
should not be electronic or obviously mechanical in nature! The system should play together as any musical ensemble would, forgive me for
perhaps stating the obvious of our expectations, but why do so many so called HiFi systems not play music? Is it because many of the
specialist manufacturers are no longer specialist? Is it because most speaker designers use only one type of reference amplifier? Or are these
manufacturers trying too hard to be all things to all men?
•
An audio system should be designed to play music, no more, no less! That is why we buy the software, to listen to it not, to change it or
enhance it in some way. This is what makes Audionote as acompany stand out from the crowd. From the IO cartridge and range of D.A.C.'s
right through to the loudspeakers and all interconnecting cable. Everything is designed to work together. It is often written by many reviewers
that synergy is the most important factor in creating "A good system". Well, now all the hard work has been done for you when you first
audition an Audionote system you will not believe what you hear. Literally, 3-dimensional sound that hangs in space, above the speakers,
below the speakers, in front of and behind. Central images have height like you won't believe. Ilove watching clients faces as their jaws hit
the floor. "How can aHi Fi do that?" is the usual question. Well its what aHiFi should do, but so often fails to.
Audionote have an ongoing policy of improving product (if and when possible) but refuse to make any models redundant in the range. This is
where you can really score in terms of upgrading to the next model. Trade-in values remain very high so there is no danger of being left high
and dry with apiece of redundant equipment. That does make achange and makes your choice of Audionote products awise investment
longterm.
Thin or bright or just plain loud, try one of the Audionote amplifiers. It will inject the system with awarm cohesive emotional quality that
goes beyond just sound. It is emotional!
We all are aware of the legendary "Ongaku" and its high price tag (in excess of £50K) and of course its matching pre- amp the M7. These are
the basis of the Japanese products, and sell in good numbers worldwide. However you are probably less aware of the Audionote U.K.
products. These range from the incredible "OTO" at an affordable £ 1500 single ended phono version, through to the Soro and Meishu. The
latter is afascinating product selling at £3250 fully integrated. It of course uses the popular 300B tubes on board valve rectification and
choke regulation, offering awhopping 9watts per channel used with the companies own speakers (AN- K, AN-Jor AN-E) this is the heart of
one hell of amusic system, dynamic, big, effortless but above all emotional. Iwill discuss in more detail each product in the next newsletter,
but Ican whole heartedly reccomend an audition of this range, whether it be for analogue or digital upgrades. If your system sounds thin or
bright and painful, try one of the Audionote amplifiers. It will inject the system with awarm cohesive and totally natural quality that goes
beyond mere sound. An Audionote system is the recreation of musical emotional event!
As Audionote's most accomplished U.K. retailer Serious Kit is happy to advise on the integration of any of these outstanding products into
any tired or misaligned system. We have the knowledge and experience to help you upgrade in the most intelligent direct fashion, without
wasting money in the wrong direction.
Please call to arrange your own personal demonstration of the Worlds most unmechanical Hi Fi
Till next month
Enjoy the music.

Dario' egpiers (proptiÉtod
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Audio Note Audio Components Parts & Price list

So what is new? Firstly we have moved to much bigger premises to accommodate the considerable increase m business that we have experienced over the past 2years. One of the main complaints that are levied against our kits is that we do not offer the lacuity for you to hear them, so by the time you read this
we will have an in-house demo-room in the new factory plus ademo- room on Manchester. Serious Kit 0161-707 4821 where you can see and hear the Audio Note range of krts we will still not sell the kris in an assembled fores but up to now we have also been unable to demonstrate them Subject to prior
arrangement you will be able to see and hear the rapidly expanding range of kits in combrnabon with our exostong cable speaker dia converter and ampldier programme. To those pl you who have experienced delays in your orders. Iwish to thank you for your pahencet
In order to achieve this rapid expansion of the kit programme, strengthen and Imoneen our technical advisory service in general and to get underway aset of technical valw and valve semidry application notes we have engaged Andy Grove, formerN of Hilo World Fame, to increase our capacity to inform you and
grue you the best service possible Ihave worked with Andy before and he is one of the most knowledgeable inenduals in this much maligned and misunderstood field You can expect great things from our co-operaboni
The increase in interest in all things sIngleended. especially the node non-teedback variety, is now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are about to follow suit, so if you are looking for asingle-ended product beware of the false prophet, who speaks ol 'brags he does not beheve in. until rl
becomes financially expedient or downright necessary to have asingle-ended mean, in the programme So whether you are building asingle- ended amplifier yourself, or looking to buy amanufactured single-ended product, please remember that it was Audio Note who in the lace of the usual industry hype
about continual ' progress". brought this technology to the atienbon of press. public and general audio industry alike, not because dwould lend aquick buck to the purse, but because we firmly believe that it Is asuperior way of amplifying any music signai. and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred
technology for anyone who wants the genuine aesthetics and beauty of real muslo reproduced on thee home
Now that we stand on the boundary of this the brave "new" world ol 1920s circuitry, we note with interest the number of manulacturers who have manulactured valve ampldiers Or many years. but who only now have 'discovered" the value of the single-ended stage, and who in the past have been the strongest
proponents of the high power -high moldy' valve ampliher watch them, as they now for commercial gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker efficiency and single ended node amplification and then draw your own conclusions about their sincerity and competence in overall knowledge of the technology of
Audio Audio Note were first and remains the last word in sonic quality it you appreciate music properly reproduced.
As expected ( and predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appearong on the market some are good many are notIlls important to remember that the hardest thing to achieve is simplicity man is acomplicating being ( just look at our tax systerni ,I. and since
World War Two we have been led to believe that complication equals technology not true, especially not in music reproduction equipment. here somplicity Is adostonct virtue. Singleended ampidocalin requires an understanding of the necessity for simplicity that is very rare another common fallacy is that the SE
power supply needs to have very large capacitance or storage, also not correct, you want as last and responsive an SE power supply as you can gel. so asmall agile power supply sounds much better than abig slow one, valve rectrlicatron Is amast chokes are good, but not mandatory, if cost is aproblem alarge
resistor will do It Is most Important to remember that in ano- feedback single-ended amplifier the circuit and power supply must have the same constants to unction correctly so simple and small is beaufifult
Another Interesting aspect of the SE revolution is the attempt to incorporate Wants of current technological dogma and beliefs into the SE performance envelope, we are already seeing low drstortoon SE. sell-cancelling SE. transistor SE. soon to be pried by " high current SE -and ' high power SE -,
don't be duped
by these slogans, claims that you can gel 55 watts SE Class Afrom one VT-IC/211 are utter nonsense. likewise 15 watts from asingle 3008 these kinds ot power specifications are no good unless they are accompanied by adistortion figure at the rated power. To give you an Illustration of this at 55 ways Class A
SE a211 has about 50% harmonic drstortron one has to question the sonic quality of any signal at that distortion level If only the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing the charlatans whose unjustifiable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting publie as they do trying to explain the benefits of
()CC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amuslo carrier we would have acleaner and more just market where being correct and truthful would not be amarketing disadvantage.
Back to the subject matter, all this talk about oust« and correctness would be vanity 11 not backed by action so on order to enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own special version of any of the single-ended circuits being discussed whether old or new, we will continue to expand on what is
already the most extensive range of ultra high quality components that the discerning do-it-yourself" valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or ( shame on you.) push-pull amplifier whether triode of pentode All of these parts are used in various models of the manufactured line of the
Audio Note ampfifiers. These components include mostly specially made dents like ceramic valve bases with either silver or gold plated pins, paper in oil aluminium foil signal capacitors, copper 8silver foil signal capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrolytic capacdors, acKlicorrosovelree silver solder, copper and
silver wired audio output transformers non-magnetic tantalum resistors. non-magnetic RCA and speaker terminals, valves and any other useful bits and pieces for upgrading oM or constructing new valve amplifiers
All prices are excluding UK Vat at 1750%. which. if you We inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase, after the addition of postage and packing costs
We accept Visa. MasterCard. Access. Diners and Amex to pay this way. we will need your address, card no, with start and expiry dates, you can also pay by bankers drab Euro cheque or cheques drawn on aUK bank account.
Delrory is normally about 14 days from receipt of cleared funds. Out please allow up to 60 days for some items it not stock at the lime or order.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to the sublect of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others, please let us know either by fax or telephone, there is an award of £20 00 ( payable In valves or other bits. post I
reel to anybody who sends us
abook which contains useful information about valve amplifier design or theory.
Ldiewise. I
am looking for anumber of old valves to experiment with so il you have any PX4s. PX25s. DA30s. ADIs or any of the old triodes Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agood price likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorders. Studer. Telefunken or Amperes or the like record
caning plating processing or pressing moment or have books or information about building microphones recording technique LP manufacture, then it will all be gratefully received Audio Note has the intention over the next 2-3 years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have
quite alot ol information, much more us needed
Circuits Valvedata 8Basic Technical Information
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around then we shall be happy to provide you with acircuit pack containing good circuits like Ongaku. KegoryKassi. Nero. Gaku-On plus several other power amplifier muds and the M7Tube preamplifier. which us the best preamplifier circuit
we have come across Just send astamped see addressed 04-see envelope, together with 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamps. or of you live collide the UK USO 15.00 on Sbills will do. please do not send Bankers Drafts in ASS. International Response Coupons or International money orders, as they
cost more to cash than their value
We have alarge number pl requests for he circuits of the Audio Note UK-made amplrhers. like OTO Phono SE. MI Phono. Mesh°. Sono etc and since we lunhke the memory of our talented compentorsi do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help extend the envelope of knowledge
in this much mafigned field, we shall be happy to send you or any existing or prospective competitor, one or more orcurt theorems. they cost £500 each, or you can buy for example all phonoIntegrated amplMers. for no* ($50.001. or all Lrneintegrated amphfiers for £25 all pre- amplifiers for (20 00 (£ 35001.
or simply acomplete crrcurt pack for £50 00 ($80 001 All can be paid erther by credd card cash bankers draft or cheque drawn on aUK bank the cost includes postage
We can also supply aset of data sheds for the most commonly used valves. ECC82. ECC886922. 120Y7/6072A, 702512AX7WWECC83. 6SN7 300B, 211.NTIC. 645. EL34/6CA7, 2A3, 604, 5114G. G03415064. EL84/6805 6V6GT. KEG. 5881/6L6W6C/KT66. Again send astamped addressed A4 envelope
together won £4.00 in small denomination stamps or 11 outside the UK another SSS 15.00 will suffice
Since nothing really earsts Moen glues areasonable background to the suthect of valve amplifier circuit design. Guy Adams and Ihave wrotten and assembled anumber of articles and extracts from old books which give some background to the subject. do not coped to become an instant expert. but it will serve as
auseful reference, for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we have expanded this info- pack lo include even more useful information. so rf you have already bought the old pack, lust send £2.00 or US$ 5.00 For Inc full pack asmall charge is required, this time £7.00. In small denomination stamps with a
stamped sell addressed envelope, or outside the UK. please send USE 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft In Pound Sterling tor the above charges as well just convert the SSS amounts to Sterling at SI 70 to Inc Pound after you have rounded up to the nearest 55.00
Sound Prachces
If you are seriously Interested in the subject of valve amplifier design, without the usual preconceived nobons of what us good amplifier design and technology (the traditional view which has brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier, has obviously disqualified dself quite monumentally). Men Sound
Pracirces is the magazine to read here you will find artrcles about design parameters DIY articles for amplifiers and speakers reviews of new and old, in other words the very sublects that none or Inc selfsernng, advernsing led traditional press will touch as they do not enhance the business of their normal
advertisers. You can buy Sound Practices from us at £5.00 per copy ( there are currently 5issues available) or by subscription Irom Sound Practices. PO Box 180562. Anton. TX 78718. USA Aregular modern world bargain, and there are practically none ot those in Audio today. With enough subscription support
Sound Practices may just bring about the ' sound practices" that the hull industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscriptionl! Our Mend Joe Roberts Is now able to take VISA and MC. so convenience us at hand at long last ,Call Joe on 512 339 6229 with your card no if you want adirect subscrwbon
By the time you read this Sound Prestos issue 9should be nere so this should keep you on Me street for the next weekend ,Buy acopy for £500 . postage lot see addressed envelope with order uf you Ive in the UK), contains the following articles Baby Ongaku, Speaker Selection by Gordon Pardon.
Confessions of aJunkyard Dawg. Speaker matching for Mode amphfiers. Search for MOO Tranquility by Herb Belched, Exemplar Horn System and much much more. with probably the best introductory piece of editorial Ihave ever lard eyes on ,
Much good and Informative reading as usual. again £500 uan U size, stamped addressed envelope dyou live un the UK or USO 10.00 and asell addressed envelope if you live abroad
Vacuum Tube Valley
Now Ibet you never heard of thus one below, but demonstrating the strength of the revival un everything that has to do with valves. whether single-ended, push-pull or lust old and good. Vacuum Tube Valley us aquarterly. high quality print and read. each issue focuses on aUS brand of yesteryear. In the current
issue ( Issue 2Volume One) Heathlut Is dealt with extensively There Is along article by Eric Barbour about the £ 134 ( not afavourite of mule any longer but avery popular valve nonetheless and an interesting overview of available and vintage types The Audio Test Bench looks at bols and equipment for DIY
amplification building very practical and useful. Cathode bus, agreat article about how to bias Inc W528 and biasing and tubelde in general. Tube matching ivalve matching to us Brasil and much more Iris nice rosera magazine that takes a',stance perspective Well worth aread, evadable from us at £650 a
copy. or directly from VTV 1095, E. Duane Ave. Sude 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA. S35.00 for forergn subscribers.
Positive Feedback
There Is one type of feedback that we are not entirely against ,Positive Feedback Is Inc club magazine for the Oregon Tnode Society won aspirations towards greatness. not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970s. Ills aquarterly publication of zany, controversial commentary by un house writers.
members. as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music. audio. technology and the guest tot musical satisfaction. I
toi one, think it Is an excellent read and pomades agood alternative view to most of the established press which tends tu wew the world in the context of what new products is
available right now without giving much perspective backwards We have several back issues available of Posrtive Feedback and the Wee issue IS just off the press and all are available at £700 per issue hours truly is aregular COntributOr to PF. what better reason to subscribe ,
Complete Kits
Al the current moment the lollowong krts are under development and should be available during 1994. the sequence of rntroduchon may be different from the number. we have the Krt Three available for shipment now.
Kit Two
6550 single ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo cbassis, expected cost £599.00onol Vat Delivery currently unknown due to unavailability of Week 6550 WA. we can offer ut without valves for £570.00
Kit Three
30013 parallel single-ended mono chassis 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1.450 00 Incl Vat,
Kit Four
6V6 push pull. 10 watts Class A. stereo chassis, expected cost £ 199 00 rncl bat, delivery October 1995
Kit Frye
211 single-ended 15 wans Class k mono chassis. expected cost 2.250
£
incl Vat delivery December 1995 We hope ,
Kit Sur
3008 single-ended. 28 watts Class A. stereo chassis, expected cost £49900 including valves and Val, thus will be our "entrypornt -or " gateway' to single- ended Mode bliss or rock and roll. dyou prefer. Expected available January 1996.
If you are in doubt as to whether akit orchestra suitable for you we suggest you spend £10.00 on buyrng the rnstructIons for the Kit One. single 30013 amplifier. this will give you agood idea whether akit project is for you if you decoded to buy akd then the £ 10 00 will be refunded against the cost of the kit As
the other kits become available goer instruction manuals wdl also be available at £ 10 00 each We have the Kit One Instructions available In Enghsh and Italian.
Audio Note Output Transformers
We are in the process of building up four separate ranges of Audio Note output transformers on order to offer the best poseble outputs at deferent price points, they will tall unto four categories
A) Economy range where the price/quality relationship us carefully calculated to ensure audio quality in acompact package indrally we will only be offering 3singleended output transformers ut thrs range push-pull are under development but do not expect to see any on Ills sude of August 1995
8) Mod-price range, which are the output transformers already on offer, we have made acouple ol additions to thus range, since the last list.
C) HIgh Quality range. Ibis will be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended muds exclusively no push-pull outputs wIll be offered unless demand requires d. Agen 3offerings rookery
DI Super Hugh Oualdy range. all-silver wired outputs of the best possible quality when I
say best possible. Ido not mean to say that these elver outputs will be as good as the sliver output transformers handwound by Audio Note In Japan they won't but then again hey do not carry the price tag ether!
The quality criteria tom group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - Ito 1.5dB, they are IE cored wrth Orlin steel laminations and are supplied with frames and solder tags. whoa, will allow good modio quality al the cost The main cost sawng being the use of asmaller core, specified to the exact power level required, rather than
overspeelyrng by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group 8. the winding quahly and copper wire is the same
Group Bare typically 20KHz to 40KHz minus 1.5dB. IE Cored with high quality silicon steel laminations. wound wrth oxygen-free copper wire and supplied with either bell-ends or frames always with flying leads.
Group Care typically I2Hz to 70KHz minus I.5dB. stropwound double Ccores made ham the best available silicon steel lamination, these outputs will compare more than favourable wrth the best evadable types from days gone by and from Other Current sources hke Partridge, Tango Tamura etc.
Group Duse Audm Note solver me need I
MY more"
Speconcations.
PP. Push- Pull. PPP . Parallel Push- Pull. SE. Single-ended. POE. Smote-ended Parallel UL notifies 43% ultrahnear taps. as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps, as we consider these detriment to sound quality • • Dynaco replacement
All primary impedances are calculated for Class Aoperation, with the main consideratron given to maximum dynamic power transfer ability and minimum distortion rather than meaningless steady stale sine- or square- wave conditions.
AI our single-ended output transformers are ergapped, and the maximum standing current allowed before saturation is shown in column 5.
NI our output transformers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts. all 211/845 outputs are insulated to 5K0 flash every transformer is tested to this level of insulation.
We generally overspend), our transformers by 50% power in Push- Pull ( which means that atransformer stated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 watt peaks, our single ended outputs are generally overspecified by 100x,. which means Mat they will instantaneously allow peaks of double Inc given maximum
power through undistorted, Ibis rs necessary due to the better clipping behaviour of the sIngleended stage.
We do not give any further technical Information on our output transformers, as we do not wish to take part un technical competitions. our products are designed to cnterm which are and will be understood once they are listened to ,
In addition to Me output transformers offered below we otter adesign service where we can super), almost any regurremeM for vadeband transformers ii.cether in ,microphones. mowing coil cartridges line ' nee phase spieler interstages driver or power output me design and manufacture prototypes inhouse. the cost for the paper design Is £200 00. prototype cost is calculated on aper case basis We can also produce production guantones
Sees are given as Width/tight/Depth, where depth is Inc depth of the coil Itself and width is the length of the core.
Audio Hole Audio Quality Output Transformers.
Group A
Single-ended Outputs
Rea, Cerrenelce BI UK VAT
Recommended Value Max £1.8 PowerPrIm.Sec, Imp, 5010011841
3008203684G
15 vans
2K5 - 48 Ohms 80.6768mm
90mA SE
44 50
100mA SE
73 50
801AV162 845
20 wars
6K - 48Ohms
150mA PSE
84 50
3008.203 6846
20 watts
1K25 - 48 Ohms
Group I
Recommended Valve Mao Cl. APonerPilm-Sec Imp, SIoelWeIglil
Mes. CurreMPrIce ea UK VAT
87.00
EL 84/ECL86 ,6V6
20 watts
2K6 - 41 Ohms 117x98x9Omm 110mA PSE
25 vans
2K5 Ohms 117.196x9Omm 90mA SE
9100
30082A16846
11100
30 watts
1K5 - 413 Ohms 115s98x95mm 180mA PSE
EL34.6CA7
130mA
PSE
11100
30
watts
11(25
4'8
Ohms
98x82x95mm
20.36B4G
055ap8 Cent
58816166
30 watts
2K1 - « Ohms 115x98x95mm 140mA PSE
106.00
114.00
21INT4C
30 watts
10K - 4/8 Ohms 117x98x100m
15OrnA SE
124 00
211NT4C645
50 watts
10K - 418 Ohms 112x134x150m 150mA SE
151.00
3008
50 watts
1K25 - 4/8 Ohms 135x115x125m 180mA PSE
845
50 watts
2K5 - 4/8 Ohms 137.114x130m 180mA PSE
172 00
211NT4C
75 watts
5K - 41 Ohms 137.115x145rnm 240mA PSE
237.00
EL3465506788
20 watts
3K - 46 Ohms 117x98x92mm 130mA SE
10400
10250
3008/A3684G
25 watts
21(5 - 4606 Ohms 117,9840mm 90m0 SE
10200
6L6G
30 walls
3K 56 Ohms 115x98x95mm 140mA SE
New SE Product
6550 K788
60 watts
2K3_4igGhms
110mA PSE
12100
Group I
Peak-Pull Circuits
ELFWECL866V6
15 watts
EIK - 4/3 Ohms 80x67.68rnm
PP
42.00
EL346L6G5881
25 watts
6K - 4;8 Ohms 88x73x8Omm
PP
5900
2431684012004
30 watts
SK - 418 Ohms 88x75x8(lim
PP
63.00
KT88,6550
50 wets
6K6 - 46 Ohms 10841490mm PP
73 00
R.341(7665881
50 wane
3K - 4,8Ohms 98x82x83mm
PPP
74.00
845
50 walls
6K8 - « Ohms 10841490mm PP
114.00
KT88 6550
60 watts
463 - 4,8,16 Ohms 125000'4113mm UL PP
11100'
KT88.6550
100 watts 003- 46/16 Ohms 150x147x118mmUL PPiPPP
13460'
Group C
Single-ended oely
3006.'2A3.6845
25 watts
2K5 - 4416 Ohms
90mA SE
360.00
211/VT4C1345
50 watts
10K - 41916 Ohms 165,146(140mm 150mA SE
410 00
3008
50 watts 11(15 - 48,16 Ohms 1651,110x136n, 1130mA PSE
396 00
Group D
Puri silver weed outputs
30013 203 61340
25 watts
21(5 - 4;8 Ohms 117.9840,nm 9OrnA SE
1.645.00
211.VT4C645
50 watts
10K - dig Ohms 1124134x150mm 150mA SE
1.97500
The Anoka Kole silver wired outputs fisted here are designed and made mttie UK we can supply the
Moe Noie Japan manufactured outputs for the *make. Kagekl, Gike-1)u or the Kern. Out they are
exceptionally expensrve, as you would expect horn items that take upwards from 100 hours each to
make for example an output transformer for an Ongaku COStS £
18.5oo (k1
Audio Mete Chokes & Inductors
Palo
511 ,400mA
311/100mA
31V250mA
5/4150mA
5H/400mA
1041.1125mA

122

Sino

Price Ea. UK VAT

63104476mm

14.00
2400
21.00
31.00
26.00

18.00

Iteli200mA
98x65c83mm
20H/50Ma
68x56.58mm
Other values can be supplied to Order. ask for quote

33 00
24 00

Mille Mote Males Transionnen
This range elatee to our Wished products mains transformers are notoriously chtlicutt terns to offer as
the number of permutabons ol HT and Heater voltages are almost endless We have added mens
transformers Wr making replicas of Inc Kasse and Ongaku as there has been considerable call for these.
iikeynse we are preparing mains transformers for Me WE91 described in Sound Practices Issue 1, we
shall connnue to expand the range as opportunities and our experoence with your requirements improve
Secondary KT Moldings
Secondary Hider Windings Peke Fa UK VAT
Primary Vollages
0000,110v 120y
Ou-230v af 350mA
Ov-12 6y at 1Amp
34 00
£142043(had
Ov3 150-003 150 at 4Amp
120010w100v/Ov
00-230y al 04Amp
Ou-12 Ave IA
41 00
0v/100010020v
3.150-3.15v at 4Amp
46 00
120v/110v/100v/Ov
300v-0v-300v at 60mA
12 6v-Ov at 15A
for MiTube Pre--amp
100010020v
630-0v at 600mA
woth SOH choke Input
filter
00 ,100W1100 ,120v
0v-290v at 40mA
12 6v-Ov at 150
26 00
Ov/100W1100/120v
Ov-6.3v at 300mA
OW1000100/120v
310v- 244v-0v-244v-310v at 315,0,3 15v at 45Amp
7250
00000,110020v
320mA
12 60 at 15Amp
120v/110v/100v/0v
Ov-920v at 160mA
0-10v at 4Amp. Ov-6.3v at
98 00
0v/100v/110v/1n
150v - 150v at 50m
156 0,50 at 25A
1200 10W100w[hr
390v-0v-390v at 200mA
3.15v-Ov-3 15v at 12Amp. 70
86 70
0v/100v/110020v
170v at 50mA
at 3A. 7v at 3A. 5v at 20
1200 ,110v/100v/0v
425v-0v-425v at 220mA
3150-0,3 15v at 250
9560
100v/10v/120v
7Ov at 2A. 705-0v at 20.
for Kt one 8kd
5.00-0v at 36.
Three mono channel
315v-Ov-3 150 at 750mA
120v/10v/100v/0v
3900-00-396ry at 200mA
170-0v at 50mA. 7.0v-00 at
107 00
3A, 70-0v at 3A. 5v-Ov at
2A
for Kassel replica
115v-Ov-115v at 12A
120v/110v/100v/0v
380o-do 380v at 200mA
150v-Ov at 150mA. 10vOu
137 00
100010020v
3250. 10v -00 at3.25
50-00 e 30.5v • Oval 10.
For Ongaku replica
5v-Ov at 3
,
k 5v • Ov at 30.
63v • 06.3v at 1.250
We also have amains transformer/choke krt for the WE91 power amplifier as shown in Sound Practices,
this comboned wrth our engle-ended output transformers with 3KOhm pnmary impedance, will make a
very fine replica of this classic amplifier total cost £420 40 per set
We now also have the Noddy to make any menstransformer to your spealwabon, as long as you order
mommum 2pcs they can be supplied with soldertags, flying leads frames or bell-ends Ask for quote
On amore general note it is important to understand the specialised nature of the design and
manufacture ol transformers for audio equipment in most industrial aplicanons the main cnterea are
cost. weight or longevity. an audio menstransformer also have to have good regulation under load must
run cool, and generate no mechanical noise or nbravon produce no excessive stray magneto helds Co
etc, apretty tall order. when one considers that the cost also has to be reasonable So no matter where
you order your mains transformer remember that it should conform to the above ordure so specify this
when yOU Order As ageneral rule we do not recommend potted transformers as all liStening tests have
shown these to sound less clear. than unlined equivalents ,
Mob Mole Paper In 011 Skill Capella'
These handmade signal capacitors are sonically supenor to any of the plastic Or other paper types we
have come across If you have never experienced Inc difference that areally good Nomad capacdor can
make mavalve amplifier then you really should try Our specially made papeoil caps have alife. Colour

la., of harshness ana evenness or Oynaill.0 Perld,OuraCrOSs toe frequency range Arun sguaranteed
to bnghten up your day' Recommended as replacements In old and new valve ampfifiers eke lane even
in me odd transistor ampler i. and essentke tor DIV vents in me with environmental standards. all
Palle Mole paper in pit capacitors contain only non-toinC, biodegradable vegetable oil, Inc paper le a
specially treated and impregnated by amethod that enhances longevity and sound quality to ensure
optimum perfOrmanCe all round As you will see, we are slowly IncOrporating 50110 99 99% pure silver
readouts on Mrs range of paper in oil capacitors as well in common won the copper and silver foul Neel
There are several new values available including the 12mF50 volt caps made for speaker crossovers
and the 056mF.200 von suitable for solid state amps, we have also added some values suitable for RIM
equalizing networks, and the odd feedback loop ,
Value
2 2mF
0ImF
056mF
0001mF
00028mF
00082m,
0Olne
0015mF
0.022mF
00.33mF
0047mF
0.082mF
0ImF
012mF
alue
018fre
0.22mF
0.33mF
033mF
0.47mF
0.68mF
ImF
14mF
0.00018mF
00004mF
0.00082mF
00015mF
00047mF
0012mF
0015rnF
0022r4
0.033rnF
0039mF
0047mF
0.056mF
0C68rd
0060mF
0065mF
0071rnF
0072mF
0073mF
0074mF
0.075mF
0078mF
0082mF

SC Voltage
50 volt
zoo volt
200 volt
100 von silver leadout votes
400 von silver readout wires
400 volt solver leadout wires
400 von silver leadout wires
400 von
400 von silver leadout woes
400 von silver leadout mures
400 von silver leadOut wires
400volt
400 vott solver readout wires
400 von
400 volt silver readout wines
400 volt elver leadout wires
000 volt silver leadout wéres
400 volt
400 volt silver leadout wires
400 volt silver leadout wires
400 volt silver readout ewes
000 von silver readout vires
403 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 von silver readout wires

rayon

630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 von

Size
21x9mm
32allmm
25x36mm
21x9mm
2149rnm
21e3mm
11x9rnm
214
35x10mm
32.11mm
33x14mm
33x14mm
33.14mm
34x16mm
32x16mm
35x18mm
43x18mm
43.18mm
36x25mm
53.24mm
70x24mm
17x9mm
20x9mm
2649mm
17x9mm
20x9rnm
21x11rnm
21411mm
215105m
32x1 1mm
32xlImm
33414mm
33x15mm
33x14mm
33x14mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33x16mm
33516e5m
33x16mm
33x16mm
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Price es. UK VAT
11 65
2.65
515
545
545
545
545
325
5.45
595
615
425
625
4.75
6.65
515
585
635
795
895
11 15
12 65
1495
295
295
2.95
2.95
295
145
345
545
175
195

6.45

4.25
425
4.25
425
435
4.35
135
435
435
4.35
155
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0.1mF
0.15mF
0.18mF
022mF
022mF
0.27rnF
033mF
0.3600F
039mF
o47mF
0.68mF

630 von
630 von silver
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt silver
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt silver
630 volt elver
630 von silver
1000 volt
1000 volt
1000 von
1000 von
1000 volt
1600 volt
2000 von
4000 vott

leadout wires

leadoid wires

leadout wires
leadout wires
leadout wires

34x16mm
42016mm
43x18mm
52019mm
52019mm
53 ,22mm
52x22mm
43x25mm
52x26mm
52x26mm

6.65
7/5
545
7.25

9.45

6.15
725
7.45
7.95
985
1245
15.15
455
6.95
1165
13 85
16 75
965
1155
28 75

70x3Omm
32xlinun
56x26mrn
61x26mm
52,320101
72x4nmm
60,260101
70x29mm
Square can will
parcelan insuiators
45x45x108mm high
au aegby Neig paper in oil signer capacitors ars nil type We are preparing arange of very amall
proafarad value paper in orl capacitors at the moment in addition to the above Tne range of Audio Note
paper in oil capacitors is steadily expanding. so ask for values that you clo not see
Audio Note Pap« In 011. Copper & Sarer Foil Shoal Capacitors
We are currently developing two further ranges of paper in oil capacitors wriere instead ot using
aluminium foil as tn the above paper caps in the first range we use an orygen free copper fed verth
9090% pure solid silver lead Out vares these nodded paper Signal capacitors are considerably better
han the standard off enngs Secondly to " brIdge 7the price- quality gap between the more standard
paper oil caps and the Japanese handmade Silver foil signal cadavers we will be offering olor own
99.99% pure silver foil signal capacdors, Which are pretty staggering in quality, even if I
have to say this
myself the silver foil caps also have solid silver lead-out wires To start vedh there mil be afew
valuesvoltages of each available and we shall expand as fast as we can to [ over all the popular values
Audio Note Copper Foil Paper In Oil Cepectters
Oda
OC Voltage
Sire
Price ex UK VAT
0.001mF
630 volt
23590101
11 5.5
00028mF
630 von
23x9mm
1155
0.0082mF
630 volt
2309eorn
11.55
00lmF
.
630 von
23x9rnm
12.15
0.022mF
630 volt
30x9rnm
13 75
0.047mF
630 volt
28.16mm
1535
0.1rnF
630 volt
33x22mm
16.6$
015mF
630 von
35022mm
18.15
0.22rnF
630 von
56,25mm
22 45
0.33mF
630 volt
35e300101
26.65
0.47mF
630 volt
56,360101
31 es
ImF
630 von
65x44mm
5015
Audio Nola Siar Fell Paper le 011 Capacitors
0.047mF
630 volt
14e46e1m
41.03
0.1mF
630 volt
16x46mm
7401
015mF
630 von
22x36rnm
101 00
0.22mF
630 volt
19x46mm
13500
0.47mF
630 volt
25046mm
196.00
ImF
630 volt
38x46mm
486E5
Milo Note Sayer Poll Shoal Capita
Best signal capacitors available. quality really speaks for itself. used In ampfifiers like Ongaktt 6egon.
Gaku-on and M7Tube Saver handmade in very hooted daddies at Audio Notes Seedy nTokyo. Japan
These cadavers use afine mylar film dielectric and are manufactured vend conseerade tension on tne
foil and chalet-Mc to gwe the best possible mechanical contact and the least scope for internal resonance
Vales
th bonne
Pan in UK VAT
0OlmF
500 v011
177 00
0.02mF
500 volt
211 75
005mF
500 volt
34615
0.1roF
500 volt
645 75
0.2mF
500 von
995 75
Audio Note Paper in 011 Reservoir Capacitor'
Mainly for use in inductor power suPPIOS. but have other uses
Value
DC bonne
Sloe
Price ex UK VAT
2mF
400 von
30x40x55rnm
26 e5
2mF
630 von
35s45x72mm
31E5
2mF
1000 von
45.45x72mm
41 05
2mF
IWO volt
50x70x72mm
45.55
4mF
1000 volt
45x45x120mm
49.95
eleriF
2500 volt
72070052011m
265 75
10mF
1000 volt
70x100x100mm
96;5
12mf
1000 volt
70e120e12001m
109 35
12mF
1600 volt
1000100012001m
136.75
12nIF
2000 von
100,0004220mm
159.75
Audio Note Add el Chloride Free Silver Solder
The best solder we have been able to find does not contaminate the runchon. when OvSr cime increases
Junction resistance Used in all our amiable% from OTO lo the Gaku-On
VielliK/Measen
Price ex UK VAT
50 grammes or about 9meter 1mm diameter
19 95
1Me roll ol 1m01 diameter
21065
Audio Nola Cables 8Wires
We are proud to offer the /aide Note range or hen ouatity copper and silver coax speaker and wiring
cables, which, depending on Me overall price of the protect. will do iuStrCe le any Mr system. regardless
of price
Solid 99 99'. Pure Audio Nate Stye, Wire
Sale
Isaac. Material
Price per Meter ex UK VAT
0.05mm
Polyurethane
16 75
02mm
Polyurethane
22 75
035mm
MI.
24 95
06rnm
ML
27 85
0Elmm
MI.
31 75
501m
ML
36 75
The above sold elver wires are suitable tor low level interstage transformers orepW transformers.
power supply chokes. inductors for speaker ceossovers both actwe and passeve or Ion Internal wiring in
tonearms amplifiers etc Aolder range of gauges rs stocked so enquire about required gauge. it may
well be dock Serious trade discounts available on larger grantees
hallo Note 15 Slued 1.19mm 99.99% Sax Wan Vare
This is the wiring recommended for all hardwired topflrght projects. the same wire is used in the Mi V
interconnect and as signal wiring wire in all Mr Kondo samplifiers and preamplders evadable in red.
whne. green and black We will sell as little as 25cm of each colour so buy alittle ano see 44 makes a
difference in your amplifier. agood place lo start is on Me Phono or CO mum.
Cost per running meter £22 50
Aedlo Nob Co.. leterconoeci Cables
Type/Colour
Connate
Pace per Siena Mar ex UK VAT
AN-Ayellow
symmetrical IN copper h. coax
15 32
AN-C
symmetrical OFHC Cotner Irtz corwr
29 79
il Sfight grey will yellow wren Symmetrical 99 99°. silver lit, coax
84 25
V
AN-Vsaver grey
symmetrical 99 99°. silver litc coax
152 35
All Sosilver grey
Symmetrical 99 99% elver lite coax
382 98
Audio Nate Speaker & Wiring Cables
Type/Coloer
Canadian
Price per Mona Mar ex UK VAT
AN 0green or red
single conductor 65 cooper slaeakef wring
685
AN- Bblue white writing
double strand greened IN speaker wire
12 34
All Lblue black writing
double strand. screened 6N fit7 copper speaker wire
25 It
AN-SP silver
single core 15 sleand 99 994.49 she speaker wire
106 38
Ml-SP, sayer
single core 20 strand 99 99°. lit: silver speaker wire
382 98
PTFE benlated Silver Plated Capper Wires
We can also provide less expensive wiring wires for hard wiring cutlets. these PTFE insulated silver
plated copper wires are 19 strand of 015mm wve and come In brown, black. blue. Pink red ,green.
orange violet white and rect white they cost f160 per meter in any colour
Mar Nate 11181 Puny $tepped Memnon li Satan
These handmade attenuators and swilches are manulactured by afriend of Mn Kondo of Sadie Hole, ano
represent the best evadable volume controls and switches you can use in your pre-amplifier the
attenuator rs 48 steps and with elverrhodium plated contactsbrushes made until an array of tantalum
film reed.. The switches leature silver plated contacts and sell cleaning action
ha
Value
Price ex UK VAT
Stere0 POtentrorneter ,AllenuelOr
10KOnms
221 75
Stereo Potenhometereenuator
50KOhms
221 75
Stereo Potentiometer/Attenuator
500005015
237.75
2channel switch
6way adiustable
98.75
1channel switch
6way adjustable
124 75
hullo Note hob biddy Ceramic Valve Inn
All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality made from Millie and usmg the best metal
parts from allOyS which retain heir spring tension around the valve pin for longer They are
recommended as upgrades to most old valve amplifiers and should be an essential part of any DIY
project
Type
Manny
Reath
Pap sa UK VAT
4pm 054 for 30062636014
Chassis
Gold
825
4pin UX4 for 300B/201801A
Chases
Nickel
725
4pm 1.104 WE-type lot 30002A1801A
Chassis
Silver
11 75
1pin 054 WE-type with bayonet mounttng
Chassis
Silver
48 95
1pm Jumbo 4for 2111/T4GUS
Chassis will abayonet SaverChrome
15095
5pin UY5 Sor 807
Chassis
Gold
975
7pm 87 for 6)(4. 042
PCB
Silver
615
7pm 87 for 604. 042
PCB
Gold
785
7pm 87 for 604. 082
Chassis from above
Sever
675
7pen 87 for 604. 0.42
Chassis from above
Gold
795
8pen 580 for EL34. 6550. 504G. G034. 6L6G etc Chassis
Silver
565
0018mF
0.22mF
0.39ne
0.68111F
12mF
0.22mF
0.22rriF
oImF
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8pin U8X tor EL34. 6550. 5940. GZ34. 6L6G Vo Chassis
9gun 89 tor ECC83. ECC88. 5687 6350 etc
PCB
9pin B9 for ECC93 ECC88 5687 6350 etc
PCB
9pin B9Ator ECC83. ECC88, 5687. 6350 etc. etc Chassis
9pin 890 for ECC83. ECC88, 5687. 6350 etc. etc Chases
9
7
,7p
p
iBp9.4 for ECD33 ECC88. 5687. 6350 etc etc Chassis
9pin B94 for 07781 67740 5687 6350 etc. MC Chassis
Tams
For 807

from
from
from
from

Gold
Silver
'l
above
So
G
r
lyer
above
Gold
below
Silver
below
Gold

pentode etc

Nickel

8.65
385
575
445
6.75
715

495
975
You may want ILI Start your protect with leSS overall cost and fOr this purpose we can offer the following
'Industrial grade -ceramic valve bases
'Nostra Grade Valve km
Type
Price ex UK VAT
8pin for EL34 6550 4766. 6L6G
Mounting
Chassis wan bracket
145
9pin for ECC83. ECC88. 5687, 6350
Chassis will shroud
185
/rho Note Celamle » NAM
In most hardwired valve power amplifiers it sfrequently difficult to get the HT and heater rails suspended
and separated. sa ely and neatly from the chassis, Ills especially applies when building ampuhers using
the really lugh voltage directly heated Modes like 211.1114D 845. 849. 30411. 54100 etc. When
planning design I
Iethic. It is important to incorporate suitable layout from the start and the Audio Note
Stand Ono sh vid be more or less mandatory In hid context They are screw- In type with steatne
insulator and elI el awrap- round turned heat On Me Single way versen or separated sower slots on
the mult-way versions
Type No Mambo ot Tan ilehatiteepth
Solder Canaan Chassis Flap Pace ea UK VAT
AN-421
2 Wradround
Screw in bolt
1Al
AN-423
1
5
7
.4
5
.
m
rn
.
AN-422
Wrap- round
Screwin bolt
141
Solder slot
141
AN-452
AN-453
Ad t
22
6
us'temble. 17mm Solder Slots
Sc
Dual 'lein
l
tscrew- in
242
Adjustable. 24mm Solder slots
Dual bolt screw in
3.05
AN-455
AN-458
Adestable 32mm Solder Slots
Dual bon screw in
404
AN-460
1
Adjustable 58mm Soider slotS
Dual boll screwin
579
AN-476
Adjustable 7201m So
25mnvel5mm
Solder slots
Dual bolt ScrewIn
731
Screw- in bons
535
AN- 479
25mrir 66mm
Solder slotS
Screw in bons
753
Audio Note Selected Audio Valves
Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the same Stringent Standards
trial we apply in Me production of Our Own amplerers they fall into Wm categonets. standard Production
items and rare mostly NOS i
New Ola Stock, valves whiCh are no longer in production We nave
compiled aspecial list of NOS items, which is available against astamped addressed envelope, it you live
oulsrde the All, send USS 200 You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT cheap. but we
have stock of original GE RCA and United Electronics 211 both standard versions and reinforced
airforce !Wm. 845 Westinghouse 0251010y. VT62 8014. WE3008. STC4300A. Willard GZ34D/1377.
Tungsol 5U4G ( best sounding 5U4G I
have ever heard!l. Chatham 5R4WGY and many others
Standard Stock Items
75.$ Ile
The
Paten UK VAT
Ee3CD12AX7W/V7025
E133CC Super/M(7We
b
"gh1;71ar
b tr*d
nsu'per low nreSe 295
395
E83CCO1'12.1)(7WXT
super low noise low mAropnony audio very., of Rh
5.45
6072Ail2AY7
double node. low on ECM type exceptional sounding used in
945
Ongalcu, M7Tube Silve. Naga, probably best sounding 87783
688770922350269507358
double mole
3.95
EF866267 7729
pent«.
245
ECC82,12AU7,5814a
rioutee Mode mil spec
595
609701 Russian
doubleloode U8)( base
275
595
6SN7WGTA Syheama
double mode ° end USmade Ow mcrophorry super SOundrng
651701
double node 085 base
325
6350950
double Mode
6.75
5681050 Serena USA
double trede powerful drwer used in Ongaku Kegon etc
875
El 8274.7044 General Eleanc USA double node very pc.ful driver pin-equivalent of 5687006
14 75
ECL8216M8
Inodepentode
265
51846E105
small power pentode
155
EL84M6005WA
small power pentode mil spec versen
451
6V6GT
' small power tetrode
245
61.66
medium power pentad!
2/5
5881.XT6I6L6W6C
medium power tetrode
431
5881111001
medium power (erred! standard base
555
6CAVEL34 Fat 601 1
newer ten.
885
EL.34G
power pentode
645
3000
po. mode Audio Note branded and tested to our specification
5645
01101
Power triode Aude Note branded and tested to our spephcation
2945
M-845
Po. triode. Md. Note tested and tned
3345
6733
powerful regulator indirectly heated MOde
2465
6AS776080
strong regulator. indirect,/ neated Mode
645
1705
263 4pin or 8pin for Andio
drrectry healed small power thode
Innovahons Second Audio Amplders
511.46 Russian
HTredder
325
50301 Russian
HT-rectrter
225
5Y3GT Sytvania
HT.rectilet
395
5V4GT
HT-rectificer
225
G2345AR4 Russian
HT.rechter
875
6234/N1377 Faunae
HT-rectiter
4465
GZ37eCV378 UK made
HT-rectde equivalent lo GZ32734 but better SOundelg
955
5R4INGB Cetron USA
Very powerful HT-rechher. 2.500 volt at 100mAl
24 55
604
HTreeler very good for pre-ampiders. 7pin base
265
605
HT-redder toe pre-ampiders &power amplifier front-ends 1.180
265
Please note. our 300Bs are manufactured in China by Gold Dragoehuguang. but are tested in-house
under real working commons to parameters somewhat more stringent than is otherwise done No. they
do not sound quee as good as original WE 3006s or SIC 400060, nor do they carry the same Menem
prce, please conseder the hallowing unless you have absolutely tons of money or you happen to have
them in your attic do nOt Consider original 3000's. It is le most cases far better to invest the money in
more permanent tealureS Of Me amplifier project. like teller output transformers. better signal caps or
resistors or the like. valves wear out, better quality passive components last Apair of original WE 30013s
costs al least f1.200 00. on agood day think in terms of an overall price compromise you can get some
fabulous sounding passives for the difference in cost between eparr of Chinese 300E1s and the original
WEI and in many ca. the Improvement in sound quality is greater than the WE 30013s will contribute
and the conInbution to sound is permanent coned* that when you plan your deject.
We have made some very considerable purchases of valves at the USgovernment auctions and types like
tne E6N7VIGTA. 607211 5687 and 7044 are probably the beSt Sounding Sarah Signaldriver valves made.
the prices are nol unduly high at the moment so now ls Me lime to try
Nigglers
We endeavour to stock the entire 812 range of all the different makes of resistors that we stock. except
the very lowest ohmic valves which are extremely costly. as arule we do nol stock valves below 100hMS
or above 3M3. WhIst we always try to have every single 512 valve in stock, this cannot be guaranteed.
delivery especially on the HolCOS and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed. however since
rrlOst are used in our production of finished products there will generally be stock available within 4
weeks
hysalal
We offer three quality levels ot resistor quality. all are 1% starting with the BeySChlag metadem which
are slightly magnetic as are the vast Maionty Of other makes of metal film resrstors) but nOnetheleSS
very good sounding, as used in all our UK- made aminders up to and including quality Level 3. the
MEISHU.P3P4 3008 no leedbaCk rinde ampleren
Beyscnlag Iwan. 1°. resistors up to 500001m. 70 11. above 50000hm CO 13 eacn
Hoke
Better sound duality can be achieved with the H2. 1watt 1°. non-magnetic resistors, which we regard as
me best Industrial grade" metailcm resistors available Tney have one small drawback as they are quite
fragile and require careful handling, do not bend the legs too close to the body they may become noisy
Holco meslors type H2 SOPPAA cost
f
306 each from IRO to 500 £0.89 eacn from 5R1 to I9R9 f
036 each from 2001m to 2301(01m.
CO 41 saco from 231000m to IMOnm f102 each from IMt to 2M0.£1 24 each from 2M1 to 680, and
£2 21 each Iron 4M1 106MO.
Shiloh Fatale. Film betas
This is definitely the best sounding resistors available forget Inc VISHAY vihiCh may be ci in Aron
feedback transistor amplifiers but in our Opillèrin guile unComplmentary 10 the griddles of real Audio
Amplification ( i
edirectly heated Mode amplifiers running feedback free in engle-ended Class Al. ISIS IS
where you will need the tantalum film resistor tor the best reSultS
The 1/2 watt Shoot, tantalum resistors are non-magnefic and cost f2 26 each
Some values are available in 1wan from Shmkon at Cel 60 each, fist ol stock asassitie
Audio Note 112.09 heralern Resistors
WM our in-house usage ol tantalum resistors increasing all tne time. and Shinkoh becoming less and
less able to supply, we have found il necessary to second-source the 1/2 watt value in addition to the 1
watt already offered. the ANTant are non.magnefic and share all other aspens of the Shmkoh except the
colour they will be available by the time you read Ills in the following values. 1
e. 12R 169 18R 22R.
27R 33R. 39R. 47R. 56R. 68R. 82R. 91R. 100R 120R. 150R. 180R. 22OR 270R, 330R, 39OR 470R.
5600. 600R. 680R. 820R. 910R. 100 101. 102. 11(24. 1033, 105. 108. 200. 202. 217, 31(3. 31(9. 407.
506 608 81(2. 91(1. 10K. 12K 151( 180 220 270 330 39K. 470 560 62K. 68K. 750 821(, 911( 1000.
1200 150K. 1780. 1800. 1826. 2200 2500 270K 330K 390K 470K. 5100. 5600 6209 6800 8200
The 12 van Audio Note tantalum resistors cost fl 99 each
Audio Ibie Ieral Teetakaa Resistors
Up to now the tantalum him reestors have been extremely ddlcull to get however, after much
persuasion and agent aminimum gantry guarantee from Audio Note UK the manufacturers have
agreed lo widen the range ol 1/2 wall and reintroduce the 1wall range which becomes an excluswe
range for Audio Note we consider this to be amajor breakthrough. since without areasonable range of
values al Ise Iwan rating it is ; retry Mice to get the very best out of the best Cacults The Iwatt
Audio Note tantalum film resistors are available In lhe sane value. as the 12wan. with the addition of
the IMO
The hallo Nato 1wan 1
dtantalum resistor values are £370 eacn
We shall now be working on gelling 2and 3wall tantalum resistors made available as well and who
knows perhaps we will be able to build amplders in ayeaeS lime that have all tanlaium resistors on all
cals of the circuit
&die Nate Recision Caraoalm Ralston
In addilen to the non-magnetic tantalum resIslors we are going to stock arange of precision gOldplated
carbonfilm reeslors in many cases the carbonfirm resistor is preferable lb you are building an amplifier
based on an old cirvuil like tot example the WE9I or another circuit of SimiAn yrntage We shan be

stocking values suitable for projects like the 05191 in 12 and 1watt values. these eesstors are made
especially for us by amajor manulacturer
They cost for the 12 wan £330 each 1watt £
485 each 2watt f6 89 each
Ana Bradley 1watt 5% Carbonalm Realms
Due to popular demand, and ageneral lack ol other sources. we have started docking arange of Allen
Bradieys carbonfilm resistors. many experienced Dryers, like rny friend Herb Reichert consider these the
very best sounding for many applications
Avertable in Inc 112 range of values. the 1watt cost Cl 43 each
1110 Wattage Mama Rastas
As anew tern we shall Start Offering arange of 2 - 15 watt wirewound resistors we shall be staning 040
asmall range and expanding it as we go along, at the momem me following is available, all these
resistors are 5% elegance and glazed
Wattage
Vales
Tama
Pace ea UK VAT
watt
47R
5°,
086
wan
100R
47OR
5%
086
vall
5%
086
watt
1KO
5°.
086
watt
2112
5°.
0.86
tun
150
5%
132
201(
5°.
132
wan
wart
100R
5°.
124
watt
105
5%
124
watt
1K8
5%
124
More values vem be added over the next 6months. togetber with some non-inductwe mrewounds!
hack Gate Electra Trade Ohl, Namara. Raab MI capacitors.
Fustly, I
would like to categorically stale thal any rumours about Black Gate capacitors being unavailable
or drsconhnued are totally misgucled malicious and incorrect Audio Note is currently the sole source in
Europe Mat Adds any significant range of values in stock we use eteaM 1000s in producten as we
were the first company to realise the tiemendous benefits that Black Gate capa.tors offer, and we are to
date the only hen end audio company in ot
tuter,s
w1nbr,Ide,topm
cd
c%r ct
po:ate Black Gate capacitors consistentry in
There are very few audio parts that promise aguaranteed improvement wren replacing practically any
olner part, Sor thrs is what the Ilan Gala capacitors actually do Exchanging any electrolytic capacitor
anywhere in the mud of an amplifier or in me crossover of aspeaker will greatly improve sound quality
We are working on some guidelines as to where how and mirth types of Black Gate to use in different
muds, the first such technical guideline is available now and is called -Improving your CD player -and
can be obtained by sending astamped addressed envelope to us requesting thrs Meet All Aodle NMI
level 2Signature products use Black Gate Electra Trader in Meal signakpower supply iunchons
It is very important to note that all Mack Gale Capaelors take time to Charge-up Or Stabbse when first
put In [newt, depending on type and application this eaten' time can be between 100 and 300 hours
Black Gate call this the " idling process see enclosed fist of available values We fee however that this
process takes longer ho non.
We are about to SIOCk the entire range of values on the enclosed list so aseparate price list is attached to
the list ot Black Gate programme available Ask us to send you this fist as it is too long lor an
advertisement or to incorporate in our Standard Component list wherefore rt is not included in full Agarn.
as ,
i,,,,, ,
N, appreciate astamped sel addressed envelOpe it great, nituences toe expectencA this
end
Mniertant Mfg!
Please note Ito preefist for Black Gale capacrtort is agunlellne only. due to he confinuous
strengtherung of the Japanese Yen, it is Impossible to print up-to-date dices monthly so ask for
price when you order
alue
Voltage
HG- lope
Suggeded Use
Price es UX VAT
V:„f
,
PK
Anywne r
Anywh.
r
e
e
165
33inF
25 tot
35 volt
PO
1.75
047mF
ImF
2.27,,,,
4
mF
F
33:
n
10mF

50
50
50
50
50
50

volt
volt
volt
volt
von
von

PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PO
PK

50
16 "
von'

16 volt
von

34
232
7m
mm f
330mF
101F

1
3
01 5
1

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere55
Anywhere
Anywhere

Standard
Standard
Standard
SKz-Type
SIM-Type
SKr-Type
SocType
040-Type
V1( Type

Anywhere
PSU smoothing
Anywhere
PSU Idler capacitor
PSU finer carded° ,
PSU leer capacdor
PSU filter capacdor
PSU fiber cap.. ,
Decimating or tiller capacitor

Low
owE'S
'e
lir'
1.(rw cim
'''.
' ante use anywhere
111
As above
122
As above
156
As above
As above
Ultra low ESR version. comparable to film caps 1447.2 7
1
5
8
61
Ultra low ESR version. comparable to film caps 13.71
Ultra low ESR version. comparable to film caps 9.95
As above
As above
2113
As above
As above use anywhere
5058
1
51.747311

2%2 m F
F
100
71 F
4

1
1
0110:ei
00
clo

220mF
100mF
100mf
220mF
470mF
2200ni
10 000mF

100 volt
16 volt
50 von
16 von
16 von
16 von
von
80

4700mF

16 volt

47mF.47mF
100mF.100mF
100mF
2204.220mi
100.100rte
e

500
500
500
350
350

047mf

50 von

AS-Type

66.33volt
von
22OrnF
63von
2200mF
6
163 0voonlt
471F
100mF
16 volt
220mF
16 volt
100mF
25 von
220mF
25 von
100mF
50 volt
1000101F50 von

F
Type
f- Type
ype
F
Type
P0Type
P11- Type
P11- Type
Ill-Type
P11Type
F0-Type
Fl- Type

2
11:10
2mr
F

220000F
2200mF
100nd
4
2.2
7m
0F
F

35 von
63 von
100 von
50 volt
50 von

118
168
187
268

Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywheie
Anywhere

50
100004
00n

surge
surge
surge
surge
surge

Anywhere

282
342
411
666
2.97

100mF

550v
550v
550v
400v
400v

112
123

An
A
nywhd
ee' r
e
Anywheie
Anywhere
Anyvehere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

220011

von volt volt von volt 0
0
olt
121335.500
50F
0n
2

105

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
S
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

16 volt
50 volt
50 volt
16 volt
50 vott

1n'F
00m F
4

Anywhere
Anywhere

FA Type
1K-Type
BI.
C
T
T
yyie
pe
C- Type

As above use anywhere
As above use anywhere
k
Foraercvu
eitu
s
'e
rn'
th"OChpo
eretential

difference
For weds Mt, DC potential difference

441
473
517

6.35

954
7.75
2218
922
24
135
6234
14
3.2
:55
4
6
lot 95
95
72 75
7
9
2
5
41.23
1895

55.71
32 85
2.07
135

511 m
ei
n
Bipolar
For loudspeaker crossover networks
1a65
Bear
as above
16 85
50 volt
Bipolar
as above
23 95
47mF
50 volt
Bipolar
as above
0471F
50 volt
12.35
13GNe type For PSU decouPting
3605
220mF
63von
86-14. Type For super low noise 411.15
11 85
100mF
16 volt
BG-8 Type For super low now PSUs
24 65
470mF
16 volt
.2895
4700mF
35 von
13136
G--N
N typo a
a
sa
s
a
bt e
b
210 45
ImF
50 volt
8G-NType as above
545
4.7mF
50 volt
BG-11 Type as above
16
36
75
101F
50 volt
BG-N Type as above
755
m
5
4
50 volt
BG-N Type as above
100
7e F
50 volt
6G-6 Type as above
20 35
1000mF
50 von
2200mF
100 von
4299395
35
In our component list you mll find aI
9
8s
i
G
G
ti r
rIN
:TTo
y'r
ee
all a
l
;a1:1aL01e
° :Black Gate values. together an their sizes.
best usage etc Lestry,we can supply arange of more modestly priced components, el good qualiry.
but more industrial grade if you like
Pheasants's
Best available from sound quality - price viewpoint made by Noble in Japan. high quality conduct.
6
n
108EFF

Impedance

Seeseediee
6.10.1«ashte.filmme
Pecs es UI(11VA61T
10000v015 Steieo
Frame type. PCB mounted
395
10:1000m Stereo
Encapsulated type. PCB mounted
Abener alternative IS the 60-ON volume controls which are used in preampfiters like the M7Tube.
Maule, andina mOno version on the input on the Nero. Kassa Kegon and Gaku-On, these are very
impala
good sounding pots by any standard
Ceestructiee
Price u U0 9111
65
1001(Ohms Stereo
Encapsulated
70
32 25
100001m Mono
Large Encapsulated
1001(Ohm Stereo
Large encapsulated. hIgn quality
10 4
05
Babeo. Coeds
1001(01m
Frame type. PCB mounted
445
1001(Ohm
Encapsulated type. PCB mounted
,7
75
Ko-On also mues avery good quality 1001(01mn balance control suncar to tne encapsulated 1000 pot
me costs £32 25
Standard type Switches
Thls smith is adiustable 2-6 way. ,
thas gold plated contacts and astainless steel ball for best possible
corrosion protection and contaCt. Once no UK vat £560
Again WOO otters avery nice gala, seared switch 6rial 2channel at C90.6.5 each
Standard Electrolytic Capacitors
Good manly standard industrial rypes
Wm
Voltage
5101
Pan ea UK VAT
lief
10 volt
16
0011
18x6mrn doer, Unborn rado:
023
100011
15x6mm axial
029

123

220mF
16 004
11x8mm sad.'
031
220mF
40 volt
13x10mrn nidal
042
10061F
63 voN
13x10mrn real
047
4700 mF
16 voll
38x18mm real
082
2200rd
50 volt
35x18mm radial. 41,t6cnitnr awal
087
10mF
160 vott
15x19mm radul
056
22mF
350 von
25x12mm radial
12E
22mF
450 von
llel6ntm as'al
189
47mF
385 von
225020,,,,,,radml
216
56mF
400 von
3011mm real
237
68mF
4ce volt
30422mm radml
268
100m F
400 volt
30x25mm renal
326
22010,6
ass volt
5240mm real can
145
22010F
150 volt
40030nen radial can
585
2200n0FF65
550 volt
112x35rnm rac&
k screw terdnats
27
470rd
385 volt
50x35mm raCnal can
456
RCA. BIC. lame Plugs. RCA Sodreh. Speaker AGround 100018118 6154689,4685 Spades.
RCA Plugs
Standard Gold Plug
155
AN- CGord Mug
365
86- GP Audio Note gold plug
851
AN- PAdho Note saver plug letton Insulated nonmagnetic
25 55
RCA Seekels
Type
Mounling
Pnee ea UK VAT
RCA socket mcke plated
Chassis mounted
in• 41
RCA socket gold plated
Chas, mounled
075
AN- 05 Audio Note non- magnet's tefion insulated Cr es ,
205
socket god Plated
BIC Plugs .1SOCkels
Type
Pole en UK 1441
Standard EINC
ANC Sdyer,'•
•
Banana Plugs. Loudapealrer Cable Spades, Chasm Loudspeaker Termmals
Type
Poet el UK VAT
Audio Note Banana plug gold plated Wong loaded Hosmo
245
Aid. Note Loudspeaker cable spade saver ptated nonmagne',
465
Ausho Note AN- ST speaker termer chess's mounled nickel plater red or Pack
185
Aucho Note AN-ST/G speaker termmal. ChaSNS mounts. gold plated red or black
275
Audio Note AN- SIR speaker termlna0. chess's mounts tulty gold plated nommagnefic. red Or black
475
GrOure terminal. CUSPS mounted and nickel piffled
145
Our range of Components IS constantly expanding, as we find new or better suppliers so stay lo
touch by readIng our adverts In KM World and Kb News
Ferrite Rings
In many SySlerns. eSpeClally OM usIng transistor based amphleaten Mere is often aproblem of
Inconfing RF mIxIng Into the leedback loop, especlally from connected CD- players. clammng a
terse ring around the cable between the CO-trensport and the DAC Output of the DAG or CD- player
and the preamphfier input welds surprnIng results
Aset of two Forme dos costs £850
Audio Note Moving Coll. CD Line AInput Make* Transformers.
Ihave Keyed many requests for moong cod CD and Input matchIng transformers and Noce we
already make use ot these It mot be a5000 Idea to otter them tor general sale Common to all of
these small signal transformers Is that they come in amurnetal screening can 00th athreaded
spndle Mix anut for mounfing
Type
Colour Code Sire PrImary/Setowlary Impedances - Male Use
Price es UK VAT
77687 Brown
3 & t
20hm - 100KOhm COpper Paed IkIC malching
51 50
TT7688 Red
15 8600hm - 100KOhm. cosmer wired MC matonng
51 50
117689 Orange
508 6000hrn - 2650 1DHOhm comer eared kne matching
51 50
157690 Yellow
381201m - 100KOhm, copper oared Koh Ouakty MC rnatclfing 78 20
T17691 Green
15 & 600hm - 100KOhm centre tapped CoOPer 6mel HAlo
78 20
Ouakty MC matchnng
TT7692 Blue
150 - 600Ohnx - 215 610KOhm, copper vered Ugh Guallty luxe
78 20
117693 Violet
004000109
258 1000hm - 216 copper cored Hph Ouakty kne marclfing
78 20
77694 Whde
150-19035m copper voted Mgh Oualqy Ine marchog
101 50
77695 Silver
15-150011m wive, wooed IWO Duality line matclfing
378 60
017696 Black
38 12011,1000hm sever cored MC matching
3
77697 Gold
15 660Ohn-100KOOm stNer 0nred MC maiming
3778
660
M
The rhowng cod matching transtormers are suitable for all mowng corl cartridges the low
Impedance versIons are suitable tor ceindges Irks the Audio Note lolly, most better Onolons the
Goldbug. Ifisekis and some Koetsus the high verwons are meant for GoldrIng Eromes. most
Denons Clearaudms Van den ILI carmdges. Me Ikeda and afew brighter output Koetsus
The line matching transformers can te used in anumber of apphcatens rntermoroponent nor»,
and malctfing as we recommend between CD- player and pre-amphtlers to separate earth planes
and RF Hensler). as pre-ampld 'et input or output transformers or whatever else you can think ol
We shall ekoand tfirs range to Include more types as we go
Audio Note Chassis Sets
We have decided to offer for sale the two standard chess's that we use for produchon ol Me
OTOLORMAC range of UK- made Audm Note products Chassis -are notormusly OrlImult to get on
aone-off basllv so here you are We will only sell the chassis that we have retested for productIon
duel,' mew failures in the fiono they still look agent but are not stoclw of atlawles5. funned
product quality
Type
Sire
Pre ea UN VAT
Chas. 1Aluminium
welvdepthAerght 437x396s125mm
84 50
Chasm's 2 % mourn
294.T16.125mm
69 50
Chassis 1Comer
437096025mm
198 50
Chases 2Cogger
291x396x125mm165
00
Kl
(
0
Three Chassis med steel grey pent
4(0x300650mm
1
18
69)
70
KA Orenfit Three Chess's rodd SledPokshed chromed 400/300x5Ornm
You have to specify. when you order whether you want chassis 2lOr pre- amplifier or power
amplder use, the preamplifer has Inputs or the smle of the top cover the power amides has
many more venfilation holes, top and stele If you want aPCB 00th the Input sockets included 00th
the pre.ampliher cover add ( 19 75 to the cost of the chessio and remember to speedy this when
you order mease note that no copper preampfilier lid is currently dyeable to, Chassn 2
From time to time we volt have more damaged or scratched chassis 'it you are not bothered about
the fin'sh or general appearance or you intend to refine the chassm anyway you can have one of
these for 50% of the above prices lust thought you should know so enquire If this is of interest
Audio Note Complete Kits
As menimned cancer we are devempng arange of complete Ints. to goe mose or you who rove Inc
ability, but do not have the fine lo develop aprotect from the ground. so lo speak In order to be
able to offer the best possible quality- once relationship the kits we otter writ be good basic circuits
north no•Inlls power supples and components all kin have input volume control to allow use of e
WOW source. hke CD- player shred In
MI One
Based around the men famous 30013 [Meetly heated triode we see this lot as the Introduction to
real Aude Amid icafion aso covers all the important aspects of design necessary Single- Ended
No- Feedback. Class A Drrectly Heated Strode, to become amember or this exclusive club of
amphfiers
NI One has one 3009 per channel runrfing at 420.05 ,
nth 75mA current goring 9/10 watts of the
cleanest power you enll ever hear the input stage consists of a6SN7GT vnth a5687 double triode
ever stale running in SIIPP The power supply Is acapacitor-choke-C.0MP voth a51446 H,
rechfier. the beaters are AC heated Component quality Is sumlar to Our Level 2Lusted products.
Audio Note paper in oil signal capacdors Beyshlag Ivan I% median' resistors good quality
eleCtehrte ISOnry No Black Gates) and asimple endive slene0 ChaSSns In grey parntworin
Protecting COver is extra We have several upgrade kits available tor Kit One ask tor 'lends
Price £ 799.00 «I
Vat. when Includes all valves ( yes also the 2x3036 needed) but not
PosfArePackIng wtfich to UK Customers ,S £ 12 top cover is (99 00 extra Kit One Is also evadable
JAM apolished chrome chassis and chromed transformer bell-ends tfils makes the Ifit One areal
'stunner ,Add £200 00 to total £999 00 The Kit One Is available now
KII Two
Kit Two features awee 6550 tetrode wrung in Stogie- Ended mode wan some 17 wons of
pure Class A valve rectified HT for Me output stage stereo chess's and 6SN701 mput and
5814a46 CCU SRPP doyen stage componentry and chassis as NI One Nt Iwo Is twenty only
evadable vnthout valves for £570 001nel UK Vat If used wan Chmese 6550s no claims for faults in
power supply or output transtormers 50115e accepted ,
Prme £ 599 00 mot Vat includes vatves but not postage/pecan. Cover IS extra at £99 00 Wile
polished chrome chess's and chromed bell-ends on the transformers £ 799 00
Kit Three
Kit Three features 2 3008 per channel roue in single- ended parallel Meg 16117 watts In
Pure Class A. this kit is on two mono [Ins. with valve rectified HT suPPleS no s15541 feedback it
uses 656701 double triade as Input valve and apair of 5687 deubIe toed. running in SRPP as
&nets
The Ka Three Is essenhally amono verwon of the Nt One with double the power the same
component chorus and on two chess's' instead of one
The Id Three costs £ 1550 00 and os evadable now Cover 9 £99 00 extra per chassis ( 0198 00 tor
two) Pohsred chrome chases and bell-ends Is also available at £ 100 DO extra Several upgrade
kits are available for Kil Three as well ask for details
KA Four
The Id Four Is reeky 050 mtroduchon to valve amplifier kit burtrfing cucult and ',Owes SuPPlY
mounted on one smote pnnted moult board. Oh two 0113- type push.pull output transformers all
mounted In asmall PISE type chess's. covenng everythIng so nobody 0011 be able to see that you
have succumbed to the lure of Me valve amplder *filch is sweep1ng the world The circuit consnts
of two AVAGT tetrodes running In Push- Pull Class A. welding about 10 wags. down by a659201
and aECC83 input stage Easy to build even lor the beginner
The Ill Four costs £ 199 00 and is evadable now
Preempléher Kit
Alot based on the Audm Note M7Tube preamdler circuit Is under development it coil be offered
in threwlour versions yolh the hasIc verWon using cheaper valves expected cost £
299 00 Incl vat
etc More deteds available later
Write to.
Audio Note ( UN Ltd Unit C. Peacock Industual Estate. Lyon Ctose. 125-127 Dangdor Road. Hove
BN3 1SG. East Susie, England Telephone 01273 220511 ( 6finest Fax 01273 731-198 Chrect line
to sales 01273 770778
%swan Federaten. contact Esotenca Ltd Tel 095 917 4385. Fa> 095 917 8762
Hungary please contact Merlin Audios 54,0 Raday Lc 2. H.1092 BudapeSt Hungary ! Mu 01
215 2612
Holland please contact. de Jong Components 2. Reggestraat NL-5704. MT Helmond Tel 04920
11661 Fax 14773
USA please contact Angela Instruments. 10830. Gudlord Road Sude 309 Annapons Junction MD
20701 151 301 725 0451 Fax 301 725 8823
France please contact Imexco. Pans Tedax 14S39 4967 PO 01 10 1995
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HIGH END AUDIO

LONDON

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
Saco

OXFORD CRYSTAL SIGNATURE TAIRE TOP TURNTABLE BAVER ARM
VERY RARE BLACK ASH MINT
£
2995
OXFORO CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS ARNBOARDS
VERY RARE BLACK ASH MINT
CI 495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER. MINT
£1995
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE 3TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
0995
HELIOS CYALENE ARM MINT
5795
1375
0295
SONY 337 ESO CO PLAYER MINT
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT 606 MK2 DAC MINT
£1 595
MERIDIAN 602 MIS TRANSPORT 606 MOO DAC MINT
11 995
NAKMAICHI OMS 7E CO PLAYER VGC
£595
CAMBRIDGE CD' PLAYER HEAVILY MODIFIED MINT
£1 250
CONRAO JOHNSON SONOGRAPH SDI CO PLAYER MODIFIED
0295
[795
MERIDIAN 606 DAC7 MINT
MERIDIAN 506 CO PLAYER MINT
£680
MERIDIAN 201 TUNER MINT
£395
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL VGC
0195
£799
RE STEIL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP MINT
',MAXUS ICARUS INTEGRATED AMP MINT
0495
CREEK 6060 INTEGRATED AMP MINT
£275
GRYPHON LTD EDITION PREAMP BALANCED MINT
£3 995
GRYPHON BEL CANTO LINE PREAMP BALANCED LATEST
£2 495
MARK LEVINSON MOI PREAMP MINT
£1 995
MARK LEVINSON 141.7A PREAMP MINT
£2 995
MARK LEVINSON IALI2APREAMP 4PLS121 SUPPLY
MARK LEVINSON 38S BALANCED PREAMP MINT
0
.
4195
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B PREAMP BALANCED MINT
11 995
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIT MIS VALVE PREAMP BLACK OR SILVER FROM
fl 995
PINK TRIANGLE PIP MG MOP VISHAY 3BOX MINT
£1 795
MAXUS CHARISMA PREAMP CHROME MINT
£895
£495
BURMESTER 638 PHONO PREAMP BAL MINT
SUGOEN AUSIC 2BOX PREAMP AVONDALE MODIFIED
£895
KLYNE SKSA PREAMP MINT
£1 495
KRELL KRSEIP PREAMP BALANCED MINT
£4 995
MAGNUM OYNALA8 ETUDE TUNER GOLD MINI
£995
£2 995
CAT SUI SIGNATURE VALVE PREAMP MINT
PS AUDIO 1PREAMP dSUPPLY VGC
£295
EXPOSURE 7PRE 9PRO SUPPLY 04 REG AMP MINT
£1 250
JADIS DEFY 7MG VALVE POWER AMP MINT
£3 495
GRYPHON 5100 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£3 995
£1 995
GOLDMUNO MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE AMP BALANCED MINT
02 495
MARK LEVINSON ML2 REFERENCE MONO AMPS BALAN
£3 750
MARK LEVINSON ML3 DUAL MONO POWER AMPS MINI
£3 995
11 695
KRELL KSA1110 MK2 POWER AMP MINT
MARK LEVINSON 111.11 POWER AMP MINT
0995
CARY 30011 VALVE MONO AMPS 40WATT TRIODE MINT
NRG ASTIS POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£2 495
CONRAD JOHNSON MV75 VALVE AMP MINT
0995
METAXUS IRAKUS IIIK2 POWER AMP CHROME MINI
0895
IANDBERG 11943001
1A MES MONO POWER AMPS MINT
01 095
ARAGON 2004 POWER AMP MINT
£695
OUAO 606 POWER AMP MINT
C450
NAO 211 POWER AMPS LATEST DAVAILABLE MINI
0295
MERIDIAN 605 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
01 500
LUMLEY REFERENCE 1100 VALVE MONO AMPS MINT
01 795
NESTROVIC Al VALVE MONO AMPS BALANCED MINT
01 595
ADCOM GFA 565 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
01 250
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT MINT
fl 995
MERIDIAN M60 ACTIVE SPEAKERS WALNUT MINT
01 395
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
1995
MERIDIAN 6500 SPEAKERS BLAU ASH MINT
0850
1995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ASO SPEAKERS ASTANDS BLACK MINT
CELLO AMATI SPEAKERS OAK TWIN MOUNTED PAIRS ON GRANITE STANDS
MY MARK LEVINSON SUPERB VGC
£
6500
CALASSE IROISE MC SPEAKERS CHERRYW000 NIAI
11 895
CONRAD JOHNSON SYNTHESIS REFERENCE 4TOWER SPEAKER SYSTEM
SUPERB FINISHED IN IT OAK MINT
02 995
WILSON WATT 3PUPPY OWOOFERS APAWS NMI
£7495
DYNAUDIO KRAFT SPEAKERS & STANDS GREY MINT
11 295
DYNAMO SPECIAL ONES ROSEWOOD SPEAKERS MINT
0795
DYNAUDIO CONSEQUENCE SPEAKERS FLAGSHIP MODEL FINISHED IN
CHERRYWOOD STUNNING LOOKS ASOUND TO MATCH MINT
E7 250
EOUATION 0ZERO SPEAKERS P14110 BLACK MINT
£695
SMELL 43 SPEAKERS WALNUT MINI
£4495
SMELL CSPEAKERS WALNUT MINT
CI 295
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
£
2995
AUDIO PLAN XONTRAST 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
El 295
GENESIS 8300 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK 6GRANITE STANDS £995
SUMO ARIA PANEL SPEAKERS GAO VGC
£
795
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS ASTANDS MINT
CI 695
KEF 1030 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD KUBE Er KUDOS SUNOS £595
BATHTUB dSPONGES SIMILAR 10 WAT'TS& PUPPIES BUT BIGGER
VERY SENSITIVE SYSTEM REQUIRES By AMPING AMERICAN WALNUT f2 495
COUNTERPOINT SA 3000 VALUE PREAMP MINT
1995
AYI PREAMP PHONE STAGE REMOTE PAIR MONO AMPS MINT
11395
MERIOLIN 06008 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
01795
HAPFDALE OPTION 1AWAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY & WHITE 1OF
ONLY 5SPARES MADWE SUPERB VGC
01995
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS MANO BLACK
1895
CELESTION SL600S1 ESO 6000 SUBWOOFERS MINT
01295
INFINITY IRS KEAN TOWER SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£
4995
ARAGON 21 KIPS PREAMP MINT
£
895
MARK LEVINSON ML2 REFERENCE MONO AMPS VGC
02995
RESTEK EXPONENT GERMANYS REFERENCE MONO AMPS 1300WPC
SLACK AGOLO FRONTS MINT
£
6995
MERIDIAN MI ACTIVE SPEAKERS WALNUT LAST TYPE
£795
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
13495
PROAC SUPER TOWER SPEAKERS MAHOGANY VGC
£
695

Snerd

16 45C

eland
£
2500
Stand £4.430
exidemo £2500
stand
fl 400
Stand £597
stand £600
stand
03 300
es demo f3 300
stand
fl 500
Shand
PHONE
stand
GOO
exiderno £ 1450
exidemo £875
se/demo £695
stand £650
new
0799
eederno
0895
stand
0500
stand
08 000
stand
03 520
stand
05 800
stand
06 800
stand
02 400
stand
C6 500
Shand
G 355
stand
stand
ce/demo
stand
stand
shaod
stand
extdemo
Shand
stand
stand
stand
stand
Shand
stand
Shand
Stand
stand
stand

05 600
04 500
01.500
01 500
SI 800
f2 750
£ 11 500
01.350
O6 000
0950
02750
05.290
£5975
£500C
01 48C
f15.00n
MI 500
£3450
f2 700

Shand
stand
exidemo
Shand
stand
stand
stand
exideme
ce/demo
stand
stand
Stand
ex/demo
new
eldest
exiderno

06600
02 500
£ 1500
02.195
fl 295
0675
0370
f1.930
£3200
06600
f2.000
04000
£ 1.995
fl 195
0695
00079

Stand
eclemo

020 000
02 700

sftuod
stand
es/temo
ericlemo

08 000
013 645
02 720
01 249

<edema
excdemo
Stand
stand
stand
sTand
eridemo
stand
sliand
stand

015275
01 300
06.995
02.250
f8 500
02 6:13
01.895
03.000
03454
01 154

Shand
stand
stand
se/demo

PHONE
02169
02145.
02995

sCrand
Shand
Shand
stand
shand
¡band

PI1061
[2300
£2100
£ 10000
£ 1650
115000

new
mow
s
band £ 1700
strand £6600
sband £ 1226

NEW IN THIS MONTH
PIONEER P075 CO PLAYER MINT
MERIDIAN 588 SUPER CD PLAYER BALANCED MINT
MARANTZ CO 65 MK 2SE CO PLAYER MINI
WED 5REFERENCE TURNTABLE ROSEWOOD CYALENE ARMA POD
SUPPORT MINI
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK2 VALVE PREAMP MINT
KRELL KSP 78 PREAMP BALANCED MINT
MICHEL 150 OR PHONO STAGE Ei HERA SUPPLY MINI
ROWLAND MODEL 3MONO AMPS BALANCEO BLACK MINT
PIONEER C73 PREAMP M73 POWER AMP MINT
MARK LEVINSON NO 23 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
QUAD ESL 63 PROFESSIONAL SERIES SPEAKERS BLACK
GRADIENT SUBWOOFERS FOR ESL 63 GUAM BLACK MINI
THIEL CS 5. SPEAKERS PIANNO BLAU MINT

£395
1995
£175

s,a^C
COO
Shand £ 1475
Oland £350

13250
01095
01295
£495
£2250
£795
02750
£2500
£1295
£7995

shand
stand
stand
stand
Stand
stand
stand
stand
stand
stand

05590
01998
03200
(179
f4C00
01300
f5295
£3358
01995
012300

JANUARY SALE
TEAC MO CD TRANSPORT 6DIO DAL MINT
CALTEMPUT OVALVE CD PLAYER MINT
MICHELL VAGO HR PREAMP WITH HERA LATEST
MARK LEVINSON MUSA PREAMP MINT
ROWLAND MOOEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED VGC
MARK LEVINSON N020 REFERENCE MONO AMPS BAL
CLASSE AUDIO DR15 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 1VALVE AMP MINT
QUAD 606 POWER AMP MINI
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINI
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT
APOGEE MINI GRAND GS SPEAKERS MANG BLACK ISUBS MINT
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE SPEAKERS BLACK VGC
CHORD IMO POWER AMP MINT

£995
[1500
£895
£1250
£2500
[4995
£1695
£1795
0195
0750
£1595
£4500
£2500
£1595

stand
stand
stand
stand
stand
blond
Shand
Oland
Shand
Vinod
stand
stand
stand
stand

02300
03900
01340
0800
05250
El ION
03400
05000
£675
01345
£
3998
00595
09500
0300(

OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE

RING FOR 0E7,40

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED. — ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am 1.00pm SUN

for
EX-DEMONSTRATION
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS
13I-WIRE,
KRELL KSA

BLACK

150

POWER AMP

APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS

8000 com & 8000 DAC
KMA 100 MONO AMPS
GRANT G200AMS VALVE MONOS
AUDIOLAS
KRELL

USED

NEW

1.250
2,500
1.500
1.100
1.850
1.500

2,400
5.500
3.100
2.100
5.000
3,750

LOTS OF SILVER SOUNDS
CABLE AT HALF PRICE

(
)
- 21

:zit/i3E3

10am-7pm Closed Wednesday

mtooA0
g4reef CaDSPEACEPS'

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLD LAN(, HOOKER
GREEN. BUCKS. HP15 EXR
101494) 710058 8 FAX

BANDON DRIVERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Any one loudspeaker covers ./rds of musical spectrum.
Power handlIng - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
HUMIDITY PROOF. • PASSIVE S ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

AUDIO
ILLUSION
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, SL3 BNB

12 mins June.5 MT the M4)
Tel: 011753) 542761 Fax: (01753) 772532
Opening Hours:
10.00am.8.00pm Mon • Sat ISp Appointment
EX DEMONSTRATION and SECONDHAND BARGAINS
Rut,. Xerse4JAnemix TT/Arm
S/Hand
Theta Data Bum,: (£ 2.000)
Ex Demo
Musical Fidelity FCD CD Player (61,300)
Ex Demo
Aodion 11X1E1 Silver Knight Export, Gold
Mono Blocs (£2.500>
S/Hied
(2ensen DM 10 Integrated Amplifier 70w. (I',MO) .Ex Demo
Clime 30 Remote Preamp Bal. 1E1.1701
Ex Demo
Audion Reference Preamplifier
S/Hand
Wadia X32 Digsmaster DAC
S/Hand
Magnaplanar MG 1.4
Salami
S/Hand
Mirage PS- 12-90 Active Subwoofer ILS49)
Mirage 490 Audiophile Monitor (0599)
Ex Demo
Mirage 290 Audiophile Monitor (0399)
Ex Demo
Mirage 0904 Audiophile Monitor (02995
Ex Demo

£395
£1595
01095
£1850
£1075
0850
f395
£795
£.650
£325
£399
£275
£175

AUDIO = LINKS
AUTUMN 1995
CATALOGUE •
SPECIALIST COMPONENTS
AT REALISTIC PRICES

TEL/FAX
01724-870432
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RECRUITMENT

HI Fl SHOWS

Rogers

The Great British

BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

Hi- Fi Show

WANTED:

Young, experienced Audio Salesperson - to spread
the word.
Rogers International, the famous British Hi Fi company,
is seeking a confident, intelligent and highly motivated
individual to introduce our new exciting product range
to the UK market.
•Do you have an understanding of and enthusiasm for real Hi Fi?
•Do you have strong interpersonal skills and smart presentation?
•Do you appreciate all styles of music, from classics to rock?

Aged 18-28, experience is essential although full
training will be given.
We offer a competitive salary, company car, training,
excellent career prospects and growth within an
experienced and dynamic environment.
If you feel that you can rise to the challenge, and that
your ears are a reliable asset, phone Donna Kinser in
the first instance for an application form:

0181 640 2172

FREE ENTRANCE
A ‘Varm Invitation is extended to you, your family and friends at this, the
10th year of celebrating all that's Best in British Hi Fi.
To mark the Show's first decade, you're welcomed to enter our fabulous
Free to Enter Draw to win one of the Three Thousand Pounds worth of
prizes!
Be Sure to visit the Great Bazaar where you'll find thousands of Records,
CDs, Components & Accessories, Furniture, Audio Publications etc,
there's agreat Valve and Vintage section too!
Exciting News for 1996... aspecialist secondhand equipment section
where you can be sure of finding many rare bargains.
AUnique Opportunity to meet the designers in person and have all your
questions answered.
See and Hear the newest equipment first hand, in the super atmosphere
of the Palace Hotel, where the large demonstration rooms offer some of
the best sounds around.
Don't miss some very special ' Show Offers' and save agreat deal during
the weekend.

Donna Kinser
Personnel Officer
Rogers International ( UK) Ltd
Unit 3, 310 Commonside East Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 1HX

TRADE

Saturday 13th & Sunday 14th April 1996
The Palace Hotel, Buxton Derbyshire
9.30am to 5.00pm each day

'lake anote

in your diary

Buxton 13/14 April 1996

Look forward to seeing you at the best event of the HiFi year!
Enquiries to: The Great British Hi FI Show, PO Box 50, Chesterfield S40 4YU
(Formerly ' The Chesterfield Hi Fi Show)

CLASSIFIED
"Magnificent Music"
The RMS Revelation Series Loudspeakers

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CE11 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

I
----

WANTED

Most listening rooms only allow systems to
achieve 50-60% of their full potential, and
some only 30-40%
Why put up with inferior performance. when
with the help of

c6)oonz cicoulticl cS'elvicel
you can achieve close to 100%
Full details,

reviews etc, of our computerised postal
consultancy available from:-

ROOM

ACOUSTICS SERVICES

3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside, DRIB 6M. Tel: ( 01652) 635523
HI-FI NEWS d RECORD REVIEW
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FOLICOIL

DIY SPEAKERS
I
,corDLat,g Falcon Electronics Falcon Components

will ASTOUND

you, today and for many

years to come.
Call free to receive written details, all with

Send for our FREE price list PL24: Just send
,
alarge S.A.E. ( 36p stamp) or $2bill
overseas. Europe $ 1bill or 3International
Reply Coupons ( 1RC).
New and updated FOCAL 'State of the Art' Kits.
FOCAL in-car' & JNILab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400 & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL. and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: -Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories, Large selection of Capacitoi s
+Falcon Custom- wound Inductors,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, Recipes Cookbook.
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus more - list in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR and Loudspeaker Ver.6, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit and the Mitey Mir Kit.
Full details from
(Dept HFN) Tabor House. Norwich Road.
MULBARTON. Norwich Norfolk,
NR14 8JT Tel ( 01508) 578272

No-Quibble Money- Back Guarantees

0800 - 45 44 68
Coprilit 1995 ..\ ti di oc,om

sous°

olp‘c“c's
The Journal for Audio Experimenters
Now in our third exciting year of
looking at things a little bit differently.
Still only $20 / 4issues. $ 24 Can , $ 30 Europe, $ 35 Elsewhere
Sample $ 5 • MCNisa Accepted 4. Money back if not delighted
Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718

512.339.6229 voice/fax
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Audiophile International Presents

Pure Virgin Vinyl LP's
Analogue Pressings By DCC
DCC Compact Classics

BLUES HOOT

SAM ' LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

presents landmark
reproductions of classic
music performances on
pure analogue 180gm
virgin vinyl LP's
Remastered from the
original master tapes on
all-tube playback
machine and lacquer
cutter. Plating of the
lacquers is done the
same day as cutting,
using a slow, low-

Blues Hoot
This once in a lifetime paring of blues legends; Hopkins,
McGhee and Terry took place at the Ash Grove in Los
Angeles in August 1691. The Blues revival began in
ernest when this great album was released. This is the
first- ever release of " Blues Hoot" that utilizes the recently
discovered original first-generation stereo mater tapes.
Tracks include " Big Car Blues", " Coffee House Blues".
LPZ 2007 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP
£ 25
GZS 1081 24kt Gold CD

STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD
111// SHUR

BE /

BYRD

Jazz Samba
This 1962 recording originally released on verve was on
the crest of the tidal wave of Brazilian influenced jazz
that so besotted America. Getz was at the forefront of his
invasion and this LP demonstrates why. The acoustics of
this recording from All Souls Unitarian Church,
Washington DC are first rate and match the mood Getz
and Byrd create with these Brazilian classics.

temperature bath to
minimize groove echo
and loss of high
frequency information.

LPZ 2011 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP
£25
GZS 1069 24kt Gold CD
£24

Pressings are made
with the recently-

SONNY ROLLINS

developed HQ180+
process which produces
a super-flat extra heavy
virgin vinyl disc of

Saxophone Colossus
This ' Prestige Recording' from 1956 is considered Sonny
Rollins finest effort ever! One of the pivotal recordings in
bringing about the widespread acceptance of the modern

unmatched sound
quality
DCC is acompany
name and does NOT
stand for Digital
Compact Cassette

SAXOPHONE COILIOSSeUS

SONNY RCLCINS

jazz saxophone as a major instrument in jazz. Rollins
displays humour, gentleness and a delicate feeling for
beauty unsurpassed in recorded jazz. Features: St.
Thomas", " You Don't Know What Love Is", " Strode
Rode".
LPZ 2008 HQ 180gm Super Vinyl LP
£25
GZS 1082 24kt Gold CD

£ 24

Available Now From Audiophile International Ltd.

POSTAGE & PACKAGING:
First LP £3 + 75p per additional
First CD £2 + 50p per additional
sent first class Recorded Super Packed.

To Order Visa / Access Call
24 Hour Fax

01276 855578

All Dealer inquiries on ALL products

Also Available on 24kt Gold CD

for a better selection why not send for our yearly catalogue

CREAM - Wheels Of Fire2CD
£35
BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 Revisited £24
CREAM - Fresh Cream
£24
THE DOORS - The Doors
£24
THE EAGLES - Hotel California £24
THE DOORS - Strange Days
£24
RAY CHARLES - Ingredient For Soul
£24
BOB SEGER - Night Moves
£24
PAUL McCARTNEY - Paul McCartney £24
McCARTNEY & WINGS - Band On The Run £24
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Cosmos Factory £24
CARS - Cars
£24
STEVE MILLER - Fly Like An Eagle
£24
THE DOORS - L.A. Woman
£ 24

PAUL McCartney - Ram
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Bayou Country
EAGLES - Their Greatest Hits
LINDA RONSTADT - Greatest Hits
ELO - Eldorado
VINCE GUARALDI - Black Orpheus
SHELLY MANNE - My Fair Lady
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
THE DOORS - Waiting For The Sun
JOHN COLTRANE - Soultrane
JACKSON BROVVNE - The Pretender
WES MONTGOMERY - Goin' Out Of My Head
LEON RUSSELL - Leon Russell
RAY CHARLES & BETTY CARTER

126

£24

£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24

01276 855580
01276 855530

PHOEBE SNOW - Phoebe Snow
MILES DAVIS - Relaxin'
BLONDIE - Parallel Lines
PAUL McCARTNEY - Venus & Mars
OSCAR PETERSON - West Side Story
ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits
STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD - Jazz Samba
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI- Fl
GERRY RAFFERTY - City To City
BEACH BOYS - Endless Summer
STEVE MILLER - Book Of Dreams
WES MONTGOMERY - So Much Guitar
JOHN COLTRANE & PAUL QUINICHETTE
RAY CHARLES - Greatest Country & Western
NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
£24
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Audiophile

International

Presents

LP's,CD's & Accessories
L I1/1

Y LOILJ HA

THIS MONTHS RECOMMENDED
Vinyl Pressings
MARY BLACK - Circus
New Release £ 10
BJORK - Post
£9
DAVID BOWIE - Excerpts From Outside
£ 10
BLUR - The Great Escape
£9
SAM COOKE - Night Beat.
U.S. Import £ 12
COUNTRY - Country by Vinyl Junkie
2LP
£ 12
THE CRANBERRIES - Now Need To Argue
£9
BOB DYLAN - MTV Unplugged
£ 12
EAGLES - Hell Freezes Over
2LP
£ 17
EMMYLOU HARRIS - Wrecking Ball
New Release £ 10
JETHRO TULL - Root To Branches
2LP
£ 14
JIM MORRISON - An American Prayer Music By The Doors £ 12
VAN MORRISON - Days Like This
£ 10
MORRISSEY - Southpaw Grammar
£ 10
OASIS - Definitely Maybe
2LP
£ 12
OASIS - ( What's The Story) Morning Glory ? 2LP
£ 12
BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND - Greatest Hits 2LP £ 17
PAUL WELLER - Stanley Road
£10
NEIL YOUNG - Mirror Ball
2LP U.S. Import
£15
FRANK ZAPPA - We're Only In It For The Money
£12
FRANK ZAPPA - Strictly Commercial
2LP U.S. Import
£15
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DISCOVERY RECORDS

C•)

79001
79002
79003
79004
79005
79006

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES - Body Heat
JAZZ AT THE MOVIES - A Man And A Woman
JAZZ AT THE MOVIES - White Heat ( Film Noir)
OREGON - Out Of The Woods
DEXTER GORDON - American Classic,
LEE RITENOUR - Rit

M LES DAVIS QUINTET
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CDX-15
TORUMAT CD CONDITIONER LIQUID
CDX-15 Cleans and conditions the surfaces of lazer discs for better
sound without loss of musical information. Stunning reviews in all US
HiFi magazines.
£15.95

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
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TM-7XH
TORUMAT SUPER RECORD CLEANING SOLUTION
Our most popular and highly recommended detergent-based nonalcohol cleaning formula. Torumat TM-7XH is safe for all vinyl
records and all types of vacuum powered machines, including Nitty
Gritty, Record Doctor. VP!. Moth. Keith Monks and more. £ 15.95

180gm HQ Vinyl Pressings

C

(0
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ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
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TC-2
TORUMAT CONNECTION CONDITIONER
This is a special formular that promotes conductivity between metals
for improved audio - and video - performance.
£15.95
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All accessories prices include postage charges.
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£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

ACCESSORIES - TORUMAT

ART PEPPER - Meets The Rhythm section
SONNY ROLLINS - Way Out West
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS - Goin' Away
BILL EVANS - Waltz For Debby
DUKE ELLINGTON - This Ones For Blanton
CHET BAKER - Chet
THE DON EWELL QUARTETTE - Yellow Dog Blues
RAY BROWN - Super Bass
MILES DAVIS - Cookin'
DOC & MERLE WATSON - Pickin' The Blues
BASIE JAM
COUNT BASIE - Farmers Market Barbecue
CHARLIE BYRD - The Guitar Artistry Of...
JANIS IAN - Breaking Silence
New
JOHNNY ADAMS - Sings Doc Pomus
New

C

re L0.
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180gm HQ Vinyl Pressings
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS
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The Guitar
Artistry of
Charlie Byrd,

Worldwide Mail Order
Retail Orders
Fax 24 Hours

01276 855578

Wholesale

01276 855530

01276 855580
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CLASSIFIED

TRADE
Cello Performance monoblocks ( 4chasis)
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Musical Fidelity P270 mk II
Beard P100 mk II
Boulder 500M
Jadis Defy 7
Chord SPM 1000
Jadis JA30 monoblocks
Electrocompaniet AW100
Process Amp 2
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Krell KSA 100S
Jeff Rowland Model 3
Tube Tech. Genesis monoblocks
McCormack DNA1
Krell KSA 50S
Goldmund Mimesis 3
Conrad Johnson MV50
Exposure VIII monoblocks
Audio Innovations 2nd Audio
Cadence M2/MA2
LFD PA1/LSI
Trilogy 901/958
Musical Fidelity F15
Audio Innovations S800 mk
Exposure dual IV ( x3)
Quad 33/303
Meriden 605 monoblocks
Copeland CTA 501
Audio Research SP15 mk It
Jadis JP80 MC
Jadis JPL
Classe DR6
Tesserac TAP- A Line/phono
Tesserac TALA Line
Heybrook Signature
Audio Innovations L2
Audio Innovations L1
Audio Research LS2B mk It
Exposure XVII
Exposure IX + XIV
Burmester 808 Line/phono
Meridian 201/209
Musical Fidelity E100

mint
mint
mint
mint

sin
Mt
s/h
sfti

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint sill
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sill
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
as new
as new
x-dem
x-dem
as new
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
as new
mint eh
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£7500
£4995
£795
£695
P.O.A
£3500
£995
£2250
£1395
£1395
£8995
£4495
£2795
£1895
P.O.A.
£2995
£2300
£750
£595
£1495
£1695
£995
£2495
£1350
£350
£595
£175
£1495
£895
£2895
£7995
£2995
£2495
£3995
£995
£395
£450
£195
£2750
£495
£1495
£1995
£395
£425

MINT SIN - Secondhand, as good an example as you'll find anywhere.

Creek 4240
Audio Innovations S500
Naim Nuit II
Alon V
Spendor SP9/1
Soundlab A3
Sonus Faber Minima Amators
Neat Petite
Sonus Faber Extrema + stds
KEF 103.4
Ruark Crusader It
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2 + paws
Apogee Caliper Sig.
Dynaudio Audience 10
Apogee Stage
Apogee Stage ( latest)
ATC SCM 100 passive
Meridian DSP 6000
ATC SCM 50A
Proac Response II
Magneplanar 1.4
Sonus Faber Amators
Audio Pro Subwoofer
Linn Kabers + stds
Tanoy Cheviots
STAX F81X
Proac Studio Towers
Meridian 20613
Denon DCD Si
Mark Levinson No 31 transport
Meridian 602/606
Philips CD850
Sony X333ES
Cambridge CD3
Wadia 22 transport
Wadia 26 D to A
Wadia 12 D to A
Audiolab 8000 dac
DPA TI transport
Wadia 2000 transp/dac
Audio Research DAC 1
Wadia 64 dac
Mark Levinson No 35 dac
Wadia 15 dac

X-DEM - Typically as new.

TEL:0181-3921959
TEL:0181-3921963
FAX:0181-3921994

£160
£495
£250
£3495
£2395
£3500
£1095
£395
£4495
£795
£895
£6995
£1495
£325
£1295
£2250
£1795
£5495
£3950
£1495
£595
£1795
£350
£795
£295
£4995
£1495
£450
£3250
£4750
£1495
£175
£395
£395
£1650
£1995
£1195
£495
£450
£4500
£995
£1995
£3750
£1995

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

AS NEW - Typically less than 4months old in new condition.
VGC - Slightly less than mint, may have minor marks

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint sin
mint sib
mint sift
mint sfti
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sin
mint el
mint sin
vgc
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint sfti
mint sin
mint sib
mint sifi
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint sfti
mint s/h
as new
as new
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sin
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint s/h

hi

CHOICE'

PS Audio Ultralink
Eminent Technology ETII
VPI TNT mk III
Alphason Symphony/Atlas
VPI TNT mk III/Triplanar III
Roksan Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz
Arta Xerxes/Chorus Black
Voyd "The Voyd"
SME Series 20N
Kuzma StogVStabi + psu
Lumley Stratosphere STI
Voyd Valdi/RB 300
Koetsu Red
Audio Note I/O
Ortofon MC7500
EAR 834P
Michell ISO/Hera
Tesserac phono mm/mc
Tesserac ' Gyrodec' power supply
Quad FM4 (grey)
Sequera Panelizer Tuner
Meridian 204 Tuner

mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h

£1195
£495
P.O.A.
£1295
£2795

mint s/h
mint sin
as new
mint sfti
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint sin
mint s/h
x- 48m

£1095
£995
P.O.A.
£995
P.O.A.
£450
£495
£795
£1495
£295
£395
£995
£295
£275
£4500
£395

mint sin
mint s/h
mint s/h

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the HiFI Exchange we
have clients looking to purchase your
equipment.
CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

Equipment bought or part exchanged.
Full demonstration facility — by appointment.
Major credit cards accepted. Open 7 days 9.30am - 8.00pm

0181 392 1963

THE MINSTREL BY QUANTUM AUDIO LTD
30 Watt, Ultra Linear, integrated, hybrid, valve, line level amplifier

qi

You must hear this amplifier, your ears will convince you of its sonic
superiority.
"There is nothing whimsical about the sound, the Minstrel is promoted as
quick and dynamic. It is, but it could equally have been called solid and
meaty. This is a big hearted amplifier, which can put on a surprising burst of
volts and amps when pushed, and quickly too, when the pushing is done by
a piano recording or something similarly percussive.
Iwas surprised, even shocked by the Minstrel's dynamic range, which is
utterly convincing and un tube like, yet the delicacy and fine detail of
Debussy or Ravel orchestral music is beautifully handled. A real mailed fist in
a velvet- glove type performance." Alvin Gold, Hi Fi Choice, October 1994.
For further details, dealer lists and demonstration appointments, contact the producers:

Quantum Audio Ltd., PO Box 26, 1 Oliphant Drive, Kilmarnock, Scotland KA3 7JA.
Tel: ( 01563) 571122 Fax: ( 01563) 571133

WANTED

e

'Lockwood Audio

FOR SALE

THE

AUTHORISED

or.. OP. maple% van new.*

open CLP.

'rge

• trace 31,1 71
• . 7,
15..»

SPECIALIST

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

bP moter.

MIEll

Callen welcome by appointment

WANTED
...,••••••

PLEASE RING US FOR POLITE SERVICE AND A GOOD OUOTE
Free adv.. 51ven but nol on Saturdays please
RECORD. CO. & USED HIFI SHOP Open Monday to Saturday tlpm to 5pm

TN« Einionmai
28 8, Ibutous Sr., Dip, »mu 8.22 al 12u 81378 658744 Fee: 81378 841832
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SPARES AND REPAIRS
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des Analogue
10
Productions;
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
S
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas, DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lyrita: Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini: Quartet; GAP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation: History
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko: Gift Horse
Kamei; Rhino; Rounder...
Catalogue $ 5.
Information/ Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax (913) 825-0156
Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.

E3

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

TRADE

CLASSIFIED

clipulf,oflfipptinik

•Mail Order Suppliers of Quality Hi Fi Accessories
•Tel/Fax: 0151 348 1988 •

FOR A WIDE RANGE OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Speaker cables • Interconnects • Headphones • Cartridges Tonearms • DACS • Equipment Tables • RCA and Banana Plugs • Record & CDs
AGENCIES /INCLUDE
Chord Company • Sonic Link • DNM Reson • Audio Quest • QED • Ixos • Van Den Hul • Nordost • Kimber Kable • Trichord • Sennheiser • Beyer • Grado
Audio Alchemy • Ortofon • Sumiko • Goldring • Target • Sound Style • Kontak • Moth • Jecklin • W.B.T. • Mobile Fidelity • X10
Please tele/fax for our winter product and price list. Mon-Fri 9.30 am to 8.00pm (Sat to 5.00pm)
• MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •

52 GREEN LANE, GREAT SUTTON, SOUTH WIRRAL, CHESHIRE, L66 4LE

TRANSLUCENT
99.99% PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT
CABLE FOR UNDER £ 0.00
IMPOSSIBLE!! BUT TRUE.
ALL CABLES ARE. DOUBLE SCREENED.
SILVER SOLDERED, PSEUDO BALANCED.
TERMINATED WITH QUALITY GOLD PLATED
PHONOS AND FINISHED IN ASMART GREY BRAID.
PRICES;
HALF METRE TERMINATED .... £59.99 + £3.50 P&P
ONE METRE TERMINATED .... £ 79.99 +. £3.50 P&P
EACH ADDITIONAL HALF METRE. ADD £ 20.00
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS, CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE.
AYLESTONE, LEICESTER, LE2 8QE
TEL 0116 2835621.

Russ
Andrews

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmorland,
LA8 9AS, ENGLAND

Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317
If you like the Hi Fi equipment you have, but want abetter
performance, don't change itUPGRADE IT!
You can build better than you can buy and we offer kits,
parts and instructions for anything from simple component
upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end
equipment from scratch.
NEW UPGRADING SERVICE.
If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your
prized possession, send it to us and we can do the upgrade
for you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before
starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you
require and can afford. We have asecure, low cost
collection and delivery service within the UK.
Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rotel etc
To receive you copy of our 1994/95 catalogue and o £5
discount voucher usable on your first order over £50, just
mail, phone or fax the address above, together with £3or
$5U5 or your credit card information

BLACK BOX RANGE KITS

Arange of easy to assemble soid state kit cups, with hilly tested «tatted prided &alit bards. If you ere
competent with osolderie iron Hoe Idts shaild be no probleni. Aful rebald cmd sort out service (wadable.
AP30
AP50

Integrated Amplifier
230.00
P50
4Input Pre Amp
180.00
Integrated Amplifier
320.00
P90
6Input Pre Amp
240.00
Phono Stage Fitted
70.00
Phono 1MM or MC Phono Unit
170.00
A60
Stereo Power Amplifier 300.00
Phono 2MM or MC Phono Unit
240.00
A70
Mono Power Amplifier
570.00 Pair
P.S.U. Power Supply for Phono 2180.00
A80
Mono Power Amplifier
880.00 Pair
EX REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION STOCK BARGAINS, The Emotive Statement (TES) CO Player 1000.00 RRP 2000.00
NVA, 6Watermill Ind. Est., Aspenden Road, Bunting ford, Hertsfordshire SG9 9.15

Tel: 01763 272707 Fax: 01763 271594
SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Conrad-Johnson Premier 7B preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Premier 8A ( 275W tube mono amplifier- pair)
Conrad-Johnson PVAIO tube phono/line preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Premier 3 ( tube phono/line preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson MF80 ( 80W FET stereo power amplifier)
Fourier Sans Pareil MK3+ ( 200W OIL monoblock - pair)
Muse Model 160 Silver ( 160W solid-state stereo amplifier)
Muse Model 300 Black ( 500W solid-state mono amplifier - pair)
Audiostatic ES 100 full range electrostatic speaker ( pair)
Paragon Acoustics Regent speakers ( natural cherry - pair)
Sound Lab Pristine Ill full range electrostatic - pair
EAD DSP-1000 Series Ill HDCD cl/a converter ( Silver)
EAD T-1000 CD transport ( Silver)
EAD DSP-7000 Series III HDCD cVa converter ( Black)
SME turntables and tonearms

10, 78
54
48
82
100
68
56
34
78
18
94

13

B & W Loudspeakers

12

Connections
The Chord Company

66
54

Definitive Audio

106

Esoteric
Esoterica
Graaf

106
94
20

Harman
Harris Semi-Conductor
K.J. West One
Kraft
Listening Rooms The
Midland
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Musical Images

I ) All equipment is in "as new" condition and fully guaranteed as per manufacturers warranty terms and
conditions
21 All above price., include VAT (fi' 17 5'4-

AUDIOFREAKS

100

14

74
50
96

115
OBC
IBC

46, 82

Onuc
Oxford Audio

60

P.M Components
Papworth
Parasound
Pentachord
Pinewood

84
70

Radlett
Recital

Special
£7500
£8950
£890
£1100
£800
£2950
£1490
£2500
£1590
£2400
£4990
£895
£750
£1500
please ask for prices

Notes:

Distributors of fine

Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
Arcam
Attic Music
Audio Consultants
Audio Freaks
Audio Illusion
Audio Lab
Audio Nord
Audio Note
Audio Synthesis
Audio Technica

RRP
£11000
£16000
£1295
£3000
£1600
£4950
£2290
£3990
£2990
£3500
£6990
£1495
£1200
£2490

66

Audio &

Home Theatre Equipment

Ringmat
Riverside
Rogers
Ron Smith
Ruark
Russ Andrews

66
98
17
112
88
52

Salisbury
Select Audio
Sound Echoes
Sound Image
Spectra

60
100
74
112
44

Top Events
Twelve Limited

104
74

U.K.D.

56

32
82
70
96

Wilmslow Audio
112
Wilson Stereo Library
84
Woodstock Music &
Film Systems
70, 74, 78, IFC

84

Yamainura Churchill

7, 8, 9

Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

Absolute Tune—ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engsneers can now repo r
modify or realign any high-end equipment 1\
undertake rebuilds with selected audiorlul,
components and can also offer avalve
matching service. Eyed only the best \

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

•
WANTED & 1.01{ SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITA VOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
DULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER LE2 80E TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

finale
Dolenz (the joke doing the rounds
at the time was: soon they'll be
down to one, billed as The
Monkee). The depleted Monkees
made patchier albums, but there
are myriad surprises. The pick of
the bunch has to be Head [
450997659], the soundtrack of the Bob
Rafaelson/Jack Nicholson film. Its
technical and satirical liberties •
made it acommercial flop — but a
cult success (` The money's
in/We're made of tin/We're here to
give you more' chorus the Monkees
the script. It was this vaunting of at the beginning ... shades of The
Great Rock ' n' Roll Swindle?).
flaws that made the TV series so
Framed in musique concrète made up
subversive and fresh, almost avehicle
of soundtrack fragments, the songs
key moment in unsettling for the industry's unconscious. Teen
are glorious additions to the
rock's jargon of authenticity exploitation has rarely been so
psychedelic fairground. Carole
arrived as a casual remark improvised, so unformulaic.
King's ' Porpoise Song' and 'As We
Indeed, the unissued ` Look Out
during the Sex Pistols furore.
Go Along' are arranged by the great
During a lull in a heated debate
(Here Comes Tomorrow)' on More
Of contains astriking anticipation of Jack Nitzsche and conducted by
about musical merit and credibility,
Russ Titelman (among whose many
Malcolm McLaren confided to the the materio-cynicism of PiL's
claims to fame is playing guitar on
interviewer: ' You know the song I Todderstompf: Peter Tork explains
Captain Beefheart's Clear Spot).
he is talking over the record in order
really like? It's the one that goes ...
to fill the requisite number of Nesmith's ' Circle Sky' must be the
"Hey! Hey! We're the Monkees!".'
definitive version of a well -tried
Put together by TV producers, seconds for a hit. The third album,
punk/folk riff.
after auditions held in (horror of Headquarters, is another classic (how
The Monkees were the product of
horrors) Hollywood, The Monkees many rock bands can boast a
an entertainment industry expanding
were the perfect hate- object for flawless first three — The Stooges,
so fast that its ground rules were
The Ramones, The Saints...
Dylan/Beatles ' real music' ideology.
being improvised daily. It is product
But
here they come again, certainly not The Clash!). 'Zilch' is
courtesy Rhino Records, those boa- provocative weirdness worthy of certainly, but product snap-popcrackling with conflicts over
deconstructors-in-the-grass... The Zappa, while 'No Time' is premium
high-school punk/soul. Not bad for a marketing, image and commercial
Monkees.
appeal. Serious rock sells us
Rhino's reissue series has been 'teen exploitation' band.
Pisces, Aquarius, Capricorn & `convincing' responses to capitalist
perpetrated with an eye for detail
4509-97663] and The society — Springsteen, Nirvana,
that rivals the lavish job they did for Jones Ltd [
Rage Against The Machine. Such
4509-97656]
Omette
Coleman's
Atlantic Birds, The Bees And [
artistic sincerity often suppresses
recordings. Just reading the are, as the titles imply, typical late1960s candyfloss. Both erupt into
awareness of the market mechanisms
sleevenotes takes aweek, and there
used to reach us. Pop reissues like
sublimely aroused pop: ` Pleasant
are reams of unpublished pix.
these, on the other hand, demand
Listened to today, with ears Valley Sunday' and ' Daydream
(provoke) such awareness on the part
conditioned by the likes of Blur and Believer', respectively. Pisces has an
unreleased
track (` Special
of the listener.
Oasis, their debut The Monkees,
What the Swami says on Hecia‘
[Rhino 4509-97655]) comes across Announcement') that was originally
(replying to the accusation that his
as a stone classic, a dense-packed scheduled to open the album. This
lecture is just ' supernatural
farrago of primal innocence, teen technical soundbyte — an engineer
baloney') could be applied to the
energy, pop- guitar jangle — and referencing the ' operating level' —
enduring appeal of The Monkees:
fraudulence. The foursome pose is almost identical to the bizarre
'Supernatural, perhaps... baloney,
with instruments Beatles-style; but intro to ' Yellow Brick Road' on
perhaps not'.
Ben Watson
not one of them played anote! This Captain Beefheart's Safe As Milk.
(The Monkees and Beefheart also
caused unanimous condemnation in
the burgeoning mid- 1960s music shared sound engineer Hank
Cicalo.)
press, but affected sales not a bit.
But it is not just in their instudio
Producers Tommy Boyce and
Bobby Hart rightly picked Micky jokes that The Monkees were
Dolenz as the lead — his voice is freakier than their detractors
knowing, jazzy, edgy. David Jones's suggest. The Birds... contains the
winsome, sick-puppy vocals are astonishing 'Writing Wrongs', Mike
still cause for wonder, but maybe Nesmith's missing link between the
Plastic Ono Band and Can. Its
now in apositive sense.
Though the McLaren endorsed satirical ' groove' is worthy of a
`(Theme From) The Monkees' was sophisticated 1990s subversive like
Billy Jenkins. And at last the
plainly Beatles- inspired ( it was
written by Boyce and Hart to the legendary track with Peter Tork's
rhythm of a walk up Woodrow baby-live-in-thestudio has gained
Wilson Drive, the epicentre of legitimate release (' Lady's Baby').
Tork had left by Instant Replay
Laurel Canyon freakdom), the
Monkees were really Turtles- style
(4509-97661) and The Monkees
folk- pop — with a dash of high- Present (4509-97660); Changes
(4509-97657) is just Jones and
school punk. If the Monkees hadn't
been so successful, '(I'm Not Your)
Steppin' Stone' (
More Of, 450997658) would have figured as a
'garage classic' on Nuggets (as it was,
this awesome slice of teen aggression
was covered by the Sex Pistols — and
athousand other punk bands). The
producers chose to release the 'goof'
version of ' Gonna Buy Me A dog'
instead of the ' proper' one. Micky
Dolenz points out that this merely
replicated the methodology of the TV
shows, where improvised outtakes
were frequently used in preference to

As Rhino
Records
reissues the
Monkees'
complete
works, a
re-appraisal
seems in
order for
those often
villified pop
moppets
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We hope it's not an interest

S
YST E
to note that this

uses some of the most advanced technology available today.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
EIO integrated amplifier. E50 stereo FM tuner. E60 compact disc player. l'or the name of the hi- ti deader nearest you, contact Musical Fidelity on 0181 900 2866.

STUDIO SERIES
A REFERENCE STANDARD FOR AL
studio 2 - 12 - 205E - 50

STUDIO 2
"Tonal clarity is superlative
throughou: the frequency
range, with treble and
midrange singing beside fast,
weighty bass... Visually, the
studio 2s are aminiature
work of an. Their metal drive
units fit snugly imo the real
wood veneer.., offer aperformance
of outstanding value."
Sound ***** Verdict *****
HiFi News Sept '95

4111

STUDIO 12

Main photo: Studio 50

"The 12s really are superb,
with breathtaking clarity and
detail... glorious pin-s'norp
focus... smooth, detailed
treble... immensely listenable
balance... gorgeous styling.
This level of performance is
difficult to find anywhere,
really rather fabulous speakers.
Sound ***** Verdict *****
Souno - Italy

STUDIO' 20 U
"Monitor Audio's
Studio 20 SEs in our reference system, about the
highest recommendation
we could g_ve"
Sound ***** Verdict *****
MONITOR AUDIO LTD

STUDIO SO

Designers and manufacturers of
high quality audio equipment
Unit 34 Clifton Road,
Cambridge CB1 4ZW England.
Telephone-. (01223) 242898/246344
Fax: ( 01223) 214532

"Superb, detailed, accurate big brother of Studio 20SE"
Best Buy Hi-End Loudspeakers
Hi Fi News

